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PREFACE

The genesis of this edition goes back to the early 1970’s, when John
Dillon composed a preliminary draft of a text and translation of the
surviving portions of Iamblichus’ De Anima, in the wake of his edition
of the fragments of his commentaries on the Platonic dialogues.1 This
project, however, went no further at the time, and it was not till many
years later, in 1986, that Dillon decided to revive it by inviting John
Finamore, who had recently published a monograph on Iamblichus’
theory of the "vehicle" of the soul, 2 which had involved close study of
Iamblichus’ De Anima, among other texts, to join him in putting out a
proper edition, with commentary, of what remains of this interesting
work. Intensive and continuous work on the project was postponed
until 1995 after the co-authors had completed other projects of their
own. This present edition is the result of that pleasant cooperation.
Iamblichus’ De Anima survives only in the pages of John of Stobi’s
Eclogae, where it makes up a considerable portion of John’s chapter
On the Soul. John is interested in the work, however, primarily from a
doxographic point of view, so that what we have is mainly a survey
and critique of previous opinions. On the other hand, Iamblichus’
own doctrinal position does become apparent at various points,
particularly in the context of the criticism of his immediate
predecessors, Plotinus, Amelius and Porphyry, and, since most topics
proper to a discussion of the nature and powers of the soul are
covered, it may be that we do in fact have a large part of the work.
The idiosyncrasy of Iamblichus’ position, however, only becomes
plain when one takes into consideration certain passages from the
later commentary of Pseudo-Simplicius on Aristotle’s De Anima and
from Priscianus’ Metaphrasis in Theophrastum. We have included those
as an appendix to this edition.
Iamblichus comes, of course, near the end of a long line of
philosophers who have composed treatises on the soul, or on some
aspect of it, and he is himself plainly cognizant of that tradition.

1 Iamblichi Chalcidensis in Platonis Dialogos Commentariorum Fragmenta, Leiden:
Brill, 1973.
2 Iamblichus and the Theory of the Vehicle of the Soul, Chico: Scholars Press, 1985.
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Beginning in the Old Academy, both of Plato’s immediate successors
Speusippus and Xenocrates wrote treatises On the Soul (Xenocrates in
two books), though we have no idea of their contents--except, no
doubt, that they incorporated their respective definitions of the soul,
both recorded by Iamblichus. Then, of course, there is the surviving
treatise by Aristotle, which forms an essential part of all later discussion, whether one agreed with his doctrine or not. Theophrastus also
contributed treatises On the Soul and On Sense-Perception, the latter of
which survives, while a summary of the former is preserved in the
Metaphrasis of Priscianus. The early Stoics also wrote on the subject,
notably Zeno and Chrysippus, presenting a doctrine of a unitary soul
(though divided into eight parts), distinct from the body--unlike
Aristotle’s theory--but interpenetrating it, and composed of material
pneuma. Their doctrine of a unitary soul was disputed by the later
Stoic Posidonius, who wrote a treatise On the Soul in at least three
books, and who reintroduced from Platonism the concept of an
irrational as well as of rational soul (for which he is commended by
Galen, in his treatise On the Doctrines of Hippocrates and Plato).
Among later Platonists, Plutarch composed a treatise On the Soul of
which only a few fragments survive, but his treatise On the Creation of
the Soul in the Timaeus is preserved, and is of great interest, not only
for its presentation of his own position, but for its information on the
theories of his predecessors, such as Xenocrates and Crantor. Of
other Middle Platonists, we know of a specific treatise On the Soul only
from the second-century Platonist Severus, though others, such as
Atticus and Numenius, certainly had views on the subject of which we
have record, and they all make an appearance in Iamblichus’ work.
The work of the later Aristotelian Alexander of Aphrodisias On the
Soul was also influential, particularly on Plotinus, though Iamblichus
has no occasion to mention him by name.
As for Iamblichus’ immediate predecessors, Plotinus does not, of
course, compose treatises in the traditional scholastic manner, but
various of his tractates, notably Ennead 4.3-5, Problems of the Soul, 4.7,
On the Immortality of the Soul, and 4.8, On the Descent of the Soul into
Bodies, are of importance for Iamblichus (though his references to
Plotinus are actually rather non-specific and confused, as we shall
see). Of any relevant treatise by Amelius we know nothing, but from
Porphyry we know of treatises On the Soul and On the Powers of the Soul,
fragments of the former of which are preserved by Eusebius, of the
latter by John of Stobi.
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Iamblichus’ treatise, therefore, comes at the end of a very long
tradition, of which he is the heir, and to some extent the recorder,
and we must be grateful to John of Stobi for preserving even as much
as he did of it.
The authors wish to thank the previous and current graduate
students at the University of Iowa who worked on typing and
proofing various sections of the text, especially the Greek text: Lisa
Hughes, Svetla Slaveva-Griffin, Gwen Gruber, and Keely Lake. Dr.
Finamore expresses his thanks to the Iowa Humanities Council,
whose assistance allowed him to travel to Dublin in April 2000 to
meet with Dr. Dillon and discuss the project.
The two authors divided the work of the translation and commentary between them. Although different sections were the primary
responsibility of one of the authors, both authors read and commented on the sections of the other. In April 2000, the two authors
met in Dublin to go over and correct the De Anima sections. The
appendix was completed and reviewed by mail and e-mail. The final
result is a truly collaborative project.
The following is the breakdown of the primary responsibility for
the sections of the De Anima and the appendix on the PseudoSimplicius and Priscianus:
Sections

Primary Translator/Commentator

1-9
10-16
17-24
25-38
39-53
Appendix

Dillon
Finamore
Dillon
Finamore
Finamore
Finamore
John M. Dillon and John F. Finamore
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INTRODUCTION

I. Iamblichus: Life and Works1
Of Iamblichus’ life, despite the biographical sketch of the late fourth
century sophist Eunapius of Sardis, in his Lives of the Philosophers and
Sophists,2 little of substance is known. Reading between the lines of
Eunapius, however, and helped by pieces of information from
elsewhere, reasonable conjecture can produce probable data.
Eunapius reports (VS 457) that Iamblichus was born in Chalcis “in
Coele (Syria).” After Septimius Severus' division of the Syrian command in 194 C.E., this refers, not to southern, but to northern Syria,
and so the Chalcis in question must be Chalcis ad Belum, modern
Qinnesrin, a strategically important town to the east of the Orontes
valley, on the road from Beroea (Aleppo) to Apamea, and from
Antioch to the East.3 The date of his birth is uncertain, but the
tendency in recent scholarship has been to put it much earlier than
the traditional date of c.265 C.E. Alan Cameron, in “The Date of
Iamblichus' Birth,”4 bases his conclusions on the assumption that the
Iamblichus whose son Ariston is mentioned by Porphyry (VPlot. 9) as
having married a lady disciple of Plotinus, Amphicleia, is our
Iamblichus. This assumption seems reasonable, since Porphyry
expects his readers to know who this Iamblichus is, and there is no
other Iamblichus in this period and milieu. Porphyry's language is
ambiguous, but to gain a credible chronology, one assumes that
Ariston married Amphicleia some time after Plotinus’ death, and
probably not long before 301 C.E., when Porphyry composed the
1 For a fuller version of the account given here, see J. Dillon, “Iamblichus of
Chalcis” in ANRW II 36:2 (1987), 868-909, itself a revised version of the introduction to his edition of the fragments of Iamblichus’ commentaries on the Platonic
dialogues, Iamblichi Chalcidensis in Platonis Dialogos Commentariorum Fragmenta,
Leiden, 1973.
2 Editions: W.C. Wright, Loeb Classical Library (with Philostratus, Lives of the
Sophists), Cambridge, 1921; G. Giangrande, Eunapii Vitae Sophistarum, Rome, 1956
(page numbering from Boissonade’s edition, Paris, 1822).
3 J. Vanderspoel, “Themistios and the Origin of Iamblichos,” Hermes 116 (1988),
125-33, has presented an interesting argument in favour of the Chalcis in Lebanon
(mod. Anjar), but not so persuasive as to induce me to change my view.
4 Hermes 96 (1969), 374-6.
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Life. Even so, and accepting that Ariston was much younger than
Amphicleia, one cannot postulate a date for Iamblichus’ birth later
than 240 C.E. Iamblichus was not, then, much younger than
Porphyry himself (born in 232), which perhaps explains the rather
uneasy pupil-teacher relationship they appear to have enjoyed.
According to Eunapius, Iamblichus was “of illustrious birth, and
belonged to the well-to-do and fortunate classes” (VS 457). It is
remarkable that this Semitic name5 was preserved by a distinguished
family in this region, when so many of the well-to-do had long since
taken on Greek and Roman names. But there were, in fact, ancestors
of whom the family could be proud, if the philosopher Damascius
may be believed. At the beginning of his Life of lsidore, 6 he reports
that Iamblichus was descended from the royal line of thc priest-kings
of Emesa. Sampsigeramus, the first of these potentates to appear in
history, won independence from the Seleucids in the 60’s B.C.E., and
was in the entourage of Antony at the Battle of Actium. He left a son
Iamblichus to carry on the line, and the names “Sampsigeramus” and
“Iamblichus” alternate in the dynasty until the end of the first century
C.E., when they were dispossessed by Domitian. Inscriptional evidence, however, shows the family still dominant well into thc second
century.7
How or why a branch of the family got to Chalcis by the third
century is not clear, but it may have been the result of a dynastic
marriage, since Iamblichus' other distinguished ancestor mentioned
by Damascius is Monimus (Arabic Mun´eim). This is not an uncommon name in the area, but the identity of the Monimus in
question may be concealed in an entry by Stephanus of Byzantium
(s.v. Chalcis), which reads: “Chalcis: fourth, a city in Syria, founded by
Monicus thc Arab.” Monicus is a name not found elsewhere, and may
well be a slip (either by Stephanus himself or a later scribe) for
‘Monimus.’ This would give Iamblichus an ancestor of suitable
distinction, none other than the founder of his city.8 What may have
5 The original form of Iamblichus’ name is Syriac or Aramaic: yamliku, a third
person singular indicative or jussive of the root MLK, with El understood, meaning
“he (sc. El) is king”, or “May he (El) rule!”.
6 Ed. C. Zintzen, Hildesheim, 1967, 2; and now P. Athanassiadi, Damascius, The
Philosophical History (Athens, 1999).
7 Inscriptions grecques et latines de la Syrie V, 2212-7. Cf. also John Malalas, Chron.
296.
8 Unless in fact the reference is to the god Monimos, attested by Iamblichus
himself (ap. Julian, Hymn to King Helios, 150CD) worshipped at Emesa in association
with the sun god. The royal family may conceivably have traced their ancestry to
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happened is that a daughter of the former royal house of Emesa
married into the leading family of Chalcis, and one of her sons was
called after his maternal grandfather.
There is no doubt, at any rate, that Iamblichus was of good family.
Such an ancestry may have influenced his intellectual formation. His
tendency as a philosopher, manifested in various ways, is always to
connect Platonic doctrine with more ancient wisdom (preferably, but
not necessarily, of a Chaldaean variety), and within Platonism itself it
is he who, more than any other, is the author of the ramified hierarchy of levels of being (many identified with traditional gods and
minor divinities) which is a feature of the later Athenian Platonism of
Syrianus and Proclus. With Iamblichus and his advocacy of theurgy as
a necessary complement to theology, Platonism also becomes more
explicitly a religion. Before his time, the mystery imagery so popular
with Platonist philosophers (going back to Plato himself) was, so far
as can be seen, just that--imagery. With Iamblichus, there is an
earnest emphasis on ritual, enabling thc Emperor Julian to found his
church on this rather shaky rock.
The mid-third century was a profoundly disturbed time to be
growing up in Syria. In 256 C.E., in Iamblichus' early youth, the
Persian King Shapur broke through the Roman defenses around
Chalcis (the so-called limes of Chalcis), and pillaged the whole north
of Syria, including Antioch (Malalas, Chron. 295-6). It is not known
how Iamblichus' family weathered the onslaught. Being prominent
figures, especially if they were pro-Roman, they may well have
withdrawn before it and sought refuge temporarily on the coast.
At this point, the problem arises of who Iamblichus' teachers in
philosophy were. Eunapius writes of a certain Anatolius, meta;
Porfuvrion ta; deuvtera ferovmenow (VS 457). This phrase in earlier
times simply means “take second place to”9 but a parallel in Photius10
suggests that for Eunapius the phrase meant “was successor to.” If this
is so, it poses a problem. It has been suggested11 that Iamblichus'
teacher is identical with the Anatolius who was a teacher of Peripatetic philosophy in Alexandria in the 260's and later (in 274)
consecrated bishop of Laodicea in Syria. This suggestion, however,
comes up against grave difficulties: chronology requires that
this deity, identified with planet Mercury.
9 e.g. in Herodotus, 8. 104.
10 Bibl. 181 = Damascius, V. Isid. 319, 14 Zintzen.
11 Dillon, 1987, 866-7.
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Iamblichus was a student no later than the 270's, so that it must be
concluded that we have to do here with another Anatolius (the
dedicatee of Porphyry's Homeric Questions ( JOmhrikaŸ zhthvmata), and
so probably a student of his) who represented in some way Porphyry
during his absence (perhaps still in Sicily?). This, however, assumes a
situation for which there is no evidence, namely that Porphyry
established a school in Rome between his visits to Sicily, or that
Plotinus had founded a school of which Porphyry was the titular head
even in his absence in Sicily. Another possibility, of course, is that
Eunapius is profoundly confused, but that conclusion seems to be a
counsel of despair.
When Porphyry returned from Sicily to Rome is not clear.
Eusebius, writing sometime after his death (c. 305 C.E.), describes
him (HE VI 19,2) as “he who was in our time established in Sicily” (oJ
kaq j hJma`~ ejn Sikeliva/ katastav~) which suggests a considerable stay. J.
Bidez,12 however, takes this as referring only to the publication of
Porphyry's work Against the Christians. Porphyry refers to himself as
having returned to Rome at Plot. 2, but when that happened he does
not indicate. That he returned by the early 280's, however, is a
proposition with which few would disagree, and if Iamblichus studied
with him, it would have occurred in this period. The only (more or
less) direct evidence of their association is the dedication to
Iamblichus of Porphyry's work On the maxim “Know Thyself.”13
What the relationship between the two may have been cannot be
determined. In later life Iamblichus was repeatedly, and often
sharply, critical of his master's philosophical positions. This can be
seen in his Timaeus Commentary, where, of thirty-two fragments in
which Porphyry is mentioned, twenty-five are critical, only seven
signifying agreement. The same position is evident also in the
commentary on Aristotle's Categories, as preserved by Simplicius, but
there Simplicius reports that Iamblichus based his own commentary
on that of Porphyry 14 (something also likely for his T i m a e u s
Commentary), so that such statistics given previously are misleading.
12

Vie de Porphyre (Ghent and Leipzig, 1913) 103 note 1.
Unless account be taken of Iamblichus’ assertion in the De Anima (375.24-25)
that he had ‘heard’ Porphyry propound a certain doctrine. The verb akouô with the
genitive came to be used in peculiar ways in later Greek, however, denoting
acquaintance at various removes, so that one cannot put full trust in this testimony.
There is no real reason, on the other hand, to doubt that Iamblichus and Porphyry
were personally acquainted.
14 In Cat. 2, 9ff. Kalbfleisch.
13
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However, the De Mysteriis is a point-by-point refutation of Porphyry's
Letter to Anebo (which, in turn, was an attack on theurgy probably
aimed at Iamblichus), and Iamblichus' references to Porphyry in the
De Anima are generally less than reverent. No doubt, also, Iamblichus'
lost work On Statues had much to say in refutation of Porphyry's work
of the same name.
There is no need, however, to conclude that Iamblichus learned
nothing from Porphyry, or that they parted on bad terms. The
refutation of one's predecessors was a necessary part of staying afloat
in the scholarly world, then as now, and Iamblichus was enough of an
original mind to have many modifications and elaborations to
introduce into Porphyry’s relatively simple metaphysical scheme. Also
contact with Plotinus was a personal experience for Porphyry, which
it was not for Iamblichus. This has some bearing, along with the
considerations of ancestry mentioned earlier, on Iamblichus' enthusiasm for theurgy, an enthusiasm of Porphyry himself in his youth,
which was something direct contact with Plotinus tended to suppress.
When Porphyry wrote his Letter to Anebo, he was actually providing a
recantation of his earlier beliefs, as expressed in the Philosophy from
Oracles.
Even as it is not known when or where15 Iamblichus studied with
Porphyry, so it is not known when he left him, returned to Syria and
founded his own school. From the fact that he returned to Syria,
rather than staying on as successor to Porphyry (he was, after all, his
most distinguished pupil), one might conclude that there was tension
between them. But Iamblichus by the 290's would already be, if our
chronology is correct, a man of middle age, and it is natural enough
that he should want to set up on his own. Porphyry, after all, did not
die until after 305 at the earliest, and probably Iamblichus departed
long before that.
For Iamblichus' activity on his return to Syria one is dependent on
Eunapius' account, which, with all its fantastic anecdotes, is claimed
by its author to rest on an oral tradition descending to him from
Iamblichus' senior pupil Aedesius, via his own revered master
Chrysanthius. Unfortunately, Eunapius is vague on details of prime
importance. Where, for example, did Iamblichus establish his school?
The evidence seems to be in favor of Apamea, rather than his native
Chalcis. This is not surprising: Apamea had been a distinguished
15

It is conceivable, after all, that he went to study with him in Lilybaeum.
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center of philosophy for well over a century (at least), and was the
home town, and probably base, of the distinguished second century
Neopythagorean Numenius. It was also the place to which Plotinus'
senior pupil Amelius retired in the 260’s, no doubt because of
admiration for Numenius. Amelius was dead by the time Porphyry
wrote his Commentary on the Timaeus (probably in the 290's), but he
left his library and possessions to his adopted son Hostilianus
Hesychius, who presumably continued to reside in Apamea.
Once established in Apamea,16 Iamblichus seems to have acquired
support from a prominent local citizen, Sopater, and in Eunapius'
account (VS 458-9), he is portrayed as being in possession of a
number of suburban villas (proavsteia) and a considerable group of
followers. There are glimpses of him in the midst of his disciples,
discoursing and fielding questions, disputing with rival philosophers,
and leading school excursions to the hot springs at Gadara. Iamblichus had strong Pythagorean sympathies, inherited from Numenius
and Nicomachus of Gerasa, and one would like to know how far his
treatise On the Pythagorean Way of Life reflects life in his own school.
Probably not very closely, in such matters as community of property
or long periods of silence, or we would have heard about it from
Eunapius. More likely the school of Iamblichus was like any
contemporary philosophic school in the Platonist tradition, a group
of students living with or round their teacher, meeting with him
daily, and probably dining with him, pursuing a set course of reading
and study in the works of Aristotle and Plato, and holding disputations on set topics.
Possibly Iamblichus' ten volumes on Pythagoreanism, entitled
collectively A Compendium of Pythagorean Doctrine, constituted an introductory course for his school. It is plain that there was study of at
least some Aristotle, the logical works (Iamblichus, as we have seen,
wrote a copious commentary on the Categories, heavily dependent on
that of Porphyry, but with transcendental interpretations of his own),
the De Anima, and perhaps parts of the Metaphysics, followed by the
study of Plato. For Plato, Iamblichus, building on earlier, Middle
16 There is some conflicting evidence, from Malalas (Chron. XII 312, 11-12),
indicating that Iamblichus was established with a school at Daphne, near Antioch,
in the reigns of Maxentius and Galerius (305-312 C.E.), and Malalas says that he
continued teaching there until his death. Malalas, despite his limitations, is not
entirely unreliable on matters affecting his home area, so it is possible that
Iamblichus spent some time in Daphne; there is no doubt, however, that Apamea
was his main base.
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Platonic systems of instruction (such as described in Albinus'
Eisagôgê), prescribed a definite number and order of dialogues to be
studied. In the Anonymous Prolegomena to Platonic Philosophy17 ch. 26,
there is a course of ten dialogues attributed originally to Iamblichus,
starting with the Alcibiades I, and continuing with Gorgias, Phaedo,
Cratylus, Theaetetus, Sophist, Statesman, Phaedrus, Symposium and Philebus, leading to the two main dialogues of Platonic philosophy, the
Timaeus and the Parmenides, the former “physical,” the latter “theological.” Of these, there are fragments or evidence of commentaries
by Iamblichus on the Alcibiades, Phaedo, Sophist, Phaedrus, Philebus,
Timaeus, and Parmenides, the most extensive (preserved in Proclus'
commentary on the same dialogue) being those on the Timaeus. It is
surprising not to find any mention in this sequence of either the
Republic or the Laws. They were probably regarded as too long, and in
the main too political, to be suitable for study as wholes, but there is
indication that sections such as Republic 6, 7, and 10, and Laws 10,
received due attention.
Formal exegesis then, played a significant part in the curriculum
of the school, but notice must also be taken of the reputation which
Iamblichus acquired in later times (mainly because of the excesses of
such epigoni as Maximus of Ephesus, the teacher of Julian in the
350's) for magical practices. He probably used the Chaldaean Oracles
in lectures, since he composed a vast commentary (in at least 28
books) on the Oracles. There is only one story related by Eunapius in
which Iamblichus is said to have performed a magical act, and that
was during the above-mentioned visit of the school to the hot springs
at Gadara. Iamblichus, in response to insistent requests, conjured up
two spirits in the form of boys, identified as Eros and Anteros, from
two adjacent springs (VS 459). On another occasion, however (VS
458), he is recorded as dismissing with a laugh rumors that during
prayer he was accustomed to rise ten cubits into the air, and that his
body and clothing took on a golden hue. Nevertheless, his championing of theurgy (which is really only magic with a philosophical
underpinning), presented at length in the De Mysteriis, introduced a
new element into Platonism, which was to continue even up to the
Renaissance. Partly this was a response to a Christian emphasis on the
miracle-working holy man. It might have happened without Iamblichus, but certain elements in his background perhaps disposed him
17

Ed. L. G. Westerink (Amsterdam, 1962).
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to making Platonism into more of a religion than had hitherto been
the case.
The details of Iamblichus' philosophical system are not relevant to
the present work, which concerns only the soul, not Iamblichus'
complete metaphysical hierarchy. We will discuss Iamblichus' psychology below.
Iamblichus seems to have lived in Apamea until the early 320’s. A
terminus is found in Sopater's departure for Constantinople to try his
luck with imperial politics in 326/7, by which time his revered master
was certainly dead. A most interesting testimony to Iamblichus' status
in the 320's is provided by the letters included among the works of
the Emperor Julian.18 These were composed by an admirer of Iamblichus between the years 315 and 320, who was then attached to the
staff of the Emperor Licinius. This person cannot be identified,19 but
Eunapius (VS 458) gives the names of various disciples, Aedesius and
Eustathius (who was Iamblichus' successor) from Cappadocia, and
Theodorus (presumably Theodorus of Asine) and Euphrasius from
mainland Greece. Besides these it is possible to identify Dexippus,
author of a surviving commentary on Aristotle's Categories, and Hierius, master of the theurgist Maximus of Ephesus. To some of these
there is a record of letters on philosophical subjects by Iamblichus
(Sopater, Dexippus and Eustathius, at least). One is even tempted to
wonder whether the recipient of a letter O n Ruling, a certain
Dyscolius (perhaps identical with a governor of Syria around 323)20
may not be the mysterious correspondent mentioned above. But even
if that were known we would not really be much wiser.
A little more may be said on the rest of Iamblichus' known literary
production. His De Mysteriis, more properly entitled A Reply of the
Priest Abammon to the Letter of Porphyry to Anebo, and the Solution of the
Problems Raised Therein, is a defense of theurgy against a series of
skeptical questions raised by Porphyry. On the Gods was much used by
Julian and probably served as a chief source for the surviving work of
18 Epp. 181, 183-7 Bidez-Cumont (= 76-8, 75, 74, 79 Wright, LCL). How they fell
into the hands of Julian, or came to be included among his works, is uncertain, but
he was avid collector of Iamblichiana. On this person, see T.D. Barnes, “A
Correspondent of Iamblichus,” GRBS 19 (1978), 99-106, who sorts out the
problems connected with him most lucidly.
19 An intriguing possibility, not raised by Barnes, is that this person may have
been none other than Julius Julianus, Julian’s maternal grandfather, who had been
praetorian prefect and virtual head of government under Licinius, and would to
that extent fill the bill nicely.
20 See Jones, Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire, I 275.
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Sallustius On the Gods and the World. As for the Compendium of Pythagorean Doctrines, it consisted of a sequence of ten works of which only
the first four survive (and possibly the substance of a fifth in a curious
compilation, The Theology of Arithmetic, which as it has been transmitted is largely a cento of passages from a lost work of Nicomachus
of Gerasa (by the same title) and one of Anatolius, presumably
Iamblichus’ teacher, On the Decad and the Numbers within it). The
remaining volumes are: the Protrepticus, or Exhortation to Philosophy, a
work based on Aristotle's lost Protrepticus, but including large sections
of Platonic dialogues, various Pythagorica, and an extract from the
work of an unknown fifth century B.C.E. sophist, now known as the
Anonymus Iamblichi; the work On the General Principles of Mathematics
(De Communi Mathematica Scientia), which is again a cento of previous
works, borrowed without acknowledgement; On the Pythagorean Way of
Life, an account of Pythagoras' life again gathered from others' works
but with extended treatment also of Pythagorean doctrines and bios
or “way of life;” and a commentary on the Introduction to Arithmetic of
Nicomachus of Gerasa, which is somewhat more original, if only by
virtue of its rather different nature. D. J. O Meara21 has recently
identified in later Byzantine sources some extracts from later volumes
(such as Iamblichus planned) on Physics, Ethics, Music, Geometry
and Astronomy, but it is plain that, if they existed, all would probably
be compilations of previous doctrines. Even that, however, would be
of value, as it doubtless was to Iamblichus’ students, who were the
primary intended audience of these works.
Respect for Iamblichus as a philosopher has increased in recent
years, as his distinctive contribution to the doctrine of the later
Athenian school of Neoplatonists becomes clearer. He is an influence
of prime importance on Syrianus, and hence on Proclus, as both of
them freely acknowledge. In this way he inaugurated a scholastic
tradition of Platonism which, becoming more ramified in the works
of such men as Damascius and Dionysius the Areopagite, descended
to later Byzantine writers like Michael Psellus, and, through the
translations of William of Moerbeke and, later, of Marsilio Ficino, to
the West. Iamblichus’ commentaries seem not to have long survived
the closing of the Academy in 529 C.E. Damascius, Olympiodorus
and Simplicius can all quote from them, as can Priscianus and John
of Stobi from his De Anima (and John from his letters), but Psellus
21

In Pythagoras Revived, Oxford, 1989.
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and the Byzantine scholars after him were dependent for their
references to his technical works on Proclus. Only Iamblichus'
exoteric works, the Pythagorean Sequence and the De Mysteriis, survived
into later Byzantine times, as they still do, to give a distorted and
inadequate view of his achievement.

II. The De Anima
It is difficult to say with any precision when Iamblichus wrote and
published his De Anima. The reason for producing the work, however,
is very clear. Iamblichus has decided to set forth clearly and in no
uncertain terms his own theory of the soul. Throughout the work,
Iamblichus is at pains to maintain two basic “truths.” First, in his
theory of the soul he is following the true philosophical tradition that
included not only Plato and Aristotle but also a whole host of ancient
sources from the Egyptians and Chaldaeans through to Orpheus.
Second, all philosophers since Aristotle have misconstrued this true
psychology. The De Anima, therefore, is a polemical work aimed
against a host of writers (Peripatetics, Stoics, Epicureans, Middle
Platonists, and in particular his own immediate predecessors
Plotinus, Amelius, and Porphyry) but one that aims to place in clear
light Iamblichus’ doctrine of the soul. Iamblichus took a similar
approach in his De Mysteriis, starting each of his arguments with a
quotation from Porphyry’s Letter to Anebo. In the De Anima, however,
Iamblichus’ targets are more manifold and his message more
focused.
How much of the De Anima survives? Our fragments from the work
are all contained in the fifth-century compilation of John Stobaeus,
who excerpted and collected passages from the writings of Greek
writers and philosophers. Practically nothing is known of Stobaeus’
life. Bishop Photius (9th Century) tells us that Stobaeus made his
collection for the benefit of his own son Septimius. 22 After the time
of Photius, Stobaeus’ work was divided into two separate parts: the
Eclogae Physicae et Ethicae (which had comprised the first two books of
the original work) and the Florilegium (the final two books of the

22 Photius 167. For the background, see J. Mansfeld and D. T. Runia, Aëtiana
(Leiden 1997) 196-197. For the educational uses of the text and the “bee metaphor
implicit in the term ajnqolovgion,” see 205-206.
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collection).23 Most of the passages from Iamblichus’ De Anima come
from the Eclogae.
Stobaeus preserves two long extracts from Iamblichus’ treatise in
the course of his chapter On the Soul24 (1.362.23-385.10 and 454.10458.21), two shorter segments (1.317.20-318.15 and 3.608.25-609.3,
on intellect and memory, respectively), and two miscellaneous
sentences of uncertain placement within the De Anima (2.6.9-11 and
2.207.15-17). This may represent the bulk of the work, although
Stobaeus is really only concerned with its doxographic aspect. An
outline of the De Anima as we have it will be useful:25
Section Wachsmuth and
Hense
1
1.362.24-363.10
2-9
1.363.11-367.9
10-13 1.367.10-370.13
14
3.608.25-609.3
15

1.317.20-318-15

16
17-24

1.370.14-372.2
1.372.3-375.28

Topic
Criticism of some Aristotelian terminology
Previous “incorrect” definitions of soul
General discussion of the powers of the soul
Discussion of individual powers:
memory
Discussion of individual powers:
intellect
Activities of the soul
Acts of the soul

23 See Mansfeld and Runia (above, note 22) 196-198. The question of how
Stobaues edited his work and its relation to earlier such anthologies is beyond the
scope of the present work. For that topic, see Mansfeld and Runia’s chapter on
Stobaeus (196-271) and R. M. Piccione, “Caratterizzazione di lemmi nell’
Anthologion di Giovanni Stobeo,” Rivista di Filologia e di Instruzione Classica, 127
(1999) 139-175.
24 Chapter 49, Peri; Yuch' " , is the longest of the 60 chapters in volume 1
(318.16-472.2). This is fitting for a topic of universal concern for all philosophical
schools. On the arrangement of Stobaeus’ material and its relation to Placita
literature, see Mansfeld and Runia (above, note 22) 213-217; for arrangement within chapters, 218-224. Although the arrangement of all of chapter 49 is beyond the
scope of this work, it is worth noting the position of J. Mansfeld, “Doxography and
Dialectic: The Sitz im Leben of the ‘Placita,’” in ANRW 2.36.4 (1990) 3076, that “the
account of Iamblichus, De anima ap. Stob. Ecl. Phys. I 49 . . . is still indebted to the
themes, contents, and diaereses of the Plac.” Mansfeld is concerned with only
363.11-367.9 (= sections 2-9), but his claim that these sections follow the Placita in
discussing the soul in the categories of corporeal, then incorporeal, etc. is certainly
correct. This ordering probably is Iamblichean rather than imposed on his text by
Stobaeus.
25 We have divided the surviving text into sections based on the divisions
established by Festugière, but have added further divisions of our own. As a general
rule, we have tried to divide the whole work into sections that treat a single topic
and then assign to each of these sections a number for easy reference. This process
became more difficult toward the end of the work, where Stobaeus’ excerpting
itself becomes more piecemeal.
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25
26-27
28-33
34
35
36
37
38

1.376.1-377.10
1.377.11-379.10
1.379.11-382.16
1.382.17-24
1.382.25-383.14
1.383.15-384.18
1.384.19-28
1.385.1-10

39-46

1.454.10-457.6

47-53
54-55

1.457.7-458.21
2.6.9-12,
2.207.15-18

The number of souls in existence
Descent of souls
Embodiment
Souls’ association with the gods
What makes life valuable
Death
The fate of the soul after death
The substances intermediate between body
and soul
The judgment, punishment, and purification
of souls
The soul’s ultimate reward
Two short fragments of a general
nature

Our extracts from Stobaeus seem to start very near to the beginning
of Iamblichus’ treatise, although Stobaeus, as we have said, is
concerned primarily with the doxographic portions of it. It is possible
that Iamblichus may have given some account of his own position
before starting on his survey of previous opinions, but it is more
probable that all that we are missing is some dedicatory and prefatory
material. It would be more natural for Iamblichus, following the
practice of Aristotle (and, of course, many later authorities), to
introduce his own views after a survey of his predecessors.
The preface, however, probably contained some reference to
Aristotle’s treatment of the subject, since the reference to him at the
beginning of our surviving extracts has a resumptive sound to it. It is
agreed now26 that there is no clear evidence that Iamblichus wrote a
commentary on the De Anima, but there is no question that he
regarded it as a seminal work, on which to base his own treatise.
In our commentary, we will suggest various possible places in the
work where portions of Iamblichus’ text have been lost to us, sometimes due to Stobaeus’ editing and sometimes due to the physical
ravages of time. For now, we will make just a few brief points. First,
sections 14-15 (on memory and intellect) suggest that Iamblichus
would have included discussions on the various individual powers of
the soul. Extracts from the Pseudo-Simplicius’ In De Anima and Priscianus’ Metaphrasis in Theophrastum27 show that Iamblichus discussed
26 Cf. H.J. Blumenthal, “Simplicius(?) on the First Book of Aristotle’s De Anima,”
in I. Hadot (ed.), Simplicius: sa vie, son oeuvre, sa survie, Berlin-New York, 1987, 91112.
27 We have collected, translated, and commented upon some of these in an
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the powers of imagination (F and G) and some aspects of vision (H
and I, which concern light and the transparent). It seems most likely,
therefore, that Iamblichus would have discussed various powers of
the soul, from the powers of each sense through to imagination,
desire, and thought. It seems likely to us that some of the discussion
of these powers in these treatises of the Pseudo-Simplicius and
Priscianus is Iamblichean, but we have here dealt only with those
texts in which Iamblichus is mentioned by name.
Second, the excerpts from the De Anima as we have them suggest a
carefully organized plan. Iamblichus moves from the doctrines of
Aristotle and others, to a discussion of the soul’s essence, powers,
acts, and activities, to a consideration of the soul’s journey into and
out of body, and finally to its post-corporeal reward. In relation to
this plan, we can see that we have most of the important material.
Third, at times we are at the mercy of Stobaeus, who edits
Iamblichus’ prose to suit his own purposes.28 Stobaeus’ Anthology was
written for the use of his son Septimius as he pursued the study of
philosophy. Thus, Stobaeus shows more interest in passages that set
out the multiple theories of various philosophers than those that
would have highlighted Iamblichus’ doctrine. Hence, we find more
doxography than Iamblichean psychology, although the Iamblichean
doctrine still comes through.
Iamblichus himself is not concerned with a thorough investigation
of his predecessors’ thoughts. This fact becomes most clear in the
case of Plotinus, whose rich and textured philosophy of soul is often
reduced to oversimplifications that seem to do no more than make
Plotinus look wrong.29 What interests Iamblichus is his own theory
and its relation to Plato and what he sees as the ancient religious
tradition. The result is a tendency to place his opponents in a single
camp, the easier to argue against them. If that requires some dubious
simplifying of their views, Iamblichus does not hesitate. Nonetheless,
there is much here that is useful. Iamblichus preserves theories of his
predecessors, especially of the Middle Platonists, that seem accurate.
And even in the case of Plotinus, Iamblichus occasionally admits that
matters are more complex than he is letting on.30
appendix to this work. We will discuss the possible identity of the Pseudo-Simplicius
below in the Introduction.
28 For Stobaeus’ methods of organization, see Mansfeld and Runia (above,
note 22) 204-209.
29 See, for instance, sections 5, 6, 13, 17, 19, 23, 26, 46, and our notes ad loc.
30 See section 6 and our notes.
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Iamblichus seldom gives us his own opinion directly. He uses the
first-person pronoun only rarely for giving his own view31 and prefers
to associate his beliefs directly with Plato32 or “the ancients.”33 In
section 7, when giving his doctrine about the soul, Iamblichus clearly
highlights his view that the ancient Greek philosophers and the even
more ancient religious authorities had held the true conception of
things--and that he himself is squarely in their camp:
It is these doctrines to which Plato himself and Pythagoras, and
Aristotle, and all the ancients who have gained great and honorable
names for wisdom, are completely committed, as one will find if he
investigates their opinions with scientific rigor; as for myself, I will try
to base this whole treatise, concerned as it is with truth, on these
opinions.

As we have seen, this is part of his strategy: to show that he has
reached back past the mistaken views of the Platonists, Peripatetics,
and Stoics to the original font of all wisdom. Finally, Iamblichus uses
a periphrasis with an optative to indicate obliquely his own
opinions.34
A. Iamblichus’ Psychological Doctrine
What is perhaps most surprising about the haphazard transmission of
Iamblichus’ De Anima is the undeniable fact that its most important
doctrine was ignored by Stobaeus. Iamblichus hints at his unique
doctrine of the soul in section 7. After stating that Numenius,
Plotinus, Amelius, and Porphyry all more or less share the view that
there are no differences between different classes of soul (in section
6), Iamblichus lays out his own doctrine:
31 Although Iamblichus uses the first person nine times: in sections 1 (363.3), 4
(364.2), 7 (366.11), 20 (373.11), 24 (375.25), 29 (380.6), 31 (381.16), 40 (455.4),
and 50 (458.12), in only four of these is he stating his own view on a matter of
substance (sections 1, 7, 20, 29).
32 Section 10 (where Plato is conjoined with Aristotle and then Pythagoras as
holding the correct view); 13; possibly 15 (OiJ d j ajpo; Plavtwno" kai; Puqagovrou); 16;
21; 22 (where Plato is again paired with Pythagoras); and 35.
33 Sections 37, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 48, 50, 53. All but the first of these
come from the final pages of the De Anima, 454.10-458.21, where Iamblichus is
discussing the soul’s posthumous fate, a topic of appropriate concern for earlier
religious thinkers.
34 Section 4, (a[llo" a[n ti" kaqarwvteron aujth;n prosthvsaito, 364.6-7); 13 (tavca
a[n ti" ejpinohvseie kainovteron, oujk ajpiqavnw" 370.12-13); 18 (gevnoito de; ka]n a[llh
dovxa oujk ajpovblhto", 372.15); 31 (gevnoito d∆ a]n kai; a[llh ti" dovxa oujjdevpw kai; nu'n
rJhqei'sa, 381.5-6).
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The doctrine opposed to this, however, separates the Soul off, inasmuch as it has come about as following upon Intellect, representing a
distinct level of being, and that aspect of it which is endowed with
intellect is explained as being connected with the intellect certainly,
but also as subsisting independently on its own, and it separates the
soul also from all the superior classes of being, and assigns to it as the
particular definition of its essence, either the middle term of divisible
and indivisible beings <and of corporeal and in>corporeal being, or
the totality of the universal reason-principles, or that which, after the
ideas, is at the service of the work of creation, or that life which has
life of itself, which proceeds from the Intelligible realm, or again the
procession of the classes of real Being as a whole to an inferior
substance.

The doctrine that the soul is the mean between two extremes,
Intellect and Body, is an integral part of Iamblichus’ theory of soul.
Iamblichus carefully situates the human soul apart from the Intellect,
from which (as in Plotinian philosophy) the soul emanates, and apart
from the higher orders of soul, including the “superior classes”
(daemons, heroes, pure souls). The human soul exists at its own level
and acts as a mediator between these higher entities and things
corporeal. The theory that soul is such a median entity, however, is
not really new in Platonism. As much as Iamblichus tries to obscure
that fact in section 6, the truth is that Plotinus and Porphyry share
this doctrine with Iamblichus.
The full force of Iamblichus’ innovatory thinking becomes clear
only when we combine his statement in section 7 with three extracts
from the Pseudo-Simplicius’ In De Anima.35 From these passages it
becomes clear that Iamblichus held not only that the soul was a mean
but also that, since the activities of the human soul differ when it
intelligizes above and when it acts in a body, the very essence of the
soul is double. The human soul is both Intellect-like and animal-like,
but is neither permanently. The essence of the soul is double and at
variance with itself. It is this conception of the soul that defines
Iamblichus’ unique psychological theory. Iamblichus thereby makes
the soul a mean in the strongest sense possible, verging on a
Heraclitean explanation of its duality. The soul is not in essence
always intelligizing (or it would be Intellect), nor is it always involved
in activities in Nature (or it would be animal soul). The soul
therefore is both at once. This mediality is its permanent condition,
not its intelligizing or its lower-order activities alone.
35 Pseudo-Simplicius, In De Anima 5.38-6.17, 89.33-90.25 and 240.33-241.26,
which appear as sections B, C, and D in the appendix. See our notes there.
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The implications of this theory are far-reaching. If what it is to be a
human soul necessarily involves two aspects, higher and lower, then
the human soul must live two lives. It must engage in intellectual acts
as well as in acts in Nature. Therefore, every human soul must
descend into a body, or part of its essence would be unfulfilled,
which is impossible. Further, in order to be fully human, the soul
must ascend again, either after death or in this life through theurgy.
In this way, theurgy takes on exceptional importance in Iamblichus’
philosophy. It is not some adventitious magical adjunct that can be
jettisoned from human life. Theurgy is a fully natural part of the
human condition, inherent in Nature, existing for those wise enough
to utilize it so that they may raise their souls to the highest aspect and
fulfill their role as true mediatory entities.
B. Pure Souls
Besides this central doctrine of the soul as a mean, the De Anima
presents other Iamblichean doctrines as well. The concepts of the
descent of the soul and the different classes of human soul are closely
bound together. In discussing the soul’s descent (sections 26-27),
Iamblichus argues (following Plato’s Timaeus) that there is a certain
necessity to the descent and the order through which the souls are
brought to generation. The Demiurge sends all souls into the
cosmos, and all souls follow a leader-god (one of the planets or stars)
with its entourage of angels, daemons, and heroes. Within this
descent there are clearly different sorts of human souls. Some are
purified and, although sometimes existing in bodies, remain a cut
above other mortals, able to re-connect with the supra-celestial
Intellect and engage in pure intellection.36
This division allows Iamblichus to further differentiate reasons for
human souls to descend. All souls must descend, but these pure souls
do so purely and voluntarily, in keeping with divine ordinance. Lesser
souls, however, may descend for further punishment for offences
committed in previous lives. These descend unwillingly for punishment and correction.37
In section 29, Iamblichus makes a threefold division: (1) pure
souls descend freely in order to make the world a better place.
36 On the triple division of human souls, see G. Shaw, Theurgy and the Soul
(University Park 1995) 143-147 and our notes to section 30, below.
37 Cf. section 30.
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Iamblichus probably has in mind such human souls as those that
inhabited the bodies of Pythagoras and Plato. They live in this world
of generation but are not of it. Their divine thoughts help us lesser
mortals re-ascend and better our own lives. (2) Souls that require
punishment are forced to descend and live a life designed to pay the
penalty for past sins. (3) In between the two extremes, there is the
soul which has made some progress in its past lives but has not yet
achieved the status of pure soul. It descends in a partially free
manner since it must still pay for its previous offences but it also is
somewhat willing to make the descent since it will thereby improve its
lot and work its way further upward toward the rank of pure soul.
The details of this remarkable doctrine will be discussed in the
commentary, but here we may note the resemblance between
Iamblichus’ theory of the highest form of ascent and the Buddhist
theory of bodhisattvas, enlightened souls who postpone their assumption of the highest phase of Buddhism in order to assist the spiritual
process of the rest of the human race. Since Iamblichus was hardly
acquainted with Buddhism, this is presumably a coincidence, but an
interesting one. A difference is important as well. The bodhisattvas
choose to help their fellow creatures; the highest human souls in the
Iamblichean universe must descend and help. The similarity with the
philosopher-rulers in Plato’s Republic is clear. Like them, perhaps, the
pure souls see no conflict between the desire to intelligize and the
need to descend and help others, but the descent is necessary
nonetheless (Rep. 540a-c).
C. The Afterlife
The last sections of the De Anima (39-53) offer Iamblichus’ views on
the soul’s existence after its separation from the body at death. Just as
a soul’s previous existence determines its allotment in its descent and
birth, so the sort of life the soul lived in the body will determine what
happens to it after death. Following and interpreting Plato’s
eschatological myths, Iamblichus states that souls undergo judgment,
punishment, and purification after death. Pure souls, however, are
exempt from all three, since they are already pure. It is the lower two
categories of human soul (those that have descended for punishment
and correction, in various degrees) that are judged in Hades,
punished, and thereby purified of the stains accumulated in their
recent life.
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Iamblichus raises several questions about the role of judgment,
punishment, and purification. He contrasts the views of “the
ancients” with those of “Platonists and Pythagoreans.” It is the
ancients, of course, who hold the correct opinions in each case. The
judges and those responsible for punishing and purifying errant souls
are divinities with ethereal bodies (the visible gods and superior
classes) who do their judging in ethereal space, probably under the
Moon.38 The goal is, of course, the cleansing of the soul so that it may
again ascend to the realm of Intellect (sections 41-43). Souls that are
successfully purified rise to the sphere of the angels and assist the
gods in administering the universe.39
Iamblichus takes care to point out that the ultimate union of soul
with gods and Intellect does not mean that the soul becomes a god,
but that it ascends to their sphere and unites with them while retaining its own identity.40 This, of course, is in keeping with the soul’s
dual essence. It cannot become a god or Intellect without ceasing to
be a soul, which it can never do. Thus, after the union with the gods
and its time in the sphere of the angels, the soul must again descend
and fulfill its other essential role of being human and living with a
body.

III. The identity of the Pseudo-Simplicius
We have mentioned above two works important for our understanding of some of Iamblichus’ doctrines (including that of the soul
itself) in the De Anima. These works are a commentary on Aristotle’s
De Anima that has come down to us under the name of Simplicius41
and a paraphrase of Theophrastus by Priscianus.42 Both of these
authors refer to Iamblichus by name and claim to follow him in
certain passages, which we have collected in the appendix.43 These
38

See section 40 and notes.
See sections 47, 48, 52, and 53 along with our notes ad loc.
40 See section 50 and notes.
41 Pseudo-Simplicius, Simplicii in Libros Aristotelis De Anima Commentaria, in
Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca, vol. 11., ed. M. Hayduck, Berlin 1882.
42 Priscianus, Metaphrasis in Theophrastum, in Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca.
suppl. 1.2, ed. I. Bywater, Berlin 1886.
43 Although we suspect that much of both works is Iamblichean throughout,
for the purposes of this study we have focused our attention only on passages in
which Iamblichus is named, or, in the case of Passage I, where the material
presented by the Pseudo-Simplicius closely parallels that of a passage by Priscianus
39
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passages shed further light on the contents and the philosophy of
Iamblichus’ work on the soul. The identity of the author of the
Aristotle commentary, however, remains controversial.
In an article published in 1972,44 Steel and Boissier first set forth
arguments to show that the author of the commentary on Aristotle’s
De Anima, which had come down to us under the name of Simplicius,
was actually Priscianus. As one would expect, their thesis was not
universally accepted.45 I. Hadot argued that the work was in fact by
Simplicius.46 In different articles written at different times, Blumenthal first argued that the commentary was probably written by Simplicius47 and then later that it was probably not written by Simplicius
but was almost certainly not written by Priscianus.48 In 1997, Steel reworked his thesis, adding more evidence for his view that the
commentary was written by Priscianus.49
Let us state at the outset that we are in complete agreement with
both Steel and Urmson that this work is not by Simplicius.50 As Steel
says, one need simply read another of Simplicius’ commentaries and
compare it to this commentary on the De Anima, and the reader will
be immediately struck by the differences both in style and content.
Whether the author is Priscianus or not, however, requires further
investigation.
Steel presents the arguments for Priscianus’ authorship of the
commentary on Aristotle’s De Anima.51 These include:
(1) A reference to an “epitome” of Theophrastus in the De Anima
commentary 136.29 (Steel 126, 127, and 136-137)
(viz., Passage H).
44 C. Steel and F. Boissier, “Priscianus Lydus en de in De Anima van Pseudo(?)Simplicius,” Tijdschrift voor filosofie 34 (1972) 761-822.
45 For an overview of the controversy, see Steel’s introduction in Huby and
Steel, 105-106 and Blumenthal in R. Sorabji, Aristotle Transformed, 324.
46 I. Hadot, “The Life and Work of Simplicius in Arabic Sources,” in R. Sorabji,
Aristotle Transformed, 290-292. See also her response to Blumenthal’s paper in
Blumenthal and Lloyd, 94.
47 H. J. Blumenthal, “The Psychology of (?) Simplicius’ Commentary on the De
Anima,” in Blumenthal and Lloyd, 73-75 and 92-93 and in the 1988 addendum to
“Neoplatonic Elements in the De Anima commentaries,” in R. Sorabji, Aristotle
Transformed, 324.
48 H. J. Blumenthal, Aristotle and Neoplatonism in Late Antiquity: Interpretations of
the De Anima, Ithaca (1996) 65-71.
49 In the introduction to his translation of the commentary in Huby and Steel,
105-137.
50 In Huby and Steel, 105 and J. O. Urmson, Simplicius: On Aristotle's On The Soul
1.1-2.4., Ithaca (1995) 2-4.
51 In Huby and Steel, 126-137.
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(2) A comparison of the language in the commentary and the
Paraphrasis (in sections on light and the transparent), which shows
that they are indeed verbally very close (Steel 128-132)
(3) A shared discussion of the non-Aristotelian theory that
darkness is an actuality (Steel 132-133)
(4) Similarities in the sections on imagination (Steel 133-134)
Steel’s arguments are carefully developed and very strong. We agree
that the correspondences in the Greek words and phrases in both the
commentary and the Paraphrasis are too close to be accidental.
Further, even where the vocabulary differs, there is a strong unity of
doctrine between the two texts, as Steel says. In short, to our minds,
Steel has proven that these two texts share a common point of view
and common doctrines, as well as various details of terminology.
But do these common features prove common authorship? We do
not think so. In the conclusion to his introduction, Steel provides
alternative theories to explain the close connection between the two
texts (134-135). Besides his own thesis (that the two works are by the
same author, Priscianus), one other hypothesis, which Steel mentions
and criticizes, deserves closer inspection, viz., that both authors are
writing with their eyes on the same text, that of Iamblichus’ De Anima.
Steel (135) brings three arguments against the claim that both
authors are following Iamblichus:
(a) “[A]n accurate comparison of some parallel passages shows
that the author of in DA was working with the text of [Priscianus] in
front of him.”
(b) Shared stylistic elements can be explained only on the
hypothesis that the works were written by the same author.
(c) “[A]lthough both texts refer to Iamblichus, they never quote
him literally.”
Taking the last statement first, a comparison with, say, Proclus’
references to Iamblichus in his Timaeus commentary will show that
Neoplatonic interpreters did not always quote their predecessors
accurately or admit when they were quoting them literally.52 Proclus’
52 Indeed, there are few such verbatim quotations in Iamblichus’ De Anima, and
even then they are (as are the correspondences between the two works of the
Pseudo-Simplicius and Priscianus) quotations of no more than a word or two.
Consider Iamblichus’ reference to Plotinus, Empedocles, and Heraclitus on the
reason for the soul’s descent in section 23 (375.5-8W). Iamblichus quotes three
Greek words (th'" prwvth" eJterovthto",) accurately from Plotinus Enn. 5.1.1.5 (hJ prwvth
eJterovth") but paraphrases Empedocles’ words “I am a fugitive from god” (fuga;"
qeovqen, Fr. 155.13) as “a [first] flight from god” (th'" [prwvth"] ajpo; tou' qeou' fugh'").
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method is not to give long, extended quotations from his principal
sources (not even from the commentary of Iamblichus himself) but
to entwine the thoughts of previous thinkers into his own. He refers
to past philosophers by name at times (although at other times, they
are relegated to a series of mevn . . . dev clauses), but he does not tend
toward verbatim quotations.53 Thus, one finds the author’s original
ideas and, very probably, isolated words that occurred in the original.
And this is just the sort of situation we have in texts of both the
Pseudo-Simplicius and Priscianus. The fact that neither gives accurate
quotations from Iamblichus is therefore not surprising, and certainly
should not be used for evidence that they are the same person.54
Iamblichus goes on to cite Heraclitus’ words, “the rest which consists in change”
(th'" ejn tw'/ metabavllesqai ajnapauvlh"), but it is impossible to determine what the
original version might have been. Heraclitus’ fragment 84a (metabavllon ajnapauvetai, “changing, it rests”) derives from Plotinus Enn. 4.8.1 and is probably itself
a paraphrase. Indeed, as we point out in our commentary to section 23, Iamblichus
may be cribbing from Plotinus. We thus have a problem similar to the one we have
with the Pseudo-Simplicius. Is Iamblichus citing (and further paraphrasing) the
references to Heraclitus and Empedocles from Plotinus’ text or (as seems more
likely) is he citing the words of the two Presocratic philosophers from a text either
identical with or similar to that used by Plotinus?
It should be pointed out here that Plotinus himself might have found these two
quotations from Heraclitus and Empedocles placed side by side in his own sources.
W. Burkert, “Plotin, Plutarch und die Platonisierende Interpretation von Heraklit
und Empedokles,” in J. Mansfeld and L. M. de Rijk (edd.), Kephalaion: Studies in
Greek Philosophy and its Continuation, Offered to Professor C. J. De Vogel (Assen 1975)
137-146, compares Plotinus 4.8.1 with passages from Hierocles, Plutarch, and
Clement and shows affinities in their comparisons of Heraclitus, Empedocles, and
Plato. Burkert suggests a common source, who composed the cento just before
Plutarch wrote. J. Mansfeld, “Heraclitus, Empedocles, and Others in a Middle
Platonic Cento in Philo of Alexandria,” Vigiliae Christianae 39 (1985) 131-156, rpt.
in J. Mansfeld, Studies in Later Greek Philosophy and Gnosticism (London 1989),
includes Philo in the list of writers making use of this earlier source, and therefore
dates the source back to Alexandrian times (136). For Plotinus’ use of this cento,
see J. Mansfeld, Heresiology in Context (Leiden 1992) 300-302 and 306-307.
53 On Proclus’ method of referring to Iamblichus’ lost commentary, see Dillon
(1973) 57-60. Of 83 fragments from Proclus’ commentary, only two (Fr. 34 and 64)
may be verbatim quotations from Iamblichus. See Dillon (1973) 57, who adds “and
even these may have been interfered with to some extent by Proclus.”
54 Of the remaining six fragments from Iamblichus’ In Timaeum commentary,
five are from Simplicius’ Physics commentary (In Tim. Frr. 62, 63, 67, 68, and 90).
All of these are extended quotations from Iamblichus’ lost work, and all are introduced as such by Simplicius. The one remaining fragment (In Tim. 89) comes from
the Pseudo-Simplicius’ In De An. (133.31-35). This fragment is not a quotation but a
paraphrase of Iamblichus’ interpretation of Plato’s theory of vision. We have therefore further proof that the methodology of Simplicius and the Pseudo-Simplicius
differ, but we cannot identify the author from this evidence, except perhaps to say
that he is an author prone to paraphrase rather than direct quotation. On the
quotations of Iamblichus from Simplicius, see Dillon (1973) 60-63.
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Steel’s first two arguments (a and b, above) are also not persuasive.
In two passages on the faculty of imagination (passages F and G in
our edition), Steel thinks that the texts show that we have a single
author and that the Pseudo-Simplicius “has made his commentary on
DA with the Metaphrasis before his eyes.” We argue in the commentary that the case is not so clear. Rather, the fact that the PseudoSimplicius (in Passage G) emphasizes the role of the pneumatic
vehicle of the soul in imagination and asserts that the faculty of
imagination can actually modify and improve a past image that it has
received, while Priscianus does neither in Passage F, suggests not a
single author referring to a previous commentary of his own but two
separate authors using a common text and emphasizing different
features of it. 55
We conclude therefore that one should not affirm the identity of
the two authors based upon the evidence Steel presents. Furthermore, there are passages in which the two authors are at variance.
Huby points out two such occasions of dissonance. In her discussion
of In De An. 135.25-136.2 and Priscianus Metaphr. 10.31-11.14, she
shows that the two authors appear to disagree about whether light
causes bright objects to be seen or rather renders them invisible.56
She says that Priscianus in Metaphr. 31.32-33 appears to be arguing
against a position held by the Pseudo-Simplicius at 240.8-10 (of the
twofold intellect).57 Steel himself admits that Priscianus and the
Pseudo-Simplicius articulate different theories about the active and
passive intellects.58 He explains the difference by positing that the
Metaphrasis presents an earlier view of Priscianus (in which he accepts
Iamblichus’ doctrine), while the In De An. represents a later return to
a less Iamblichean position. “Nonetheless,” Steel maintains,59 the
author of the In De Anima (whom he takes to be Priscianus) “was convinced that . . . he remained perfectly true to Iamblichus’ thought.”
55 Similarly, Steel (132-133) points out that Priscianus in Passage H and the
Pseudo-Simplicius in Passage I relate that darkness is itself an actuality, an unusual
doctrine at variance with Aristotle’s. Steel wishes to conclude that since the doctrine
is heterodox, the two authors must be the same. We argue in the commentary that
this same evidence can equally be accounted for if the two different authors held
the same view, after finding it in the De Anima of Iamblichus.
56 In Huby and Steel, 55 note 123. See our discussion in the commentary to
Passage I.
57 In Huby and Steel, 68 note 386. See our commentary to Passage E.
58 In Huby and Steel, 134. See also Steel’s The Changing Self (Brussels 1978) 153154.
59 In Huby and Steel, 134.
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The fact remains, however, that there is a shift of doctrine between
the two texts. No matter how similar the vocabulary of the two texts
may be, no matter how important the figure of Iamblichus is for
both, the doctrines clash. To our minds, this shift represents not a
difference in the opinion of a single author over time, but two
different authors making use of the same Iamblichean material, one
(Priscianus) agreeing with Iamblichus and the other (the PseudoSimplicius) disagreeing.
We discuss other differences between the two texts in our commentary, but these are mainly differences in emphasis between the
two authors, not outright doctrinal conflicts. Nevertheless, we think
that these differences show that there were two authors following a
common source, Iamblichus, but articulating different aspects of his
doctrine.
Finally, there is the matter of the possible reference to Priscianus’
Metaphrasis at In De An. 136.29: “I have defined these things60 more
clearly in my Epitome of Theophrastus’ Physics” (kai; safevsteron moiv
taujta; ejn th'/ ejpitomh'/ tw'n Qeofravstou Fusikw'n diwvristai). There are,
as Blumenthal pointed out,61 two problems with the attribution. First,
if Priscianus is not the author, then the reference is not to a work by
Priscianus but to a now lost work by an unknown author. Second, the
Metaphrasis seems to be a good deal more than the mere summary of
Theophrastus’ doctrines that the term “epitome” suggests. Steel62 has
replied that others have taken the term “epitome” too narrowly and
that it may well include works as wide-ranging as the Metaphrasis. Steel
suggests Themistius’ Paraphrases of Aristotle and Galen’s Epitome of
the Timaeus (in an Arabic version) as examples of such epitomai.
Although an interesting suggestion, it seems unlikely. The sorts of
epitome that we have knowledge of, especially those said to be
written by the original author, show that the common meaning of the
term was a shorter summary of a larger work. Certainly, the epitome
may have included some explanations of philosophical points (such
as the theory of vision), but it would not have been as expansive as
the Metaphrasis. Furthermore, and this seems to us to be the crucial
60 “These things” refer to aspects of the theory of vision within the transparent
medium. The author emphasizes that it is the colored object in the medium that
stimulates vision, not the medium itself. Steel points out that Priscianus discusses
this material in 8.1-15.5 of his Metaphrasis. See Huby and Steel, 127.
61 Blumenthal (1996) 68-69. See also Huby’s response to an earlier paper of
Blumenthal in Blumenthal and Lloyd, 95.
62 In Huby and Steel, 136-137.
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point, if the doctrinal and linguistic arguments do not prove that the
two works are those of a single author, then the reference to the
epitome at 136.29 can prove nothing in itself.

IV. Manuscripts, Editions, Translations
The manuscript tradition of the work is relatively simple, there being
only two mss. of primary importance.63 Farnesinus (F), 14th century,
is in the Museo Nazionale in Naples. Parisinus (P) is 15th-century and
is in the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris. We were able to obtain a
photocopy of P from the Bibliothèque Nationale. F is the more
accurate of the two manuscripts.64 We could not, however, obtain a
photocopy. On the basis of our consultation of P, it is plain that
Wachsmuth’s editing was not deficient in any way. We have reprinted
Wachsmuth’s text with a few changes, which we will list below. A third
manuscript, Laurentianus (L) is Florentine and 14th century. It
contains only parts of Stobaeus’ text. Of Iamblichus’ De Anima, only
the two final short fragments (54 and 55) are in L, and thus it is not
of prime importance for this study.65
We also were greatly benefited by Festugière’s French translation
and notes, contained in an appendix to the third volume of his La
Révélation d’Hermès Trismégiste 66 Festugière’s sensitive reading of
Iamblichus’ work has produced many instructive insights, of which
we have taken advantage in our commentary. In addition, Festugière
has produced many useful emendations of the text, many of which
we have adopted. We discuss these matters in more detail in our
commentary.

63 On the two manuscripts, see Mansfeld and Runia (above, note 22) 198-199
and C. Wachsmuth, Anthologii Libri Duo Priores Qui Inscribi Solent Eclogae Physicae et
Ethicae, Vol. 1 (Berlin 1884, 2nd ed. 1958) xxv-xxvii. Section 14 of the De Anima
derives from Stobaeus’ Florilegium (see above): O, Hense, Anthologii Libri Duo
Posteriores, Vol. 3 (1894, 2nd ed. 1958). The manuscripts used there are S (Vienna,
11th century), M (Marcianus, 15th or 16th century), Md (Escurialensis, 11th-12th
century) and the 16th-century edition of Victor Trincavellus of Venice. For these,
see Hense, vol. 3, vii , xxiii, and xxix.
64 “F is of better quality and more complete than P,” Mansfeld and Runia 198;
“aemulo Parisino longe melior,” Wachsmuth xxv.
65 On this MS., see Mansfeld and Runia 199 and Wachsmuth xxviii-xxix. For a
stemma with all three manuscripts, see Mansfeld and Runia 200.
66 A.J. Festugière, La Révélation d'Hermès Trismégiste, Vol. 3 (Paris, 1953) 177-248.
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V. Emendations and Variations in the Greek Text of Iamblichus’ De Anima
A. Iamblichus, De Anima
Page
364.10
365.11-12
366.9-10
366.23
367.1
367.7
367.7-8
367.21
368.15
318.5
370.4
371.19
371.19
373.6
374.2
374.3
374.22
375.19
376.5
376.9
377.4
377.21
380.28
380.19
382.3
382.7
384.6
384.9
384.13
454.5
457.9
457.25
458.1
458.1
458.7
458.11

Wachsmuth
<ejn> lovgoi" periecouvsin
gevvnh aujth'"
ejpistasevw"
ajmevsou"
ejntelevceian
ejmyucw'sqai, aujth'/ dh;
uJpavrcein
tiqevasin
a[lla kat j a[lla
[peri; tou' nou']
kaq j eJkatevran
ajpolelumevnai
[ajpovlutoi]
<kaiv>
auJtw'n
qevlwsin
diastasiavzousin
ejpi;
ajnascevonte"
dialhvyew"
auJtw'/
para;
a[llote a[llou"
[mhvtra"]
ajpoleluvsqai
ejpikratei'
ajcravntw"
ta; zw'/a
kaqaperei;
th'" ajggelivwdou"
ijsaggevlou"
uJperbainouvsa"
oijkeiva"
provsqen
proseoivkasi
ajcwrivstwn

This edition
lovgou" periecouvsh/
ejn aujth/'
ejpisthvmh"
mevsa"
ejndelevceian
ejmyucou'sqai, aujth'/ de;
uJpavrcon
protiqevasin
a[lla kai; a[lla
peri; tou' nou'
kaq j eJtevran eJtevran
ajpoluovmenai
ajpovlutoi
aujtw'n
e{lwsin
diastavzousin
ajpo;
ajnascovnte"
ajpodialhvyew"
aujtw'/
peri;
a[llote a[llw"
mhvtra"
ajpoluvesqai
< h]> ejpikravteia
ajcrovnw"
tw'/ zwv/w/
kaqavper
tou' ajggeiwvdou"
eij" ajggevlou"
uJperbaivnousan
oijkiva"
pro;" th'"
proseikavzousi
cwristw'n

B. Pseudo-Simplicius, In De Anima
Page
241.12

Hayduck
aujthvn

This edition
eJauth;n

C. Priscianus, Metaphrasis in Theophrastum
Page
23.15

Bywater
tai'" tw'n eJtevrwn dunavmesin

This edition
ta;" tw'n eJtevrwn dunavmewn

362

363

< jIamblivcou Peri; Yuch'" >

1 jAristotevlh" me;n ou\n ta; mavlista dokou'nta th/' yuch/' uJpavrcein eij"
triv a ta; kuriwvtata gevnh ajnagagwvn, kivnhsivn te kai; gnw'sin kai;
leptovthta oujsiva", h}n ejnivote kai; ajswvmaton uJpovstasin ejponomavzei, ej"
tau'ta | ta; triva ta;" kaq∆ e{kasta diwrismevna" ejpanafevrei dovxa", pevra"
tw'n ajpeivrwn ajneurw;n ou{tw kai; safh' kai; suvntomon perivlhyin. jEgw; de;
oJrw' ejn touvtoi" toi'" o{roi" polu; me;n to; oJmwvnumon kai; sugkecumevnon, (ouj
ga; r wJ s auv t w" aiJ kata; metabolh;n kai; aiJ kata; zwh;n qewrou'ntai
kinhvsei", h] aiJ morfwtikai; kai; <aiJ> a[morfoi gnwvsei", h] aiJ tou' ajevro"
kai; aiJ tw'n kaq∆ auJta; ajswmavtwn kaqarovthte" th'" oujsiva",) polu; de; kai;
to; ajtele;" aujtw'n kai; ejndeev": ouj ga;r e[nesti pavnta perilabei'n ta; gevnh
tw'n doxw'n ejn toi'" trisi; touvtoi" o{roi".
2 Tine;" eij" ta;" tw'n tessavrwn stoiceivwn ajrca;" th;n oujsivan th'" yuch'"
ejpanafevrousin. Ei\nai me;n ga;r ta; prw'ta swvmata a[toma pro; tw'n
tessavrwn stoiceivwn stoiceiwdevstera: eijlikrinh' d∆ o[nta kai; peplhrwmevna pavnth/ kaqara'" prwvth" oujsiva" mh; devcesqai mhd∆ oJpwstiou'n
eij" auJta; diaivresin. Tau'ta toivnun a[peira e[cein schvmata, e}n de; aujtw'n
ei\nai to; sfairoeidev", ajpo; dh; tw'n sfairoeidw'n ajtovmwn ei\nai th;n yuchvn.
3 JW" de; tw'n jAristotelikw'n tine" uJfhgou'ntai, ei\dov" ejsti to; peri; toi'"
swvmasin, h] poiovth" aJplh' ajswvmato" h] poiovth" oujsiwvdh" teleiva: h/|
paravkeitai dovxh/ ouj paradoqei'sa mevn, dunamevnh de; piqanw'" levgesqai
ai{resi", hJ th;n sundromh;n tw'n o{lwn poiothvtwn kai; to; e}n aujtw'n
kefavlaion, ei[te to; ejpigignovmenon h] to; prou>pavrcon, tiqemevnh th;n
yuchvn.

362: 1 Lemma in FP deest. jIamblivcou ejk tou' peri; yuch'" add. Wachs.
363: 5 eJkavstou" Usener. 7 oJrw'n FP: corr. Canter. 8 kai; aiJ F, h] (in kai; corr.) aiJ P.
h] aiJ P2, h] kai; FP1. 9 morfwtikai; P1. h] a[morfoi FP: kai; <aiJ> a[morfoi Wachs. 10 h] aiJ
tw'n FP: kai; aiJ tw'n Wachs. aujta; F. 12 th'" dovxh" FP: tw'n doxw'n Usener. 16 oJpwstinou'n FP: corr. Usener. 17 aujta; FP: corr. Heeren. 19 ajtovmwn F, aujtw'n P. 20 ejpi;
toi'" Meineke. 21 dovxa FP: corr. Usener. 22 h{ te sundromh; FP: hJ th;n sundromh;n
Meineke, Heeren. 23 ei[te to; F, h{te to; P. prou>pavrconti qemevnh P.
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IAMBLICHUS, ON THE SOUL

I. The Nature of the Soul
1. Aristotle, then, after he has assembled the qualities that seem most
particularly to pertain to the soul into the three main categories of
motion, knowledge, and subtlety of essence, which he also terms
sometimes incorporeal substance, relates to each of the three
categories the opinions appropriate to them, thus discovering a limit
for the boundless and a clear and concise means of defining the
opinions. I see in these categories much that is ambiguous and
confused (for motions in the category of change are not to be
considered as identical with motions in the category of life, nor kinds
of knowledge that involve imagination with those that transcend it,
nor the sort of purity of essence proper to air with that of things
essentially incorporeal), and much that is incomplete and inadequate
(for it is not possible to take in all the varieties of opinion under
these three categories).
Soul Composed of Atoms
2. Some trace back the essence of the soul to the first principles of
the four elements. For the primal atomic bodies are more elemental
even than the four elements; being unmixed and completely filled
with pure primal essence, they do not receive in themselves any trace
of division. These primal bodies possess an infinite number of forms,
one among which is the spherical, and it is out of spherical atoms
that, they say, the soul is constituted.
Soul the Form of Body
3. As some of the Aristotelians teach, the soul is form associated with
bodies, or a simple incorporeal quality, or a perfect essential quality.
Closely allied to this opinion there is a view, not handed down by
tradition but plausibly derivable from it, which makes the soul the
combination of all the qualities and the simple summation of them,
whether arising as a result of them or existing prior to them.

28
364

365

text

4 Meta; dh; tau'ta tou;" eij" maqhmatikh;n oujsivan ejnti|qevnta" th;n oujsivan
th'" yuch'" katalevgw dieukrinhmevnw". [Esti dh; gevno" e{n ti aujth'" to;
sch'ma, pevra" o]n diastavsew", kai; aujth; <hJ > diavstasi". jEn aujtoi'" me;n
ou\n touvtoi" Sebh'ro" oJ Platwniko;" aujth;n ajfwrivsato, ejn ijdeva/ de; tou'
pavnth/ diastatou' Speuvsippo": ejn aijtiva/ de; h[toi eJnwvsei touvtwn a[llo" a[n
ti" kaqarwvteron aujth;n prosthvsaito telewvtata. Pavlin toivnun oJ
ajriqmo;" ejn eJtevrw/ gevnei kei'tai. jAlla; kai; tou'ton aJplw'" me;n ou{tw"
e[nioi tw'n Puqagoreivwn th'/ yuch'/ sunarmovzousin: wJ" d∆ aujtokivnhton
Xenokravth", wJ" de; lovgou" periecouvsh/ Modevrato" oJ Puqagovreio", wJ"
de; kritiko;n kosmourgou' qeou' o[rganon {Ippaso", oJ ajkousmatiko;" tw'n
Puqagoreivwn:wJ" d∆ ∆Aristotevlh" iJstorei', Plavtwn ejk th'" tou' eJno;" ijdeva"
kai; tou' prwvtou mhvkou" <kai; plavtou"> kai; bavqou" aujto; to; zw''/on
prou>potiqevmeno" kai; to; me;n e}n nou'n, th;n de; duavda ejpisthvmhn, dovxan de;
to;n tou' ejpipevdou ajriqmovn, to;n de; tou' stereou' [th;n] ai[sqhsin
diorizovmeno".
5 [Eti toivnun th;n aJrmonivan i[dwmen, ouj th;n ejn swvmasin ejnidrumevnhn,
ajll∆ h{ti" ejsti; maqhmatikhv. Tauvthn toivnun, wJ" me;n aJplw'" eijpei'n, th;n ta;
diafev r onta oJ p wsou' n suv m metra kai; proshv g ora aj p ergazomev n hn
ajnafevrei eij" th;n yuch;n Modevrato": th;n d∆ wJ" ejn oujsivai" kai; zwai'" kai;
genevsei pavntwn mesovthta kai; suvndesin oJ Tivmaio" aujth'/ ajnativqhsi, th;n
d∆ wJ" ejn lovgoi" toi'" kat∆ | oujsivan prou>pavrcousi Plwti'no" kai;
Porfuvrio" kai; jAmevlio" paradedwvkasi, th;n de; sundiaplekomevnhn tw'/
kovsmw/ kai; ajcwvriston tou' oujranou' polloi; dhv tine" tw'n Platwnikw'n
kai; Puqagoreivwn prokrivnousin.

364:1 maqhmatikh;n ijdevan sugg. Wachs. 2 katalevgw dieukrinhmevnw" F, katalevgwsin
eujkrinhmevnw" P: katalevgwmen eujkrinw'" Heeren. e{n ti F, e[ti P. 3 aujth; in auJth; corr.
P. <hJ > add. Wachs. 4 ou\n om. F. aujth;n ajfwrivsato om. Heeren. de; om. P.
5 ajdiastavtou Ravaisson, Speus. pl. p. 40 male. Speuvsippo" P2 , peuvsippo" FP1. h] th'/
FP: h[toi Usener. 6 kaqarwtevran Heeren. aujth'" prosthvsaito <th;n> teleiovthta
sugg. Wachs. proshvsaito P. 8 sunarmovsousin P. 9 lovgou" FP: <ejn> lovgoi" Usener
coll. v. 25. perievcousan FP2, perievcousa P1: perievcousin Usener, perievconta (scil:
ajriqmo;n) Heeren, perievcousan <yuch;n> Diels-Kranz, periecouvsh/ Festugie;re. 12.
kai; plavtou" om. FP: add. Heeren coll. Arist. tou'to zwh;n F P : to; zw' / o n Usener.
13/14 de; th;n tou' P. 14 th;n del. Wachs. 17 o{ti" FP: corr. Canter. maqhmatikh; F,
qaumastikh; P: fantastikh; Canter mrg. tauvth" Meineke. 20 touvtwn FP: pav n twn
Usener.
365: 24 kai; om. P.
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Soul a Mathematical Essence
4. Next, I propose to list carefully those who relate the essence of the
soul with mathematical essence. Of this the first kind is figure, which
is the limit of extension, and extension itself. In these very terms it
was defined by Severus the Platonist, while Speusippus defined it as
“the form of the omni-dimensionally extended.” One might,
however, employing a purer definition, define it most perfectly as the
cause, or rather the unity, prior to these two.
Number, again, constitutes a second kind [of mathematical
essence], and indeed some of the Pythagoreans apply it to the soul
simply as such; Xenocrates [applies it] as self-moved; Moderatus the
Pythagorean, as comprising ratios; Hippasus the Pythagorean auditor, as being the instrument by which the god who creates the world
measures. As Aristotle relates, Plato [constructs the soul] by premising that the Essential Living Being is made up of the idea of the one
and of the primary length <and breadth> and depth, and defining
the one as intellect, the dyad as scientific knowledge, the number of
the plane, opinion, and sense-perception the number of the solid.
Soul an Attunement
5. Next, let us consider (the claim that soul is an) attunement, not
the attunement inherent in bodies, but that which is mathematical. It
is this attunement, to speak simply, that which renders symmetrical
and agreeable those things which differ in any way, that Moderatus
applies to the soul. Timaeus, on the other hand, refers attunement to
the soul as being a mean and conjunction in beings and lives and the
generation of all things, while Plotinus, Porphyry, and Amelius have
taught that it is attunement as residing in essentially preexistent
reason-principles; while many of the Platonists and Pythagoreans
adjudge it to be the attunement which is interwoven with the cosmos
and inseparable from the heaven.
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6 [Iqi dh; ou\n ejpi; th;n kaq∆ auJth;n ajswvmaton oujsivan ejpanivwmen,
diakrivnonte" kai; ejp∆ aujth'" ejn tavxei ta;" peri; yuch'" pavsa" dovxa". Eijsi;
dhv tine", oi} pa'san th;n toiauvthn oujsivan oJmoiomerh' kai; th;n aujth;n kai;
mivan ajpofaivnontai, wJ" kai; ejn oJtw/ou'n aujth'" mevrei ei\nai ta; o{la: oi{tine"
kai; ejn th'/ meristh'/ yuch'/ to;n nohto;n kovsmon kai; qeou;" kai; daivmona" kai;
tajgaqo;n kai; pavnta ta; presbuvtera ejn aujth'/ ejnidruvousi kai; ejn pa'sin
wJsauvtw" pavnta ei\nai ajpofaivnontai, oijkeivw" mevntoi kata; th;n aujtw'n
oujsivan ejn eJkavstoi". Kai; tauvth" th'" dovxh" ajnamfisbhthvtw" mevn ejsti
Noumhvnio", ouj pavnth/ de; oJmologoumevnw" Plwti'no", ajstavtw" de; ejn aujth/'
fevretai jAmevlio": Porfuvrio" de; ejndoiavzei peri; aujthvn, ph'/ me;n
diatetamevnw" aujth'" ajfistavmeno", ph'/ de; sunakolouqw'n aujth'/, wJ"
paradoqeivsh/ a[nwqen. Kata; dh; tauvthn nou' kai; qew'n kai; tw'n
kreittovnwn genw'n oujde;n hJ yuch; dienhvnoce katav ge th;n o{lhn oujsivan.
7 jAlla; mh;n h{ ge pro;" tauvthn ajnqistamevnh dovxa cwrivzei me;n th;n
yuchvn, wJ" ajpo; nou' genomevnhn deutevran kaq∆ eJtevran uJpovstasin, to; de;
meta; nou' aujth'" ejxhgei'tai wJ" ejxhrthmevnon ajpo; tou' nou', meta; tou' kat∆
ij d iv a n uJ f esthkev n ai auj t otelw' " , cwriv z ei de; auj t h; n kai; aj p o; tw' n
kreittovnwn genw'n o{lwn, i[dion de; aujth'/ th'" oujsiva" o{ron ajponevmei h[toi
to; mevson tw'n meristw'n kai; ajmerivstwn | <tw'n te swmatikw'n kai;
aj>swmavtwn genw'n, h] to; plhvrwma tw'n kaqovlou lovgwn, h] th;n meta; ta;"
ijdeva" uJphresivan th'" dhmiourgiva", h] zwh;n par∆ eJauth'" e[cousan to; zh'n
th;n ajpo; tou' nohtou' proelqou'san, h] th;n au\ tw'n genw'n o{lou tou' o[ntw"
o[nto" provodon eij" uJpodeestevran oujsivan. Peri; dh; tauvta" ta;" dovxa" o{
te Plavtwn aujto;" kai; oJ Puqagovra", o{ te jAristotevlh" kai; ajrcai'oi
pavnte", w|n ojnovmata mevgala ejpi; sofiva/ uJmnei'tai, televw" ejpistrevfontai,
ei[ ti" aujtw'n ta; " dovxa" ajnicneuvoi met∆ ejpisthvmh": hJmei'" te peri; aujta;"
th;n met∆ ajlhqeiva" pragmateivan pa'san peirasovmeqa ejnsthvsasqai.

365: 1 i[ q i P2 , i[sqi FP 1 . 3 dhv om. P. 4 ejntwoun (ejn tw'oun F) aujtw'n FP: corr.
Heeren. 6 ejn aujth/' FP: gevnv h aujth'" Usener. 8 eJkavst (supra t sprscr. ".) F. kai; tauvth"
P2, kata; tauvth" FP1. ajnamfisbhvtw" FP: corr. Heeren. 10 fevreta P. ejn diavzei P. 11
diatetagmevnw" FP: corr. Meineke. sunakolouqei'n F. 13 ge om. Heeren. 16 meta;
nou'n F, menou'n P: corr. cod. Vatic. 17 merivzei FP: cwrivzei Canter mrg.
366: 19/20 swmavtwn FP: <tw'n te swmatikw'n kai; aj>swmavtwn Usener. 20 h] th;n FP:
kai; th;n vulg., Canter. 22 proselqousw'n FP: corr. Usener. tw'n aujtw'n genw'n FP: th;n
au\ tw'n genw'n Usener. ante o{lou add. h] Heeren. 23 o[nto" om. P. de; FP: dh; Usener.
25 pa'n P. megavla F, megav l P: megavlw'" Heeren. 26 ejpisthvmh" FP: ejpistavsew"
Usener. hJmei'" de; Heeren. 27 th;n om. Heeren.
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Soul an Incorporeal Essence
6. Let us now ascend to the consideration of that substance which is
of itself incorporeal, distinguishing in order all the opinions about
the soul in relation to it also. There are some who maintain that such
a substance as a whole is homogeneous and one and the same, such
that all of it may be found in any part of it; and they place even in the
individual soul the intelligible world, and gods and daemons and the
Good and all the beings superior to it, and declare everything to be
in each thing in the same way but in a manner appropriate to its
essence. Numenius is unambiguously of this opinion, Plotinus not
completely consistently, while Amelius is unstable in his allegiance to
the opinion; as for Porphyry, he is in two minds on the subject, now
dissociating himself violently from this view, now adopting it as a
doctrine handed down from above. According to this doctrine, the
soul differs in no way from intellect and the gods, and the superior
classes of being, at least in respect to its substance in general.
7. The doctrine opposed to this, however, separates the Soul off,
inasmuch as it has come about as following upon Intellect, representing a distinct level of being, and that aspect of it which is endowed
with intellect is explained as being connected with the intellect
certainly, but also as subsisting independently on its own, and it separates the soul also from all the superior classes of being, and assigns
to it as the particular definition of its essence, either the middle term
of divisible and indivisible beings <and of corporeal and in>corporeal
being, or the totality of the universal reason-principles, or that which,
after the ideas, is at the service of the work of creation, or that life
which has life of itself, which proceeds from the Intelligible realm, or
again the procession of the classes of real Being as a whole to an
inferior substance. It is these doctrines to which Plato himself and
Pythagoras, and Aristotle, and all the ancients who have gained great
and honorable names for wisdom, are completely committed, as one
will find if he investigates their opinions with scientific rigor; as for
myself, I will try to base this whole treatise, concerned as it is with
truth, on these opinions.
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8 Tine;" de; tw'n fusikw'n suvnodon tw'n ejnantivwn sunufaivnousin, oi|on
qermou' kai; <yucrou'> , xhrou' kai; uJgrou'. Kai; ga;r to; zh'n ajpo; tou'
ajnazei'n uJpo; tou' qermou' kai; th;n yuch;n ajpo; tou' ajnayuvcesqai uJpo; tou'
yucrou' wjnomavsqai ajpofaivnontai, kai; a{ma ejp∆ ajmfotevrwn < . . . > h] to;n
ajnapneovmenon ajevra yuch;n nomivzousin: w{sper jAristotevlh" me;n ejn
toi'" jOrfikoi'" e[pesiv fhsi levgesqai th;n yuch;n eijsievnai ejk tou' o{lou
ajnapneovntwn hJmw'n feromevnhn uJpo; tw'n ajnevmwn: e[oikev ge mh;n aujto;" oJ
jOrfeu;" cwri;" uJpolambavnein ei\nai kai; mivan th;n yuchvn, ajf∆ h|" polla;"
me;n ei\nai diairevsei", polla;" de; kai; mevsa" ejpipnoiva" kaqhvkein ejpi; ta;"
merista;" yuca;" ajpo; th'" o{lh" yuch'".
9 Tine;" me;n tw'n jAristotelikw'n aijqevrion sw'ma th;n yuch;n tivqentai:
e{teroi de; teleiovthta aujth;n ajforiv|zontai kat∆ oujsivan tou' qeivou
swvmato", h}n ejndelevceian kalei' jAristotevlh", w{sper dh; ejn ejnivoi"
Qeovfrasto", h] to; ajpogennwvmenon ajpo; tw'n qeiotevrwn genw'n o{lwn,
w{sper a[n ti" newterivseien ejn tai'" ejpinoivai": h] to; sugkekramevnon toi'"
swvmasin, w{sper oiJ Stwikoi; levgousin: h] to; th'/ fuvsei summemigmevnon h] to;
tou' swvmato" o]n w{sper to; ejmyucou'sqai, aujth'/ de; mh; paro;n th'/ yuch'/
w{sper uJpavrcon, oi|a dh; levgetai peri; yuch'" para; Dikaiavrcw/ tw'/
Messhnivw/.

366: 1 sunovdwn FP: corr. Canter. 2 kai; (post qermou') om. F. yucrou' add. Heeren.
4 h] FP: kai; Canter; secl. Wachs.; lacunam statuit Festugie;re, sic supplevit
<ejtumologou'si pro;" th;n oijkeivan dovxan: h] ga;r yuch;n to; pu'r levgousin>. 5 me;n del.
Meineke. 6 fusikoi''" FP: ∆Orfikoi'" Gaisford ex Ar. 1.s. wJ" eijsi;n F, wJ" eijsh;n P :
eijsievnai Canter; pw" eijsievnai Meineke. 9 mevsa" FP: ajmevsou" conj. Usener.
367: 13 ejndelevceian FP: ejntelevceian corr. Heeren. 14 genw'n om. P. 15 ejn del.
Usener. tai'" ejpinoiva" susp. Heeren. 17 wJvsper to; ejmyucw'sqai FP: wJvspereij
ejyucw'sqai vel ejneyucw'sqai Meineke, w{sper to; ejyucw'sqai Wachs., ejmyucou'sqai
Festugie;re. de; FP: dh; Wachs. 18 w{sper corruptum; fort. oJpwsou'n Wachs. uJpavrcon
FP: uJpavrcein Wachs.
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Some Miscellaneous Opinions (Mainly Materialist)
8. Certain of the physical philosophers make the soul a union woven
together from opposites, such as hot and <cold,> dry and wet. For
they derive the word “live” from “to boil up” due to heat, and the
word “soul” from “to cool down” due to cold, and in both cases <they
produce etymologies to accord with their beliefs; for either they say
that fire is the substance of the soul,> or they consider that the air
breathed into the body is soul, as, according to Aristotle, it is said in
the Orphic poems that the soul enters into us from the Universe,
borne by the winds, when we breathe; and it seems certainly that
Orpheus himself considered that the soul was separate and one, and
that out of it there spring many divisions, and that many intermediary
“breaths” descended to the individual souls from the universal soul.
9. Certain of the Aristotelians make the soul a body composed of
aether. Others define it as the essential perfection of the divine body,
which Aristotle calls “perpetual motion,” as indeed does Theophrastus in some places; or that which is produced from all the more
divine classes of being, if one may suggest an innovation on this
doctrine; or that which is intermixed with bodies, as the Stoics would
have it; or that which is intermingled with the principle of growth or
that which belongs to the body as a “being ensouled” — not present
to the soul itself as belonging to it — which is said about the soul by
Dicaearchus of Messene.
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[ jEn taujtw'/: peri; dunavmewn yuch'"]
10 Plavtwn me;n ou\n oujc wJ" eJtevra" ta;" dunavmei" ejn eJtevra/ th'/ yuch'/
ejnei'nai hJgei'tai, sumfuvtou" d∆ aujta;" kai; kata; mivan ijdevan sunufesthkevnai levgei dia; th;n ajsuvnqeton oujsivan th'" yuch'". jAristotevlh" de;
wJsauvtw" aJplh'n oujsivan, ajswvmaton, ei[dou" telesiourgo;n th;n th'" yuch'"
uJpoqevmeno", ouj poiei' ta;" dunavmei" wJ" ejn sunqevtw/ tini; th'/ yuch'/
parouvsa". jAlla; mh;n oi{ge ajpo; Crusivppou kai; Zhvnwno" filovsofoi kai;
pavnte" o{soi sw'ma th;n yuch;n noou'si ta;" me;n dunavmei" wJ" ejn tw'/
uJ p okeimev n w/ poiovthta" sumbibavzousi, th;n de; yuch;n wJ" oujsivan
prou>pokeimevnhn tai'" dunavmesi protiqevasin, ejk d∆ ajmfotevrwn touvtwn
suvnqeton fuvsin ejx ajnomoivwn sunavgousin.
Tauvth/ | toivnun aiJ dunavmei" aujth'" th'" yuch'" kaq∆ auJth;n h] tou'
e[conto" tou' koinou' meta; tou' swvmato" qewroumevnou zwv/ou, kaq∆ ou}" me;n
hJ yuch; ditth;n zwh;n zh'/, kaq∆ auJthvn te kai; meta; tou' swvmato", a[llw" me;n
pavreisi th'/ yuch'/, a[llw" de; tw'/ koivnw/ zwv/w,/ <wJ"> kata; Plavtwna kai;
Puqagovran: kaq∆ ou}" de; miva zwh; th'" yuch'" ejstin hJ tou' sunqevtou,
sugkekramevnh" th'" yuch'" tw'/ swvmati, wJ" oiJ Stwikoi; levgousin, h] douvsh"
o{lhn th;n eJauth'" zwh;n eij" to; koino;n zw'/on, wJ" oiJ Peripathtikoi;
diiscurivzontai, kata; touvtou" ei|" ejstin oJ trovpo" th'" parousiva" aujtw'n oJ
ejn tw'/ metevcesqai h] ejn tw'/ kekra'sqai tw'/ o{lw/ zwv/w/.

367: 1 dunavmew" FP: corr. Meineke. Post yuch'" add. lemma plavtwno" P. 3 sunefesthkevnai P. 4 suvnqeton FP: corr. Wyttenbach. 5 telesiourgo;n P2, telesiourgou'
FP1. 6 uJpotiqevmeno" Heeren. 10 protiqevasin FP: tiqevasin Wachs. 12 au'tai F (with
space left before it), tau'ta P: tauvth/ Usener, au|tai Heeren.
368: 13 kaq j a}" F. me;n <ou\n> Heeren. 15 wJ" add. Heeren. 17 h] douvsh" P2, hJdouvsh"
FP1. 18 o{lhn P2, o{lh" FP1. aujth'" Heeren. 20 kera'sqai P1: sugkekra'sqai Meineke.
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II. The Powers of the Soul
How the Powers Inhere in the Soul
10. Now Plato does not think that the powers exist in the soul as
separate from it, but says that they are naturally conjoined with the
soul and coexist with it in a single form because of the incomposite
essence of the soul. And Aristotle similarly, since he posits that the
essence of the soul is simple, incorporeal, and productive of form,
does not regard the powers as present in any kind of composite soul.
On the other hand the followers of Chrysippus and Zeno, and all
those who consider the soul a body, join the powers together as
though they were qualities in a substrate and consider the soul a
substance that underlies the powers, and from both of these1 they
construct a composite nature made up of dissimilar elements.
In the following way, then, the powers belong to the soul in itself
or to the common living being that possesses the soul and is
conceived as existing along with the body. According to those who
think that the soul lives a double life, one in itself and one in
conjunction with the body, they are present in the soul in one way
but in the common animal in another, as Plato and Pythagoras think.
According to those, on the other hand, who think that there is a
single life of the soul, that of the composite — because the soul is
commingled with the body, as the Stoics say, or because the soul gives
its whole life to the common living being, as the Peripatetics
confidently assert — according to them there is a single way in which
the powers are present: by being shared in or by being mingled with
the whole living being.

1

That is, from the powers on the one hand and the soul itself on the other.
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11 Pw'" ou\n diakrivnontai; Kata; me;n tou;" Stwikou;" e[niai me;n
diaforovthti <tw'n> uJpokeimevnwn swmavtwn: pneuvmata ga;r ajpo; tou'
hJgemonikou' fasin ou|toi diateivnein a[lla kai; a[lla, ta; me;n eij"
ojfqalmouv", ta; de; eij" w\ta, ta; de; eij" a[lla aijsqhthvria: e[niai de; ijdiovthti
poiovthto" peri; to; aujto; uJpokeivmenon: w{sper ga;r to; mh'lon ejn tw'/ aujtw'/
swvmati th'n glukuvthta e[cei kai; th;n eujwdivan, ou{tw kai; to; hJgemoniko;n ejn
taujtw'/ fantasivan, sugkatavqesin, oJrmhvn, lovgon suneivlhfe. Kata; de;
tou; " j A ristotelikou; " kai; pav n ta" o{ s oi aj m ev r iston th; n yuch; n
dianoou'ntai kata; me;n th;n oujsivan aiJ dunavmei" <ouj diakrivnontai>, kata;
de; ei[dh w|n duvnantai poiei'n. Kata; de; Plavtwna a[llw" me;n levgetai hJ
yuch; trimerhv", wJ" ejn eJtevrai" oujsivai" zwh'" triplh'/ parallavttousa,
a[llw" de; poluduvnamo", oujkevti kat∆ | oujsivan zwh'" diafevrousa, ejn
taujtw'/ de; pollai'" ijdiovthsi diakrinomevnh. Kai; o{lw" mevro" dunavmew"
tauvth/ dienhvnocen, h|/ to; me;n mevro" oujsiva" eJterovthta, hJ de; duvnami" ejn
taujtw'/ gennhtikh;;n h] poihtikh;n diavkrisin parivsthsin.
[ jEn taujtw'/: peri; plhvqou" dunavmewn.]
12 OiJ ajpo; Zhvnwno" ojktamerh' th;n yuch;n diadoxavzousi, peri; <h}n> ta;"
dunavmei" ei\nai pleivona", w{sper ejn tw'/ hJgemonikw'/ ejnuparcousw'n
fantasiva", sugkataqevsew", oJrmh'", lovgou. OiJ de; peri; Plavtwna kai;
jArcuvta" kai; oiJ loipoi; Puqagovreioi th;n yuch;n trimerh' ajpofaivnontai,
diairou'nte" eij" logismo;n kai; qumo;n kai; ejpiqumivan: tau'ta ga;r ei\nai
crhvsima pro;" th;n tw'n ajretw'n suvstasin. Dunavmei" de; th'" yuch'"
ajnalogivzontai fuvsin kai; fantasivan kai; ai[sqhsin kai; dovxan kai;
kinhtikh;n swmavtwn diavvnoian kai; o[rexin kalw'n kajgaqw'n kai; nohvsei".
jAristotevlh" de; eij" pevnte aujta;" diairei', fuvsin, ai[sqhsin, kivnhsin kata;
tovpon, o[rexin, dianovhsin.

368: 1 e[nioi P. 2 ante diaforovthti add. th/' Heeren. tw'n add. Heeren. 3 a[lla kai;
a[lla FP: a[lla kat j a[lla Meineke, a[lla eij" a[lla Heeren. 5 ga;r tw' P. 6 ejdwdivan P1.
9 ouj diakrivnontai sugg. Wach; alii alia. 11 wJ" a[n FP: wJ" ejn Usener. triplh'/ zwh'" FP:
zwh'" triplh'/ sugg. Wachs.
369: 14 h] FP: h|/ Heeren. 17 doxavzousin Heeren. peri; ta;" FP: merika;" Usener, ejn eJni;
de; ta; " Heeren, <eJ n eJ k av s tw/ de; > mevrei ta;" Meineke, peri; <h{n> ta;" Wachs,
peri; <noou'nte"> sugg. Festugie;re. 18 ejn uJpavrcousi P. 19 lovgou in textu F; in marg.
P. 24 kai; ajgaqw'n FP: kajgaqw'n Meineke.
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How the Powers are Distinguished
11. How, then, are the powers distinguished? According to the
Stoics, some are distinguished by the difference of the body parts that
underlie them. For they say that ever different effluences extend
from the ruling element, some to the eyes, others to the ears, others
to other sense organs. Other powers are distinguished by their
individual qualitative nature in the same substrate; for even as the
apple has in the same body sweetness and pleasant odor, so also the
ruling faculty comprises in the same substrate imagination, assent,
appetition, and reason. According to the Aristotelians and all who
consider the soul to be without parts, the powers <are not
distinguished> in substance, but rather according to the kinds of
effects that they can produce. According to Plato, in one sense the
soul is called tripartite since it varies in three ways in different lifesubstances, but in another sense it has many powers, the soul not now
exhibiting differences in the life-substance but being distinguished in
the same substrate by many individual properties. And in general, a
part differs from a power in this, that the part exhibits a difference of
substance, whereas the power exhibits a differentiation in production
or creation in the same substrate.
Multiple Powers in the Soul
12. The followers of Zeno believe that the soul has eight parts and
that connected with these parts there are a multiplicity of powers, as
for instance imagination, assent, appetition, and reason exist in the
ruling element. Plato and his school, Archytas, and the rest of the
Pythagoreans assert that the soul is tripartite, dividing it into reason,
spirit, and desire, for these are useful for establishing the system of
virtues. As to the powers of the soul, these philosophers include the
powers of growth, imagination, perception, opinion, thought that
moves the body, desire for good and evil, and intellection. Aristotle
divides the powers into five: the powers of growth, perception,
locomotion, desire, and thought.

38

[ j E n tauj t w' / : peri; tw' n kat∆ ouj s iv a n th' " yuch' " kai; tw' n
prostiqemevnwn aujth'/ dunavmewn.]
13 Plwti'no" aujth'" ajfairei' ta;" ajlovgou" dunavmei", ta;" aijsqhvsei", ta;"
fantasiva", ta;" mnhvma", tou;" logismouv": movnon de; to;n kaqaro;n
logismo;n eij" th;n kaqara;n oujsivan aujth'" ajnateivnei, wJ" e[conta sumfuh'
duvnamin pro;" aujth;n th;n th'" oujsiva" ijdevan. |
OiJ de; peri; Dhmovkriton Platwnikoi; pavnta tau'ta ta; ei[dh tw'n
dunavmewn eij" th;n oujsivan aujth'" sunavgousin.
JO de; Plavtwn kai; aujta;" eJautw'n poiei' kai; tw'n zw/vwn, kaq j eJtevran
eJtevran zwh;n diorizovmeno" eJkavteron.
OiJ de; peri; Porfuvrion kai; Plwti'non eJkavstw/ mevrei tou' panto;"
ta;" oijkeiva" dunavmei" probavllesqai uJpo; th'" yuch'" ajpofaivnontai, kai;
ajfivesqai me;n kai; mhkevti ei\nai ta;" zwa;" ta;" oJpwsou'n problhqeivsa"
[oiJ peri; Porfuvrion kai; Plwti'non Platwnikoi;] ajforivzontai paraplhsivw" toi'" ajpo; tou' spevrmato" fuomevnoi", oJpovtan eij" eJauto; ajnadravmh/ to;
spevrma: ei\nai de; kai; tauvta" ejn tw'/ panti; kai; mh; ajpovllusqai tavca a[n
ti" ejpinohvseie kainovteron, oujk ajpiqavnw".
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Hense III,
p. 608.
25ff.
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Wachsmuth I,
p.317.
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text

[ jIamblivcou ejk tou' Peri; yuch'".]
14 Touvtwn oujsw'n tw'n koinotavtwn dunavmewn eijsi; kai; | a[llai th'"
yuch'" dunavmei", kat∆ aujth;n mevn, ouj mh;n sumplhrwtikai; aujth'", wJ" hJ
mnhvmh katoch; ou\sa fantavsmato".
[ jIamblivcou ejk tou' Peri; yuch'".] |
15 Pavlin toivnun peri; tou' nou' kai; pasw'n tw'n kreittovnwn dunavmewn
th'" yuch'" oiJ me;n Stwikoi; levgousi mh; eujqu;" ejmfuvesqai to;n lovgon,
u{steron de; sunaqroivzesqai ajpo; tw'n aijsqhvsewn kai; fantasiw'n peri;
dekatevssara e[th. |

369: 1 ejn tautw/' post dunavmewn (2) transponit F. 1 peri; th'" oujsiva" th'" yuch'"
Heeren. 5 avjnateivnei FP: ajnateivnein sugg. Wachs. sumuh' F.
370: 7 de; om. P. platwnikoi; FP: secl. Heeren, ajtomikoi Meineke. 9 aujta;" kai;
eJautw'n sugg. Wachs. 9 kaq j eJtevran eJtevran FP: kaq j eJkatevran sugg. Canter mrg. 12
probalevsqai P. 13. ajmfivesqai P. oiJ peri; . . . Platwnikoi; FP: secl. Heeren. 15
eJauto P2, eJautovn FP1. ajnadravmh/ P, ajnadravmoi F. 16 ajpovlusqai P.
609: 19 oujsw'n tw'n S Md A: ou\n tw'n Trincavelliani, inde vulg.
317: 24 levgousin P.
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Which Powers Belong to the Soul
13. Plotinus removes from the soul the irrational powers: those of
perception, imagination, memory, and discursive reasoning. He
includes only pure reason in the pure essence of the soul, on the
grounds that it has a power bound up with the very nature of the
soul’s essence. Democritus the Platonist and his followers, however,
attribute all these kinds of faculty to the essence of the soul. Plato
assumes that the powers belong both to souls themselves and to the
living beings, distinguishing each in accordance with each life.
Porphyry and Plotinus and their followers maintain that the soul
projects its own powers to each part of the universe and that the lives,
howsoever they have been projected, are dissolved and cease to exist,
similar to objects that grow from a seed, when the seed withdraws
into itself. One might perhaps propose not unpersuasively the rather
novel theory that these powers continue to exist in the universe and
do not perish.
On Memory
14. These are the most common powers of the soul, but there are
still others that are proper to it in itself but that do not constitute
essential parts of it, such as memory, which is the retention of an
image.
On the Intellect
15. Again, as regards the intellect and all the higher powers of the
soul, the Stoics say that the reason is not implanted in the soul at the
outset but is acquired later around the age of fourteen from
sensations and images. The followers of Plato and Pythagoras say that
reason is present in the newly-born but is obscured by external
influences and does not exercise its proper activity but remains
dormant.

40
318

Wachsmuth I
p. 370.
14ff.

text

OiJ d j ajpo; Plavtwno" kai; Puqagovrou parei'nai me;n kai; ejn toi'"
ajrtigenevsi to;n lovgon fasivn, ejpiskotei'sqaiv ge mh;n [ejn] toi'" e[xwqen kai;
mh; ejnergei'n th;n oijkeivan ejnevrgeian, ajll∆ hJsucavzein.
[Hdh toivnun peri; tou' nou' polloi; me;n Peripathtikoi; to;n ejk
spevrmato" kai; [to;n] ajpo; th'" fuvsew" a[llon nou'n uJpoqevmenoi, wJ" aujtivka mavla ajpoblastavnonta ajpo; th'" prwvth" genevsew", kai; cwristo;n kai;
quvraqen ejpikalouvmenon e{teron paragivgnesqai levgousin ojyiaivtata,
ejpeida;n teleiwqh'/ me;n oJ kata; duvnamin nou'", ejpithdeivw" de; metevch/ th'"
kat∆ ejnevrgeian nohvsew".
Polloi; de; aujtw'n tw'n Platwnikw'n kai; to;n nou'n th'/ yuch'/ a{ma th'/
prwvth/ eijsovdw/ aujth'" eij" to; sw'ma suneisavgousin, oujde; ei\nai o{lw"
eJtevran me;n aujthvn, e{teron de; aujth'" to;n nou'n.
[ jEn taujtw'/: peri; tw'n ejnergeiw'n th'" yuch'".]
16 Tiv" ou\n ajnhvkoov" ejsti th'" Peripathtikh'" dovxh", h} th;n yuch;n
ajkivnhton me;n ei\naiv fhsin, aijtivan de; kinhvsewn; Eij dh; kai; ajnenevrghtovn
ejsti to; ajkivnhton, e[stai kai; corhgo;n tw'n ejnergeiw'n to; th'" yuch'"
ajnenevrghton. Eij d∆ wJ" e[nioi levgousi, tevlo" kai; sunoch; kai; e{nwsi" kai;
movnimo" aijtiva tw'n kinhvsewvn ejstin hJ ejnevrgeia kai; tauvthn ejn eJauth'/
suneivlhfen hJ kat∆ jAristotevlhn ajkivnhto" ejntelevceia th'" yuch'", e[stai
ajpo; th'" teleiotavth" ejnergeiva" proi>ou'sa [ajpo; th'" yuch'"] hJ ejn toi'" kaq∆
e{kasta tw'n zw'/wn e[rgoi" ajpergasiva.

318: 2 ejn FP: del. Usener. 4 peri; tou' nou' secl. Wachs. male. to;n (ante ejk) P2 , tw'n
FP1. 5 spevrmato" P2, spermavtwn FP1. to;n del.Usener. 5/6 ante wJ" aujtivka et ante
kai; cwristo;n (6) Heeren perperam add. to;n me;n et to;n de;. 7 ejpikalouvmenon susp.
Wachs.; ejpeisagovmenon sugg. Usener. u{steron FP: e{teron Usener. 8 de; om. P.
9 metevcein FP: corr. Usener. 10 th'" yuch'" FP: corr. Usener. 11 suneisagavgousin P.
370: 14 h} P2, h] FP1. 15 ejnenerghto;n P. post ejsti add. kaiv F. 18 hJ P2, h} FP1. 20 ajpo;
th'" yuch'" secl. Heeren.
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Now, concerning the intellect, many Peripatetics posit one intellect from seed and from the natural world, which arises immediately
at the moment of birth. They add that a second intellect, which they
call separate and external, comes into being along with it but arises
very late, when the potential intellect is actualized and participates
appropriately in actual intellection. On the other hand, many of the
Platonists themselves introduce the intellect into the soul at the same
time as the first entry of soul into body, and they absolutely do not
differentiate the soul from its intellect.

III. On the Activities of the Soul
16. Who, then, is ignorant of the Peripatetic doctrine that the soul is
unmoved but is the cause of motions? But if the unmoved is inactive,
the inactive element of the soul will be the originator of activities.
And if, as some say, (the soul’s) activity is the end, the principle of
coherence and unity, and the stable cause of motions and if the
unmoved “entelechy,” as Aristotle terms it, of the soul comprehends
this activity within itself, then whatever is accomplished in the
individual actions of animals will proceed from the most perfect type
of activity.

42

371

372

text

Au{th toivnun katav ge Plavtwna pollou' dei' hJ aujth; ei\nai th'/
sumfuvtw/ th'" yuch'" oujsiva/ kai; zwh'/. Dh'lon ga;r o{ti divdotai me;n eij" to;
koinovn, ajll∆ ejpei; metabolh; kai; diaivresi" kai; paravtasi" peri; to; sw'ma
kai; kata; crov|non kai; tovpon diavstasi" ejpisumpivptei, w|n oujdevn ejstin ejn
th'/ kaq∆ auJth;n ajswmavtw/ zwh'/, fanero;n dh; kai; tou'to gevgonen, wJ" oujde;n
uJpavrcei kata; Plavtwna tw'n tou' sunqevtou zwv/ou kinhmavtwn i[dion aujth'"
th'" yuch'". Oujkou'n w{sper zwh; kat∆ aujto;n h\n ditthv, h} me;n cwristh; tou'
swvmato", h} de; koinh; met∆ aujtou', ou{tw kai; ejnerghvmata <ta;> me;n i[dia
e[stai th'" yuch'", ta; de; koina; kai; tou' e[conto". Kai; touvtwn ta; me;n ajpo;
th'" yuch'" prokatavrconta, ta; de; ajpo; tw'n tou' swvmato" paqhmavtwn
ejgeirovmena, ta; de; ejx ajmfoi'n ejpivsh" ajnakinouvmena: pavnta de; wJ" ajp∆
aijtiva" th'" yuch'" wJrmhmevna. }Wsper dh; kai; th'" kata; th;n nau'n fora'"
koinh'" ou[sh" pro;" to;n kubernhvthn kai; to;n a[nemon, ta; me;n a[lla toiau'tav
ejstin, wJ" a[neu aujtw'n mh; givgnesqai th;n kivnhsin, oJ de; kubernhvth" kai; oJ
a[nemo" th;n kuriwtavthn aijtivan perievcousin ejn eJautoi'" th'" fora'", ou{tw"
a[ra kai; hJ yuch; aujthv te o{lw/ crh'tai tw'/ swvmati kai; ta; e[rga
metaceirivzetai, wJ" o[rganon h] o[chma to; sw'ma perievcousa: e[cei de; kai;
kaq∆ auJth;n oijkeivva" kinhvsei", o{sai tou' sunqevtou zwv/ou ajpoluovmenai
aujtai; kaq∆ auJta;" ajpovlutoi ta;" kat∆ oujsivan zwa;" th'" yuch'" ejnergou'sin,
oi|ai dhv eijsin aiJ tw'n ejn qousiasmw'n kai; tw'n ajuvlwn nohvsewn kai;
sullhvbdhn ejkeivnwn, kaq∆ a}" toi'" qeoi'" sunaptovmeqa.
Ouj mh; n e[ t i ge touv t oi" sugcwrou' s in oiJ sw' m a th; n yuch; n
uJpolambavnonte", oi|on oiJ Stwikoi; kai; a[lloi pleivone": oujd∆ o{soi
sugkekra'sqai aujth;n eij" th;n gevnesin oi[ontai, w}sper oiJ plei'stoi tw'n
fusikw'n: oujde; o{soi blavsthma aujth;n apo; | tw'n swmavtwn poiou'sin ejn
aJrmoniva" ei[dei ou\san. Pavnte" ga;r ou|toi swmatoeidei'" ta;" kinhvsei"
aujth/' ajpodidovasin.

370: 1 kata; te FP: katav ge (vel kata; ) Meineke. dei; FP2, dh; P 1 . 3 periv F, om. sed
add. m. 1 mrg. P: para; Heeren.
371: 7 hJ FP: h\n Usener; secl. Meineke. 8 ta; add. Usener. 12 oJrmhmevna P. dh; ejn th'"
P. 16 aujth' P. o{lh/ F, o{lh P: corr. Canter. 18 to; suvnqeton zw/von FP: corr. Heeren.
ajpolluovmenai FP: ajpolelumevnai Meineke, ajpoluovmenai Heeren. 19 aujtai; kaq∆
auJta;" ajpovlutoi secl. Heeren, ajpovlutoi secl. Wachs. 22 e[ti te FP: corr. Meineke. 24
aujthn P2, aujton FP1.
372: 26 pavnta FP: corr. Heeren.
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Now, according to Plato, the acts accomplished are far from being
identical with the congenital essence and life of the soul. For it is
clear that he assigns the acts to the common living being, but since
change, divisibility, corporeal dimensionality, and extension in time
and space coincide with these acts, none of which is present in the
incorporeal life taken by itself, it plainly follows that according to
Plato none of the motions of the composite living being is proper to
the soul itself. And so, just as life for him was double — the one
separated from body and the other in common with it — so also
some operations will be proper to the soul and others will be
common also to what possesses it. 2 And of these, some arise first from
the soul, some are aroused from the passions of the body, and some
are stirred up from both equally. But all arise from the soul as their
cause. And indeed just as, when the motion of a ship is caused jointly
by the helmsman and the wind, other elements are necessary for
motion to occur, but the helmsman and the wind encompass in
themselves the primary cause of the motion, so also the soul itself
makes use of the whole body and administers its acts, encompassing
the body as an instrument or vehicle; but it possesses also movements
proper to itself, and souls free in themselves that are separated from
the composite living being produce the essential lives of the soul,
e.g., those of divine possession, of immaterial intellection and, in a
word, of those by which we are joined to the gods.
Certainly those who think that the soul is a body, as do the Stoics
and a good many others, do not agree with these statements; nor do
those who think that the soul is combined with the body for the
purpose of generation, as most of the natural philosophers do; nor
do those who make the soul some sort of attunement sprouting from
bodies. For all these assign corporeal motions to the soul.

2

I.e., to the body.
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373

text

17 [ jEn taujtw'/: peri; tw'n e[rgwn th'" yuch'".]
Povteron ou\n pasw'n tw'n yucw'n ta; aujta; e[rga ajpotelei'tai, h] ta; me;n tw'n
o{lwn telewvtera, ta; de; tw'n a[llwn wJ" e{kastai dieilhvcasi th;n
proshvkousan eJautai'" tavxin; JW" me;n oiJ Stwikoi; levgousin, ei|" tev ejstin
oJ lovgo" kai; hJ aujth; pavntw" dianovhsi" kai; ta; katorqwvmata i\sa kai; aiJ
aujtai; ajretai; tw'n te meristw'n kai; tw'n o{lwn: kaiv pou Plwti'no" kai;
jAmevlio" ejpi; tauvth" eijsi; th'" dovxh" (ejnivote ga;r <oujc> wJ" a[llhn th;n
meristh;n yuch;n para; th;n o{lhn, mivan de; aujth;n pro;" ejkeivnhn ei\nai
ajforivzontai): wJ" d∆ a]n ei[poi Porfuvrio", pavnth/ kecwvristai ta; th'" o{lh"
yuch'" para; th;n meristh;n ejnerghvmata.
18 Gevnoito de; ka]n a[llh dovxa oujk ajpovblhto", hJ kata; gevnh kai; ei[dh tw'n
yucw'n a[lla me;n ta; tw'n o{lwn pantelh', a[lla de; ta; tw'n qeivwn yucw'n
a[cranta kai; a[ula, e{tera de; ta; tw'n daimonivwn drasthvria, ta; de; tw'n
hJrwikw'n megavla, ta; de; tw'n ejn toi'" zwv/oi" kai; toi'" ajnqrwvpoi" qnhtoeidh'
kai; ta; a[lla wJsauvtw" e[rga diairoumevnh. Touvtwn dh; diwrismevnwn kai;
ta; ejcovmena touvtwn th;n oJmoivan lhvyetai diavkrisin.
19 OiJ me;n ga;r mivan kai; th;n aujth;n pantacou' yuch;n diateivnonte" h[toi
gevnei h] ei[dei, wJ" dokei' Plwtivnw/, h] kai; ajriqmw'/, wJ" neanieuvetai oujk
ojligavki" jAmevlio", ei\nai aujth;n ejrou'sin a{per ejnergei'n. OiJ d∆
ajsfalevsteron touvtwn diatattovmenoi kai; proovdou" prwvta" kai; |
deutevra" kai; trivta" oujsiw'n th'" yuch'" diiscurizovmenoi procwrei'n eij"
to; prov s w, oi{ o u" a[ n ti" qeiv h tou; " kainw' " me; n aj p taiv s tw" de;
ajntilambanomevnou" tw'n lovgwn, ta; me;n tw'n o{lwn yucw'n kai; qeivwn kai;
ajuvlwn ejnerghvmata ejrou'sin ou|toi pavntw" dhvpou kai; eij" oujsivan
ajpoteleuta'n: ta; de; tw'n meristw'n kratoumevnwn ejn eJni; ei[dei kai;
diairoumevnwn peri; toi'" swvmasin oujdamw'" sugcwrhvsousin eujqu;" ei\nai
tau'q∆ a{per ejnergou'si.

372: 1 Peri; tw'n e[rgwn th'" yuch'". ∆En tautw'/ Gaisford. 2 ta; me;n P2 , to; me;n FP 1. 3
e{kastoi FP: corr. Heeren. 4 post me;n add. ou\n Heeren. 6 te om. P. pou om. P. 7
oujc ante wJ" add. Usener. 8 mivan] ejnivote Canter mrg. 9 post ajforivzontai clausula in
FP: interpunctionem corr. Meineke. 11 kai; FP: ka]n Meineke. 15 a[lla FP: a[llwn
Usener. 18 gevnh h] ei[dh F. h] kai; F, kai; kai; P. 19 ejnergei' sugg. Heeren.
373: 22 ante tou;" add. kata; Heeren. kenw'" F. 23 tw'n lovgwn om. P. 25 kai; ante
kratoumevnwn add. Heeren. 26 peri;: ejpi; sugg. Wachs. 26/27 oujdamw'" . . . ejnergou'si
om. P.
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IV. On the Acts of the Soul
17. Do all souls perform the same acts, or are those of universal souls
more perfect, while those of the other souls correspond to the
appropriate rank of which each partake? As far as the Stoics are
concerned, reason is one, intellection absolutely identical, right
actions equal and the virtues the same in the case of both the
individual and the universal souls; Plotinus and Amelius are
presumably of this opinion also (for on occasion they define the
individual soul as being no different from the universal, but as being
one with it); but according to Porphyry, on the other hand, the
activities of the universal soul are totally distinct from the individual
soul.
18. Another view, however, might be proposed which should not be
rejected, which divides souls according to genera and species, making
a difference between the perfect acts of universal souls, the pure and
immaterial activities of divine souls and, different from these, the
efficacious activities of daemonic souls and the great-hearted
activities of heroic souls, and the acts of a mortal nature proper to
animals and men, and so on for the rest. When these things have
been defined, the features that are dependent on them admit of the
same sort of distinction.
19. Those who maintain that the soul is one and the same on every
level either generically or specifically, as is the opinion of Plotinus, or
even numerically, as Amelius often rashly maintains, will say that the
soul itself is identical with its acts. Others, making a more prudent
distinction and insisting that it is by a downward sequence of primary,
secondary and tertiary processions that the different essences of souls
continually proceed, such as one would expect of those who enter
upon the discussion (of these matters) with arguments which are
novel but unshakeable, will say that the operations of universal and
divine and immaterial souls in all cases come to accomplishment in
their essences also, but they will by no means agree that individual
souls, confined as they are in one single form and divided out among
bodies, are to be immediately identified with their acts.

46

374

text

20 Kata; dh; th;n aujth;n mevqodon proi>vtw kai; hJ suggenh;" pro;" tauvthn
diaivresi". Levgw dh; prospefukevnai me;n tai'" dunavmesi ta; e[rga ejkeivnwn
tw'n yucw'n tw'n aujtotelw'n kai; monoeidw'n kai; cwristw'n ajpo; th'" u{lh",
wJ" a]n faivh hJ newsti; pareureqei'sa h{de ai{resi", ejoikevnai de; tai'" tw'n
karpw' n aj p ogennhv s esin ej p i; tw' n aj t elestev r wn kai; peri; gh' n
ajpomerizomevnwn. jEpi; dh; touvtoi" dei' noei'n wJ" oiJ me;n Stwikoi; pavsa" th'"
oJpoiasou'n yuch'" ta;" ejnergeiva" summignuvousin toi'" dioikoumevnoi" kai;
ajyuvcoi", oiJ d∆ ajpo; Plavtwno" ouj pavsa". Ei\nai me;n gavr tina" dunavmei"
th'" yuch'" ai} tou' swvmato" wJ" u{lh" ejfavptontai, wJ" th;n aijsqhtikh;n kai;
oJrmhtikhvn, kaqarwtevra" de; touvtwn ta;" mhde;n swvmati proscrwmevna",
wJ" th;n noeravn.
21 Ta; me;n ou\n tw'n swmatoeidw'n dunavmewn e[rga kat∆ oujsivan me;n
Plavtwn ouj sunavptei toi'" swvmasin, kat j ejpistrofh;n de; koinwnei'n fhsiv,
ta; de; tw'n cwristw'n ajpoluvei pavnth/ tou' katateivnesqai eij" ta; swvmata.
[Hdh toivnun kai; ta; me;n tw'n o{lwn kai; qeiotevrwn e[rga a[mikta ei\nai dia;
th;n kaqarovthta aujtw'n th'" oujsiva", ta; de; tw'n ejnuvlwn kai; meristw'n
mhkevq∆ wJsauvtw" ei\nai a[cranta: kai; ta; me;n tw'n ajniousw'n kai;
ajpoluomevnwn th'" genevsew" ajfivesqai to; loipo;n tw'n swmavtwn, ta; de; tw'n
katiousw'n sumplevkesqai | aujtoi'" polueidw'" kai; sunufaivnesqai. Kai;
ta; me;n tw'n ejpocoumevnwn toi'" aujtoeidevsi pneuvmasi kai; di∆ aujtw'n
tiqemevnwn eujkovlw", a{per a]n e{lwsin, a[nwqen ajpragmovnw" ejkfaivnein ta;
sfw'n e[rga: ta; de; toi'" sterewtevroi" swvmasin ejnspeirov-mena kai;
katecovmena ejn aujtoi'" ajnapivmplasqai ajmwsgevpw" th'" touvtwn fuvsew".
Kai; ta; me;n tw'n o{lwn ejpistrevfein eij" eJauta; ta; dioikouvmena, ta; de; tw'n
dih/rhmevnwn aujta; ejpistrevfesqai pro;" tau'ta w|n ejpimelou'ntai.

373: 1 aujtw'n F. 4 pareureqei'sa P, poreuqei'sa F. 9 ai} FP2, aiJ P 1. 10 kai; protevran
me;n touvtwn P, kai; provteron me;n touvtwn F: kaqarwtevra" de; touvtwn Canter mrg. 15
kata; FP: kai; ta; Heeren.
374: 20 aujtw'n FP] auJtw'n Wachs. male. 21 e{lwsin FP: qevlwsin Usener. 2 4
ejpistrevvfei P. eij" aujta; P1. 25 post ejpimelou'ntai clausula in F.
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20. Let us proceed by the same method of enquiry to a distinction
akin to that which has just been discussed. I say, then, that the acts
are an outgrowth of the powers in the case of those souls which are
complete in themselves, simple in nature and separate from matter,
as this view which we have just unveiled would put it, and that in the
case of the less perfect souls, which have an existence divided about
the earth, their acts are similar to the putting forth of fruit by plants.
In this connection, one should note that, while the Stoics conjoin all
the actions of the soul, of whatever type it may be, to the inanimate
parts governed by it, the followers of Plato do not so conjoin all. For
there are on the one hand, they say, certain powers which are linked
to the body as a material base, such as perception and appetition, but
there are certain powers purer than these which do not employ the
body at all, such as intellection.
21. As for the acts of the bodily powers of the soul, Plato does not
link them to the body in their essence, but says that they
communicate with it by ‘conversion,’ and he frees the acts of the
separated powers completely from any tendency towards bodies. So
then the acts of universal and more divine souls are unmixed because
of the purity of their essence, but those of individual souls immersed
in matter are not unsullied to the same extent; and the acts of souls
which are ascending and being freed from generation divest
themselves of bodies for the future, while those of souls which are
descending are entwined and interwoven with them in sundry ways.
And those souls which are mounted upon pneumatic bodies of a
uniform nature and which by means of them arrange calmly whatever
they choose, from the start express their acts without any difficulty;
but those who are sown in more solid bodies and imprisoned in
them, are suffused, in one way or another, by the nature of these.
Furthermore, the universal souls direct towards themselves the things
which they administer, whereas the particular souls are themselves
directed towards the objects of their care.
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text

22 Kat∆ a[llhn toivnun ajrch;n th'" tw'n aujtw'n diakrivsew" hJ me; n
Peripathtikh; dovxa tou'' zwv/ou movnw" kai; tou' sunqevtou tivqetai ta; e[rga
th'" yuch'". [Plavtwn de; th'" yuch'" aujta; prwvtw" protavttei, ei\q∆ ou{tw"
eij" to; koino;n divdwsin.] Plavtwn de; kai; Puqagovra" uJperfuh' th;n oujsivan
aujth'" kai; gennhtikh;n th'" fuvsew" protavttonte" presbuvtera aujth'/ kai;
timiwvtera pro; th'" fuvsew" ta; e[rga didovasin: a[rcesqaiv te aujth;n ouj
poiou'sin ajpo; th'" fuvsew", aujth;n de; ajf∆ auJth'" kai; peri; auJth;n
ejxhgei'sqai tw'n oijkeivwn ejnergeiw'n uJpolambavnousin, o{sa tev ejstin ejn
aujth'/ kala; kai; spoudai'a kinhvmata th'" fuvsew" uJperevconta kaq∆ auJta;
ejxairou'sin.
23 [Hdh toivnun kai; ejn aujtoi'" toi'" Platwnikoi'" polloi;; diastavzousin,
oi} me;n eij" mivan suvntaxin kai; mivan ijdevan ta; ei[dh kai; ta; movria th'" zwh'"
kai; ta; ejnerghvmata sunavgonte", w{sper Plwti'nov" te kai; Porfuvrio": oi}
de; eij" mavchn tau'ta katateivnonte", w{sper Noumhvnio": oi} de; ejk
macomev n wn auj t a; sunar|movzonte", w{sper oi} peri; jAttiko;n kai;
Plouvtarcon. Kai; ou|toi me;n prou>pokeimevnwn tw'n ajtavktwn kai;
plhmmelw'n kinhmavtwn ejpeisievnai fasi;n u{stera ta; katakosmou'nta
aujta; kai; diatavttonta kai; th;n sumfwnivan ajp∆ aj m fotev r wn ou{ t w"
sunufaivnousi:
kata; me;n Plwti'non th'" prwvth" eJterovthto", kat∆ jEmpedokleva de;
th'" [prwv t h"] ajpo; tou' qeou' fugh'", kaq∆ JHravkleiton de; th'" ejn tw'/
metabavllesqai ajnapauvlh", kata; de; tou;" Gnwstikou;" paranoiva" h]
parekbavsew", kat∆ jAlbi'non de; th'" tou' aujtexousivou dihmarthmevnh"
krivsew" aijtiva" gignomevnh" tw'n katagwgw'n ejnerghmavtwn: tw'n d∆ au\
diistamevnwn pro;" touvtou" kai; ajpo; tw'n e[xwqen prosfuomevnwn
prostiqevntwn oJpwsou'n th'/ yuch'/ to; kakovn, ajpo; me;n th'" u{lh" Noumhnivou
kai; Kronivou pollavki", ajpo; de; tw'n swmavtwn aujtw'n touvtwn e[stin o{te
kai; JArpokrativwno", ajpo; de; th'" fuvsew" kai; th'" ajlovgou zwh'" Plwtivnou
kai; Porfurivou wJ" ta; pollav.

374: 2 peripathtikh; F, peripathtikoi; P: peripathtikw'n vulg. 3 post yuch'" clausula
in F et P. Additur in P lemma plavtwno". Plavtwn de; . . . divdwsin del. Usener. 4
divdwsin F, divdwsi P: tivqhsin Heeren ex cod. Aug. Esc. post divdwsin clausula in F et
P. Plavtwn (ante de; kai; ) susp. Canter. 7 eJauth;n F. 10 ejxaivrousin FP: ejxairou'sin
Wachs. 11 diastavzousin P1, distavzousin P2: diastasiavzousin Wachs. 14 katateivnante" Heeren.
375: 18 ou{tw P. 19 sunufaivnousi P, sumfaivnousi F. 20 prwvth" secl. Wachs. 24
katagwgw'n susp. Heeren. ejnerghmavtwn. tw'n d∆ au\ FP: ejnerghmavtwn ejnivwn auj Wachs.
sugg. 27 e[sti d∆ o{te Usener. 28 ajpokrativwno" P. 29 post ta; pollav clausula in FP.
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22. Taking the distinction between acts from another point of
departure, the Peripatetic doctrine is that the acts of the soul
concern only the living being and the composite. [Plato situates them
primarily in the soul, but then assigns them thus to the composite.]
But Plato and Pythagoras, placing its essence in the highest rank, as
being supernatural and a generator of natural life, grant its acts to be
superior to and more worthy of honor than Nature; further, they do
not make the soul derive its origin from the realm of Nature; but
hold that the soul, derived from itself and attached to itself, animates
its own activities, and such motions within it as are beautiful and
good, which surpass the realm of Nature, they place on a higher level
by themselves.
23. There has been much controversy within the Platonic School
itself, one group bringing together into one system and form the
various types and parts of life and its activities, as for example
Plotinus and Porphyry; another, exemplified by Numenius, setting
them up in conflict with each other; and another again reconciling
them from a postulated original strife, as for instance Atticus and
Plutarch. These last maintain that there supervene on pre-existing
disorderly and irregular motions other later ones which organize and
arrange them, and from both of them they thus weave together a web
of harmony.
The activities which induce the soul to descend are caused,
according to Plotinus by the “primal otherness,” according to
Empedocles by “the flight from God” (Fr. 115 D-K.), according to
Heraclitus by “the rest which consists in change” (Fr. 84a D-K.),
according to the Gnostics by “derangement and deviation,”
according to Albinus by “the erring judgement of a free will.” While
of those who are at variance with these thinkers and who would
attach evil to the soul in some way from elements which have accrued
to it from outside, Numenius and Cronius in many places derive it
from matter, Harpocration also, on occasion, from the very nature of
bodies, while Plotinus and Porphyry most of the time derive it from
Nature and the irrational life.
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text

24 Kata; de; jAristotevlhn ei[desi zwh'" kai; a[lloi" o{roi" tau'ta cwri;"
ajpo; tw'n ajnqrwpivnwn diakevkritai. Kata; d∆ au\ tou; " Stwikou; "
ajtelevstera ajei; ajpomerivzetai ta; toiau'ta th'" zwh'" ejnerghvmata kai; o{sw/
a]n h\/ proi>>ovnta proswtevrw th'" ajlogiva", tosw'/de ma'llon ejpi; to;
ajtelevsteron ajpofevretai ta; katadeevstera tw'n presbutevrwn. JW" d∆
ejgwv tinwn ajkhvkoa Platwnikw'n, oi|on Porfurivou kai; a[llwn pollw'n,
ajfomoiou'tai ajllhvloi" ta; me;n ajnqrwvpeia toi'" qhreivoi", ta; de; tw'n zwv/wn
toi'" ajnqrwpeivoi", ejf j o{son pevfuke ta; diakekrimevna kaq∆ eJtevra"
oujsiva" oJmoiou'sqai pro;" a[llhla. |
25 [ jEn taujtw'/: peri; mevtrou yuch'".]
OiJ me;n dh; mivan oujsivan th'" yuch'" ajriqmw'/ tiqevmenoi, plhquvonte"
de; aujthvn, wJ" jAmevlio" oi[etai, scevsesi kai; katatavxesin, h[, wJ" oiJ
jOrfikoi; levgousin, ejpipnoivai" ajpo; th'" o{lh", e[peita ajnascovnte" ajpo; tou'
plhvqou" th'" o{lh" ejpi; th;n mivan yuch;n ajpoqemevnhn ta;" scevsei" kai; ta;"
eij" e{teron katatavxei" kai; ajnaluvonte" ajpo; th'" eij" ta; metalabovnta
diairev s ew", aj p oluomev n h" th' " tw' n metascov n twn aj p odialhv y ew",
throu'sin aujth;n o{lhn pantacou' th;n aujth;n, mivan oujsivan te aujth'/ didovasi
kaq∆ e}n peperasmevnhn.
OiJ d∆ ejn ajpeivroi" kovsmoi", w{sper dh; oiJ peri; Dhmovkriton kai;
jEpivkouron nomivzousin, ajpo; tw'n ajpeivrwn ajtovmwn kata; suntucivan
sunercomev n wn <sunistamevnoi"> suniv s tasqai aj p o; tw' n toiw'nde
stoiceivwn ta;" yuca;" hJgouvmenoi ajpeivrou" aujta;" ei\nai eJpomevnw" tai'"
oijkeivai" uJpoqevvsesin ajpofaivnontai. Kai; oiJ me;n ejk spermavtwn aujta;"
gennw'nte" eJkavstou dunamevnou polla; speivrein kai; tou'de proi>ovnto" ajei;
kai; oujdamh'/ iJstamevnou kata; th;n gevnnhsin kai; ejn tw'/ givgnesqai ajei; to;
a[ p eiron aj p oleiv p ousin. OiJ de; kata; metabolh; n ej x eJ n o; " zwv / o u
fqeiromev n ou polla; zw' / a kai; polla; " zwa; " parav g onte" ej n tw' /
metabavllein sunecw'" kai; mhdevpote ejpileivpein th;n ejk th'" metabolh'"

375: 2 ajpo;: ejpi; Usener. post diakevkritai clausula in F. 4 tovsw/ de; P. 7 ajnqrwvpia FP.
qhrivoi" FP: corr. Meineke. 8 ajnqrwpivoi" FP.
376: 10 Peri; mevtrwn yuch'". ∆En taujtw'/ Gaisford. mevtra FP: mevtrou Canter, mevtrwn
Gaisford. 11 plhquvonte" FP: plhquvousan Wachs., plhquvnonte" Festugie;re. 12 h[ add.
Heeren. o{soi F 1, wJ" oiJ F2 P. 13 ajnascevonte" P1, ajnacevonte" FP2: ajnastoiceiou'nte"
Lobeck, a[gconte" Usener, ajnastevllonte" vel ajnastrevfonte" Wachs., ajnascovnte"
Festugière (dubitanter). 14 ajpoqemevna" FP: corr. Usener, ajpoqemevnh" Lobeck. 15 h]
(post katatavxei") FP: kai; Canter. 16 ajpodialhvyew" FP: dialhvyew" Heeren. 17
oujsivan om. P. 21 post sunercomevnwn lacunam statuit Wachs.; <sunistamevvnoi"> ex.
gr. Festugie;re. 21/22 ajpo; tw'n toiw'nde stoiceivwn del. Heeren. 22 aujto;" P. 2 5
gevnnhsin FP: gevnesin Heeren. 26 a[poron FP: corr. Canter mrg. 27 ante polla; add.
kai; Heeren.
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24. According to Aristotle, on the other hand, it is by forms of life
and other characteristics that these activities are distinguished from
human ones. According to the Stoics, again, such inferior activities of
life are continually detaching themselves in the sense of becoming
less perfect, and the further they advance in the progress towards
unreason, the more the inferior are separated from the superior in
the direction of imperfection. Finally as I have heard from certain
Platonists, such as Porphyry, and many others, human activities show
similarity to those of wild beasts, and those of animals to those of
men, in so far as activities distinguished by being based on different
essences are to be assimilated to one another.

V. The Number of the Souls
25. Some posit that the essence of the soul is numerically one but
then multiply it (as Amelius thinks by its relations and assignments or
as the Orphics say by breaths from the Whole Soul), then rise from
the multiplicity of the whole to the one soul that has laid aside these
relations and locations relative to others, and free it3 from its division
into the things that partake of it. These thinkers, inasmuch as they
reject its subdivision into its participating parts, preserve it
completely whole and the same, and grant to it a single essence that
is given limitation through individuation.
Others think, as Democritus, Epicurus, and their followers do, that
in infinite worlds <composed of> infinite atoms assembled according
to chance, souls are composed of these same elements; these thinkers
conclude, conformably with their own hypotheses, that souls are infinite. Those who derive souls from seeds, since each person can produce many seeds and this process continues forever without ceasing,
bequeath an infinity of souls because of this production and ceaseless
begetting. Others, through the process of change, produce many
animals and many forms of life from one animal that has perished,

3

I.e., the Whole Soul as single (= “the one soul that has laid aside these relations
and locations relative to others”). There is no pronoun in the Greek text.
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text

diadecomevnhn ajeigenesivan tauvth/ to; ajpevranton plh'qo" tw'n yucw'n
ejpinoou'sin ejn tw'/ ajei; plei'on givgnesqai. OiJ de; th'" fuvsew" th;n yuch;n |
mh; diakrivnonte" pavlin dh; kai; ou|toi kata; diaivresin to; a[peiron tw'n
yucw'n givgnesqai prosomologou'sin, ejpeidh; kai; e{kaston tw'n fuomevnwn
devndrwn merizovmenon taujtovn ejsti tw'/ o{lw/ kai; tw'n i[swn aujtw'/ faivnetai
gennhtiko;n ei\nai.
OiJ d∆ ajpo; Plavtwno" ajgenhvtou" kai; ajfqavrtou" aujta;" prosthsavmenoi eJstavnai ajei; kata; th;n aujth;n summetrivan ajforivzontai, ou[te ga;r
prostivqesqaiv ti aujtai'" ajpo; th'" genevsew" ou[te ajfairei'sqai ajp∆ aujtw'n
meqistavmenon eij" ta; ajpolluvmena. Tou'to dh; to; mevtron oiJ me;n peri;
Plwti'non eij" to;n tevleon ajriqmo;n wJ" oijkei'on prosbibavzousi.
[< jEn taujtw'/: peri; diafora'" kaqovdou tw'n yucw'n.>]
26 Plwti'no" me;n kai; Porfuvrio" kai; jAmevlio" ajpo; th'" uJpe;r to;n
oujrano;n yuch'" kai; pavsa" ejpivsh" eijsoikivzousin eij" ta; swvmata.
Polu; de; diaferovntw" e[oiken oJ Tivmaio" th;n prwvthn uJpovstasin tw'n
yucw'n poiei'n, to;n dhmiourgo;n diaspeivronta peri; pavnta me;n ta;
kreivttona gevnh, kaq∆ o{lon de; to;n oujranovn, eij" o{la de; ta; stoicei'a tou'
pantov".
[Estai dh; ou\n kai; hJ spora; hJ dhmiourgikh; tw'n yucw'n
diairoumevnh peri; ta;" qeiva" dhmiourgiva" kai; hJ prwvth tw'n yucw'n
provodo" sunufistamevnh, meq∆ eJauth'" e[cousa ta; decovmena ta;" yucav": hJ
me;n o{lh to;n o{lon kovsmon, aiJ de; tw'n ejmfanw'n qew'n ta;" kat∆ oujrano;n
sfaivra", aiJ de; tw'n stoiceivwn aujta; ta; stoicei'a meq∆ w|n kai; yucai;
suneklhrwvqhsan kaq∆ eJkavsthn toiauvthn lh'xin, ajf∆ w|n dh; aiJ kavqodoi
givgnontai tw'n yucw'n a[llai ajp∆ a[llwn diaklhrwvsewn, wJ" bouvletai
ejndeivknusqai safw'" hJ tou' Timaivou diavtaxi". |

376: 1 tauvthn P. ajpevraton P. 2 ejn tw'/ ajei; plei'on givgnesqai del. Heeren.
377: 5 devndron FP: corr. Heeren. to; o{lw/ P. aujtw'/ FP: auJtw'/ Heeren. 6 post ei\nai
clausula in FP. 9 protivqesqai F. 1 0 meqistavmena F. 11 probibavzousi FP: corr.
Canter int. 12 lemma om. FP: transposuit Wachs., ex 379.11. 15 diaferovnto" P. 17
o{la de; FP: o{la te Heeren. 19 peri; ta;" FP: para; ta;" Usener. 21 qew'n om. P. 22 post
kai; add. aiJ Heeren. 25 post diavtaxi" clausula in FP.
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and, because change is continuous and the perpetual generation that
arises from change never fails, they regard the number of souls as
unlimited because more are always coming into existence. Still others
do not distinguish the soul from the principle of growth but acknowledge in their turn that an infinite number of souls comes into being
through division, since each cutting taken from a live tree is the same
as the whole tree and seems able to produce another equal to it.
The followers of Plato, on the other hand, since they say that souls
are ungenerated and indestructible, determine that the souls stand
always in the same proportion; for nothing is either added to them
from being born or removed from them in death. This proportion
Plotinus and his followers liken to the Perfect Number, as being
appropriate to it.

VI. The Descent of Souls
A. Various kinds of descent of souls
26. Plotinus, Porphyry, and Amelius assign equal status to all souls
and bring them forth from the supracelestial soul to reside in bodies.
The depiction of the soul’s first coming into existence seems very
different in the Timaeus. The Demiurge sows them among all the
superior classes, throughout all the heaven, and into all the elements
of the universe. Thus, the demiurgic sowing of souls will be divided
around the divine creations, and the first procession of souls will
come into existence along with it and will comprise the receptacles
for the souls. The Whole Soul will take up its abode in the whole
universe, the souls of the visible gods in the heavenly spheres, and
the souls of the elements in the elements themselves to which souls
were also assigned in each such allotment. From these places occur
the souls’ descents, some from some allotments, others from others,
as it is clearly the purpose of the account in the Timaeus to show.
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text

[Allh toivnun ai{resi" tw'n Platwnikw'n ouj kata; tou;" dhmiourgikou;"
klhvrou", oujde; kata; ta;" diairevsei" tw'n kreittovnwn genw'n oi|on qew'n,
ajggevlwn, daimovnwn, hJrwvwn, oujde; kata; ta;" noma;" tou' panto;" diakrivnei
ta;" ajpo; tw'n diaferovntwn tovpwn katabavsei" tw'n yucw'n: tiqemevnh de;
th;n yuch;n ajei; ei\nai ejn swvmati, w{sper hJ jEratosqevnou" kai; Ptolemaivou tou' Platwnikou' kai; a[llwn, ajpo; swmavtwn aujth;n leptotevrwn eij"
ta; ojstrewvdh pavlin eijsoikivzei swvmata: diatrivbein me;n ga;r aujth;n eij"
moi'ravn tina tou' aijsqhtou', kaqhvkein ge mh;n eij" to; stereo;n sw'ma a[llote
ajp∆ a[llwn tou' panto;" tovpwn. Kai; touvtou" JHrakleivdhn me;n to;n
Pontiko;n ajforivzein peri; to;n galaxivan, a[llou" de; kaq∆ o{la" tou'
oujranou' ta;" sfaivra", ajf∆ w|n dh; deu'ro katievnai ta;" yucav": tou;" de;
peri; selhvnhn h] ejn tw'/ uJpo; selhvnhn ajevri levgein aujta;" katoikei'n kai; ajp∆
aujtw'n kavtw cwrei'n eij" th;n perivgeion gevnesin, tou;" de; ajpo; swmavtwn
ajei; sterew'n pivptein eij" e{tera swvmata diiscurivzesqai. jApo; me;n dh;
tosouvtwn kai; ou{tw diaferovntwn merw'n givgnesqai diaferouvsa" ta;"
th'/de kaqovdou", aujtou;" de; tou;" trovpou" diivvstasqai polueidw'".
27 JHravkleito" me;n ga;r ajmoiba;" ajnagkaiva" tivqetai ejk tw'n ejnantivwn,
oJdovn te a[nw kai; kavtw diaporeuvesqai ta;" yuca;" uJpeivlhfe kai; to; me;n
toi'" aujtoi'" ejpimevnein kavmaton ei\nai, to; de; metabavllein fevrein
ajnavpausin. OiJ de; peri; Tau'ron Platwnikoi; pevmpesqai ta;" yuca;" uJpo;
qew'n eij" gh'n levgousin, oi} me;n eJpomevnw" tw'/ Timaivw/ paradidovnte" o{ti
eij" teleivwsin tou' pantov", w{ste ei\nai kai; ejn tw'/ kov|smw/ tosau'ta zw'/a,
o{sa eijsi;n ejn tw'/ nohtw'/. Oi{ de; eij" qeiva" zwh'" ejpivdeixin to; tevlo"
ajnafevronte" th'" kaqovdou. Tauvthn ga;r ei\nai th;n bouvlhsin tw'n qew'n,
qeou;" ejkfaivnesqai dia; tw'n yucw'n: proevrcontai ga;r eij" toujmfane;" oiJ
qeoi; kai; ejpideivknuntai dia; tw'n yucw'n kaqara'" kai; ajcravntou zwh'".
Kat∆ a[llhn toivnun diaivresin oiJ me;n eJkouvsioi trovpoi noou'ntai th'"
kaqovdou h] eJlomevnh" aujth'" th'" yuch'" th;n dioivkhsin tw'n peri; gh'n, h]
peiqarcouvsh" toi'" kreivttosin, oiJ de; ajkouvsioi biazomevnh" ejpi; to;
cei'ron e{lkesqai.

378: 1 plwtinikw'n P. 2 genw'n om. P. 4 tiqemevnhn FP: corr. Heeren. 6 leptodevrmwn
Gaisford, leptomerw'n Meineke. 7/8 eij" moi'ravn tina sugg. Usener. 11 post ta;"
yucav" clausula in FP: interpunctionem corr. Canter. 18 ojdont j P, ojdovnte" F: oJdovn te
Heeren. 19 ante toi'" add. ejn Heeren. 20 post ajnavpausin clausula in FP. pevmpousi
FP: corr. Canter. 22 kai; om. Heeren.
379: 22 ejn tw/' <aijsqhtw/>
' kovsmw/ Meineke. 23 post nohtw/' clausula in FP. eujqeiva" FP:
qeiva" Lobeck. 25 dia; tw'n yucw'n . . . ejpideivknuntai (26) om. Heeren in errore. eij"
ejmfane;" FP: eij" to; ejmfane;" Meineke, eij" toujmfane;" Wachs.
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Another set of Platonists does not make this distinction that the
descents of souls occur from different places according to the
allotments of the Demiurge, according to the divisions of the
superior classes (as for example, gods, angels, daemons, and heroes),
and according to the distributions in the universe. Rather they posit
that the soul is always in a body (as Eratosthenes, Ptolemy the
Platonist, and others do) and make it pass from subtler bodies into
dense bodies. For, they assert, the soul spends time in some portion
of the sensible world, and descends into solid body at different times
from different places in the universe. These places from which the
souls descend here Heraclides of Pontus locates around the Milky
Way; others throughout all the heavenly spheres. Some say that souls
dwell around the moon or in the air under the moon and that they
descend from there into earthly creation, while others firmly
maintain that they always fall from solid bodies into other [solid]
bodies. The various descents into this realm take place from so many
and such different places, and the manner [of these descents] also
differs in many ways.
27. Heraclitus holds that changes necessarily occur from opposites
and supposes that souls travel both the road up and the road down
and that for them to remain in place is toil but to change is rest.
Taurus and his followers say that the souls are sent to the earth by the
gods. Some of them, consistently with the Timaeus, teach that this
occurs for the completion of the universe so that there will be just as
many living things in the cosmos as there are in the intelligible realm.
Others attribute the goal of the descent to the demonstration of
divine life. For this is the will of the gods: to show themselves as gods
through the souls. For the gods come forth into the open and show
themselves through the pure and immaculate lives of souls.
According to another principle of division, some kinds of descent
are thought to be voluntary (when the soul itself either chooses to
administer the terrestrial realm or obeys its superiors) and others
involuntary (when the soul is forcibly dragged to an inferior
existence).
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[ jEn taujtw'/.]
28 Oujc hJ aujthv ejsti pasw'n tw'n yucw'n koinwniva pro;" ta; swvmata, ajll∆ h}
me;n o{lh, w{sper kai; Plwtivnw/ dokei', prosio;n eJauth'/ to; sw'ma e[cei ejn
eJauth'/, ajll∆ oujk aujth; provseisi tw'/ swvmati, oujde; perievcetai uJp∆ aujtou':
ai} de; meristai; prosevrcontai toi'" swvmasi kai; tw'n swmavtwn givgnontai
kai; h[dh kratoumevnwn tw'n swmavtwn uJpo; th'" tou' panto;" fuvsew"
eijsoikivzontai eij" aujtav. Kai; ai} me;n tw'n qew'n qei'a swvmata, nou'n
mimouvmena, ejpistrevfousi pro;" th;n eJautw'n noera;n oujsivan: ai} de; tw'n
a[llwn qeivwn genw'n, wJ" e{kastai ejtavcqhsan, ou{tw kateuquvnousin
eJautw'n ta; ojchvmata. [Eti ge mh;n aiJ kaqarai; yucai; kai; tevleiai kaqarw'" eijsoikivzontai eij" ta; swvmata a[neu paqhmavtwn kai; th'" sterhvsew"
tou' noei'n: aiJ d∆ ejnantivai ejnantivw".
jAttikw'/ < de;> kai; < a[lloi" tisi;> Platwnikoi'" | ouj sundokei', kaq∆
e{na de; trovpon sunteuvxew" ta;" o{la" yuca;" toi'" swvmasi sunavgousin,
wJ s auv t w" aj e i; me; n kai; ej p i; pav s h" ej n swmatwv s ew" tw' n yucw' n
prou>potiqevnte" th;n a[logon kai; plhmmelh' kai; e[nulon yuchvn, ejn aujth'/ de;
katakosmoumevnh/ th;n koinwnivan th'" logikh'" ejpeisavgonte".
29 Oi\mai toivnun kai; ta; tevlh diavfora o[nta kai; tou;" trovpou" th'"
kaqovdou tw'n yucw'n poiei'n diafevronta". JH me;n ga;r ejpi; swthriva/ kai;
kaqavrsei kai; teleiovthti tw'n th'/de katiou'sa a[cranton poiei'tai kai; th;n
kavqodon: hJ de; dia; gumnasivan kai; ejpanovrqwsin tw'n oijkeivwn hjqw'n
ejpistrefomevnh peri; ta; swvmata oujk ajpaqhv" ejsti pantelw'", oujde;
ajfei'tai ajpovluto" kaq∆ eJauthvn: hJ de; ejpi; divkh/ kai; krivsei deu'ro
katercomevnh suromevnh/ pw" e[oike kai; sunelaunomevnh/.
<Tine;" de; tw'n newtevrwn oujc ou{tw"> diakrivnousin, oujk e[conte"
de; skopo;n th'" diaforovthto" eij" taujto; sugcevousi ta;" ejnswmatwvsei" tw'n
o{lwn, kakav" te ei\nai pavsa" diiscurivzontai kai; diaferovntw" oiJ peri;
Krovniovn te kai; Noumhvnion kai; JArpokrativwna.

379: 1 ejn taujtw/': peri; diafora'" (diafora;" P) kaqovdou tw'n yucw'n FP: ejn taujtw'/ add
Wachs.; Peri; diafora'" kaqovdou tw'n yucw'n. ∆En taujtw'/ Gaisford. 3 auJth'/ P: aujth'/
Heeren. e[cein FP: corr. Canter. ejn eJauth/' P, ejn aujth'/ F. 4 proveisi FP: corr. Canter.
10 schvmata FP: corr. Canter mrg. ge om. P. 11 oijkivzontai P. 13 h] platwnikoi'" FP:
<de> kai; <a[lloi" tisi> Platwnikoi'" Heeren, kai; Platwnikoi'" Meineke.
380: 13/14 kaq j e}n de; prw'ton FP: kaq∆ e{na de; trovpon Canter, Heeren. 17 post
ejpeisavgonte" clausula in FP. 21 dia; gumnasivan F2, di∆ ajmnasivan F1P. th'" oijkeivwn P.
24 post sunelaunomevnh/ clausula in FP; in F versus dimidia pars vacua relicta. 25
tine;" de; tw'n newtevrwn oujc ou{tw" add. Heeren.
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B. The Soul’s Encounter with the Body
1. Are the Embodiments of All Souls the Same or Do They Differ
According to Each Soul’s Rank?
28. The association of all souls with bodies is not the same. The
Whole Soul, as Plotinus also believes, holds in itself the body that is
appended to it, but it is not itself appended to this body or enveloped
by it. Individual souls, on the other hand, attach themselves to
bodies, fall under the control of bodies, and come to dwell in bodies
that are already overcome by the nature of the Universe. The souls of
gods adapt their bodies, which imitate intellect, to their own
intellectual essence; the souls of the other divine classes direct their
vehicles according to their allotment in the cosmos. Furthermore,
pure and perfect souls come to dwell in bodies in a pure manner,
without passions and without being deprived of intellection, but
opposite souls in an opposite manner.
Atticus and <certain other> Platonists, however, do not agree with
this view; they unite all souls with bodies by a single method of
incorporation. Always in the same way in every embodiment of souls,
they first posit an irrational, disorderly, enmattered soul and then
introduce an association of the rational soul with this soul as it is
being brought into order.
2. Do Embodiments vary by the Purpose of the Descent, or is Every
Embodiment an Evil?
29. Furthermore, I actually think that the purposes for which souls
descend are different and that they thereby also cause differences in
the manner of the descent. For the soul that descends for the
salvation, purification, and perfection of this realm is immaculate in
its descent. The soul, on the other hand, that directs itself about
bodies for the exercise and correction of its own character is not
entirely free of passions and was not sent away free in itself. The soul
that comes down here for punishment and judgment seems somehow
to be dragged and forced.
<Certain more recent philosophers> — especially Cronius, Numenius, Harpocration and their school — do not make these
distinctions, but, lacking a criterion of differentiation, they conflate
the embodiments of all souls into one single kind and maintain that
all embodiments are evil.
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381

text

30 Dei' dev pou kai; tou;" bivou" tw'n yucw'n katanoei'n pri;n ejlqei'n eij"
sw'ma, wJ" a[ra kai; ou|toi pollh;n e[cousin ejn eJautoi'" diavstasin: ajpo; de;
diafovrwn trovpwn zwh'" diavforon poiou'ntai eJautw'n kai; th;n prwvthn
suvnodon. Oi{ te ga;r neotelei'" kai; poluqeavmone" tw'n o[ntwn, oi{ te
sunopadoi; kai; suggenei'" tw'n qew'n, oi{ te pantelei'" kai; oJlovklhra ta;
ei[dh th'" yuch'" perievconte", pavnte" ajpaqei'" kai; ajkhvratoi ejmfuvontai
prwvtw" eij" ta; swvmata: oiJ de; ajpo; tw'n ejpiqumiw'n a[dhn ajnapeplhsmevnoi
kai; a[llwn paqw'n mestoi; meta; paqw'n sunevrcontai prwvtw" toi'" swvmasi.
|
[ jEn taujtw'/.]
31 Kata; d∆ JIppokravthn, to;n tw'n jAsklhpiadw'n, o{tan plasqh'/ to;
spevrma (tovte ga;r ejpithdeivw" e[cein aujto; metalambavnein zwhv"), kata; de;
Porfuvrion ejn th'/ prwvth/ ajpogennhvsei tou' tiktomevnou prwvtw" hJ kat∆
ejnevrgeian zwopoiiva kai; parousiva th'" yuch'" fuvetai. Gevnoito d∆ a]n kai;
a[llh ti" dovxa oujjdevpw kai; nu'n rJhqei'sa, hJ levgousa pleivona" me;n ei\nai
ta;" dunavmei" kai; ta;" oujsiva" th'" yuch'", kata; kairou;" de; a[llote a[llw",
h|/per a]n ejpithdeivw" e[ch/ to; gignovmenon sw'ma, ta; me;n prw'ta th'" fuvsew"
metalambavnein, e[peita th'" aijsqhvsew", ei\ta th'" oJrmhtikh'" zwh'" kai;
tovte dh; th'" logikh'" yuch'", ejpi; de; tw'/ tevlei th'" noera'". Tosau'ta kai; hJ
kata; tou;" crovnou" sumfuomevnh koinwniva tw'n yucw'n pro;" ta; swvmata
devcetai doxavsmata.

380: 4/5 ou[te sunopadoi; P. 6 perievcon P, perievcon (supra n, t sprscr. F): corr.
Canter. 7 uJpo; Meineke. 8 a[llw" sugg. Meineke.
381 10 titulum in textu habet P, mrg F. 11 kata; me;n Heeren. to; FP: to;n Canter. 15
kai; nu'n ] eij" ta; nu'n Heeren. 16 a[llw" FP: a[llou" sugg. Meineke. 17 h[per a]n FP:
h|/per a]n Canter, ei[per a]n Heeren, eijskrivnesqai, a]n Meineke. e[cei P. 19 kai; hJ FP:
ga;r hJ Meineke, ga;r kai; hJ Heeren.
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3. Embodiments Differ according to the Different Lives that Souls Led Before
their Descent
30. One must also consider the lives of souls before they entered into
body, since these lives have great individual variation. From different
manners of life souls experience a different first encounter with the
body. For, those who are “newly-initiated,” who have seen much of
reality and are companions and kinsmen of the gods, and who are
fully perfected and encompass the parts of their soul complete are all
first implanted free of passions and pure into body. As to those, on
the other hand, who are sated with desires and full of passions, it is
with passions that they first encounter bodies.

C. When and How Embodiment Occurs
1. When Does Life Begin?
31 <. . .> According to Hippocrates the Asclepiad, life is actually
created and the soul becomes present when the sperm is formed into
an embryo (for it is then suitably disposed to share in life); while
according to Porphyry it is as soon as the child is born. Some other
opinion might arise, not expressed as yet, that there are very many
powers and essential properties of the soul and that at critical
moments, in different ways at different times, when the body that is
coming into being is suited to do so, it partakes first of the vegetative
life, then of sensation, then of the appetitive life, then of the rational
soul, and lastly of the intellectual soul. These are the many opinions
concerning the times at which the soul becomes associated in a
natural union with the body.

60

text

32 jAlla; mh;n e[n ge tw'/ tovpw/ th'" eijsovdou tw'n yucw'n, kaq∆ o}n
ejpizhtou'men pw'" eijskrivnetai, miva mevn ejsti triplh' dovxa hJ e{lkousa ajpo;
tw'n ejkto;" th;n yuch;n ejn th'/ kaloumevnh/ sullhvyei h] dia; proqumivan tou'
gennw'nto" dia; th'" ajnapnoh'", h] dia; proqumivan th'" uJpodecomevnh" mhvtra",
o{tan au{th ejpithdeivw" e[ch/ pro;" th;n kravthsin, h] dia; sumpavqeian ajmfoi'n,
o{ t an koinh' / sumpnev o nta aj m fov t era eJ l ktikh; n e[ c h/ th; n ij d iov t hta
sugkinoumevnh" kai; th'" fuvsew": h} de; kat∆ ajnavgkhn eijsduvnein poiei'
<auj>th;n aujtokivnhton eij" to; ojrganiko;n sw'ma h[toi ajpo; tou' pantov", h] th'"
(382. 11) o{lh" yuch'", h] th'" dhmiourgiva" pavsh". | OiJ de; kaqarwvteroi tw'n
Platwnikw'n, w{sper dh; oiJ peri; Plwti'non, a[rcesqai me;n th'" kinhvsew"
to; ojrganiko;n sw'mav fasin ajpo; touvtwn tw'n merw'n, douleu'on eij" th;n
gevnnhsin tai'" crwmevnai" aujtw'/ dunavmesin, aujta;" de; ta;" dunavmei"
ajpoluvtou" ei\nai tw'n meristw'n swmavtwn diiscurivzontai.
33 [Hdh toivnun kai; hJ crh'si" tou' swvmato" pollh'" dei'tai diakrivsew".
382
Oi} me;n ga;r proseoikevnai aujth;n levgousi new;" kubernhvsei, h|" kai;
ajpoluvesqai cwri;" duvnatai oJ kubernhvth": oi} de; ojchvmato" ejpibavsei
koinh;n poreivan kai; diakomidh;n hJniocouvsh/ prosoikeiou'sin aujthvn: oi}
de; wJ" ma'llon aJrmovzousan sunergeiva/ ajp∆ ajmfotevrwn ijsomoirouvsh/, h]
sunneuvsei kai; rJoph'/ pro;" to; sw'ma, < h]> ejpikravteia/ tou' swvmato"
ajpodidovasin aujth'" th;n oJmoiovthta: oi} de; oujde;n touvtwn sugcwrou'sin, wJ"
de; mevro" th;n yuchvn fasin ei\nai ejn o{lw/ tw'/ zwv/w/, oi} de; wJ" tevcnhn
ejmpefukevnai toi'" ojrgavnoi", w{sper eij h\n e[myuco" < oJ> oijax.

381: 1 trovpw/ sugg. Heeren. 2 <kai; > pw' " Meineke. 4 <th; n> proqumivan sugg.
Heeren. 4 dia; th'" ajnapnoh'" FP: dia; th;n ajnapnoh;n Heeren; transposuit Usener post
sullhvyei (3). mhvtra" FP: secl. Meineke, mhtro;" Heeren. 5 aujth; FP: corr. Meineke.
kravthsin F, katavstasin P: ejgkravthsin Heeren. 7 sugkrinomevnh" sugg. Heeren. 8
th;n FP: <auj> th;n (sc. th;n yuch;n) Usener. aujtokivnhton <duvnamin> sugg. Meineke. 9
post pavsh" clausula in FP.
382: 9 oiJ de; kaqarwvteroi . . . diiscuriv z ontai, (13) hic habent FP: post oi[ax
transposuit Wachs. 12 gevnesin FP: corr. Meineke. 13 ta;" om. P.
382: 14 kai; om. Heeren. 15 levgousin wJ" FP: levgousi new;" Meineke. 16 ajpovllusqai
F, ajpovlusqai P: ajpoleluvsqai Usener, ajpoluvesqai Léveque. duvnatai cwri;" F. 17
prosoicou'sin FP: corr. Canter. 18 wJ" ma'llon aJrmovzousan post aujth;n (17) habent
FP: transposuit Wachs. 19 <h}> ante ejpikrateiva/ Festugie;re; ejpikratei' sugg. Usener.
20 oi} de; oujde;n . . . oi[ax infra post diatrivbousin (p.621.6) habent FP: transposuit
Wachs. 22 <oJ> add. Wachs. (coll. Plot. Enn. 4.3.21.13).
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2. How the Soul Enters the Body
32. Now, on the topic of the entry of souls, we are investigating how
the soul enters into the body. One opinion, that the soul is drawn in
from those in the surrounding atmosphere during what is called
“conception,” has three variants: the soul is drawn in either because
of the desire of the begetter through breathing in, or because of the
desire of the womb that receives the sperm when the womb is suitably
disposed to retain it, or because of the united desire of both4 when,
by jointly breathing together, they possess the property of drawing
the soul in since the nature of the sperm has also been excited.
Another theory makes the soul self-moving and has it enter into the
organic body by necessity, either from the universe, or from the
Whole Soul, or from the whole created realm. The purer of the
Platonists, however, as for instance Plotinus and his school, say that
the organic body, which for the purpose of generation submits itself
to the powers that make use of it, makes a beginning of the motion
arising from these quarters, but they confidently assert that the
powers themselves are independent of the individual bodies.
3. How the Soul Employs the Body
33. Further, we must carefully distinguish also the ways that the soul
may be said to use the body. For some compare this use to steering a
ship, from which the pilot can be separated. Others associate it with
mounting a chariot and directing a common course and journey.
Others propose for it, as more fitting, a similarity to an equallybalanced cooperation of soul and body, or to a convergence and
declension of the soul towards the body, <or> to a mastery of the
body by the soul. Others, however, grant none of these, but say that
the soul is like a part in the whole living entity; others still that it is
like a skill implanted in instruments, as if a rudder were ensouled.

4

I.e., both the male partner and the womb, presumably.
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text

[< jEn taujtw/'.>]
34 Peri; th'" koinwniva" th'" pro;" tou;" qeou;" tw'n yucw'n gevgonev ti"
diamfisbhvthsi" tw'n me;n legovntwn ajduvnaton mivgnusqai qeou;" tai'"
katecomevnai" yucai'" ejn tw'/ swvmati, tw'n de; diateinomevnwn mivan ei\nai
koinh;n politeivan tw'n kaqarw'n yucw'n pro;" tou;" qeou;" kai; eij o{ti
mavlista ejn toi'" swvmasi diatrivbousin: oi} de; movnoi" daivmosin h] kai;
h{rwsin uJpotiqevasin aujta;" eij" koinh;n sunousivan.
35 < Polueidw'" diafevrontai oiJ bivoi aiJretoi; kata; tou;" filosovfou">,
a[lloi me;n, oiJ beltivone", krinovmenoi kata; | Plavtwna kaqavrsei kai;
ajnagwgh'/ kai; teleiwvsei th'" yuch'": a[lloi de;, oiJ ceivrone", toi'"
ejnantivoi" touvtwn ajntidiastellovmenoi: kata; de; touv" Stwikou;" th'/
koinwniva/ kai; tw'/ kalw'/ tw'/ th'" fuvsew" ejxhrthmevnw/: kata; de; tou;"
Peripathtikou;" th'/ kata; fuvsin te summetriva/ kai; th'/ uJpe;r th;n
ajnqrwpivnhn fuvsin noera'/ zwh'/ protimwvmenoi: kata; de; {Hrillon
ejpisthvmh/: kata; de; ∆Arivstwna ajdiaforiva/: kata; de; Dhmovkriton
eujschmosuvnh/: kata; de; tou;" a[llou" mevrei tini; tou' kalou': h] th'/
ajoclhsiva/ kaq∆ JIerwvnumon h] a[lloi" tisi; trovpoi" diagwgh'" to; aiJreto;n
e[conte", ajf∆ w|n oiJ kata; mevro" fuvontai bivoi a[peiroi peri; th;n gevnesin
diairouvmenoi: peri; w|n oujde;n dei' polupragmonei'n, ajlla; eij" to; a[peiron
aujtou;" meqievnta" caivrein eja'n.

382: 1 titulum om. FP: add. Wachs. 6 post diatrivbousin clausula in P. 7 aujth;n FP:
corr. Wachs. 8 lacunam statuit Meineke, Wachs.; <polueidw'" diafevrontai oiJ bivoi>
add. Festugie;re exempli gratia; polueidw`~ ... filosovfou~ addivimus.
383: 10 post th'" yuch'" clausula in F. 11 post ajntidiastellovmenoi clausula in F.
ejnantivw" FP: corr. Wachs. 12 post ejxhrthmevnw/ clausula in F. 14 ajnqrwpivnh P. post
protimwvmenoi clausula in F. post ejpisthvmh/ clausula in F. 15/16 post ajdiaforiva/
clausula in F. 16 eujqhmosuvnh/ sugg. Meineke. post eujschmosuvnh/ clausula in F. 17
ajnoclhsiva/ P. 18 e[conte" susp. Wachs.
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4. Do Pure Souls Associate with the Gods?
34. Concerning the association of souls with the gods, a dispute has
arisen between those who say that it is impossible for souls enclosed
in bodies to mingle with the gods and those who contend that there
is a single common polity of pure souls with the gods, even if the
pure souls spend a great deal of time in bodies. Others, on the other
hand, postulate that these souls share a common association only
with daemons or even with heroes.

VII. Life and Death
A. The Choice of a Way of Life
35. <The preferred modes of life vary in many ways.> According to
Plato, the better are marked out by purification, elevation and
perfection of the soul, while the worse are distinguished by the
opposite of these. According to the Stoics, lives are deemed more
valuable on the basis of the community of humanity and the good
that is dependent on nature; according to the Peripatetics, on the
basis of due proportion in accordance with nature and by an
intellectual life superior to human nature; according to Herillus, on
the basis of knowledge; according to Ariston, on the basis of
(achieving) indifference; according to Democritus, on the basis of
good configuration. According to others, lives are worthy of choice
on the basis of some part of the good: they base their choice either
on freedom from disturbance (as is the opinion of Hieronymus) or
on other ways of leading a life, from which arise the infinite number
of individual lives divided about the realm of becoming. We need not
trouble ourselves about them, but should dismiss them from our
thoughts since they regress into infinity.
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384

text

jEn taujtw'/: peri; qanavtou.
36 jEpeida;n meta; to;n th'/de bivon hJ teleuth; sumpivpth/, tiv pote sumbai'novn
ejsti; Povteron w{sper ejn th'/ genevsei prou>ph'rcen h] sunufivstato h]
uJstevra pw" ejpegivgneto toi'" swvmasin hJ yuch; kata; ta;" diafovrou"
aiJrevsei", ou{tw kai; ejn tw'/ ajpoqnhv/skein profqeivretai tou' swvmato" h]
sunapovllutai aujtw'/ h] kai; diamevnei kaq∆ eJauth;n meta; th;n ejnqevnde
e[xodon; To; me;n ou\n pa'n kefavlaion toiou'ton: mevrh de; aujtou' kai; hJ
kata; ta; ei[dh diaivresi" devcetai polla;" toiauvta" ajmfisbhthvsei": a\rav ge
pnigmw'/ tw'n ajrthrivwn ajpokleiomevnwn tou' devcesqai to; ejkto;" pneu'ma, h]
ej k luomev n ou tou' tov n ou kai; pariemev n ou, h] tou' qermou'
ejnaposbennumevnou pw" eij" ta; ei[sw ta; zw'nta provteron eijsau'qi"
ajpoqnhv/skei; jAll∆ eij ou{tw" givgnetai oJ qavnato", | proanairei'tai h]
sunanairei'tai hJ yuch; tw'/ swvmati, kaqavper Kournou'to" oi[etai.
Eij de; wJ" duvnami" uJpokeimevnou, w{sper dh; aJrmoniva luvra" h]
teleiovth", proafivstatai tou' swvmato" ejn tw'/ ajpoqnhv/skein hJ yuchv,
profqeivretai me;n oujdamw'" (oujde; ga;r dia; kinhvsew" proveisin eij" to; mh;
ei\nai), ajll∆ ejxaivfnh" eij" to; mh; ei\nai meqivstatai ajcrovnw" kai; a[neu
fqora'" , w{ s per dh; kai; e[s tin o{te e[ s tin ajqrovw " oi| on aj s traph' "
ejklampouvsh". [Estai dh; ou\n to; me;n zh'n tw'/ zwv/w/ ajpo; tou' e[cein to; th'"
zwh'" ei\do": to; de; kalouvmenon ajpoqnhv/skein ajpo; tou' mh; parei'nai aujto;
h] mh; e[cesqai: h|" polloi; Peripathtikoi; dovxh" proesthvkasin.
Eij de; parevspartai me;n kai; e[nestin hJ yuch; tw'/ swvmati kaqavper ejn
ajskw'/ pneu'ma, periecomevnh h] summignumevnh pro;" aujto; kai; ejgkinoumevnh
w{sper ta; ejn tw'/ ajevri xuvsmata dia; tw'n qurivdwn fainovmena, dh'lovn pou
tou'to o{ti e[xeisin me;n ajpo; tou' swvmato", ejn de; tw'/ ejkbaivnein diaforei'tai
kai; diaskedavnnutai, w{sper Dhmovkrito" kai; jEpivkouro" ajpofaivnontai.

383: 1 Peri; qanavtou': jEn taujtw'/ . Gaisford; ejn taujtw/' F mrg. habet. 4 tw/' swvmati F. 6
ejnqevde P. 9 uJpokleiomevnwn P. 10 periemevnou P. tou' qermou' h] FP: corr. Meineke.
11 ante pw" add. tou' de; yucrou' ejggignomevnou Meineke.
384: 13 sunairei'tai P. 16 oude;n Meineke. 17 ajcrovnw" FP: ajcravntw" Usener. 19
ejllampouvsh" FP: corr. Meineke. ta; zw'/a FP, tw/' zwvw/ sugg. Heeren. 22 proevspartai
P. 22/23 kaqavper ejn ajskw'/ FP: kaqaperei; ajskw'/ Meineke. 23 periecovmenon P.
sumpigomevnh P. 24 xuvsmata etiam P. 26 post ajpofaivnontai clausula in F.
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B. On Death
36. When the end comes after life here, what follows? Is the case like
that of birth, where according to different philosophical opinions the
soul either pre-exists bodies or comes into existence along with them,
or in some way is born after them, so that also in death it either
perishes before the body, or dies along with it, or survives by itself
after its departure from the body? Such is the essence of the topic in
its entirety. But its parts and its division into individual topics admit
of many disputed questions, as follows.
Do creatures that were once alive die immediately by suffocation
when the arteries are prevented from taking in air from outside, or
when the vital tension slackens and weakens, or when the internal
heat in the internal organs is somehow quenched? But if death comes
about in this way, the soul is destroyed either previously to or
simultaneously with the body, as Cornutus thinks.
If, on the other hand, the soul is like a potentiality inhering in an
object — as for instance the harmony of a lyre — or like the
perfection of an object, and departs from the body in death, it by no
means is corrupted before the body (for it does not proceed to nonbeing through motion), but immediately changes to non-being
without time elapsing or the soul being corrupted, just as, when it
exists, it exists instantaneously, like lightning flashing. Life, then, will
exist in the living thing because it possesses the form of life, but that
which is called death will exist because life is not present to it or is
not possessed by it. Many of the Peripatetics champion this opinion.
On the other hand, if the soul is diffused throughout and exists
within the body like air in a wineskin, is surrounded by or mingled
with the body, and is moved within it like motes in the air that are
visible through windows, it is clear that it departs from the body and
that in the very departure it is dispersed and scattered, just as
Democritus and Epicurus say.
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text

37 ... tou;" de; peri; Plwti'non th'" stavsew" proistamevnou" ejkeivnh" th'"
cwrizouvsh" aujta;" ajpo; tou' lovgou, h] kai; ajfieivsh" eij" th;n gevnesin, h] kai;
ajfairouvsh" ajpo; th'" dianoiva", ajf∆ h|" pavlin ditth'" dovxh" givgnetai
diavkrisi". [Htoi ga;r luvetai eJkavsth duvnami" a[logo" eij" th;n o{lhn zwh;n
tou' panto;" ajf∆ h|" ajpemerivsqh, h|/ kai; o{ti mavlista mevnei ajmetavblhto",
w{sper hJgei'tai Porfuvrio": h] kai; cwrisqei'sa ajpo; th'" dianoiva" hJ o{lh
a[logo" zwh; mevnei kai; aujth; diasw/zomevnh ejn tw'/ kovsmw/, w{sper oiJ
palaiovtatoi tw'n iJerevwn ajpofaivnontai. |
38 Kata; taujta; dh; ou\n kai; peri; tw'n mevswn oujsiw'n yuch'" te kai;
swvmato" polu; diaferovntw" diatavttontai. Oi} me;n ga;r eujqu;" aujth;n th;n
yuch;n aujtw'/ tw'/ swvmati tw'/ ojrganikw'/ sunoikivzousin, w{sper oiJ plei'stoi
tw'n Platwnikw'n: oi} de; metaxu; th'" te ajswmavtou yuch'" kai; tou'
ajggeiwvdou" aijqevria kai; oujravnia kai; pneumatika; periblhvmata
periampevconta th;n noera;n zwh;n <tivqentai> probeblh'sqai me;n aujth'"
froura'" e{neken, uJphretei'n de; aujth'/ kaqavper ojchvmata, summevtrw" d∆ au\
kai; pro;" to; stereo;n sw'ma sumbibavzein mevsoi" tisi; koinoi'" sundevsmoi"
aujth;n sunavptonta. |
[ jIamblivcou ejk tou' peri; yuch'"]
39 Plwti'no" de; kai; oiJ plei'stoi tw'n Platwnikw'n ajpovqesin tw'n paqw'n
kai; tw'n morfwtikw'n diagnwvsewn, dovxh" te pavsh" uJperoyivan [te] kai;
tw'n ejnuvlwn dianohvsewn ajpovstasin, plhvrwsivn te ajpo; nou' kai; tou' o[nto",
ajfomoivwsivn te tou' katanooumevnou pro;" to; katanoou'n th;n telewtavthn
kav q arsin uJ p olambav n ousin.
[ E nioi de; kai; touv t wn pollav k i"
ajpofaivnontai peri; th;n a[logon yuch;n kai; to;n doxastiko;n lovgon
ejmfuvesqai th;n kavqarsin: to;n de; lovgon aujto;n to;n oujsiwvdh kai; to;n nou'n
th'" yuch'" ajei; uJperevcein tou' kovsmou kai; sunh'fqai toi'" nohtoi'" aujto;n
kai; oujdevpote dei'sqai teleiwvsew" kai; ajpoluvsew" tw'n perittw'n.

384: 1 lacunam ante tou;" sign. Heeren. 2 ajmfieivsh" P. ajfairouvsa" F, ajferouvsa"
P: corr. Canter. 5 h] kai; FP: h/| kai; Heeren, eij kai; Meineke. o}ti del. Heeren. 7
diaswvzetai sugg. Heeren. post kovsmw/' clausula in FP.
385: 9 ta; aujta; FP. 10 aujth;n om. Heeren. 1 2 / 1 3 tou' ajggeliwvdou" P, th' "
ajggeliwvdou" (sc. yuch'") F, Wachs.: ajggeiwvdou" Ferguson (Hermetica IV, p.574). 13
fort. ante aijqevria intercidit <tivqentai> Wachs. fort. post periblhvmata <a{> sugg.
Wachs. 14 periapevconta P1. 15 post e{neken add. levgousin Heeren.
454: 18 Lemma om. FP (P habet plwtivnou kai; eJtevrwn): add. Wachs., post
Canterum. 20 te ante kai; secl. Wachs. 21 ajpovtasin sugg. Heeren. 23 post
uJpolambavnousin clausula in F. 2 5 ejmfuvesqai P, ejfivesqai F: strevfesqai sugg.
Usener. 27 e[desqai F, e[sesqai P: dei'sqai Heeren.
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C. The Soul After Death
37. < . . .> Plotinus and his school, on the other hand, champion the
opinion that separates the irrational faculties from the reasoning
element, either releasing them into the realm of generation or
separating them from the discursive reasoning. From this opinion
arises a choice between two doctrines. Either each irrational faculty is
freed into the whole life of the universe from which it was detached,
where each remains as far as possible unchanged, as Porphyry thinks.
Or the whole irrational life continues to exist, separated from the
discursive reasoning and preserved in the cosmos, as the most
ancient of the priests declare.
38. In the same way there are very different views concerning the
substances intermediate between body and soul. For some join the
soul itself immediately to the organic body, as do the majority of
Platonists. Others <say> that between the incorporeal soul and the
earthly <body> ethereal, heavenly, and pneumatic wrappings
surrounding the intellectual life-principle are brought forth for its
protection, serve it as vehicles, and also bring it together in due
proportion with the solid body, joining it thereto by means of certain
intermediate common bonds.

VIII. Eschatology
A. Judgment, Punishment, and Purification
What Purification Entails
39. < . . . > Plotinus, on the other hand, and most Platonists, consider
the most perfect purification to be a divestment of the passions and
of the knowledge that makes use of images, a disdain for all opinion,
a disassociation from thought involved with matter, a being filled
with Intellect and Being, and an assimilation of the thinking subject
with the object of its thought. Some of them also often say that
purification concerns the irrational soul and the opinionative part of
the reason, but that the essential reason itself and the intellect of the
soul are always superior to the cosmos, are joined to the intelligible
realm, and are never in need of perfection or of release from
superfluous elements.
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455

text

40 jAlla; dh; to; meta; tou'to dielwvmeqa, uJpo; tivnwn e{kasta touvtwn
ej p itelei' t ai, to; th' " kriv s ew" lev g w, to; th'" divkh" e[rgon, to; th'"
kaqavrsew". JW" me;n dh; oiJ plei'stoi Puqagovreioi kai; Platwnikoi;
levgousin, uJp∆ aujtw'n tw'n meristw'n yucw'n: wJ" de; oiJ ajkribevsteroi ejn
aujtoi'", uJpo; tw'n kaqolikwtevvrwn kai; teleiotevrwn yucw'n kai; th'" mia'"
kai; o{ l h" yuch' " kai; th' " tav x ew" tou' panto; " kai; tou' nou' tou'
basileuvonto" kai; th'" o{lh" diakosmhvsew": | wJ" d∆ oiJ ajrcaiovteroi
diateivnontai, <uJpo;> tw'n ejmfanw'n qew'n, kai; mavlista dh; pavntwn hJlivou,
tw'n te dhmiourgikw'n aijtiw'n tw'n ajfanw'n, tw'n te kreittovvnwn genw'n
pavntwn, hJrwvwn fhmi; kai; daimovnwn kai; ajggevlwn kai; qew'n, ejxhgoumevnwn
aujtw'n th'" o{lh" sustavsew".
41 Tiv pote ou\n aujtw'n ejsti to; tevlo", ou| e{neka prwvtw" [aujtw'n]
uJfesthvkasi; Krivsew" me;n a[mikto" kaqarovth" tw'n ajgaqw'n, cwristhv te
aujtw'n tw'n kalw'n teleovth", ajfesthkui'a to; paravpan ajpo; tw'n ajtelw'n,
uJperbolhv te ejxh/rhmevnh tw'n kreittovnwn aujth; eJauth'/, pro;" h}n oujde;n
duvnatai suntavttesqai tw'n ceirovnwn oujdevpote. Kai; tau'ta toi'"
palaiotevroi" ajrevskei ta; kefavlaia aujth'", a[lloi" d∆ a]n i[sw" eujtaxiva
kai; diavstasi" tou' ceivvrono" ajpo; tou' beltivono" kai; ta; toiau'ta ma'llon
a]n dovxeien ei\nai kuriwvtera th'" wjfeleiva" aujth'" ai[tia.
42 Divkh" d∆ a]n ei[h to; tevleon ejn tw'/ ta; beltivona tw'n ceirovnwn
ejpikratei'n kai; ejn tw'/ to; kako;n kolouvein kai; ajnatrevpein kai; ajfanivzein
to; paravpan kai; ejn tw'/ th;n ajnavlogon kai; kat∆ ajxivan ijsovthta toi'" pa'sin
ajpergavzesqai. Pro;" dh; tau'ta dokou'nta toi'" presbutevroi" oi} me;n th;n
kat∆ ajriqmo;n ijsovthta h] pollaplasivwsin, oi} de; to; ajntipavscein ta; aujta;
a{per oiJ dravsante" prohdivkhsan, oi} de; th;n ajpallagh;n th'" kakiva", oi} de;
a[llo ti toiou'ton uJpotivqentai ajp∆ aujth'" to; lusitelou'n, kai; peri; tauvta"
ta;" aiJrevsei" eJlivssontai oiJ polloi; Platwnikoi; kai; Puqagovreioi.

455: 8 uJpo; add. Heeren. 12 aujtw'n secl. Wachs. 14 tw'n om. P. 15 aujth; hJ aujthv FP:
aujth; eJauth/' Heeren. 16 ceirovnwn. oujdevpote FP: corr. Usener. post oujdevpote add. de;
Heeren. kata; FP: Kai; Usener. 20 d∆ a]n F, ka]n P. devon FP: tevleon Usener. 21
kalo;n FP: corr. Canter mrg. kolouvein F, kwluvein P. 22 ajna; lovgon sugg. Wachs. 23
post tau'ta add. ta; Heeren. post presbutevroi" clausula in F. oi\mai P, i\mai F: oiJ me;n
Canter mrg. 27 post Puqagovreioi clausula in FP.
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The Agent of Judgment, Punishment and Purification
40. Let us then next determine what agency accomplishes each of
these processes of judgment, punishment and purification. Most
Pythagoreans and Platonists say that it is the individual souls
themselves; the more precise among them say the more universal and
perfect souls, the one Whole Soul, the arrangement of the universe,
and the Intellect which rules over the whole universe. The more
ancient authorities maintain that it is the visible gods (especially the
Sun), the invisible demiurgic causes, and all the superior classes, by
which I mean heroes, daemons, angels and gods, since they
themselves preside over the whole system.
The End for which they exist
41. What then is their end, for the sake of which they primarily exist?
The end of judgment is an unmixed purity of what is good, a
separated perfection of what is beautiful that is completely removed
from what is imperfect, and the transcendent superiority of what is
superior itself by itself, with which nothing inferior can ever combine.
These principal ends of judgment were pleasing to the ancients, but
for others perhaps orderly arrangement, separation of the worse
from the better, and such things would rather seem to be more
important reasons for its usefulness.
42. The end of punishment would consist in the better prevailing
over the worse, in the curbing, routing, and complete elimination of
evil, and in the accomplishment of proportional and merited equality
for all. In the face of this doctrine of the ancients, some suppose that
the advantage deriving from punishment is arithmetic equality or
multiplication, others suffering the same punishments that one
inflicted when one was first acting unjustly, others deliverance from
vice, and others something else of this sort. Many Platonists and
Pythagoreans hover around opinions such as these.
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43 Kai; mh;n th'" ge kaqavrsew" ajfaivresi" tw'n ajllotrivwn, ajpovdosi" th'"
oijkeiva" oujsiva", teleiovth", ajpoplhvrwsi", aujtavrkeia, a[ n o|do" ejpi; th;n
gennhsamevnhn aijtivan, sunafh; pro;" ta; o{la tw'n merw'n, dovsi" ajpo; tw'n
o{lwn eij" ta; merista; dunavmew" kai; zwh'" kai; ejnergeiva" kai; ta; toiau'ta
noeivsqw wJ" pavntwn crhsimwvtata. Oi} de; ouj peivqontai toi'" ajrcaiotevroi"
tau'ta prosthsamevnoi" aujth'" ta; o[ntw" sumfevronta, luvsin de; ajpo;
swvmato" kai; ajpallagh;n tw'n katadevsmwn kai; fqora'" ejleuqevrwsin kai;
genevsew" a[fesin kai; ta; toiau'ta smikra; tevlh proivstantai aujth'", wJ" ta;
proev c onta tw' n o{ l wn, ej n oi| " eij s in oiJ polloi; Platwnikoi; kai;
Puqagovreioi, a[lloi kat∆ a[lla" aiJrevsei" diesthkovte".
44 [Eti de; ta; pevrata tw'n triw'n touvtwn dielwvmeqa, mevcri povsou dhv
tino" ajpoteleuta'/ aujtw'n e{kaston. Krivnontai me;n dh; mevcri tou'de aiJ
yucaiv, mevcri" o{sou suntavttontai eij" th;n gevvnesin kai; tou' panto;" oujk
ajfivstantai kai; summivgnuntaiv pw" pro;" ta; diafevronta: aiJ de; ajfeimevnai
ajpovlutoi kai; ajmigei'" kai; ajdevspotoi pantelw'" kai; aujtai; eJautw'n ou\sai
kai; peplhrwmevnai tw'n qew'n oJmou' kai; th'" krivsew" pantavpasin
ajpeluvqhsan. Ouj mh;n e[ti ge toi'" ajrcaiotevroi" peri; tou'de sumfwnou'sin
oiJ Platwnikoi; kai; Puqagovreioi, pavsa" de; aujta;" uJpavgousin uJpo; th;n
krivsin.
45 JWsauvtw" dh; ou\n kai; peri; th'" divkh" oiJ me;n palaiovteroi ta;"
ajcravntou" yuca;" kai; ta;" oJmonohtikw'" sunafqeivsa" toi'" qeoi'"
ejnteu'qen h[dh toi'" qeoi'" ejntiqevasi kai; ejkbainouvsa" tw'n swmavtwn a[neu
th'" divkh" ajnavgousin eij" tou;" qeouv": oiJ de; Platwnikoi; pavsa" meta; th;n
divkhn eij" th;n oujsivan ajpo; th'" genevsew" ajpoluvousi.
46 Gevnoito d∆ a]n kai; peri; th'" kaqavrsew" hJ | aujth; ajmfisbhvthsi", <eij>
oiJ aujtoi; me;n a[ndre" kai; tauvth" uJperevcein fasi; ta;" yuca;" o{sai qeoi'"
sunevpontai, oiJ d∆ a[lloi pavlin oi} me;n periovdou" th'" yuch'" perikosmivou"
kaqavrsew" ei\nai diatavttontai, w{sper tine;" Platwnikoiv, oi} de; kai;
touvtwn aujth;n uJperevcousan protavttousin, w{sper dh; levgei Plwti'no".

455: 2 ajnaplhvrwsi" sugg. Heeren.
456: 6 o[nta (a corr. in w") P. 9 oiJ om. Heeren. 10 post diesthkovte" clausula in FP.
11 de; om. P. 12/13 mecri; tou'de aiJ yucaiv om. Heeren. 13 o{sou FP: o{son vulg.,
Heeren. th;n om. F. 14 ajfevmenai FP: corr. Usener. 15 ajpovlutoi secl. sugg. Wachs.
kai; au|tai FP: corr. Heeren. 16 tw'n qeivwn sugg. Meineke. 17 post ajpeluvqhsan
clausula in FP. 19 post krivsin clausula in FP. 20 dh; ou\n kai;] me;n ou\n sugg. Heeren.
22 ejnteu'qen FP: aujtovqen sugg. Usener. 23 post tou;" qeou;" clausula in FP. 24 post
ajpoluvousi clausula in F. kai; om. Heeren.
457: 2 5 eij add. Usener. 26 p o s t oiJ add. ga;r Heeren. 27 sunev p ontai FP:
sunavptontai sugg. Canter.
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43. Let us consider the following as the most useful of all the ends of
purification: removal of foreign elements, restoration of one’s own
essence, perfection, fulfillment, self-sufficiency, ascent to the
engendering cause, conjoining of parts to wholes, and the gift of
power, life, and activity from wholes to individuals. Others, however,
are not persuaded by the ancients when they emphasize the real
benefits of purification, but they give prior place to deliverance from
the body, release from bonds, freedom from decay, escape from
generation, and such minor ends of purification, as though these
were superior to the universal ones. Among these thinkers are many
Platonists and Pythagoreans, although they differ among themselves
about the specifics of the doctrine.
The Limits of Judgment, Punishment, and Purification
44. Let us next determine the limits of these three processes and to
what extent each of them is carried out. Souls are judged to the
extent that they are combined with generation, are not separated
from the universe, and are commingled in some way with things
different. But those souls that have been let go free, are unmixed, are
entirely unmastered, are themselves of themselves, and are filled with
the gods, are thereby also entirely freed from judgment. The
Platonists and Pythagoreans, however, do not agree with the ancients
on this matter, but subject all souls to judgment.
45. In the same way also concerning punishment the ancients place
among the gods henceforth and immediately the immaculate souls
that are united with the gods by sharing in their intellect. They say
that these souls, when they depart from their bodies, ascend to the
gods without punishment. The Platonists, on the other hand, release
all souls from generation into their true being after punishment.
46. The same dispute would also arise concerning purification. For
the same men say that souls that follow the gods are superior to it
too, while the others say the opposite. Some of the latter, such as
certain Platonists, declare that there are places of purification for the
soul within the cosmos. Others, such as Plotinus, prefer that the soul
be above these places.
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text

[ jEn taujtw'/.]
47 Peri; th'" ejpikarpiva" tw'n yucw'n, h}n komivzontai eijsau'qi", ejpeida;n
ejxevlqwsi tou' swvmato" < . . . > eij" ajggevlou" de; kai; ajggelika;" yucav", to;
o{lon dh; tou'to oiJ presbuvteroi. Kai; throu'si me;n aujth;n ejpi; th'" oijkeiva"
tavxew" Plouvtarco" kai; Porfuvrio" kai; oiJ palaiovteroi: Plwti'no" de;
pavntwn touvtwn aujth;n ajfivsthsin.
48 OiJ d∆ ajrcaiovteroi paraplhsivan toi'" qeoi'" kata; nou'n diavqesin
ajgaqoeidh' kai; prostasiv a n tw' n th' / d e auj t h' / aj p onev m ousi kalw' " ,
Porfuvrio" de; kai; tou'to ajp∆ aujth'" ajfairei'. Tw'n de; presbutevrwn tine;"
uJ p erev c ein me; n auj t h; n logismou' fasi, ta; de; e[ r ga auj t h' " ou{ t w
dihkribwmevna ajforivzontai, wJ" oujk a]n ejxeuvroi tw'n logismw'n oJ kaqaro;"
kai; teleiovtato" . . . Porfuvrio" de; aujta;" ajfairei' pantavpasin ajpo; th'"
ajdespovtou zwh'", wJ" ou[sa" sumfuei'" th'/ genevsei kai; pro;" ejpikourivan
doqeivsa" toi'" sunqevtoi" zwv/oi".
49 JO de; para; Plavtwni Tivmaio" h|/per ejspavrhsan diaferovntw" uJpo; tou'
dhmiourgou', a[llai me;n eij" h{lion, a[llai de; eij" gh'n, tauvth/ kai; th;n
a[nodon aujta;" ajnavgei, mh; uJperbaivnousan | to;n o{ron th'" oijkiva" eJkavsthn
pro;" th'" dhmiourgikh'" katabolh'".
50 {Enwsin me;n ou\n kai; taujtovthta ajdiavkriton th'" yuch'" pro;" ta;"
eJauth'" ajrca;" presbeuvein faivnetai Noumhvnio", suv m fusin de; kaq∆
eJtevran oujsivan oiJ presbuvteroi diaswv/zousi. Kai; ajnaluvsei me;n ejkei'noi,
suntavxei de; ou|toi proseikavzousi: kai; oi} me;n ajdiorivstw/ sunafh'/, oi} de;
diwrismevnh/ crw'ntai. Ouj mevntoi kratei'tai oJ diorismo;" aujtw'n uJpo; tou'
kovsmou h] katevcetai uJpo; th'" fuvsew", w{sper tine;" tw'n Platwnikw'n
uJpeilhvfasin: ajnei'tai de; pavnth/ ajf∆ o{lwn, w{sper ejpi; tw'n cwristw'n
oujsiw'n touti; noou'men.
457: 1 peri; th'" . . . tou' swvmato" tituli instar post ejn taujtw/' ponunt FP. 2/3 eij" au\ti"
F. 3 locus mutilatus; lacunam post swvmato" statuit Wachs., Festugière sugg.: <oiJ me;n
presbuvteroi levgousi poreuvesqai aujta;" eij" qeou;" me;n kai; qeiva" yucav",> eij"
ajggevlou" de; kai; ajggelika;" yuca;". de; FP: te Heeren, del. Meineke vel post yuca;"
add. e[lqwsi. eij" ajggevlou" FP: ijsaggevlou" sugg. Usener. post yucav" lacunam statuit
Wachs. 4 dh; tou'to] dia/vdousin Heeren, Canter int. post oiJ persbuvteroi lacunam
statuit Meineke. 5 oiJ palaiovteroi] oiJ Platwnikoiv sugg. Heeren; sed melius a[lloi
Platwnikoiv Wachs. post palaiovteroi clausula in FP. 6 ajfivstasin P1 . 8 post kalw'"
clausula in FP. 9 touvtou" FP: tou'to Heeren. 11 ejxeuvrh F. post teleiovtato" lacunam
statuit Festugie;re. 14 post zw/voi" clausula in FP. 15-458, 18 Festugière transposuit
post 16. 15 h/| parespavrhsan sugg. Usener. h[ p er FP: corr. Canter. 1 7
uJperbaivnousa" sugg. Usener.
458: 17 oijkeiva" FP: th'" oijkeiva" vulg., Heeren post eJkavsthn transp.; oijkiva" sugg. Festugière. e{kaston FP, eJkavsthn sugg. Heeren. 18 pro;" th'" FP: provsqen sugg. Wachs.,
<tavxew"> ante pro;" th'" sugg. Heeren. post katabolh'" clausula in FP. 19 (e{)nwsin
F, e{nwsin P2 , eJnw'si P1 . 2 0 suvmfhsin P. 2 2 proseoivkasi FP: proseikavzousi
Festugie;re. 22 sunafei' FP: corr. Heeren. 23 diacwrismevnh F. aujtw'n om P. kovsmou
in ras. F. 24 platwnikw'n in ras. F. 25 ajcwrivstwn FP 26 post noou'men clausula in FP.
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B. The Reward of Souls
47. Concerning the souls’ reward, which they attain subsequently,
when they depart from the body <. . .> to angels and angelic souls;
this in general is the opinion of the ancients. Plutarch, Porphyry, and
the ancients preserve it in its proper rank. Plotinus separates it from
all of them.
48. The ancients rightly attribute to the soul a disposition, good in
form, similar to that of the gods in intellect and a superintendence
over things in this realm; Porphyry, however, removes from it this
latter characteristic. Some of the ancients furthermore claim that it is
superior to the reasoning element, and define its acts so precisely
that not even the pure and most perfect reasoning element could
attain them. < . . . > Porphyry removes them completely from the
independent life, on the grounds that they belong naturally to
generation and were given as an aid to composite living beings.
49. < . . . > Plato’s Timaeus, however, elevates them in their ascent
even as they were sown variously by the Demiurge, some into the Sun,
others into the Earth, none overstepping the boundary of the abode
established in the demiurgic sowing.
50. < . . . > Numenius seems to prefer a unity and undifferentiated
sameness of the soul with its principles, whereas the ancients preserve
a coalescence with a different substance. The former compare it to a
dissolving, the latter to a co-arrangement. The former treat it as a
union without individuation, the latter one with individuation. Their
individuated existence is not, however, governed by the cosmos or
controlled by nature, as some of the Platonists have supposed, but is
completely released from the universe, as we conceive to be the case
with separated substances.
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51 OiJ de; peri; Porfuvrion a[cri tw'n ajnqrwpivnwn bivwn . . . to; d∆ ajpo;
touvtou yucw'n a[llo ei\do" to; ajlovgiston uJpotivqentai. [Eti toivnun
Porfuvrio" me;n ajfomoioi' th;n yuch;n toi'" pa'si, mevnousan kaq∆ eJauth;n
h{ti" ejstivn . . .
52 Kata; de; tou;" Platwnikou;" ejpimelou'ntai tw'n ajyuvcwn.
53 j A poluqei' s ai de; th' " genev s ew" kata; me; n tou; " palaiou; "
sundioikou'si toi'" qeoi'" ta; o{la, kata; de; tou;" Platwnikou;" qewrou'sin
aujtw'n th;n tav x in: kai; aj g gev l oi" wJ s auv t w" kat∆ ej k eiv n ou" me; n
sundhmiourgou'si ta; o{la, kata; de; touvtou" sumperipolou'sin.
Wachsmuth II,
p. 6.9ff.

6.10
Wachsmuth II,
p.207.15ff.

[ jIamblivcou ejk tou' Peri; yuch'".]
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54 Povsw/ dh; ou\n bevltion JHravkleito" paivdwn ajquvrmata nenovmiken
ei\nai ta; ajnqrwvpina doxavsmata.
[ jIamblivcou ejk tou' Peri; yuch'".]
55 JH ga;r sunakolouqou'sa panti; tw'/ boulhvmati tou' didavskonto" tw'n
manqanovntwn, au{th pasw'n ejsti mousikwtavth te kai; ajrivsth ajkrovasi".

458: 1 post bivwn lacunam statuit Heeren; suppl. Festugie;re ex. gr. <th;n ajqanasivan
diateivnesqai levgousi>. 3 menouvsh" F. aujth;n F . 4 p o s t ej s tiv n lacunam statuit
Festugie;re; suppl. ex gr. <ouj mh;n tw'n th/'de ajxioi' ta;" yuca;" proi>stavnai>. 5
ejpimelou'ntai <kai;> sugg. Wachs. 7 qewrou'sin FP: throu'sin Heeren.
6: 10 lemma mrg P, in textu habent FL, sed in L solum oJ amblivwn (oJ rubr.) ejk tou'
Wachs. Cum P, ejk tw'n F. 11 nenovmiken FPL, ejnovmisen vulgo. 12 doxavsanta L.
207: 15 au{th corr. Meineke pro aujth;; kai; hJdivsth Meineke.
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51. < . . . > Porphyry and his school, as far as human lives; and they
posit another class of souls after this, the irrational. Further, Porphyry
assimilates the soul to the universe, although it remains what it is in
itself.
52. < . . . > According to the Platonists, they care for inanimate
things.
53. After the souls have been freed from generation, according to
the ancients they administer the universe together with the gods,
while according to the Platonists they contemplate the gods’ order.
According to the former, in the same way they help the angels with
the creation of the universe, while according to the latter they
accompany them.
Fragmenta Incertae Sedis
54. How much better Heraclitus, who considered human opinions to
be the playthings of children.
55. For a student’s manner of listening is most cultured and best of
all, when it adapts itself to every intention of the teacher.

COMMENTARY TO IAMBLICHUS’ DE ANIMA
1
jAristotevlh" me;n ou\n . . . This is a reasonably accurate summary of
Aristotle’s survey of previous opinions on the nature of the soul in De
Anima 1.2. Aristotle begins (403b25ff.) by stating that “there are two
(characteristics) in respect of which that which is ensouled is
considered to differ from that which is soulless: movement (kivnhsi")
and the capacity for sensation (tw/' aijsqavnesqai).” By ‘movement’, as
he makes clear directly, he means both the capacity for selfmovement, and the ability to move other things. Iamblichus’ substitution of ‘knowledge’ (gnw'si") for sensation, or sense-perception, is
partially, at least, justified by 404b28, where Aristotle resumes his
initial definition by saying, “Since, then, the soul appears to contain
an element which produces movement and one which produces
knowledge (gnwristikovn) . . . ”, and his repeated use of gignwvskein
thereafter (e.g. 405a18, a24, b13). “Subtlety of essence” (leptovth")
and incorporeality are introduced at 405a6ff., where the Atomists
and then Diogenes of Apollonia (405a21ff.) are asserted to postulate
that soul is fire or air respectively because that element is “composed
of the finest particles and most incorporeal of the elements”
(leptomerevstatovn te kai; mavlista tw'n stoiceivwn ajswvmaton). And in
the summing-up, at 405b11-12, Aristotle declares that “all (thinkers),
then, distinguish the soul by more or less these three (characteristics), movement, sensation, and incorporeality.” He does not,
however, employ the phrase ajswvmato" uJpovstasi".1
The phrase “discovering a limit for the boundless” (pevra" tw'n
ajpeivrwn ajneurwvn) is a nice rhetorical flourish, possibly, in view of his
immediately following remarks, not devoid of irony.
jEgw; de; oJrw' . . . Iamblichus begins his critique by condemning the
vagueness and ambiguity of Aristotle’s terminology, though with little
justification. Aristotle is, of course, perfectly well aware of the
different types of kinêsis; indeed, he could claim to have been the first
1 This phrase first appears in Origen, Comm. In Joh. 1.5. It is in Proclus, PT 1, p.
57.15 S-W; In Tim. 1.33.20; In Parm. 1049.20; In Eucl. 49.10. See Simplicius In Phys.
620.3.
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to distinguish them (e.g. Phys. 3.1, 201a8ff., Met. 11.9, 1065b14ff.). In
the present context, however, he could argue, he did not have to
distinguish them, since the definition comprises all kinds of kinêsis
equally. Iamblichus’ distinction between motions kata; metabolhvn and
motions kata; zwhvn corresponds more or less to that of Aristotle
between motion in the category of substance (that is, coming to be
and passing away) and motions in the other categories (such as local
movement and alteration), and Aristotle would say that earlier
thinkers (about whom he is talking), in claiming soul to be the
source of motion, made no distinction between types of motion.
As for Iamblichus’ further distinctions, that between types of
cognition that are ‘figurative’ (morfwtikaiv) and those which do not
involve figure, is presumably a distinction between cognition which
involves phantasia and that which transcends it, and we have ventured
to translate it on that assumption.2 But as we know, Aristotle declares
(DA 3. 7, 431a16-17; cf. 431b2) that oujdevpote noei' a[neu fantavsmato" hJ
yuchv, “the soul never intelligizes without an image,” so that he would
dispute the basis of Iamblichus’ distinction; but even if he conceded
its validity, he would dispute its relevance, since the thinkers he is
surveying did not even distinguish clearly between sense-perception
and thought, never mind representational and non-representational
thought.
The objection, on the other hand, to the use of asômatos to
designate both particularly fine material substances such as fire or air
and what is incorporeal in the strict sense is a good one, inasmuch as
it draws attention to an ambiguity that seems to continue in Greek
philosophical discourse long after Aristotle.3 Aristotle does indeed, as
noted above, explain Democritus’ choice of fire as the substance of
the soul by saying kai; ga;r tou'to leptomerevstatovn te kai; mavlista tw'n
stoiceivwn ajswvmaton, but all he means by that, after all, is “least corporeal,” so that once again Iamblichus is being excessively pedantic.

2 We do not find the adjective morfwtikov" used otherwise in this sense (more or
less as a synonym for fantastikov " ) before Proclus. He, however, uses it fairly
frequently, e.g. In Remp. 1. 74, 27; 111, 22; 121, 2-3 (to;n de; nou'n a[lhpton ei\nai tai'"
fantastikai'" hJmw'n kai; morfwtikai'" kinhvsesin); 235, 18-19 (kai; hJ me;n fantasiva
novhsi" ou\sa morfwtikh; . . .). It is probably an Iamblichean term. See further,
section 39, below.
3 In particular in certain Stoic circles, at least (if we may bring Philo of
Alexandria into evidence on this point), the heavenly fire, or pyr technikon, could be
described as asômaton by comparison with the sublunary elements. See Dillon
(1998).
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However, it is not really Iamblichus’ purpose here to give a fair
exegesis of Aristotle. He is merely using him as a launching-pad for
his own exposition. It is hardly to be expected, after all, that Aristotle,
writing about his own predecessors in the last quarter of the fourth
century BCE, should be able to provide a totally adequate conceptual
overview of the range of opinions on the soul that had emerged
during the following five centuries or so. Nevertheless, he constitutes
a useful starting point.
polu; de; kai; to; ajtele;" aujtw'n kai; ejndee;": This is reminiscent of a
certain line of criticism of Aristotle’s Categories, raised by Stoic critics
such as Athenodorus and Cornutus, which is reflected in Simplicius’
Commentary (18, 26ff. Kalbfleisch), and which would be well known to
Iamblichus. The complaint was that Aristotle’s enumeration of
categories was incomplete because it did not take in certain classes of
word.
2
Tine;" eij" ta;" tw'n tessavrwn stoiceivwn . . . Like Aristotle (403b31ff.),
Iamblichus begins his critique of previous opinions with the Atomists,
Leucippus and Democritus (mentioned by Aristotle, but not by
Iamblichus). Iamblichus also omits the fact, specified by Aristotle,
that spherical atoms form fire as well as soul, but that is not essential
to his purpose.
The phrase “completely filled with pure primal essence” is
peculiar, as being quite unsuited to anything the Atomists themselves
might have approved of.
3
JW" de; tw'n jAristotelikw'n tine" . . . We have here a statement of
Aristotelian doctrine couched in interesting terms, which may reflect
the formulations of later Peripatetics, from Strato of Lampsacus
onwards. We seem to have, in all, three formulations of the doctrine,
and fourthly a suggested further interpretation, itself subdivided into
two alternative forms.
(1) ei\do" to; peri; toi'" swvmasin seems to be an interpretation of
Aristotle’s formulation of his doctrine in De An. 2.1, 412a19, oujsiva wJ"
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ei\do" swvmato" fusikou' dunavmei zwh;n e[conto". The phrase peri; toi'"
swvmasin seems somewhat vaguer than ejn toi'" swvmasi or indeed
swvmato" but it is not quite clear what the distinction could be.
(2) poiovth" aJplh' ajswvmato". This, and the next formulation, may
in fact be simply interpretations of the first one. Alexander of
Aphrodisias uses the phrase poiovth" ajswvmato" of the soul (De An.
115.5).
(3) In this case, the third formulation is just a further specification of the second, reflecting the next sentence in the De Anima: hJ
de; oujsiva ejntelevceia, which takes in the concepts oujsiwvdh" and
teleiva . An “essential” quality, as specified in the above-mentioned
chapter of the Metaphysics 4.14 (1020a33ff.), is one which goes to
make up the essence of a thing, as opposed to an accidental feature
of the thing in question.
(4) However, soul, if it is a quality, is plainly not just an essential
quality, but might be seen as the sum-total of all qualities — this
being what it is to be an entelechy. It is interesting that Iamblichus
presents this, not as an explicit doctrine of any Peripatetics, but as a
doctrine which one might reasonably deduce from their utterances,
and with a formulation of the same type as he habitually employs to
express his own opinion. The further distinction that he makes
within this formulation refers to the distinction, made widely in Neoplatonic circles, between a supervenient characteristic of a thing (also
termed uJsterogenhv", ‘later-born’), which would have no substantial
existence, and a pre-existent logos, such as would be a possible
Platonist definition of the embodied soul (this latter, however, is an
unlikely candidate for a Peripatetic definition). Festugière (179 note
2) dismisses the possibility that this is a personal view of Iamblichus
because it is not consistent with Iamblichus’ own doctrine of the soul.
All that is necessary, however, is that Iamblichus should be concerned
to present the Aristotelian doctrine in its most acceptable form. And
this he would do here, if the stress be laid on proupavrcon.

4
Meta; dh; tau'ta . . . We now move a little higher up the scale of
dignity, to those who declare the soul to be a mathematical entity of
some sort. That these include a number of respected Platonists, such
as the Old Academics Speusippus and Xenocrates, and the Middle
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Platonist Severus, as well as the Pythagoreans Hippasus and
Moderatus, should imply that such a doctrine embraces at least an
aspect of the truth. Certainly being expressed in geometrical or
mathematical terms does not exclude the possibility that the soul’s
essence is immaterial. Nevertheless, these thinkers are not
particularly commended for their views, and we “ascend” from them
in section 6 to the doctrine that the soul is an incorporeal essence.
dieukrinhmevnw" is a very rare adverb, so its appearance in Simpl. In
Cat. 301.20, in a possibly Iamblichean context, may be significant.
Otherwise it occurs only in Vettius Valens Anth. p. 309.12.
[Esti dh; gevno" e{n . . . Platonist discussions of the composition of the
soul will generally have taken place in the context of the exegesis of
Timaeus 35A, and the identifying of “the substance which is indivisible
and remains always the same” and “that which comes to be divisible
about bodies.” Iamblichus chooses to start with Severus, since he
seems to be the most overtly geometrical theorist (though in fact it
would be historically correct to present him as developing the
doctrines of such Old Academicians as Speusippus and Xenocrates).
He is stated to postulate the elements of the soul as being “figure”
(sch'ma), as the limit of extension (diavstasi"), and extension itself. It
is possible, however, that we have here either a textual error (sch'ma
for, say, stigmhv ) or a mistake on Iamblichus’ part. The geometrical
“limit” of extension, after all, is not “shape,” but the point. In Proclus’
Timaeus Commentary (2.153, 21ff. Diehl) the doctrine of Severus is
given as being that it is made up of point (shmei'on) and extension.
Possibly Severus may have used the term sch'ma in the sense of the
unitary principle of geometrical reality, and Proclus is interpreting
this as a reference to the point. At any rate, this doctrine of the soul
as the product of the two basic principles of the geometrical level of
reality sounds very like a development of what should have been the
doctrine of Speusippus (see below), though that is presented by
Iamblichus in somewhat different terms.
We turn next to the definition of Speusippus (Fr. 54 Tarán), “the
form of the omni-dimensionally extended.” This definition is also
given by Iamblichus in DCMS 9, though without attribution to
Speusippus. Tarán, in his commentary (365ff.), seeks to impugn the
accuracy of this report by arguing that it is in conflict with the
testimony of Aristotle (Met. 1028b15-27 = Fr. 29 Tarán) to the effect
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that Speusippus ranked the soul, as a separate ousia, below numbers
and magnitudes (megethê), but Tarán approaches the evidence of
Aristotle far too literally. Aristotle is above all concerned to
emphasize what he regards as the absurdity of Speusippus’ view of the
world, and is not interested in a sympathetic interpretation of
subtleties of doctrine. Certainly, for Speusippus, the soul appears at a
lower level than numbers and geometrical magnitudes, but that does
not mean to say that it is not in some sense a mathematical or
geometrical entity. What it adds, no doubt, is motion, or motivity —
very like Xenocrates’ conception of soul as a “self-moving number.”
Every level of being in Speusippus’ universe appropriates the characteristics of its prior level, and adds something, and what it is proper
for soul to add is motion and, no doubt, cognition, which would be
in accord with Plato’s account of the nature of soul in the Timaeus,
which both Speusippus and Xenocrates are interpreting. If Aristotle
is tendentious, then, Iamblichus is over-simplifying, in presenting
Speusippus’ definition as purely mathematical. There will have been
a good deal more to it than this one-line definition can convey.
ejn aijtiva/ de; . . . This is a characteristic way for Iamblichus to present
his own views (cf. section 7, 365.26 - 366.11.; section 13, 370.1-13;
section 18, 372.15-20). Here Iamblichus appears to want to combine
the virtues of these two definitions, and refine them further. But how,
precisely, is he proposing to do that? Festugière (181 note 1),
following Levêque, suggests that Iamblichus wishes to identify the
soul as the unity prior to continuous magnitude, from which this
latter then derives, and refers in this connection to a comment of
Iamblichus, quoted by Simplicius in his Commentary on the Categories
(135.8ff. Kalbfleisch), where Iamblichus explains the existence of the
two chief varieties of quantity, the continuous and the discrete, as
deriving from the two corresponding “powers” (dynameis ) of the One
(no doubt to be identified with limit and unlimitedness, which
Iamblichus held to derive from the One even in the henadic realm,
cf. In Tim. Fr. 7 Dillon). This does not at first sight seem very
relevant, but what Festugière presumably wishes to suggest is that
Iamblichus sees Soul as combining within itself, at a lower level, the
powers governing both discrete and continuous magnitudes, that is
to say, numbers and geometrical figures, and that in this way both
Severus and Speusippus are expressing a measure of the truth; and
that indeed seems very probable.
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Pavlin toivnun oJ ajriqmo;" . . . Iamblichus now turns to those thinkers,
beginning with “some of the (ancient) Pythagoreans” and culminating (on the scale of sophistication) with Plato, who consider the soul
to be, in some form, number. The list of intermediate figures comprises Xenocrates, third head of the Academy, the first century C.E.
Neopythagorean Moderatus, and the fifth century B.C.E. Pythagorean “acusmatic” Hippasus.
If we may credit Aristotle (Met. 1.5, 985b26ff.), the Pythagoreans
held that things in general, including what we would consider
abstract concepts such as ‘justice’, or ‘marriage’, were numbers in a
quite literal sense (which Iamblichus expresses with the phrase aJplw'"
ou{tw"), according to which the numbers are immanent in the
objects. The number of soul may have been “one” (if one credits
Alexander of Aphrodisias, comm. ad loc.), “two” (according to Hippolytus, Ref. I 15, 2 — adducing the Pythagorean Ecphantus), or even
“four” (according to Ps. Plut. Epit. 877A and Sextus Empiricus IV 6).
What exactly the Pythagoreans in question had in mind here is very
difficult to unravel. In the case of physical objects, such as “horse” or
“tree,” it seems that at least simple-minded members of the sect just
drew assemblages of dots (since they thought of numbers in terms of
systems of points), in the shape of, say, a horse, and then counted
them, to get the “number” of horse,4 but this procedure will not work
for “justice,” or “marriage,” or “soul.” In these cases, a degree of
symbolism is evident5 . It is quite possible, however, that the true
Pythagorean doctrine was a good deal more sophisticated than this,
and envisaged systems of mathematical, or quasi-mathematical,
formulae corresponding to all the features of the physical universe.
The important thing, at any rate, is that these formulae, or whatever
they were, were not transcendent, but immanent, and in this way, as
Aristotle points out, they differed from the Platonic forms.
From these we move to Xenocrates, whose definition of soul is
given in the sources6 as ‘number moving itself’ (ajriqmo;" auJto;n
4 Cf. Theophrastus Met. 6a19ff., where Archytas is recorded as (possibly ironically) commending Eurytus for doing just this.
5 In the case of Soul, the choice of the number Four seems to have been
determined by the circumstance that it is the first number that contains all the
harmonic ratios, the octave (2:1), the fifth (3:2), and the fourth (4:3). Cf. Sextus
Empiricus IV 6. On Pythagorean number symbolism in general, see W. Burkert,
Lore and Science in Ancient Pythagoreanism, 465-82.
6 Apart from the doxographic report of Aetius, there are a number of
references to his doctrine in Aristotle (De An. I 2, 404b29; I 4, 408b32 ff. = Fr. 165 IP/60 H.), and a fuller, if still hostile, account in Plutarch, Proc. An. 1012DE, which
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kinw'n ). Interestingly, in the Placita of Aetius (IV 2, 1, p. 386b Diels =
Fr. 169 Isnardi Parente/ 60 Heinze), this formula is attributed to
Pythagoras also, which may be an indication that Xenocrates himself,
in some work or other (he wrote both a treatise On the Soul, and a
work on the Pythagoreans), made some attempt to father his own
doctrine on Pythagoras. The definition makes reasonably good sense
when viewed as an exegesis of Plato’s account of the composition of
the soul in Timaeus 35Aff., which Xenocrates, according to Plutarch
(loc. cit. ), interpreted as describing, first the generation of number
from the union of the Monad and the Indefinite Dyad, and then the
generation of soul proper by the addition to this of the elements of
Identity and Difference, which produce the ‘self-moving’ quality of
soul, whereby it both gives form to, and then cognises, physical individuals. It is by no means clear, however, that Iamblichus has any very
clear idea of what Xenocrates had in mind in proposing this definition. He presents him as simply a stepping-stone towards the more
comprehensive ‘mathematical’ definition attributed to Plato, without
indicating how he relates to it. He seems to be dependent on the
same sort of bald doxographic report as we have from Aetius, rather
than any work of Xenocrates in which he explained his position.
As for Moderatus, he, as a good Pythagorean, is probably also
purporting to present the doctrine of Pythagoras, but propounding a
doctrine quite compatible with that of the Old Academy. There is a
textual problem here, first of all, which can be solved in one of two
ways. The MSS. read lovgou" perievcousan (FP2 ) or perievcousa (P1),
which introduces a grammatical difficulty. We strictly need either a
masculine participle in the accusative, agreeing with ajriqmo;n, or a
feminine participle in the dative, agreeing with th'/ yuch'./ Heeren
chose the former solution, Festugière the latter. We judge the latter
to be preferable as being more easily explicable paleographically, an
“intelligent” scribe not quite seeing the point of the dative, and
substituting an accusative (P1’s reading being then a further error,
which is duly corrected.)
While recognizing the validity of Festugière’s solution, we feel that
the text could be kept, at the cost of a slight anacoluthon, since in
any case the following clause featuring Hippasus cannot be accommodated to the original construction. Iamblichus will then have
simply forgotten his own construction.
makes plain the connection with the exegesis of the Timaeus.
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To turn to the doctrine expressed here, it can be seen as essentially a version of that of Speusippus, overlaid with Stoic terminology.
For Moderatus, the soul is to be regarded as numerical in its essence
inasmuch as it “embraces logoi” — which we have translated, with
some hesitation, as ‘reason-principles’. The theory behind this would
seem to involve equating the mathematical and geometrical entities
of Speusippus’ system, which are activated at the level of soul so as to
take on the creative and paradigmatic functions of Plato’s forms, with
Stoic logoi spermatikoi — an equation we can see already operative in
the thought of Philo of Alexandria (and so a feature of post-Antiochian Platonism). These logoi are viewed as essentially mathematical
formulae, so that Soul, as embracing the totality of them, becomes
the principle of Number, and as such structures matter by means of
these to produce the physical universe. Moderatus is referred to just
below, as we shall see, as describing the soul as a ‘mathematical
harmony’, which would seem to tend in the same direction as this.7
As for Hippasus, we are doubtless dealing here not with any
doctrine of the historical Hippasus, but with a (late Hellenistic?)
pseudepigraphon8. Iamblichus refers to this definition of number by
Hippasus as well at In Nic., p. 10, 20 Pistelli, where he describes him
also as defining number as “the primary model used in the creation
of the world” (paravdeigma prw'ton kosmopoiiva"), which sounds like a
reference to the Paradigm of the Timaeus (which we know that
Speusippus equated with the Decad, cf. Fr. 28 Tarán). This definition
tends in the same direction, but, without bearing the other definition
in mind, it would not be easy to see what this has to do with the soul
being a numerical entity. If, however, we recognize that we are
dealing with a mathematicizing interpretation of the Paradigm of the
Timaeus, then all is explained.
kosmourgov" is a rare word, occurring first here (and in the In Nic.
passage) in extant literature9. It need not be attributed to ‘Hippasus’
himself, though such an attribution cannot be excluded. What it
means to be a kritiko;n o[rganon is not entirely clear, but probably
refers to the soul’s role in individuating particulars, and arranging
them in species and genera.
7

On Moderatus’ doctrine in general, see Dillon (1977) 344-51.
Cf. Thesleff, 91-93.
9 Syrianus twice (In Met. 123.8 and 142.23) uses the same definition when
quoting from Hippasus. The term is found later in Proclus (e.g., In Tim. 1.362.9,
2.160.17, 2.232.16, and 2.263.17) and in Damascius (e.g., In Parm. 2.137.18 Ruelle).
8
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wJ" de; jAristotevlh" iJstorei' . . . We come now, finally, to the
definition of Plato, not one taken from the dialogues (not even from
the Timaeus), but from Aristotle’s report at De Anima 1.2, 404b18-24,
of Plato’s ‘unwritten doctrines’10. Aristotle’s text runs as follows: “We
get a similar account [sc. to that in the Timaeus, of which Aristotle has
just given a rather peculiar interpretation] in the talks about
philosophy,11 where he maintains that the Essential Living Being12 is
compounded of the idea itself of the One together with the primary
length, breadth and depth, everything else being similarly
constituted. And again, in another context:13 intuitive knowledge14 is
symbolized by one, scientific knowledge by two (for it proceeds by a
single route to a single conclusion); the number of the plane [sc.
“three”] is opinion,15 and the number of the solid [sc. “four”] is
sense-perception.”
By suppressing Aristotle’s phrase e[ti de; kai; a[llw", Iamblichus
contrives to combine more explicitly the two bits of doctrine that
Aristotle is relaying here, thus aligning more clearly the soul’s
ontological role (as the source of three-dimensionality) with its
epistemological one (as the focus of all levels of cognition, each level
corresponding to a dimension). He may well be justified in this,
though we cannot be sure that this account of Plato’s doctrine is not
derived from a work by one of his followers (perhaps Xenocrates, as
has been suggested above, note 11). At all events, it is plain that
Iamblichus is here making fairly uncritical use of the evidence of
Aristotle as to Plato’s doctrine, for which he has no other
independent source.

10

Cf. also Met. 14.3, 1090b20ff.
If this may be taken to be the meaning of the phrase ejn toi`" peri; filosofiva"
legomevnoi". It seems to us that it must at least refer to some report of Plato’s views,
perhaps by Xenocrates, not to Aristotle’s own lost work Peri Philosophias. This report
is certainly here accepted by Aristotle, who should have known, as a reasonably
accurate representation of Plato’s oral speculations.
12 If we may take it that aujto; to; zw'/on refers in fact to the autozôion, that is to say,
the Paradigm of the Timaeus. This in turn would seem to equate the Paradigm with
the World Soul, which implies that Aristotle is here recognizing a non-literal
interpretation of the Timaeus.
13 If this is the meaning of e[ti de; kai; a[llw". In any case, Iamblichus ignores this
little complication.
14 This has to be the sense of nous in this context. Iamblichus presumably
understands this.
15 Presumably because opinion (doxa ) may be true or false.
11
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[Eti toivnun th;n aJrmonivan i[dwmen . . . We turn next to a doctrine which
is still mathematical, but distinguishable from purely mathematicsbased theories, the doctrine that the soul acts as an attuning force on
the various elements from which the body is composed16, without
itself being just the attunement17 of those forces (as proposed,
notably, by the Pythagorean Simmias in Phaedo 85e ff.). Plotinus, we
may note, devotes a chapter of Enn. 4.7 (84) to the refutation of the
doctrine that the soul is just the harmonia of the body, and Iamblichus
is careful to dismiss that theory at the outset here. What we seem to
have here in fact is not so much a definition of the nature of the soul,
as of the nature of its relation to the body. Moderatus, interestingly, is
brought in again here, although he has just previously been
identified as one for whom the soul is a numerical entity, but, if we
take this as referring really to the manner of the soul’s activity in the
body, it need not be seen, as we have suggested above, as involving
any contradiction.
This is followed by a rather curious interpretation of the Timaeus
— though the use of ‘Timaeus’ as the author of the doctrine might
seem to imply that the reference is properly to the Peri psychas kosmou
of “Timaeus Locrus”. However, as Festugière points out, there is
nothing in that work that precisely corresponds to Iamblichus’
assertion that “Timaeus refers harmony to the soul as being a mean
and a conjunction in beings and lives and the generation of all
things”, although this is, broadly speaking, an accurate representation of what Plato is saying in Tim. 31B-32C, and 35A-36D (and thus
Tim. Locr. 95E-96C). The actual collocution mesovthta kai; suvndesin
seems to be borrowed from Tim. 43D: mesovthta" kai; sundevsei",
where the topic is rather the disruption of these harmonizing means
and conjunctions by the trauma of birth.
As for the doctrine of “Plotinus, Porphyry and Amelius”, it is
interesting to note that on this point, at least, Iamblichus presents all
his immediate predecessors as being at one, but it is surprisingly
difficult to come up with clear supporting texts, not just for Amelius,
16 Strictly speaking, what Iamblichus says here is merely “let us look at attunement”, but in the context we may assume that he is referring to the doctrine that
the soul is in some sense an attunement of the body.
17 We have been taught, by musically-aware Classicists, not to translate harmonia
as ‘harmony’, but as ‘attunement’, so we follow that policy here.
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but even for Plotinus and Porphyry. We have already noted that
Plotinus, in Enn. 4.7, 84, rejects the doctrine of soul as being no more
than an attunement. Here, however, what is in question is the
concept of soul as a pre-existent attunement, or as the transmitter of
logoi bearing harmonia from the intelligible world both to the physical
cosmos as a whole and to the individual body. Despite the fact that
this is certainly in accord with Plotinian doctrine (Festugière quotes
such passages as 1.3, 1, 28ff., where Plotinus speaks of attaining to the
knowledge of noêtê harmonia ), or 1.6, 3, 28ff., where there is also talk
of “imperceptible harmoniai “ which create perceptible ones), there is
no passage in the Enneads to which one can point for an explicit
statement of this doctrine18. For Porphyry, on the other hand, one
can at least point to section 18 of the Sententiae, where he speaks of
the soul as a harmonia khôristê, a “transcendent attunement,” which
moves the strings (of the bodily senses) all by itself, while they are
attuned by an immanent attunement. Since Porphyry in this passage
is actually deriving inspiration from a passage of the Enneads, 3. 6, 4,
41-52, where Plotinus is employing the image of the soul as a harmonia controlling the strings of a lyre, this may indeed be the passage
which Iamblichus has in mind. However, as Festugière suggests, the
truth may lie in another direction. There is an interesting passage in
Proclus’ Timaeus Commentary (2.213.8 -215.28 Diehl), in which Proclus
actually refers to the doctrines of Plotinus, Porphyry and Amelius on
the question of the interpretation of the harmonic ratios on the basis
of which the soul is constructed in Tim. 35BC — or rather to a
somewhat fanciful exegesis of these which Amelius wishes to attribute
to Plotinus in his unpublished discourses (ejn ajgravfoi" sunousivai"), and
which Porphyry then in effect endorses. Porphyry is here quoted as
talking of the soul as “filling the cosmos with harmonia (pavnta to;n
kovsmon aJrmoniva" plhroi')” and “directing everything in the cosmos in
accordance with harmonic reason-principles (pavnta ta; ejgkovsmia kata;
lovgou" aJrmonikou;" podhgei'n).” Iamblichus himself is then reported by
Proclus as contributing an elaborate exegesis of his own (= In Tim. Fr.
53 Dillon). The important aspect of this sequence of doxographies,
however, in the present context is that, although Iamblichus and his
predecessors have their own interpretations of detail in regard to the
numbers of the soul, they are all in broad agreement on the point
that the soul confers harmonia on the physical world “according to
18 Not, for instance, in the latter part (chs. 9-13) of 4.7, where one might have
expected it.
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reason-principles pre-existing in its essence,” which is the doctrine
attributed to them in common here, and from which Iamblichus
himself does not dissent. What we may assume, I think, is that Iamblichus himself, in his Timaeus Commentary, reviewed the doctrines of his
predecessors in much the terms relayed to us by Proclus, accepting
Amelius’ report of the oral opinions of Plotinus, and that he is giving
us a summation of that account here. This will not, as we shall see, be
the only occasion on which Iamblichus appears to be reporting
doctrines of Plotinus which do not appear as such in the Enneads. He
probably had access, resident as he was in Apamea, to the collected
works of Amelius, including his hundred or so volumes of notes on
Plotinus’ synousiai (cf. Porphyry, Vit. Plot. 3).
The identity of the last class of authority referred to, polloi; dhv
tine" tw'n Platwnikw'n kai; Puqagoreivwn, is somewhat problematical,
but is probably to be sought for among Middle Platonists of Pythagorean tendency, such as Nicomachus of Gerasa or Numenius, but also
such non-Pythagoreans as Atticus or Harpocration, and perhaps even
among members of the Old Academy. Indeed, if we consult the text
of Proclus just prior to that mentioned above (i.e. In Tim. 2.212.3 213.7), we find a critique of anonymous earlier commentators who
simply interpreted the numbers of the soul as referring to the
distances relative to each other of the seven planetary spheres, and
we find Porphyry himself (ap. Macrobius, In Somn. Scip. 2.3.15)
criticizing anonymous Platonici for the same error. Iamblichus may be
taken here as referring to this doctrine. Proclus distinguishes a multiplicity of different “immanentist’” interpretations, some identifying
the numbers with the distances of the planets from each other and
from the earth, others referring them to the differences in their
speeds or sizes, but all have in common that they take the harmonia to
be “interwoven with the cosmos and inseparable from the heaven.”

6
[Iqi dh; ou\n . . . We now turn to what one would assume to be the
properly Platonist doctrine of the soul, that it is an incorporeal
essence. Here we find Iamblichus’ immediate predecessors figuring
once again, along with Numenius, but of course their previously
discussed doctrine that the soul is a harmonia, in the sense of
conferring harmonia, is not in conflict with this.
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What Iamblichus does here is, first, to put all his immediate
predecessors, starting with Numenius, in one basket, and then
contrast with their oversimplified position a doctrine which, by its
manner of introduction, is plainly indicated to be his own. The
position which he criticizes involves making no essential distinction
between the soul and the levels of being superior to it1 9 — in
particular the various levels of the intellectual realm — nor yet
between various types of soul. The only distinction recognized is that
expressed by a formula produced first, it would seem, by Numenius,
“all things in all, but in each in a manner proper to its essence.”20
This is actually adopted as a basic principle by later Platonists from
Porphyry on (cf. Sent. 10; and e.g. Syrianus, In Met. 81, 38ff.; Proclus,
Elem. Theol. 103), so that Iamblichus is here setting himself
interestingly in opposition to the mainstream of Platonist opinion.
As for Numenius, he is operating with a somewhat simpler
metaphysical scheme than Plotinus and his successors. Although he
makes a distinction between his supreme god, the Good, and a
demiurgic secondary god (cf. Frs. 11-16 Des Places), it is not clear
that he envisaged distinct levels of being (such as between the One
and Intellect) as proper to these two, or again between either of
them and the soul. We have the testimony of Proclus (In Tim.
2.153.17-25 Diehl = Fr. 39 Des Places) that he (like many before him,
not least Xenocrates) derived the soul from the monad and
indefinite dyad, and Iamblichus himself tells us further on (s. 52, p.
458.3-4W.) that he “seems to maintain the notion of a union and
identity without distinction between the soul and its causal
principles”, so we must assume that, despite the degree of hierarchy
that Numenius had introduced into his universe, he did not declare
distinctions of essence between his various entities.
Plotinus himself does not employ the Numenian formula, but he
states the doctrine clearly in a notable passage of 3.4 (3, 22ff.), which
Iamblichus may have in mind:
For the soul is many things, and all things, both the things above and
the things below, down to the limits of all life, and we are each one of us
an intelligible universe (kai; ejsme;n e{kasto" kovsmo" nohtov"), making
contact with this lower world by the powers of soul below, but with the
intelligible world by its powers above and the powers of the universe;
19 Here we find no necessity to alter the text with Usener from ejn aujth'/ to gevnh
aujth'". Admittedly, the phrase is repetitive, but not impossibly so for Iamblichus.
20 Des Places (1973) 90 gives this whole section as Fr. 41 in his collection.
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and we remain with all the rest of our intelligible part above, but by
its ultimate fringe we are tied to the world below, giving a kind of
outflow from it to what is below, or rather an activity, by which that
intelligible part is not itself lessened. (trans. Armstrong).

This passage actually embodies also the doctrine peculiar to Plotinus,
and sharply criticized elsewhere by Iamblichus (In Tim. Fr. 87), that a
part of the soul remains “above”, in permanent contact with the
intelligible realm, but it constitutes a good statement of the position
being criticized here. The only problem is to decide what Iamblichus
has in mind by saying that Plotinus is “not completely consistently”
committed to this view. What he may be thinking of is Plotinus’
rather subtle doctrine concerning the relation between the All-Soul,
or hypostasis of Soul, and the individual souls, as explored e.g. in 4.9
[8], and later in 4.3 [27], 1-8, but these discussions are not really
relevant to the question of the relation of Soul to the levels of being
superior to it. Certainly Plotinus felt that there was an ontological
distinction between the One, Intellect and Soul (the various levels of
being are set out particularly clearly in such a treatise as 5.1), but he
also plainly held that the soul contained the higher levels oijkeiw'"
kata; th;n aujth'" oujsivan -- and on that phrase there rests a lot of
weight.
For Porphyry the same would seem to hold good. Sentence 10 of
his Sententiae runs as follows:
All things are in all, but in a mode proper to the essence of each:21 in
the intellect, intellectively; in the soul, discursively22 ; in plants,
seminally, in bodies, imagistically (eijdwlikw'" ); and in the Beyond,
non-intellectually and supra-essentially.

This would certainly seem to put Porphyry firmly in the “uniformity
of essence” camp, but in such a passage as Sentence 30, for example,
he does make a sharp distinction between the mode of activity of
higher realities, down to and including universal soul, which
generate what is below them without turning their attention2 3
towards their products, and particular souls, which are compelled to
do this, and something like this may be what Iamblichus is thinking
of — especially if one takes into account what he says later, in section
21 It should be noted, however, that in the MSS. U and N we find quite a
different opening: “We do not cognize alike in all cases (oujc oJmoivw" me;n noou'men ejn
pa'sin)”, which gives quite a different sense. It is hard to know what to make of that.
22 Taking this to be, in the context, the meaing of logikw'".
23 He uses the verb ejpistrevfesqai for this process.
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17 (372.9ff.W), where he lists the same sequence of authorities à
propos the acts of the soul. We must, however, reckon with the
probability that Iamblichus is being more than a little polemical here.
As for Amelius, we are precluded by lack of evidence from
knowing to what Iamblichus is referring by his ironic phrase ajstavtw"
ejn aujth'/ fevretai,24 but by referring once again to the passage of
Proclus’ Timaeus Commentary adduced in connection with the previous section, we can see that Amelius did conceive of the soul as
containing “all the beings in the cosmos, gods, daemons, men,
irrational animals” (213.13-15), which is very much what is said here.

7
jAlla; mh;n h{ ge pro;" tauvthn ajnqistamevnh dovxa . . . At any rate, after this
somewhat tendentious and no doubt over-simplified account of his
predecessors’ position, Iamblichus now proposes to state his own
doctrine — though being careful to do so anonymously.25 On the
face of it, there seems nothing very different or revolutionary about
what he is maintaining. After all, Plotinus and Porphyry, at least,
would certainly reckon Soul as secondary to, and ontologically
distinct from, Intellect26, but it becomes apparent, as we go on, and if
one takes into evidence the important doctrinal passages from
Priscianus collected at the end of this edition,27 that what Iamblichus
has in mind is a doctrine that is quite distinctive.
It is not easy, first of all, to judge how much weight to give to the
phrase deutevran kaq j e{teran uJpovstasin. We have chosen what is, if
anything, a slight over-translation, “following upon Intellect, representing a distinct level of being,” to bring out the full force of what
Iamblichus wishes to claim. As becomes apparent from the evidence
of Pseudo-Simplicius,28 he wants to assert that the very essence of the
24

A rare phrase, but Iamblichus uses it again in De Myst. 2.5, p. 80.6-7.
On Iamblichus’ devices for presenting his own doctrine in this work, see our
Introduction, section II.
26 For Plotinus, cf. e.g 4.1, 1, 41ff: “But again, next to that altogether indivisible
nature (sc. Intellect) there is another reality following upon it, having indivisibility
from that other nature, which, pressing eagerly on in its progress from the one to
the other nature, established itself in the middle between the two, the indivisible
and primary and the ‘divisible which is in the sphere of bodies’, which is upon
bodies.” (trans. Armstrong). This is, of course, part of an exegesis of Tim. 35A.
27 See appendix, below.
28 Cf., in particular, In De An. 89, 33ff. (Passage C), and 240, 33ff. (Passage D).
25
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soul is such as to be truly median between the realm of unchangingness and indivisibility which is that of Intellect, and that of change
and fragmentation, which is the physical world, and that requires that
it partake of the nature of both. This was a position so radical as to
put the whole Platonist system under strain, although Iamblichus sees
it only as a legitimate exegesis of Plato’s account of the composition
of the soul in Timaeus 35A. That is the point of his specification of it
as “the middle term of divisible and indivisible beings, and of
corporeal and incorporeal.”29
The next characterization of the soul, as to; plhvrwma tw'n kaqovlou
lovgwn, while perfectly respectable in Platonic terms, has possible
Pythagorean overtones also, although the passage from the Protrepticus which Festugière adduces (ch. 4, p. 22, 5 Pistelli) concerns only
the phrase oiJ kaqovlou lovgoi, in the context of their being cognized,
according to Archytas, by sophia. On the other hand, Proclus, in ET
prop. 177, declares that every intellect is a plhvrwma ei[dwn, “a totality
of forms”, which is consistent with Soul being a plêrôma of logoi. The
actual term plêrôma, incidentally, which is originally characteristic
rather of Christian and Gnostic texts, seems to have been introduced
into Platonism by Iamblichus (e.g. De Myst. I. 8: 28 ), and is then
taken up by such authorities as Proclus and Damascius. The only
remarkable thing about this definition, apart from the actual
terminology, is that Iamblichus should feel that it embodies a
doctrine distinct from that of his predecessors.
The next definition, too, does not seem to demarcate Iamblichus
very clearly from his immediate predecessors: “that which, after the
Ideas, is at the service of the work of creation” is surely a pretty fair
description of how the soul was viewed by Plotinus or Porphyry. Only
the terminology itself is distinctive. Plotinus does not use uJphresiva in
this (or indeed any) connection,30 while Plato himself, though frequently employing both verbal and nominal forms of this root, does
not use it in connection with the role of Soul in the universe. It is
possible, however, that Iamblichus is concerned to emphasize the
secondary status of the soul, both by using this term, with its strong
connotation of subordination, and by emphasizing that it is subsequent
to (meta;) the Ideas, and thus to Intellect.

29

Accepting a necessary supplement to the text by Usener (see Apparatus).
Porphyry does employ it six times (e.g., De Abst. 1.47.8; 2.47.14; Ad Aneb. 2.3a)
but never in connection with the activity of the soul.
30
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Again, “that life which has life of itself, which proceeds31 from the
noetic realm” may be a formula designed to emphasize the distinct
and lower mode of life proper to Soul, in distinction from Intellect,
but once again it is hard to see that Plotinus or Porphyry would have
any quarrel with this.
Lastly, the formulation “the procession (provodo") of the classes of
real Being as a whole to an inferior substance (eij" uJpodeestevran
oujsivan)” seems to do little more than repeat the previous one, and
once again, does not conflict with the views of Plotinus. Indeed,
Festugière is able to adduce an apt passage from Enn. 4.8 [6], 6, 1ff.,
which is a good expression of Plotinus’ doctrine of the necessity of
the development of lower levels of being from higher:
If, then, there must not be just one thing alone — for then all things
would have been hidden, shapeless within that one, and not a single
real being would have existed if that one had stayed still in itself, nor
would there have been the multiplicity of these real beings which are
generated from the One, if the things after them had not indulged in
procession (mh; tw'n met jaujta; th;n provodon labovntwn), and thus taken
on the rank of souls — in the same way there must not be just souls
alone either, without the manifestation of the things produced
through them. (trans. Armstrong, slightly emended).

Iamblichus now summons up the authority of all the founders of
true philosophy to buttress his position, and in the process lays down
a marker for the lines on which he will proceed throughout the rest
of the treatise. How he feels that he can enroll Aristotle on his side
one might well wonder, but in fact the strong distinction that Aristotle makes between the active and passive intellects in De An. 3.5 will
have helped him to that end. One can see here clearly the degree to
which Iamblichus’ De Anima is a polemical treatise. As we have
pointed out in the preface, Iamblichus did not compose this document out of a dispassionate interest in the history of Greek theories
of the soul, but rather as a vehicle for the definition of his own
distinctive position over against those of his immediate predecessors.
8
Tine;" de; tw'n fusikw'n . . . We now turn back, in the next two sections,
to more primitive views of the soul, in what seems a rather peculiar
31 This, once again, embodies a persuasive emendation by Usener; the proselqousw'n of the MSS. is meaningless in the context.
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mode of procedure. One is even tempted to postulate that Stobaeus
has got his extracts out of order, and that these sections should
properly come after Section 2; but, with that expression of doubt, we
may perhaps leave them where we find them. It is possible, after all,
that, since the doctrines with which Iamblichus in fact deals here are,
first, that of the Orphics, and secondly that of the Peripatetic School
after Aristotle, he is just tidying up loose ends, by enumerating some
doctrines that did not quite fit into his scheme of ascending degrees
of sophistication and accuracy, but which deserved mention
nonetheless.
At any rate, Iamblichus turns for a text on which to base himself to
the last part of chapter 2 of Aristotle’s De Anima I (405b23ff.), where
Aristotle is summing up the various distinguishing characteristics
which previous thinkers have attached to the soul — movement,
sensation and incorporeality:
All those who assume pairs of contrary opposites among their first
principles also construct the soul from contraries; while those who
suppose the first principle to be a pair of contraries such as hot and
cold or the like, similarly also suppose the soul to be one of these. In
this connection they appeal to etymology also; those who identify the
soul with heat derive zên (‘to live’) from zein (‘to boil’), but those who
identify it with cold maintain that psychê (‘soul’) is so called after the
cooling process (anapsyxis ) connected with respiration. (trans. Hicks,
slightly emended.)

It is actually by no means clear whom Aristotle has in mind here.
Various of the commentators have various suggestions. Themistius
(p. 25, 23ff.) thinks of Empedocles as the figure behind “those who
suppose the first principle to be a pair of contraries”, while Philoponus (p. 92, 2ff.) identifies Heraclitus as the figure who chooses ‘hot’
as the contrary of which the soul is composed, and Hippon (whom
Aristotle has mentioned earlier, rather dismissively, at 405b2 as
declaring the soul to be water) as the champion of ‘cold’. It is
possible that latter-day followers of Heraclitus (whom Plato satirizes
for fantastic etymologies in the Cratylus, in the person of Cratylus
himself) are responsible for the zên/zein etymology, while Plato
himself, also in the Cratylus (399E), is responsible for the (ironic)
derivation of psychê from anapsychein.
However this may be, Iamblichus, by linking this passage with a
later one from 1.5, 410b27ff. (= Orph. Fr. 27 Kern), where Aristotle is
once again criticizing those who derive the soul from the elements,
and this time adduces the Orphic theory that “the soul, borne by the
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winds, enters from the universe into animals when they breathe,” is
able to identify at least the champions of soul as the principle of
cooling with the Orphics. However, he goes on to provide more
information about Orphic doctrine, which is not derivable from the
De Anima passage, and which he produces again later, in section 25,
p. 376, 4ff., to the effect that Orpheus propounded the doctrine of a
single, transcendent soul, (a) “from which there are many divisions”
— a statement which is obscure, but which may mean that all
individual souls are to be seen as ‘parts’ of this universal soul;32 and
(b) that pollai; kai; mevsai ejpivpnoiai descend from it into individual
souls. The term epipnoia is remarkable, as denoting normally ‘divine
inspiration’, though here it must mean just “breath.” In what sense
these are mesai is not entirely clear33, but it may simply mean that
they mediate between the universal soul and the particular ones; it
could also imply, however, that there are various degrees of closeness
between different types of particular soul and the universal which is
their origin.

9
Tine;" me;n tw'n jAristotelikw'n . . . It is strange, perhaps, that, after
Aristotle himself has been (rather optimistically) linked with Plato
and Pythagoras as propounding what Iamblichus regards as the true
doctrine of the soul, “certain of the Aristotelians” should be brought
in here as holding to a more materialistic view of it; but in fact it was
widely held, at least from Antiochus of Ascalon on, that the Peripatetics after Aristotle — beginning in many respects even with Theophrastus — deviated from the doctrine of Aristotle in the direction of
a greater degree of materialism, culminating in the positions taken
up by Strato of Lampsacus. In the case of the soul, of course, there is
the complication that Aristotle, in the most advanced phase of his
thought, held the soul to be simply “the first entelecheia of a natural
body which has organs” (De An. 2.1, 412b5), but there is reasonable
evidence that at an earlier stage of his development (as in his
32 Festugière quotes here a passage from the Corpus Hermeticum (10.7), which
does indeed propound this doctrine, but has otherwise no obvious relevance to
anything Orphic. It is far more likely to exhibit Stoic influence.
33 Usener’s emendation ajmevsou" for MSS. mev s a" here seems to serve no
purpose.
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dialogue Eudemus ) he held to a more Platonic concept of the soul, or
at least to a concept of the soul as a distinct substance of some sort,
and that is what is being referred to here.
As to the details of doctrine presented here, there are some
difficulties. The first view, that the soul is a body composed of ether
— that is, in Aristotelian terms, the ‘fifth substance’, of which the
heavens and the heavenly bodies are composed — is not attributed
explicitly to anyone earlier than the early second century BCE.
Peripatetic Critolaus of Phaselis, head of the Academy before
Carneades,34 but it was pretty certainly also the view of Heraclides of
Pontus back in the fourth century. Heraclides is attested as holding
that the soul is “light-like” (fwtoeidhv", Aetius, Plac. 4.3, 6, p. 388
Diels), with the implication that it is material, and that its true home,
from which it descends into embodiment, is in the Milky Way. This
latter opinion is actually reported by Iamblichus later in the present
work (s. 26, 378, 11ff.), but the difficulty is that there he seems to
take Heraclides as a Platonist (which he could equally well be seen
as) rather than as an Aristotelian, so we cannot be quite certain that
he has him in mind here.35
It is the second definition, however, that causes most difficulty.
Here the presentation of the soul as “the essential36 perfection of the
divine body” is linked to a term for it attributed by Theophrastus “ejn
ejnivoi"” (no doubt in his Physikai Doxai) 37 to Aristotle, ejndelevceia38.
There are plainly layers of confusion here, but there are also some
traces of valid doctrine. As mentioned above, Aristotle, at an earlier
34 He is reported by Tertullian (De An. 5. 1) and Macrobius (Somn. Scip. 1, 14,
20) to have declared the soul to be composed of the quinta essentia. Cf. F. Wehrli,
Die Schule d. Ar. Vol. 10.
35 W. Theiler, ‘Ein vergessenes Aristoteleszeugnis’, JHS 77 (1957), p. 130, does
make the identification, and it is not unreasonable.
36 If that is what is meant by kat j oujsivan. Without the article, it seems best to
link it closely with teleiovthta rather than qeivou swvmato".
37 At any rate (as Festugière points out) this definition turns up in the
doxographers, specifically Epiphanius (Adv. Haer. 3.31-2, p. 592 Diels), with Theophrastus’ name linked to that of Aristotle. It is not quite clear, admittedly, either
from the present text or from that of Epiphanius, that Theophrastus attributed this
doctrine to Aristotle as well as adopting it himself “in some places,” but it seems
reasonable to assume this from the mode of their juxtaposition.
38 It is quite misguided of Heeren to emend to ejntelevceian here. Certainly
there is confusion at the back of this between the two terms, but this term is
sufficiently well attested elsewhere (see below) to be retained here. It is, for one
thing, very probable that, at least in later antiquity, the cluster -nt- was hardly
distinguishable from -nd- (as in Modern Greek), which would certainly encourage
the confusion.
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stage of his development, does seem to have accepted that the soul
was a separable substance — probably initially an immaterial one (he
is reported by the Pseudo-Simplicius39 in his Commentary on the De
Anima , p. 221, 29ff [= Eudemus, Fr. 8 Ross] to have “declared that the
soul is a type of Form [ei\dov" ti]”), but later, perhaps, as having the
same substance as the heavens. Here it seems to be asserted (on the
authority of Theophrastus?) that the soul is taken to be somehow the
essence and perfection of the heavenly realm, as if it were indeed its
prôtê entelecheia, as well as being characterized by endelecheia, that is to
say, perpetual self-motion. The linking of the terms teleiotês and
endelecheia would lend substance to the hypothesis of a confusion
between endelecheia and entelecheia, but it seems hardly possible that
either Theophrastus or even Iamblichus himself (who knew the text
of Aristotle’s De Anima perfectly well) could have been guilty of such
a confusion. There must be something more substantial behind this.
We find, after all, in Cicero’s Tusculan Disputations 1.10: 22, a most
interesting testimony as to Aristotle’s doctrine (which may derive
from Antiochus of Ascalon40). Aristotle is here presented as discussing mens or animus, ‘mind’, rather than anima, ‘soul’, but in the
context that is not of much importance; Cicero is discussing the
nature of soul. Aristotle is stated to “consider that there is a special
fifth nature (quintam quandam naturam) from which comes intellect
(mens . . . he employs a fifth class (of element) without a name, and
accordingly applies to the actual soul (animus) a new term,
endelecheia, descriptive of a kind of uninterrupted and perpetual
movement.” Philo of Alexandria, also, at Somn. 1.30, in the course of
a doxography closely resembling that given by Cicero just above (ibid.
section 19), lists endelecheia as a possible definition of the nature of
the soul, though without attribution. The confusion (if confusion it
is) between entelecheia and endelecheia is already well established, then,
by the mid-first century BCE. What it seems to give evidence of,
however, is a tradition, supported by Theophrastus, that Aristotle, at
some stage of his development, held that the soul was of the same
substance as the heavens, was characterized, like the heavenly bodies,
by perpetual self-motion, and was in some sense the perfection of the
39 On the unknown identity of the author, see our introduction, section III.
This commentary is, by its author’s admission, heavily dependent on the De Anima
of Iamblichus.
40 Although there are difficulties about this; cf. the discussion in Dillon, Middle
Platonists, 96-102.
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essence of that realm. Certainly he changed his view on this question
at least in respect of the soul (what he thought of the nature of the
Active Intellect is another matter) — in the process developing the
neologism entelecheia on the model of the existing endelecheia — but
not all of his successors followed him in this (though in fact a man
like Critolaus may be thinking rather of the active intellect than of
the human soul when propounding his doctrine). And so the
‘confusion’ is bequeathed to the doxographic tradition.
The next definition, “that which is produced from all the more
divine classes of being”, seems, strangely, to be an effort at interpretation by Iamblichus himself — at least, the terminology used,
w{sper a[n ti" newterivseien ejn tai'" ejpinoivai", is characteristic of his
introduction of his own views. But what is his view here? He is
commenting on the Peripatetic doctrines that make the soul an
ethereal substance (whether “ethereal body” or “the essential perfection of the divine body”). But Iamblichus would in no way agree
that the soul, which for him is incorporeal, is ethereal. Thus, the
innovation he suggests cannot be that the soul is ethereal.
Iamblichus says that the entity in question is “generated from all
the more divine classes.” It is possible that Iamblichus is thinking not
of the soul but of the soul’s vehicle (o[ c hma), which for him is
ethereal. But the Greek clause presents certain difficulties for this
interpretation. Iamblichus (In Tim. Frr. 81 and 84) believes that the
vehicle is created whole by the Demiurge, not piecemeal in the soul’s
descent as the soul collects portions of ether from the ethereal bodies
of the visible gods. (The latter theory is Porphyry’s, against which
Iamblichus argues.) Further the phrase “more divine classes” (qeiovtera gevnh) is an odd one to apply to the encosmic gods. The phrase
appears nowhere else in Iamblichus’ extant writings and appears to
be unique among Neoplatonic authors. We interpret it as referring
not solely to the visible gods but to all the classes superior to the
human soul: visible gods, angels, daemons, and heroes. (In this sense,
it would be equivalent to the more usual kreivttona gevnh). No philosopher, however, has argued that these lower divinities provided
ethereal substance to the soul’s vehicle or collection of ethereal
envelopes.
We are led to two conclusions: Iamblichus is discussing some sort
of ethereal body and this body is amassed from the classes of being
superior to or more divine than the human soul itself. Iamblichus
seems to have believed that although the soul’s ethereal vehicle was
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created whole, there were still pneumatic additions made to the soul
in its descent to earth.41 These seem to be material accretions, but
there is no reason to think that they did not include ethereal
accretions as well. This would make these ethereal envelopes akin to
the lower, pneumatic vehicle of Syrianus and Proclus, to which
doctrine Iamblichus’ ethereal and material envelopes may have
formed part of the background. Be that as it may, Iamblichus would
have denied that these ethereal envelopes are the vehicle. Rather
they would be accretions added to the vehicle during the soul’s
descent, which make the soul more and more bodily.
If this is Iamblichus’ theory of psychic accretions, then the
“innovation” here in the De Anima is a direct criticism of the
Peripatetics’ view of the soul. It is not the soul that is ethereal. They
have defined the wrong entity. The ethereal body they describe is
actually something very much lower: the ethereal and pneumatic
envelopes collected during the soul’s descent to earth.
We find next a definition taken from the Stoics, who have not
hitherto figured in his doxographic survey. The formulation to;
sugkekramevnon toi'" swvmasin seems to be a reference to the Stoic
doctrine of ‘total mixture’ (kra'si" di j o{lwn) as a description of the
mode of contact between soul and body (SVF 1.145; 2.473; 48 LongSedley), but if so, it is not a definition of the essence of the soul, which
is a fiery pneuma. It may be, however, that Iamblichus is equating this
in his mind with the Aristotelian ‘fifth substance’ or ether (as was
widely done in later antiquity), and is thus taking the Stoics to be
merely adapting this variety of Peripatetic doctrine to their own
purposes.
All the formulations up to this, then, are presented as taking to
soul to be composed of ether. The final one42, on the other hand,
that of Dicaearchus, is quite uncompromisingly reductionist, being
an even more extreme version of that propounded by Aristotle
himself in the De Anima. Fortunately, we have a rather fuller account
of Dicaearchus’ doctrine presented by Cicero in Tusc. Disp. 1.10 (21),
from a dialogue of his On the Soul, just prior to the testimony on
Aristotle mentioned above:
41

See Finamore (1985) 12-15.
Or two — it is not clear how far the two last views are intended to be
distinct, as opposed to two formulations of the same doctrine. If the former, and
“that which is intermingled with the physis (growth-principle?)” is distinct, it is not
easy to see to whom it can be attributed.
42
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On the other hand, Dicaearchus in that discussion, of which the
scene is laid in Corinth, and of which he gives an account in three
books, introduces a number of the learned men who took part in the
discussion as speakers in the first book; in the other two he represents
Pherecrates, an old native of Phthiotis, descendant (he says) of
Deucalion, as arguing that the soul is wholly non-existent and an
entirely empty name, and that the terms animalia and animantes have
no reference (frustra appellari ); neither in man nor in beast is there a
mind or a soul (animum vel animam ), and all the capacity we have of
action or sensation is uniformly diffused in all living bodies and
cannot be separated from the body, seeing that it has no separate
existence and that there is nothing apart from one single body
fashioned in such a way that its activity and power of sensation are
due to the natural combination of the parts. (trans. J.E. King,
somewhat emended)

Iamblichus’ language is somewhat obscure due to its compression,
but it is much clarified by the passage from Cicero just quoted. It
becomes apparent that Dicaearchus is intent on trumping the
position of his master in the De Anima, by producing, if possible, an
even more extreme formulation — one not far removed, indeed,
from that of Gilbert Ryle. One is not even to speak of such a thing as
“soul;” just of “being ensouled”43 as an aspect of bodily existence.
Iamblichus adds an editorial note of his own to Dicaearchus’
doctrine. The phrase we have set off with dashes (“not present to the
soul itself as belonging to it”) seems to be Iamblichus explaining how
far from the “truth” Dicaearchus has strayed. This condition of
ensoulment is not even a property belonging to or caused by the
soul.
We are a far cry, suddenly, from soul as an ethereal body. However, Iamblichus does manage in this paragraph to provide a brief
survey of two quite different tendencies within the Peripatetic
tradition on the subject of the soul, both stemming from Aristotle.

10
Having discussed the nature of the soul, Iamblichus turns in the next
few sections to the soul’s powers, activities, and acts. He begins with
the various powers of the soul (sections 10-15).
43 A small textual problem here: the MSS. have ejmyucw'sqai, which is an impossible form. Meineke, followed by Wachsmuth, opted for the perfect of the simple
verb, ejyucw'sqai; Festugière (whom we follow) for the present of the compound
verb, ejmyucou'sqai, which gives a rather better sense.
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In section 10, Iamblichus contrasts the “correct” view of Plato and
others (Aristotle, Pythagoras), that the soul is incomposite and that
the powers belong to the soul in itself, with the “incorrect” view of
Stoics and Later Peripatetics, who think that the soul is a body.
Plavtwn me;n ou\n . . . Plato says that souls are incomposite (Phd. 78b),
although elsewhere he stresses that souls have parts: Rep. 435a-442d,
580de, Phdr. 246ab, 253c-e, Tim. 89e. At Tim. 69b-71a, the three parts
of the soul are allotted three different areas of the body.
The phrase “incomposite essence” (ajsuvnqeton oujsivan) comes from
a suggestion by Wyttenbach. The MSS have suvnqeton, i.e. “composite,” but this reading is inapposite here. Thus, we adopt Wyttenbach’s correction.
jAristotevlh" de; wJsauvtw" . . . This may come as a surprise. This
doctrine, of course, is not what Aristotle thinks but what Iamblichus
thinks that Aristotle thinks. For Aristotle’s definition of soul as “the
first entelechy of a natural body which potentially has life,” see De An.
412a27. Iamblichus’ conception of Aristotle’s theory of soul, then, is
that the soul is simple and incomposite, causes form (of life) in the
body, and thus is associated with various somatic powers. When it
comes to the soul’s essence, Iamblichus would argue, Aristotle would
agree with Plato that it is incomposite. (Another reason for accepting
Wyttenbach’s correction above.) The agreement of Plato and Aristotle is Iamblichean dogma. Thus the distinction between Plato and
Aristotle, on the one hand, and the Stoics and materialists, on the
other, is that for the former the soul is simple and forms a temporary
conglomerate with corporeal powers, whereas for the latter the soul
itself is a composite of soul and powers.
jAlla; mh;n oi{ge ajpo; Crusivppou kai; Zhvnwno" . . . This sentence on the
Stoics forms the first half of SVF II.826 (= 28F Long and Sedley).
protiqev a sin (“consider”) is the reading of the MSS. Wachsmuth
suggested tiqevasin, but this seems unnecessary, as Festugière says
(192 note 1). Iamblichus uses the term six times in his extant works:
DCMS 15.40 and 17.38; De Myst. 3.31 (p. 180.12); 4.5 (p.187.13), 8.3
(p. 264.14), 8.4 (p. 267.5).
Tauv t h/ toivnun . . . We read tauvth/ with Usener, Wachsmuth, and
Festugière. The MSS readings are problematic. F has au'tai; P tau'ta,
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which could be rendered “and furthermore,” but this seems unlikely
with toivnun following. Heeren proposed au|tai, but “these powers”
suggest a previously mentioned list, not in the text. The reading
tauvth/ has the added benefit of allowing the translator to divide the
long Greek sentence into three parts: a description of how the
powers will be allotted to the soul, the allotment of Plato and
Pythagoras, and the allotment of the Stoics and Peripatetics. The first
English sentence will introduce the next two (tauvth/ will have its usual
sense of “in the following way”); the second will expound what Plato
thought (adding that Pythagoras does so as well); the third what the
Peripatetics and Stoics thought. (The last two sentences are signaled
by kaqæ ou{" mevn and kaqæ ou{" dev.)
hJ yuch; ditth;n zwh;n zh/' . . . On the double life of the soul, see De Myst.
3.3 and below in De An. 370.3-4 W: “Plato assumes that they [i.e., the
powers of the soul] belong to [the souls] themselves and to the
[composite] living beings, distinguishing each in accordance with
each life [i.e., the incarnate and discarnate lives].”
wJ" oiJ Peripathtikoi; . . . Festugière (192 note 4) compares Aristotle,
De An. 414b29, but Aristotle is there discussing the impossibility of a
general definition of soul and arguing that mortal beings with higher
types of souls necessarily have the lower types as well but not vice
versa. Iamblichus is not referring to Aristotle (who, he has already
said, agrees with Plato that the soul is not a composite but is, in
essence, simple — and therefore has a “double life”) but to later
Peripatetics, who in Iamblichus’ opinion misinterpreted their master.
(See notes to section 8, above.) Alexander of Aphrodisias, De An.
17.11-15, for example, argues that the soul is inseparable from body
because the soul is the body’s form. At 20.26-21.13 Alexander argues
that the soul’s relation to body is not like that of a pilot to a ship (and
hence that the soul is not a separate and separable entity). He also
questions, if the soul were separate from body, what agency would
bring them together and how they would remain combined into a
unity (21.13-21).
Iamblichus would argue that for both Plato and Aristotle, the
essence of the soul is simple and not given over entirely to the body.
The soul is separate and ultimately separable from its body.
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Pw'" ou\n diakrivnontai; Iamblichus, having argued that Plato believes
that the powers naturally coexist within an incomposite soul, moves
on to consider how the various powers, different as they are, can be
said to exist in a single soul. He contrasts the Stoics, Aristotelians, and
Plato (kata; me;n tou;" Stwikou;" . . . kata; de; tou;" jAristotelikou;" . . .
kata; de; Plavtwna).
Kata; me;n tou;" Stwikou;" . . . The Stoics distinguish the powers of the
soul by two means, both corporeal. First, the powers are distinguished
by the different bodily organs in which they exist. (Pneumata extend
from the ruling element to these organs.) Second, the powers are
distinguished by a common property of a single body-part itself. Just
as an apple as a whole shares certain qualities (sweetness, scent, etc.),
so the ruling element shares certain common powers.
pneuvmata ga;r ajpo; tou' hJgemonikou' fasin ou|toi diateivnein a[lla kai;
a[lla . . . We retain the reading of the manuscripts, a[lla kai; a[lla.
Wachsmuth, following Meineke, reads a[lla katæ a[lla. Festugière
translates “souffles, divers selon les diverses parties du corps.” Heeren
suggested a[lla eij" a[lla, i.e., “some effluences to some, others to
other [parts of the body].” Neither change is necessary. The clause,
as it stands in the manuscripts, asserts that the ruling element emits
various pneuvmata; the following clauses state where these pneuvmata
go. The “ruling element” is the controlling element in the animal (in
a human being, it is reason), and the powers extend from it as
pneuvmata to the bodily organs.
Iamblichus explains that the pneuv m ata extend from the ruling
element to the five sense organs. Each pneuma travels to its own
proper bodily seat. From other sources (SVF II.827, 828, 830, 832,
836, 879), we learn that there are two other such pneuvmata: seed that
extends to the testicles and voice to the vocal chords. (See also
section 12, below.) In these cases, the powers are differentiated by
their physical location in the body: the eye has sight, the ear hearing,
etc. Note that each bodily part has a single power.
Besides these powers that reside in a specific bodily part,
Iamblichus continues, there are powers that are in the ruling power
itself. These are different powers in a single bodily substrate, existing
like taste and odor in a single apple. Iamblichus lists four of these
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powers: imagination, assent, appetition, and reason. This seems to be
the only place where these four powers are so listed. Aetius (SVF
II.836) substitutes sensations for reason: “The Stoics say that the
ruling element is the highest part of the soul. It produces images,
assents, sensations, and appetitions. They call this part ‘reason’
(logismov").” Diogenes Laertius (SVF II.837) says that in the ruling
element “images and appetitions arise and from there reason (lovgo")
comes.” Iamblichus claims that reason is a power of the ruling
element rather than being the ruling element itself. The point seems
to be that these powers of the soul follow in a sequence. An image is
presented. The mind assents to the image. Appetition follows. In a
rational act, the assent and appetite are in accordance with reason,
and the ruling element can be said to have made a rational choice. In
animals and small children presumably there is only irrational assent
to the image. See SVF II.52 and 74. On this topic, see A. A. Long and
D. N. Sedley, The Hellenistic Philosophers, Vol. 1 (Cambridge 1987) 5354; B. Inwood, Ethics and Human Action in Early Stoicism (Oxford
1985) 29-33; and A. A. Long, “Soul and Body in Stoicism,” Phronesis
27 (1082) 49-51. For the Stoic sugkatav q esi", the assent the mind
gives to the images, see SVF III.177; for oJrmhv, see SVF III.169-177.
w{sper ga;r to; mh'lon . . . The example of the apple to describe how
one substrate can have many different powers without having different parts seems to be a commonplace. It is in Porphyry, Concerning the
Powers of the Soul, 253F.68-70 Smith: “For example now, all of the
powers of an apple are in a single apple, but the parts [of the apple]
are separated, some in one place and others in another” (aujtivka tou'
mhvlou aiJ me;n dunavmei" pa'sai ejn eJniv, ta; de; mevrh a[lla ajllacou' kecwv ristai). And it appears in Alexander of Aphrodisias’ commentary on
Aristotle’s De Anima 31.4-6: To divide the soul is “as if someone were
to divide an apple into odor, color, form, and sweetness. For such a
division of an apple is not like one of a body, even if an apple is
altogether corporeal” (wJ" a]n eij to; mh'lovn ti" diairoivh ei[" te eujwdivan
kai; eij" eu[croian kai; eij" sch'ma kai; eij" cumovn. hJ ga;r toiauvth tou' mhvlou
diaivresi" ou[te wJ" swvmato" givnetai, eij kai; o{ti mavlista sw'ma to; mh'lon).
On the distinction between powers and parts, see below in this
section.
Kata; de; tou;" jAristotelikou;" kai; pavnta" o{soi ajmevriston th;n yuch;n
dianoou'ntai . . . The defining characteristic of these “Aristotelians” is
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their belief that the soul does not have parts. Aristotle himself was
opposed to the concept of the parts of the soul. He raises the issue
four times in the De Anima (402b1-5, 411b5-30, 413b13-32, 432a22b7).
In 411a26-b3, Aristotle raises the same question with which Plato
began his discussion of the parts of the soul in Rep. 436ab. Do the
soul’s powers (which Aristotle lists as knowledge, perception,
opinion, appetite, and wish) belong to the whole soul or to its parts
(povteron o{lh/ th'/ yuch'/ touvtwn e{kaston uJpavrcei . . . h] morivoi" eJtevroi"
e{tera…)? If, as some say, the soul is divisible (meristhv, b5), what
unifies the disparate parts of the soul? It is not the body, he says
(411b7), for it is rather the soul that unifies the body. But whatever
else would make the soul one would then be soul (b8-9). But then
the problem merely arises again: what unifies this soul? And the
argument would continue to infinity (b9-14). Furthermore, if the
whole soul held the whole body together, wouldn’t each of the parts
of the soul hold together some part of the body? But, if so, it is hard
to see what part of the body the intellect holds together (b14-19).
Thus it would seem that the soul does not have parts.
Furthermore, there is the problem of plants and some insects that
have been cut in two. Each segment continues to live, if even for only
a short time, and has all the powers of the original whole plant or
animal (b19-24). In 413b16-24, Aristotle adds that, in the case of
insects, several powers of the soul are found in each half: perception,
locomotion, imagination, desire, and pleasure and pain. Thus, these
“parts” of the soul are not divisible, but continue to cohere even in
the separate segments of the insect. Afterwards (413b24-27) Aristotle
states that the intellect may be separable. The other “parts,” however,
are not separable, but can be distinguished in definition (lovgw/, b2732).
In 432a22-b3, Aristotle criticizes the Platonic tripartite division of
soul. In a certain sense, Aristotle says, there are not merely three
parts (logistiko;n kai; qumiko;n kai; ejpiqumhtikovn) or even two (to;
lovgon, to; a[logon) but an infinite number (a[peira). Aristotle is using
hyperbole, but his point is that there are many other so-called “parts”
of the soul: nutritive, perceptive, imaginative, and desiderative — if
one posits separate parts of the soul (ei[ ti" qhvsei kecwrismevna movria
th'" yuch'" ). Furthermore, if one did accept a tripartite or bipartite
division of soul, then the desiderative would in turn have to be split,
since desires are involved in all the parts (b3-7). Thus, leaving the
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problematic intellect aside, the soul should not be divided into
parts.
Alexander of Aphrodisias also believed that the soul was without
parts, at least insofar as parts imply magnitude (30.29-31.1): “For the
soul is not divisible into parts whether in the manner of number or
even of magnitude” (hJ de; yuch; ouj movnon oujc wJ" mevgeqo", ajllæ oujde; wJ"
ajriqmov" ejsti meristhv). Iamblichus therefore is most probably
alluding to later Peripatetics like Alexander. (We have already seen
that Iamblichus believes that Aristotle agreed with Plato.) For
Alexander, of course, the soul is the inseparable form of the body.
The “productive intellect” (nou'" oJ poihtikov"), however, is different: it
comes from outside (e[xwqen ginovmeno"), is neither a part nor a power
of our soul (oujk w]n movrion kai; duvnami" ti" th'" hJmetevra" yuch'"), and is
alone immortal (108.22-109.1). The other powers of the soul
(nutritive, perceptive, etc.) do not inhere in a “part” of the soul but
belong to the composite of soul plus matter. Thus, Iamblichus
concludes that for Aristotelians such as Alexander the soul’s powers
do not belong to the essence of the soul but are determined by the
effects that the powers produce. Indeed Alexander makes a similar
claim (31.1-4): “For we do not divide it [i.e., the soul] as we divide a
composite from its separated constituents, but we make a division of
the soul by an enumeration of the powers it possesses and by a
discovery of their differences (ouj ga;r eij" a} diairou'men aujthvn, wJ" ejk
touvtwn kecwrismevnwn sugkeimevnhn diairou'men, ajlla; th'/ tw'n dunavmewn
w|n e[cei katariqmhvsei kai; th'/ tw'n diaforw'n aujtw'n euJrevsei th;n
diaivresin aujth'" poiouvmeqa). The comparison to the qualities in an
apple (translated above) follows immediately. Thus, for Alexander,
each power is known by its effect.
Kata; de; tou;" jAristotelikou;" . . . <ouj diakrivnontai> aiJ dunavmei" . . .
Something has clearly dropped out of the MSS in this sentence. The
adopted reading is Wachsmuth’s, who is followed by Festugière. The
sentence draws a distinction between distinguishing powers kata; th;n
oujsivan and kata; ei[dh. Wachsmuth’s suggestion simply and elegantly
draws the contrast between the two methods of distinguishing
powers. Other suggestions are more radical. Heeren hypothesized:
kata; me;n th;n oujsivan ajmevristoi aiJ dunavmei", kata; de; ei[dh mevristai kaqæ
a} duvnantai poiei'n (“In essence the powers are without parts, but they
are divided specifically in accordance with what they can produce.”)
Usener proposed: kata; me;n th;n oujsivan miva duvnami", kata; de; ei[dh w|n
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duvnantai pleivone" (“In essence there is one power, but in the kinds of
effects that they can produce many”). All of these suggestions tend in
the same general direction, but we prefer the simplicity of
Wachsmuth’s solution.
Kata; de; Plavtwna . . . Having given the two “false” views of the soul
(the Stoic doctrine that the soul’s powers inhere in a material
substrate and the Peripatetic doctrine that the soul’s powers inhere
only in a composite structure of form and matter), Iamblichus passes
to the “true” Platonic doctrine. Iamblichus is here concerned with
the difference between parts and powers as well as with the Platonic
conception of a tripartite soul.
Plato sometimes presents the soul as having three parts (e.g., Rep
440e-441a, Phdr. 246ab, Tim. 69d-70e). In accordance with the
Timaeus, Iamblichus interprets Plato to mean that the soul exists or
functions in three different ways in three different parts of the body
(ejn eJtevrai" oujsivai" zwh'"). Here oujsivai" in the plural indicates the
body parts of head, breast, and liver. This use of the plural is
reminiscent of uJpokeimevnwn swmavtwn (“the body parts that underlie
[the powers]”) used in the sentence about the Stoics, above: “life
substances” = “substrates” = “body parts.” At other times, Iamblichus
continues, Plato represents the soul as having many different powers.
These are differentiated not by the body part they exist in (katæ
oujsivan zwh'", note the singular oujsivan for a single substance, i.e., one
body part: “life substance” = “substrate” = “body part”) but by
different characteristics in the same substrate (ejn taujtw'/ de; pollai'"
ijdiovthsi). But what is this substrate? It cannot be any individual body
part, for that would entail that all powers of the soul require some
body part, something Platonists wish to deny. Intellectual thought
requires no bodily organ. The substrate must therefore refer either to
the soul/body complex or to the soul alone, depending on the
circumstances. Thus, for Iamblichus, Plato disagrees with the Stoics
in that he claims that (1) there are in one sense three parts of the
soul (not one for each organ) and (2) the soul’s powers belong not
to any individual body part (e.g., the ruling part) but in one way to
the soul/body complex and in another to the soul as a whole.
In section 10, we learned that whereas both the Stoics and
Peripatetics believe that the soul’s powers belong solely to the
composite of body and soul, Plato teaches that the powers can subsist
both in the composite and in the soul itself. Thus, the powers exist
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“in the same substrate,” i.e., either in the complex or in the separated
soul itself. The difference between Plato and the Peripatetics according to Iamblichus would then be that the Peripatetics, in denying that
the soul lives a life separate from the body, do not see that all of the
soul’s powers belong in some sense to the separated soul. Iamblichus’
doctrine here is then consistent with that attributed to him by the
Pseudo-Simplicius and Priscianus (see appendix) that the soul has, as
it were, two essences: both a pure, separated essence and an essence
that is activated when it resides in a body. Both essences are what the
soul is, and any attempt to separate the two from the life of the soul is
futile.
Kata; de; Plavtwna a[llw" me;n levgetai hJ yuch; trimerhv" . . . a[llw" de;
poluduvnamo" . . . Iamblichus introduces here and in the final
sentence a distinction between part and power. Any part requires a
substrate which distinguishes it from another part, which has its own
substrate. Separate powers do not require separate substrates. This
distinction is neither in Plato nor in Aristotle, but is part of a later
tradition. (The tradition continues after Iamblichus as well. See
Themistius, In De An. 3.7-16.) In order to discover the roots of this
tradition, it will be necessary to consider a passage from Porphyry.
Porphyry has a lengthy discussion of the difference between part
and power in his Concerning the Powers of the Soul (253F.1-122 Smith =
Stobaeus I.350.8-354.18). He, like Iamblichus, states that different
parts have different substrates but that different powers can subsist in
the same substrate (253F.33-36: to; ga;r eJteromere;" eujqu;" uJpokeimevnou
parallagh;n eijsavgein, to; de; eJteroduvnamon kai; peri; e}n uJpokeimevnou
ejnivstasqai). Cf. 253F. 63-76. Porphyry (253F.37-42) cites Longinus
(3rd Century C.E., a pupil of Ammonius) on the matter of the tripartite vs. partless soul. Longinus, Porphyry reports, denies that the
embodied soul (to; zw'/on) is polumerev" but rather is ajmerev" and
poluduvnamon:
Longinus denies that the living creature (to; zw'/on) has many parts
(polumerev") but rather asserts that it has no parts (ajmerev") but has
many powers (poluduvnamon). He says, following Plato, that the soul
comes to have many parts in the body but in itself is without parts.
That it does not have many parts does not mean that it also has one
power, for a single thing without parts may have many powers

This is clearly a difficult tightrope to walk. Longinus implies that the
embodied soul is in one sense ajmerev" (because presumably the soul
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itself is partless) yet becomes polumerev" in the body (because the
body has parts in which the soul’s many powers reside). Compare
Iamblichus’ use of a[llw" me;n levgetai hJ yuch; trimerhv" versus a[llw" de;
poluduvnamo" here. Note too that Longinus denies that the soul has
only a single power (monoduvnamo"), a point to which we will return
shortly.
It is worth considering the rare term poluduvnamo", which appears
in both Porphyry’s and Iamblichus’ texts. It is preserved for the first
time Porphyry’s text, although Longinus may have used the term
earlier. (The term also occurs in Porphyry 253F.48, where it is again
opposed to polumerhv".) The term is common in Neoplatonism after
Porphyry and Iamblichus but occurs in no earlier writer. Philoponus,
however, uses the term in relation to Democritus at In De An. 35.12 (=
DK A105):
For Democritus says that it [i.e., the soul] is without parts (ajmerh' ) and
does not have many powers (poluduvnamon), saying that thinking is the
same as perceiving and that these proceed from the same power
(ajmerh' gavr fhsin aujth;n Dhmovkrito" ei\nai kai; ouj poluduvnamon, taujto;n
ei\nai levgwn to; noei'n tw'/ aijsqavnesqai kai; ajpo; mia'" tau'ta proevrcesqai
dunavmew").

But Philoponus is clearly re-stating Democritus’ position about soul
atoms, not giving a verbatim quotation. Since the same kinds of
atoms make up the soul wherever the soul may be in the body, no
part differs from another and the soul’s “powers” are the same in the
sense that every soul act is caused by the collision of atoms against
soul atoms. For more on this fragment, see W.K.C. Guthrie, A History
of Greek Philosophy, Vol. 2 (Cambridge 1965) 433 note 3. Compare
Alexander, In De An. 27.4-7, where he says that Democritus thought
that the soul has only a single power that seems multiple because of
its various activities. Cf. 118.6-9 (= SVF II.823), where Alexander does
not name those who believe that the soul has a single power (miva hJ
th'" yuch'" duvnami"). Long and Sedley (II.178) argue that the
reference is to the Stoics. What the Stoics and Atomists share is a
belief that a single substance (the ruling faculty or the atomic soulcompound) have a single power but give rise to different sorts of
activities. Alexander does not use the term poluduvnamo" in relation to
Democritus or the Stoics, and in fact the term does not appear in
Alexander’s extant works.
Themistius, In De An. 3.14-16 (= SVF 2.824), uses the term
poluduvnamo" and attributes it to an unnamed group of philosophers:
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Some think that soul has many powers (poluduv n amon) because it
exists in a single substrate (ejfæ eJno;" ou\san uJpokeimevnou), while others
think that it has many parts (polumerh') and divide the parts by place.

Among the latter group, Themistius includes the Stoics and
“perhaps” (tucovn)44 Plato, a reference surely to the Timaeus (cf. 37.46 and 93.33-94.2). Who would have Themistius included in the
mysterious first group? Quite probably Middle Platonists such as
those whom Iamblichus has in mind. Note that in Longinus’,
Porphyry’s, and Iamblichus’ interpretation, Plato fits into both
positions delineated by Themistius.
It is likely therefore that the discussion of the “tripartite” versus
“multi-powered” soul that we find in Porphyry and Iamblichus is part
of the doxographic tradition on Plato and Aristotle, probably
beginning in the Middle Platonic era. The “part” versus “power”
terminology would have allowed Middle Platonists to differentiate
themselves clearly from Stoics. We should now look at Porphyry’s
long account.
Porphyry begins his discussion of “powers” and “parts” (253F.1122) by contrasting the Stoics, who say the soul has eight parts (on
which see section 12 below), with Plato and Aristotle, who say the
soul has three parts. (For Aristotle, Smith cites EN 1102b28-1103a1.)
The mistake many philosophers make, Porphyry says, is in not
realizing that this tripartite division is made for the sake of
delineating the virtues (on which, see section 12, below) and is not
all-inclusive since it does not take into account the imaginative,
perceptive, intellective, and nutritive (253F.11-18). Indeed, Porphyry
later asserts that “Aristotle denies that the soul has parts but rather
powers” (ta; me;n mevrh parh/tei'to jAristotevlh" ejpi; th'" yuch'", ta;" de;
dunavmei" oujkevti, 32-33). (Cf. Alexander of Aphrodisias 30.26-31.6,
who argues that the soul has parts without magnitude and has many
but not infinite powers.) Thus, Porphyry thinks that those who say
that the soul has parts because it is a quantity (to; posovn) are wrong
(77-87), whereas those like Nicolaus of Damascus (1st Century
B.C.E.), who say that the parts of the soul are more like qualities, are
44 R. B. Todd, in his translation of Themistius, On Aristotle’s On the Soul (Ithaca
1996) 156 note 26 says that tucovn must mean “indeed” since “Themistius was not
uncertain about the Platonic doctrine of the alignment of capacities of the soul
with organs of the body.” The issue here, however, is not what Plato wrote in the
Timaeus but what he meant when he wrote it. Longinus interpreted Plato so that he
may apparently be attributing parts to the soul yet not actually be doing so.
Themistius may be of the same mind.
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closer to the truth (88-109). For Nicolaus, the “parts” of the soul are
its powers housed in the body: to live, to perceive, to move, to think,
to desire (100-107). The soul is itself partless but the living creature
receives the imprints from the soul’s activities (107-109).
Nicolaus therefore understands “parts” of the soul as “powers” of the
body that holds it (tou' e[conto"). For the living creature and the
ensouled body generally (to; ga;r zw'/on kai; o{lw" to; e[myucon) by having
a soul has many powers, such as to live, to perceive, to move, to think,
to desire, the cause and source of all of which is the soul. And so he
posits that these powers, from which the ensouled body is said to do
and suffer these things, are parts of the soul, as we have said. And
since the soul is without parts, nothing prevents the body from
receiving partially (meristw'" ) those activities that are imparted from
the soul (ta;" ajpæ aujth'" tw'n ejnergeiw'n ejndovsei", 100-109).

We can see that this theory differs from that which the tradition gave
as Democritus’ and the Stoics’. The soul no longer has a single power
that is differentiated in its activities, but has multiple powers that are
exhibited in its different activities. This is Iamblichus’ opinion as well,
as preserved by the Pseudo-Simplicius and Priscianus (see appendix).
The body receives these multiple powers as if in parts (reason in the
head, spirit in the breast, passions in the liver) but the soul is without
parts. Thus, as Iamblichus says, the soul is in a sense tripartite but in a
sense not.
Porphyry concludes (110-122) that the soul itself is partless but
when it comes into relation with the body, it has parts along with the
body (ejn th'/ kata; scevsin zwh'/ uJfivstatai ta; mevrh, 116-117). He
compares a seed of grain that has parts in relation to its reproduction
after sowing (since the seed has in it potentially all the differentiated
parts of the plant). “So too parts arise along with the partless soul in
reproduction” (ou{tw kai; yuch'/ ajmerivstw/ ou[sh/ ejn th'/ spora'/ parufivstatai ta; mevrh, 120-122). Thus, Porphyry agrees with Longinus and
Nicolaus that the soul has no parts but a multitude of powers and yet
can, in a sense, be said to have parts as well.
We have then a tradition that differentiates Stoics (who think that
the soul has a single power that arises in different ways in different
parts of the body) and a Middle Platonic interpretation of Plato (that
the soul has many powers but no parts except as parts are expressed
in a bodily substrate). There is also a distinction made between parts
and powers on the basis of the underlying substrate: parts are
distinguished by substrates; powers are not. Finally, although it is not
in Porphyry, there is a distinction to be drawn between Stoics and
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Atomists (who think that there is a single power in the soul) and
others (who think that there are multiple powers).
Iamblichus makes use of this tradition, but adds to it as well. He
differentiates the Platonic position not only from the Stoic but also
from the Peripatetic. He criticizes Stoics and Peripatetics for saying
that the soul exists only in a bodily substrate. Iamblichus brings to
bear the doctrine of the soul’s double life on the Middle Platonic
position and argues that the soul is tripartite when it lives its bodily
life but has many powers even when it lives its separated life. Thus the
soul is without parts in its essence. Like Longinus and Nicolaus,
Iamblichus has found a way to assert that the soul is both tripartite
and partless. Finally, Iamblichus argues that Plato and Aristotle share
the same conception of the soul.

12
Iamblichus now discusses the multiplicity of the soul’s powers, again
contrasting the Stoics with Plato. The distinction just made at the end
of section 11, between parts and powers, continues here.
OiJ ajpo; Zhvnwno" . . . On the Stoic eight parts of the soul, see SVF
I.143, II. 827, 828, 830, 832, 836, 879. These are the five senses, the
generative element, voice, and the ruling element itself. Porphyry, in
the long passage on the soul’s “parts” and “powers” (253F Smith,
cited above in section 11) lists the soul’s eight powers (ojktamerh', 5-11
= SVF II. 830).
peri; ta;" dunavmei" ei\nai pleivona" . . . The text is corrupt here.
Festugière suggests peri<noou'nte">: “cependant qu’ils présument
avec subtilité que les puissances sont plus nombreuses encore” (194).
Although ingenious, this reading requires a substantial change that is
not easy to justify. Festugière is following Usener’s suggestion that
diadoxavzousi take a participle here. Iamblichus, however, uses the
verb with an object (as he does here) both at Myst. 4.6: 190.3 and (in
the middle voice) at 8.5: 268.14.
It seems most likely, therefore, that some word or words have
dropped out after peri; and that the missing object of peri; is mevrh or
a word referring to mev r h. Possible readings (exempli gratia) for this
sentence include (a) peri; <de; ta; mevrh>, “and connected with the
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parts are a multiplicity of powers” or, more simply, (b) peri; <h}n>,
“and connected with which [eight-part soul] are a multiplicity of
powers” (the emendation of Wachsmuth, which we accept). At any
rate, the sense is that each of the eight parts of the soul has many
powers.
In SVF 2.879, lines 28-37, Calcidius preserves the Stoic belief in the
eight parts of the soul; these parts flow from the heart (the seat of the
ruling element) to the various bodily parts and “fill [the body] with
vital breath [= pneu'ma] and rule and control it with various innumerable powers (innumerabilibus diversisque virtutibus).” Thus, in this
passage from Calcidius, the parts have various powers. Iamblichus is
preserving a similar doctrine: there are eight parts of the soul
embracing several powers, as e.g., the ruling element (being one
part) has four powers.
OiJ de; peri; Plavtwna kai; jArcuvta" kai; oiJ loipoi; Puqagovreioi . . . This
time Plato is joined by Archytas and the Pythagoreans generally. It is
no surprise that Plato is in harmony with Pythagoreans. Iamblichus’
respect for Archytas (surely a late Hellenistic forgery attributed to
Archytas) is plain in his commentary on the Categories, where Archytas
is posited as a source for Aristotle.
The doctrine of the tripartite division of the soul is Platonic. There
is no extant evidence that Archytas (or even Pseudo-Archytas)
proposed a tripartite soul. There is, however, an intriguing text of the
Pythagorean Aesarus of Lucania, “On the Nature of Man” apud Stob.
1.355.1-357.22, which does present the doctrine. His name may be
Aresas, if the Pythagorean from Lucania mentioned by Iamblichus in
The Pythagorean Way of Life (section 266) is the same Pythagorean
philosopher, as seems likely. 45
Both Wachsmuth and Festugière compare Porphyry, “On the
Powers of the Soul,” Fr. 253F.11-18 Smith (= Stobaeus 350.19-25).
Like Iamblichus here, Porphyry asserts that Plato’s division of the
soul into three parts is “for the sake of the virtues” (e{neka tw'n
ajretw'n , 14-15) and should not be taken as implying that the soul is
truly tripartite, “for the imaginative, perceptive, intellectual, and
nutritive [parts] are not included in this division” (to; ga; r
fantastiko;n kai; aijsqhtiko;n kai; to; noero;n kai; <to;> futiko;n ouj dhvpou
ejn th'/ diairevsei tauvth/ perilhfqhvsetai, 15-18). Porphyry, however,
45

Thesleff (48-50) accepts the identification, following Heeren.
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refers not to Plato and Archytas but to Plato and Aristotle in the
Nicomachean Ethics. This is probably a reference to EN 1.13, as Smith
suggests (page 272). Iamblichus, who puts Aristotle firmly into the
camp of those who say that the soul is incomposite in its essence
(section 10, above), would have agreed with Porphyry in this
instance. In the final sentence of this section, Iamblichus will add the
desiderative power to Porphyry’s list.
jAristotevlh" de; eij" pevnte aujta;" diairei' . . . See De Anima 414a29-32.
Aristotle is not consistent. At 413a23-25 he lists intellect, perception,
locomotion and rest, growth and decay; at 413b11-13, nourishment,
perception, thought, motion; 432a22-b7, nutrition, perception,
imagination, desire, and reason; at 433b1-5, nutrition, perception,
intellection, deliberation, and desire.
13
This section on the irrational powers of the soul is divided into two
parts. In the first paragraph, Iamblichus discusses to what the powers
belong: the soul itself or the composite of soul and body. In the
second paragraph the subject is the continued existence of these
irrational powers. If the powers belong to the composite, what
becomes of them when the soul returns to its disembodied state?
Plwti'no" aujth'" ajfairei' ta;" ajlovgou" dunavmei" . . . As is often the case,
Iamblichus oversimplifies Plotinus’ position. His statements do
accord well with Enn. 1.1, however. In 1.1.2, Plotinus states that the
soul is “a kind of form” (ei\dov" ti); it has sumfuh;" ejnevrgeia of its own
(lines 6-9). “For it is what it is always. And it does not perceive nor is
there any discursive reasoning or opinion attached to it (lines 2526).” See also Enn. 4.3.18, where the soul on departing the body does
not use practical reasoning but a kind of reasoning closely connected
with intellect; 4.4.1-7, where the separated soul does not have
memory of the lower realm (but see 4.3.26-32, where Plotinus suggests a higher and lower division of imagination to go with a similar
division of memories in the soul); and 1.1.7, where sensation does
not belong to soul per se.
OiJ de; peri; Dhmovkriton Platwnikoi; . . . Democritus the Platonist is an
obscure and interesting figure. Longinus (apud Porphyry,Vit. Plot.
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20.31 and 60) mentions him as a philosopher who wrote doxographical treatises. We know some of his doctrines from Proclus, In
Tim. 2.33.13ff. and Damascius, In Phaed. 1.503.3. Olympiodorus tells
us (In Alc. 70) that he wrote a commentary on that dialogue, and
from the allusions in Damascius we know that he wrote one on the
Phaedo. See L. Brisson’s entry “Démocritos” in Dictionnaire des
Philosophes Antiques 2.7167. Here Iamblichus attributes to him the
doctrine that all the irrational powers (and indeed all the psychic
powers, rational and irrational) belong to the soul itself — a doctrine
extreme from the Neoplatonic point of view but perhaps not so
strange from a Middle Platonic one.
JO de; Plavtwn kai; aujta;" eJautw'n poiei' kai; tw'n zw/vwn . . . Iamblichus
again gives the distinction between the soul in itself and the soul in
the body: tw'n zwv/wn i.e., the composite living being made up of soul
and body. See above, section 10. For Plato, according to Iamblichus,
some irrational powers are appropriate to the soul itself and others to
the composite of soul and body; each group or cluster (eJkavteron,
neuter) of powers can be distinguished according to whether it
belongs to the essence of the soul or to the composite of soul and
body. This is clearly Iamblichus’ position as well, as we shall see. We
preserve the MSS. reading of kaqæ eJtevran eJtevran, with Festugière.
OiJ de; peri; Porfuvrion kai; Plwti'non . . . According to Iamblichus,
both Plotinus and Porphyry believed that the powers were dispersed
into the universe from which they came. Iamblichus seems to
compare this theory to plants, but the exact meaning of the clause is
difficult to determine. Festugière (195-196 note 7), following
Léveque, takes spevrma (“seed”) as a “reason principle” deriving from
the World Soul. The problem with this view is not so much that it
limits the meaning of “soul,” which in this paragraph refers to
individual human souls with their irrational elements, as that it is an
unusual meaning for spevrma. Iamblichus may be comparing human
souls to the World Soul, of course, but the more natural meaning of
spev r ma is “seed.” If this were the case Iamblichus would be
comparing the human soul to a plant seed. But what then is the
meaning of “when the seed withdraws into itself?” Plants grow out of
seeds, but we do not think of seeds as withdrawing. Iamblichus may
be thinking of spevrma as a kind of perennial bulb, like a tulip bulb.
(Porphyry, Sent. 37.16-19, seems to use spevrma in this sense as well.)
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The bulb is like the soul-in-itself; the tulip plant and flower like the
irrational powers. As a bulb sends out the plant, so the soul “projects”
its powers. When the bulb “withdraws into itself,” i.e., when the
source of life leaves the plant but remains in the bulb (over the
winter), the plant withers, dies, and disappears. Like the powers it is
dissolved and ceases to exist, but the bulb continues to exist and will
put out leaves again.
ei\nai de; kai; tauvta" ejn tw'/ pavnti . . . The second sentence of this paragraph presents Iamblichus’ own view. (For the use of the optative in a
similar way, see introduction and section 9.) The Greek demonstrative (tauvta") without a noun refers to the “irrational powers,” the
subject of this section. (Festugière [196] translates as “ces vies,” which
is also possible.) Iamblichus believes that the irrational powers
continue to exist, preserved in the universe. See below, section 37. A
similar view is presented in In Tim. Fr. 81. (Proclus, In Tim. 3.234.18
and following, presents a similar view of Porphyry to that given here
by Iamblichus.) For Iamblichus the irrational soul itself (conceived of
as psychic “powers” or “faculties”) together with the soul’s ethereal
vehicle continues to exist separately from the rational soul when the
soul ascends to the intelligible. See further, Dillon (1973) 371-377
and Finamore (1985) 11-27 and 144-155.
The sections on the soul’s powers in general end here. From sections
10 through 13, Iamblichus asserts that the soul is a single and incomposite essence that undergoes a change of life when it enters the
body. Nevertheless, the powers, rational and irrational, are present,
albeit in different ways, to both the disembodied and embodied soul.
These powers, which include imagination, perception, opinion,
discursive thought, desire, and intellection, survive death.
There is a further complication that is not discussed in the surviving fragments and that indicates that Stobaeus has edited Iamblichus’
text sharply. Iamblichus, like Numenius (Fr. 44), believed not that
the soul had two parts (rational and irrational) but that there were
two souls. In De Myst. 8.6 (269.1-12), Iamblichus records the doctrine
of the Egyptians that there are two souls in human beings: one from
the Intelligible Realm (equivalent to that created by the Demiurge in
Plato’s Timaeus) and another received from the circuit of the heavens
(equivalent to that created by the younger gods). From Iamblichus,
In Tim. Fr. 81 and Damascius, In Phaed. 1.177, as well as from the De
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Anima, we learn that Iamblichus thought that this irrational soul was
immortal. Iamblichus must think, therefore, that the rational soul
itself has irrational powers that it activates through the irrational soul
when embodied. This would be in keeping with the testimony of the
Pseudo-Simplicius (see passage D in the appendix): “It is reasonable
then, or rather, necessary that not the soul’s activity alone but also its
essence and the highest part itself — of our soul, I mean — is
somehow crippled and slackened and as it were sinks down in the
inclination toward what is secondary.” There is therefore an innate
weakness even in the pure rational soul that gives rise to the
irrational powers that we see actualized in human behavior. This, it
would seem, is in keeping with the Phaedrus myth, where the
disembodied soul slips and falls.

14
This section has been transposed from Stobaeus 3.608.25-609.3 to
this place by Festugière (196-197 note 4). As he points out, this
section and the next (on Intellect) would form part of Iamblichus’
discussion of each faculty of the soul. Stobaeus has not included the
examination of the other powers in his anthology. The definition of
“memory” given here is based on Aristotle, de Mem. 451a14: “the
possession of an image as of an icon of which it is an image;” and
Iamblichus’ definition is found in Porphyry as well (On the Powers of
the Soul Fr. 255 Smith = Stobaeus 3.605.12). Memory is said to be
proper to the soul but not an essential part of it. Iamblichus seems to
be following Aristotle’s thesis that memory is in part bodily because it
requires an image, which is a secondary “motion” of perception, itself
partly a bodily faculty.

15
This passage was transferred from 317.20-318.15 by Festugière. It
continues Iamblichus’ examination of various powers of the soul.
oiJ me;n Stwikoi; levgousi mh; eujqu;" ejmfuvesqai to;n lovgon . . . For the Stoic
doctrine, see SVF 2.841 and 471a. Galen (2. 841) quotes Chrysippus:
“Reason is a collection (a[qroisma) of concepts and preconceptions
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(tw'n ejnnoiw'n kai; prolhvyewn).” Cp. 3.181. Iamblichus uses the verb
sunaqroivzein, which is a Platonic compound; cf., e.g., Tim. 44d7. On
reason occurring at age 14, see 1.149, 2.83 and 764, and 3.17.
OiJ d j ajpo; Plavtwno" kai; Puqagovrou . . . For the doctrine, see Plato
Tim. 43d-44a and Proclus, In Tim. 3.348.6-21. Proclus (348.19) claims
that reason remains dormant (hJsucavzein) in foolish adults as well,
repeating Iamblichus’ use of the verb here. It is possible that Proclus
is paraphrasing Iamblichus’ commentary in this section of his
Timaeus commentary. It is not clear what Iamblichus has in mind
here in the De Anima when he refers to Pythagoras. “Timaeus Locrus”
omits this from his summary of the Timaeus, cf. 4.99d-100a.
[Hdh toivnun peri; tou' nou' polloi; me;n Peripathtikoi; . . . Iamblichus
here refers to the Aristotelian doctrine of De An, 3.5, on the active
and passive intellect. Aristotle calls the former “separate” (cwristov")
at 439a17 and “external” (quvraqen) at de gen. et cor. 736b28. Under
the interpretation given here, the passive intellect is (one might say)
inherited genetically whereas the active intellect derives from higher
sources. It is unclear when the former comes into play in human life,
but the active intellect is described as existing in potentia until such
time (much later in life) when it can become actualized. In this, it
seems similar to the Platonic view of reason, given above. Again, the
use of the plural (“Peripatetics”) suggests that this is not Iamblichus’
interpretation of De An. 3.5 but that of Peripatetic writers after
Aristotle. In fact, Iamblichus may well be familiar with Alexander of
Aphrodisias’ commentary on the De Anima, 80.16-81.22, where this
subject is discussed. A distinction like Iamblichus’ is made between
the “practical” and “theoretical” nous. Cf. especially 81.13-15:
“Humans come into being not preserving this latter capacity (sc. nou'"
qewrhtikov") from the outset, but with the potentiality and capacity
for receiving it, only acquiring it itself later.”
Polloi; de; aujtw'n tw'n Platwnikw'n . . . This sentence is odd in two
ways. First, the first half clearly continues the topic of the previous
sentence (when the intellect enters the body), whereas the second
half is on a second topic (the differentiation of soul from intellect).
Second, the latter half of the sentence has no main verb but is
instead in indirect statement with the accusative + infinitive construction. Ostensibly, the construction is based upon the main verb of the
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first half, suneisavgousin (“introduce”), but this is an unusual verb to
take indirect statement in this meaning (unless we assume some sort
of zeugma). It is possible then that something has dropped out here
or that Stobaeus has purposely condensed the material at this point.
Most probably, however, this is an example of Iamblichus’ writing
style. The question of the interrelationship of soul and intellect is of
great importance to him in this work, and he slips in a reference to it
here although it is not strictly relevant to the discussion at hand.
Possibly, in the next sentence, Iamblichus would have given his own
view of the intellect’s incorporation and, along with it, a further
explanation of the intellect’s superiority to other parts of the soul.
Iamblichus first raised the question of the soul’s relation to intellect above in sections 6 and 7 (365.5-366.11 W). See also Festugière
199 note 1, Finamore (1985) 21-22, and Steel 24-5. Among those
Platonists who did not differentiate soul from intellect he included
Numenius, and to some degree Plotinus, Amelius, and Porphyry. He
will raise the issue again in sections 17-18 (372.4-22 W) and 39
(454.18-20 W).
16
Iamblichus now turns from the soul’s powers (dunav m ei") to its
activities (ejnevrgeiai). The distinction is Aristotelian. Each soul has
the potentiality to act, e.g., (in the case of animals) to perceive. This
power is actualized when the perceptive organ is actually perceiving
something. For the distinction, see Aristotle’s De Anima 415a14-22.
For the doctrine as it pertains to sensation, see De An. 2.5.
The issue for Iamblichus concerns the activities of the soul qua
soul (e.g., intellection) and the activities that involve body as well as
soul (e.g., sensation). Iamblichus considers three views: those of the
Peripatetics, Plato, and materialists like the Stoics. As is to be
expected, Iamblichus inclines toward the views of the divine Plato.
Tiv" ou\n ajnhvkoov" ejsti th'" Peripathtikh'" dovxh" . . . With this slightly
rhetorical flourish, Iamblichus begins with an investigation of a
Peripatetic interpretation of Aristotle with which he does not agree.
Here again the doctrine should be understood not as Aristotle’s but
as that of later Peripatetics who “misunderstood” Aristotle’s “true”
doctrine, even though Aristotle (De An 405b30-b25) does argue
against the position that the soul moves itself. See also Festugière
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(200 note1) who cites Aristotle, De An. 406b24-25 and 433a9-10, for
Aristotle’s view that the soul does not move the body by a physical
motion but by the faculty of (rational) desire and intellection
(proaivresi" or o[rexi" and nou' "). To these two passages should be
added 3.10-11, esp. 434a16-21: “the epistemic faculty (to; dæ ejpisthmoniko;n = nou'") is not moved but remains at rest.” This introduces
the so-called “practical syllogism.” The major (universal) premise
(recognized by intellect) combines with the minor premise
(recognized by the desiderative element) to produce action. Thus, it
may be inferred that the intellect is the unmoved mover and desire
the moved mover.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, In De An. 21.22-24.17, argues that the
soul, as the form of the body, would be immovable in itself (ei[h dæ a]n
kai; ajkivnhto" kaqæ auJthvn, 21.4-5). He compares the soul to heaviness,
which causes bodies to move downward but does not itself move
(22.7-10 and 23.29-24.1). Further the soul would seem to operate best
when at rest, for that state is more like intellectual thought (22.2323.5). It is probably Peripatetics like him that Iamblichus has in mind
here.
Eij dh; kai; ajnenevrghtovn ejsti to; ajkivnhton . . . This is the first of two criticisms of the Peripatetic doctrine (which is itself a misunderstanding
of Aristotle’s true doctrine, as Iamblichus sees it). Iamblichus first
argues that, according to this theory, for anything to be unmoved it
must be inactive, but nothing inactive can originate activity. This is
not a problem for Aristotle, however, for whom the unmoved soul is
in activity.
The term ajnenevrghto" is of late coinage. It is found in Plotinus and
Proclus, as well as in Alexander of Aphrodisias (In De An. 39.8).
The phrase “the inactive element of the soul” translates to; th'"
yuch'" ajnenevrghton. In this construction that utilizes the neuter
article plus the neuter adjective, there is no expressed noun. The
idea seems to be “whatever aspect of the soul (whether all of it or a
part of it) that is inactive.” This inactive soul or aspect of soul,
Iamblichus argues, cannot be the cause of activity.
Eij d∆ wJ" e[nioi levgousi . . . This is the second half of Iamblichus’
disjunctive criticism: either the intellect is unmoved and thus inactive
(in which case it governs none of our activities) or the intellect is
unmoved but active (in which case it governs all of our activities).
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The point of the first disjunct is that only something in activity can
control human actions; the second shows that if it is intellect,
intellect would control all actions, not only human but animal as well.
For Iamblichus, the problem is that many human actions involve the
body; the intellect should not be in control of such lowly activities.
Au{th toivnun katav ge Plavtwna . . . Iamblichus now contrasts Plato’s
doctrine with that of the Peripatetics. There is no noun expressed
with the feminine demonstrative (au{th), but its antecedent is the
immediately preceding word, ajpergasiva. Iamblichus’ point is that
whatever acts are accomplished by the composite of body and soul
together are not identical to the intellect (“the congenital essence
and life of the soul”). For Iamblichus’ view that individual embodied
human souls are not identical with their acts, see section 19, below.
Dh'lon ga;r o{ti divdotai me;n eij" to; koinovn . . . This koinov n is “the
common living being that possesses the soul and is conceived as
existing along with the body” (section 10, 368.2-3 W). See the notes
to section 10, above.
Kai; touvtwn ta; me;n ajpo; th'" yuch'" prokatavrconta . . . The Greek
participle, prokatavrconta, is a Stoic term. Causes are prokatarktikav
in the sense that they are the immediate or primary source of the
effect, as beauty of unbridled passion (SVF 2.119). Iamblichus uses
the verb in De Myst. 1.7 (21.8). There he contrasts the visible gods
with purified human souls. The gods “arise first as the cause of all
things” (ai[tion prokatavrcei pavntwn), whereas the souls are dependent in turn upon the gods (21.7-10). Below (22.1-8), Iamblichus
contrasts them by their relation to Intellect. The gods possess it
purely, but souls participate in a partial intellect. The point is that the
soul is cause secondarily after the gods and acts appropriately when it
acts through them as its primary cause. Here in the De Anima, it is the
discarnate soul that is the primary cause. It is the only cause of the
motions of the disembodied soul and the primary (prokatarktikovn)
cause of the other motions.
}Wsper dh; kai; th'" kata; th;n nau'n fora'" . . . There are three
problematic text readings in this sentence. First, in the phrase “the
soul itself makes use of the whole body,” the word for “whole” is given
in the dative feminine (o{lh/) by F and in the nominative feminine
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(o{ l h) by P. The reading adopted here (dative masculine, o{lw/) is
Canter’s suggestion, followed by Wachsmuth and Festugière. F’s
reading is untenable. If P’s is accepted, the phrase becomes “the
whole soul itself makes use of the body” or, possibly, “every soul
makes use of the body.” But there is a further difficulty that suggests
that the passage is irredeemably corrupt. Although F gives the word
“itself” (aujthv), P gives aujth', which yields no good sense but suggests
the dative (aujth')/ , which in turn would match F’s reading of the
feminine dative. Finally, if the whole phrase A U T H T E O L H is
irremediable, it could be a copyist’s error for another word, such as
aujtotelhv" (“perfect”). There is no “true” solution, but in the end
whichever reading is adopted the sense is unchanged. Iamblichus’
point is that the soul uses the body as an instrument. Cf. Proclus, ET.
196: pa'sa yuch; meqekth; swvmati crh'tai prwvtw/ ajivdiw/, where the body
is the immortal vehicle, instead of the corporeal body as here.
For the clause “souls separated from the composite living being,”
the MSS. have to; suvnqeton zw/o
v n ajpolluovmenai (“being destroyed as to
their composite life”), which makes little sense. We read, with
Festugière (201 note 5), Heeren’s suggestion: tou' sunqevtou zw/vou
ajpoluovmenai. Wachsmuth gives tou' sunqevtou zw/vou ajpolelumevnai,
which carries the same meaning. We take the feminine plural to refer
collectively to “souls.”
Heeren bracketed the words aujtai; kaqæ auJta;" ajpovlutoi (“[souls]
free in themselves”), while Wachsmuth, followed by Festugière,
bracketed ajpovlutoi (“freed”). The word ajpovlutoi is redundant after
ajpoluovmenai, but that is not enough to condemn it. Iamblichus is not
above repetition for the sake of emphasis. Festugière suggests
ajkwvlutoi, “sans empechement, librement,” but the substitution is
unnecessary.
Iamblichus here concludes his argument against the Peripatetics,
in which he integrates arguments from Plato. In the end, the motive
principle of the soul is not simply intellect. Rather, when the soul
moves the body, it is like a helmsman and the wind moving a ship.
The soul uses the body as its instrument. There are other secondary
(necessary) causes as well, but the soul is the primary mover.
(Iamblichus does not here seem to distinguish the two types of cause
represented by wind and helmsman, unless perhaps the wind
represents an external intellect.) When the soul moves the body it is
not acting qua soul alone but qua composite. When the body is not
involved, soul qua soul is the motive principle.
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Ouj mh;n e[ti ge touvtoi" sugcwrou'sin oiJ sw'ma th;n yuch;n uJpolambavnonte"
. . . The triple list is reprised from section 9 (367.4-9 W), which
concerned those who considered the soul to be corporeal. There the
Stoics thought the soul to be “that which is combined with bodies”
(to; sugkekramevnon toi''" swvmasin, 367,4-5 W); an unnamed person or
persons (in the present passage, natural philosophers) thinks soul is
“that which is mixed together with the principle of growth” (to; th'/
fuvsei summemigmevnon, 367.6 W); and Dicaearchus thinks it “a property
of the body of being ensouled, which is not present to the soul itself
as if it belonged to the soul” (to; tou' swv m ato" o] n w{ s per to;
ejmyucou'sqai aujth/' de; mh; paro;n th'/ yuch'/ w{sper uJpavrcon, 367.6-9 W).
See our notes to section 9, above.
ejn aJrmoniva" ei[dei ou\san . . . This is a verbatim quotation from Plato’s
Phaedo 91d1-2. Socrates is summarizing the previous argument of
Simmias: “For Simmias, I believe, distrusts and fears that the soul,
although it is more divine and more beautiful than the body, will
perish before it since the soul is some sort of attunement (ejn
aJrmoniva" ei[dei ou\sa).” One suspects that Iamblichus is purposely
putting Dicaearchus into the position of the foolish Simmias, whose
opinion on the soul was easily dismissed by Socrates (91d-92e).

17
Povteron ou\n pasw'n tw'n yucw'n ta; aujta; e[rga. . . We turn now from the
activities (energeiai) of souls to the consideration of their acts (erga).
What distinction, one might well ask, is Iamblichus seeking to make
here? From the previous section, we can see that erga, or energêmata,
may be regarded as the practical manifestations of energeiai, but, as
Festugière points out ad loc., Iamblichus is not in fact intending to
make any strong distinction between energeiai and erga (this has, if
anything, been foisted on him by Stobaeus). What he is concerned
with in this section, instead, is a series of three problems relative to
the acts or activities of souls: (1) whether the acts of all types of soul
are the same (372, 4-22); (2) whether the soul is to be distinguished
from its acts (372, 23-374, 20); (3) the relations between the
irrational and the rational powers of the soul — with a digression on
the origin of evil in the soul (374, 21-375, 28).
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(1) The alternative to the position that all souls perform essentially
the same erga is that those of universal souls are more ‘perfect’
(teleôtera), while the nature of those of ‘the rest’ — that is to say, souls
attached to various levels of individual body, from the heavenly to the
various types of earthly, perform acts corresponding to their station
and dignity. But what is to be understood by ‘universal souls’? By hai
holai psykhai here Iamblichus presumably means souls still attached
directly to the universal Soul (hê holê psykhê), since there can only,
strictly speaking, be one of these. Such souls, however, are more
properly described as holikai (as, e,g,, at Procl. In Tim. 1.380.26, opp.
merikai). This has to be a different distinction from that presented by
Proclus, e.g. at ET props. 184-5, between ‘divine’ (theiai) souls and
the rest, since divine souls include even those of the planets and the
fixed stars, and these are distinguished from holai psykhai just below.
Starting with the Stoics (who are presented here simply as foils),
Iamblichus launches into another critique of his immediate predecessors. The Stoics, of course, regard all souls as essentially one, being
all “sparks” of the one fiery Logos (e.g.SVF 2. 633), and therefore
they would not postulate different types of act for different levels of
soul — though Iamblichus, in fact, speaks here rather of an identity
of logos, intellection (dianoêsis), right actions (katorthômata), and virtues (aretai). They serve, then, as one end of a spectrum of positions,
of which Iamblichus himself is the other pole. At various points
between them are ranged Plotinus, Amelius, and Porphyry.
Plotinus and Amelius are presented as being nearest in doctrine to
the Stoics, “on occasion defining the individual soul as being no46
different to the universal, but as being one with it.” How far this is a
distortion of Amelius’ position we are hardly in a position to judge47,
but as regards Plotinus it seems a gross oversimplification. Nonetheless, as Festugière notes ad loc., some justification for it might be
found in Plotinus’ remarks at Enn. 4. 3, 4, 14ff., in the course of the
enquiry with which he begins his great essay On Problems about the
Soul, where, for the first eight chapters, he entertains the hypothesis
that all souls are, in some sense or other, one. In the passage referred
to here by Festugière, he advances the following suggestion, in
response to the difficulty raised as to how all soul can be one, when
some soul transcends body, and other soul is divided among bodies:
46

Accepting the necessity of Usener’s insertion of oujc before wJ".
On the doctrine of Amelius on the soul, see, however, Luc Brisson, ‘Amélius:
sa vie, son oeuvre, sa doctrine, son style’, in ANRW II: 36. 2, 836-47.
47
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. . . unless, of course, one made the one stand by itself without falling
into body, and then said that all the souls, the soul of the All and the
others, came from that one, living together with each other, so to
speak, down to a certain level and being one soul by belonging to no
particular thing; and that, being fastened (sc. to the one) by their
edges on their upper side, they strike down this way and that, like the
light which, just when it reaches the earth, divides itself among
houses and is not divided, but is one none the less. (trans.
Armstrong)

Plotinus then goes on in fact (ll. 26ff.) to introduce the striking
image of the lower aspect of the soul of the All as the soul of a great
plant, while the lower aspect of our souls may be compared to
maggots in a rotten part of the plant, and the higher (self-conscious)
part to a gardener concerned about the maggots in the plant. All this
betokens a much more nuanced and sophisticated view of the
relations between the All-Soul and the individual soul than
Iamblichus is giving him credit for here. It is true, however, to say
that, basically, Plotinus does wish to maintain the unity of all soul, at
least against any theory that wishes to drive an ontological wedge
between the All-Soul and individual souls, and to that extent
Iamblichus is justified. This tendency manifests itself much more
pronouncedly in such early treatises as 4.2 and 4.9. On this see H. J.
Blumenthal, “Soul, world-soul, and individual soul in Plotinus,” in Le
Néoplatonisme, Colloque internationaux du CNRS, Paris, 1971, 55-63
(reprinted in his collected essays, Soul and Intellect, Variorum:
Aldershot, 1993).
Porphyry, on the other hand, Iamblichus wishes to distinguish
quite sharply from his master and senior colleague, as declaring that
the activities (energêmata) of the All-Soul are “totally distinct” (pantê
kekhôristai) from those of individual souls. Once again, Iamblichus
seems to us to be exaggerating and over-simplifying, but we have to
recognise the limitations of our evidence. The two works of Porphyry
on the soul of which we have fragments, the treatise On the Soul:
Against Boethus, and that On the Faculties of the Soul, contain nothing in
their surviving portions relevant to the topic, the former being
concerned rather with arguments for the immaterality and
immortality of the soul, and the latter with the faculties (dynameis) of
the soul in the body. Our most relevant surviving passage is actually
section 37 of the Sententiae, the beginning of which runs as follows:
One should not think that it is by reason of the multiplicity of bodies
that the multiplicity of souls comes about, but rather that it is prior to
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bodies that they are both many and one, with the single universal soul
not preventing the existence of many souls within it, and the many
not effecting a partition of the single soul between them. For they
distinguish themselves without cutting themselves off, nor
fragmenting the universal soul into themselves, and they are present
to each other without confusion, nor by making the universal a mere
conglomeration; for they are not divided from one another by
boundaries, nor, again, are they blended with one another, even as
the many items of knowledge are not blended together in a single
soul, and, again, are not merely juxtaposed in the soul like bodies,
maintaining a distinction of substance, but they are qualitatively
distinct activities (poiai energeiai) of the soul.”

This, it must be said, is itself largely a paraphrase of Plotinus, Enn.
6.4.4.37ff., which chapter is a good statement of Plotinus’ own
position, but Porphyry does go on to expand on it, and is certainly
adopting this position as his own. Porphyry does here, and further on
in the Sentences, assert the distinctness of Soul as a whole from the
many individual souls, in the sense that it is not just the sum-total of
them, nor is it dispersed into them, but the overall thrust of the
passage does seem to be the assertion of the unity of all soul, even as
is that of Enn. 6.4.4. On the whole, it seems best to admit that we do
not have the evidence, if any, on which Iamblichus is basing his
claim.

18
Gevnoito de; ka]n a[llh dovxa oujk ajpovblhto" . . . At any rate, he now turns
to the presentation of his own position (introduced in the usual
modest and devious way), which is certainly a much more highly
articulated one than that which he attributes to his predecessors. He
proposes, as in the De Mysteriis, to make a distinction between pure or
transcendent souls (here again termed holai psykhai), on the one
hand, and then in turn the souls of the heavenly gods (theiai),
daemons, heroes, and finally mortals, both men and irrational animals. We may compare his position here with, on the one hand, that
expressed in the De Mysteriis, 1.5-7, where the distinctions between
gods, daemons, heroes and souls proper are set out, and that
expressed by Proclus in his Commentary on the Timaeus (3.245.19-246.4
Diehl), a passage very plausibly identified by Festugière (n. ad loc.) as
being of Iamblichean inspiration (it leads up to in Tim. Fr. 82
Dillon):
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We will not, then, accept the view of those more recent authorities
who declare our soul to be ‘of equal worth’ (isaxios) with the divine,
or ‘of one substance’ (homoousios) with it, or however they care to
express it;48 for let them hearken to Plato, when he talks of “seconds
and thirds” (Tim. 41D), and when he separates off the particular
(merikai) souls from the mixing-bowl, and represents them as being
produced by the Demiurge on foot of a secondary level of
intellection49 — which is the same as to say a more particular level of
intellection; for someone who says this is postulating essential
differences between types of soul, not just differences of activity, as is
the view of the divine Plotinus. For let it be accepted that the one
class look to universal intellects, while the others do so to particular
ones, and the former employ unadulterated (akhrantoi) intellections,
while the latter turn away periodically from true being; and the
former are always engaged in the construction and ordering of the
universe, while the latter (only) sometimes journey about with the
gods50; and the former are always moving and directing fate, while
the latter sometimes come under the power of fate and ‘the laws of
fate’ (41E); and the former lead towards the intelligible, while the
latter are allotted the rank of followers; and the former are divine
only, while the latter are transferred from time to time into different
orders of being, daemonic, heroic, or mortal . . .

This is Proclus talking, but he is pretty certainly here relaying the
views of Iamblichus. Some pages further on, at 247.16-25, the views of
Iamblichus himself are quoted (= Fr. 82 Dillon), making it clear that
he wished to postulate clear distinctions between the different levels
of soul:
According to the divine Iamblichus, the mixing-bowl is single,51 a
certain life-giving cause that comprehends all life and gathers it
together, sustaining itself by means of demiurgic reason-principles,
which penetrate through all life and through all soul-orders, and
which allot to each soul within its proper sphere appropriate
measures of coherence, to the souls of the original mixture (sc. divine
souls) primal measures because of their being the first to be mixed,
and to those mixed in the second session secondary measures; for
according as is their rank relative to each other, such is the
procession from the mixing-bowl which they are allotted, receiving
thence the defining bounds of their life.

48 We may note that Iamblichus in fact employs both these adjectives in
criticising Porphyry’s position in De Myst. 3.21.
49 We take this to be the meaning of kata; deutevran novhsin, this being an
interpretation of what the Demiurge is described as doing in 41d.
50 A reference to the myth of the Phaedrus 248a.
51 The Middle Platonist Atticus had, oddly, decided that there were actually two
mixing-bowls (247, 12-14).
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Iamblichus thus finds in Plato’s rather cryptic reference to “seconds
and thirds” at 41d support for his doctrine of essential differences
between various levels of soul, and a fortiori differences in their acts.

19
OiJ me;n ga;r . . . The differentiation from his predecessors is continued
in the next section. Plotinus’ views we have considered, but on
Amelius more might be said. Iamblichus here characterizes him as
going beyond Plotinus in a rash assertion52 of the actual numerical
identity of all souls. Some further light may be thrown on this
allegation by another passage from the same part of Proclus’ Timaeus
commentary (3.246.23-28), which overtly concerns, not Amelius, but
Theodorus of Asine. Theodorus, however, in many respects seems to
have taken over the doctrinal positions of Amelius,53 and this would
seem to be one of those cases. At any rate, Proclus makes the same
accusation against Theodorus as Iamblichus makes against Amelius:54
This, then (sc. the continuation of the passage quoted above), is
directed against those who consider our soul to be of one substance
(homoousios) with that of the universe and with all others, and that we
are all things without qualification (askhetôs), planets and fixed stars
and everything else, even as those too are, as is the view of Theodorus
of Asine; for such presumptuous talk (megalorrhêmosynê) is far
removed from the doctrine of Plato.

Here we may suspect that Proclus is simply substituting Theodorus
for Amelius, since he is the most recent (post-Iamblichean) exponent
of such a doctrine, and this helps to disguise the fact that Proclus is
taking over this whole passage from Iamblichus’ commentary. At all
52 The verb neanieuvetai here has a sarcastic ring. It is probably borrowed from
Plato’s Gorgias 482c4.
53 Cf. Werner Deuse, Theodoros von Asine: Sammlung der Testimonien und
Kommentar, Wiesbaden, 1973, 12-13.
54 For other passages where Proclus seems to be taking over a criticism of
Amelius by Iamblichus, and transferring it, on his own initiative, to Theodorus, cf.
2.277.26ff., where Proclus speaks of Iamblichus “excoriating all such speculation
(sc. as that of Theodorus) in his chapter entitled ‘Refutations of Amelius and his
school, and of Numenius’ “ (= In Tim. Fr. 57 Dillon), and 3.333.28ff., where “Plotinus and Theodorus” are credited with a position which Iamblichus is attacking (Fr.
87), whereas the original culprits must have been Plotinus and Amelius. There is an
outside possibility that Iamblichus might have attacked Theodorus, since he was a
pupil of his, and so a younger contemporary, but it is on the whole less likely than
that Proclus is indulging in editorializing.
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events, it seems plain that Amelius went even beyond Plotinus (who,
as we can observe, holds a fairly subtle and complex position on this
question) in asserting the essential unity of all soul, which would
entail it being true of all souls that their essences are involved in
every act that they perform.
To this position Iamblichus once again opposes his own view
(modestly disguised as “those who make a more prudent distinction”), going back to his interpretation of the “seconds and thirds” of
Tim. 41d as referring to a hierarchy of levels of soul. In the present
context, the distinction is between divine and pure souls, whose acts
(energêmata) eventuate, or come to fulfillment in, their essence (eij"
oujsivan ajpoteleuta'n), and individual, embodied souls, which are not
necessarily essentially identified with all of their acts.
Now what, we may ask, does such a distinction signify? One might
suggest that, in the case of pure souls, every act (and these acts would
inevitably be of a continuous or repetitive nature) is an expression of
their essence, so as to be virtually indistinguishable from it, and every
act necessarily comes to fulfillment; in the case of the souls of the
heavenly bodies also, their activities, being circular and perfectly
regular, are entirely in harmony with their essence, and always come
to completion. In the case of human souls, on the other hand, many
activities are initiated which (a) are not intimately involved with their
essences, and (b) never come to completion, for one reason or another, and this is a function of being separated out among individual
bodies, with the limited consciousness that goes with that.
Remarkably enough, some light seems to be thrown on the distinction that Iamblichus is making here by a passage from Plotinus, Enn.
5.1.12, 1-10:
Why, then, when we have such great possessions,55 do we not consciously grasp them, but are mostly inactive in these ways, and some of
us are never active at all? They are always occupied in their own
activities (energeiai), while Intellect, and what is prior to Intellect, is
always engaged with itself, and Soul — the “ever-moving” — likewise.
For not everything which is in the soul is immediately perceptible by
us, but it reaches us when it enters into perception; but when a
particular active power (energoun) does not give a share in its activity
to the perceiving power, that activity has not yet pervaded the whole
soul. (trans. Armstrong, slightly emended)

55 Sc. as union with Soul, Intellect, and even the One, such as he has been
describing in ch. 10 above.
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What Plotinus is saying here has an application, at least, to the
distinction that Iamblichus is making. Normal human consciousness
is simply not in touch with the whole of itself, and so its acts cannot
be identical with its essence.

20
Kata; de; th;n aujth;n mevqodon . . . Iamblichus here continues the
exposition of his own doctrine. In the case of the class of pure souls,
which he characterizes here as “complete in themselves” (autoteleis),
“uniform” (monoeides), and “separate from matter” (khôristai apo tês
hylês), acts arise naturally (prospephykenai) from their powers (dynameis), whereas embodied, individual souls produce acts distinct from
their faculties, rather in the manner of plants producing fruit. The
point of this comparison, presumably, is that the fruit is an external,
separable, manifestation of the potency of the plant, even as an
action or product of an embodied soul is distinct from its producer,
but the image remains a rather odd one.
Iamblichus now seems to change the subject rather abruptly, in
making a distinction between the Stoics who, consistent with their
materialist doctrine of the soul, postulate that all the activities
(energeiai) of the soul are linked to, and indeed arise from, the body
(a position he has already criticized earlier, in section 10 above), and
the Platonists, who distinguish between activities that are involved
with the body, such as acts of sense-perception, and other that are
not, namely acts of pure intellection.

21
Ta; me;n ou\n tw'n swmatoeidw'n dunavmewn e[rga . . . This continues the
distinction between Stoics and Platonists made just above, and makes
the point that even activities involved with the body are only linked
with it “by conversion” (kat j ejpistrofhvn) — in other words, that the
soul, even when exercising these activities, remains to some degree
‘above’ the body, preserving an essence which transcends it. The
doctrine here is in accord with that of Plotinus and Porphyry,
including the rather unusual use of epistrophê, which normally refers
to the “reversion” of a lower level of being upon a higher, the more
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normal term for the downward attention of a superior entity being
neusis (e.g. Plot. Enn. 1.6.5.49; 3.6.5.25; 4.4.8.54). However, Plotinus,
at Enn. 4.3.4.22ff. (the continuation of a passage referred to in
section 17, above, and which Iamblichus seems to have in mind),
says:
The Soul of the All would always remain transcendent because it
would have nothing to do with coming down, even with its lower part,
nor with a turning (epistrophê) to the things here below, but our souls
would come down because they would have their part marked off for
them in this sphere, and by the turning (epistrophê) to them of that
which needs their care. (trans. Armstrong)

— where we find epistrophê used in both senses. For the actual
doctrine expressed here we may turn rather to Enn. 3.6.5.23ff., where
in fact neusis is used (as noted above) for downward attention. There
the purification of the passionate part of the soul is described as
consisting in restraining it from extensive inclination to what is below
it (th/' mh; pollh/' neuvsei kai; th/' peri; ta; kavtw mh; fantasiva/), implying that
what are vulgarly regarded as acts arising from its union with body
only arise from its excessive inclination towards it. (Plotinus is
concerned in the first five chapters of this tractate to assert the
essential impassibility of the soul.)
In Porphyry, we find the same doctrine expressed in Sent. 7: “A
soul binds itself to body through directing its attention (epistrophê)
towards the passions which derive from it, and is freed from it, in
turn, through the attainment of impassibility (apatheia).”56
On this question, then, Iamblichus has no quarrel with his
immediate predecessors. He presents us, however, with a scenario of
souls rising and descending from and towards union with body which
emphasizes the variety of situations in which souls may find
themselves, resulting in corresponding differences in their erga. The
implication is, presumably, that his predecessors have not given due
regard to this variety of situations.
Kai; ta; me;n tw'n ejpocoumevnwn . . . Here a distinction is made between
souls “mounted upon pneumata of a uniform57 nature (ejpocoumevnwn
56 Yuch; katadei'tai pro;" to; sw'ma th/' ejpistrofh/' th/' pro;" ta; pavqh ta; ajp j aujtou' kai;
luvetai de; pavlin dia; th'" ajp j aujtou' ajpaqeiva".
57 The adjective aujtoeidhv", although an extremely rare word, is not unattested.
Simplicius uses it of the vehicle in In De Cael. 469.7 (to; aujtoeide;" . . . o[chma).
Marcus Aurelius uses it of the soul at 11.12 (sfai'ra yuch'" aujtoeidhv" ). Thus,
although one may be tempted to correct the word to aujgoeidhv", which is regularly
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toi'" aujtoeidevsi pneuvmasi)” and those “sown in more solid bodies”.
The former cannot refer to the heavenly gods (who are, rather,
theiai), but to souls which have not, or not yet, descended into bodies,
and are therefore “pure.” A passage of Proclus (In Tim. 2.81, 21ff.)
illustrates this distinction rather well (he is discussing the reason why
the world as a whole does not require sense-organs, in connection
with Tim. 33C):
In this passage he [i.e., Plato] is obviously doing nothing else than
freeing the universe from the mode of life proper to individuals58 and
the organs appropriate to this, which are attached to us when we
descend into generation; for when we remain above we have no need
of such multifarious life-modes and the particular organs that go with
them, but there suffices for us the luminous vehicle (o[chma
aujgoeidev"), which contains in a unified mode all the senses. So seeing
that we ourselves, when we have dispensed with generation, are free
from all life of this sort, what are we to assume in the case of the
universe?

So then, for Proclus as for Iamblichus the vehicle under discussion is
proper to pure souls, and they, by virtue of it, perform their erga
without any trouble (eukolôs), in contrast to ourselves, who are
burdened with solid bodies.
Kai; ta; me;n tw'n o{lwn . . . On the other hand, what is the contrast
intended here between the acts of aiJ o{lai yucaiv and those of aiJ
dih/rhmevnai? Universal souls (as suggested above, in commentary to
section 17), should properly be those that are attached to no body,
but are still united to the Universal Soul (hJ o{lh yuchv), since they are
opposed to souls that are meristaiv, or in this case ‘divided’ among
individual bodies. However, these souls do have areas of concern of
some sort to administer, which they cause to turn towards (ejpistrevfein) themselves, in contrast to the experience of individualized
souls, which must themselves turn their attention towards what they
administer (primarily their bodies).
22
Kat j a[llhn toivnun ajrch;n . . . Iamblichus now once again (cf. section
15 above) contrasts the Peripatetic position (which only recognizes
psychic activities as being those of an ensouled body, since the soul
used of the vehicle in Neoplatonism, there seems to be no necessity of doing so.
58 This seems the best translation of meristh; zwhv in this context.
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has no independent status) with that of Pythagoras and Plato,59 who
declare the soul’s essence, and therefore its acts, to be such as to
transcend ‘nature’ (physis) — ”nature” signifying the realm of animate body. This very basic and uncontroversial distinction is merely a
prelude to further controversy with his immediate predecessors.
[Plavtwn de; th'" yuch'" . . . divdwsin.] This sentence is plausibly excised
by Usener as a gloss on what follows. Both MSS show their discomfort
with it by leaving a space, and in the case of P, inserting Plavtwno"
before it. It certainly adds nothing and interferes with the flow of the
thought.
uJperevconta kaq j auJta; ejxairou'sin. We adopt here the emendation of
Wachsmuth, ejxairou'sin for ejxaivrousin of MSS., ejxairevw and its
derivatives being the more usual term in Neoplatonic circles for
“removing” in the sense of “causing to transcend.”
23
[Hdh toivnun kai; ejn aujtoi'" toi'" Platwnikoi'" . . . Iamblichus now
launches into a rather comprehensive survey of his Platonist predecessors, beginning from Plotinus and Porphyry, but continuing back
to Numenius and other Middle Platonists, on two topics which might
seem quite distinct to us, but which apparently were closely allied in
his mind. The first is the question of the essential unity or otherwise
of the soul; the second that of the causes of the soul’s descent, a topic
which anticipates somewhat one that is taken up more fully a little
later (sections 26-31, p. 377.11ff. W), but which gains its relevance
here from the fact that Iamblichus is focussing on the energêmata that
bring about descent into the body.
He structures his first doxography in reverse chronological order,
though managing to arrange his three sets of authorities into a sort
of Hegelian synthesis. Plotinus and Porphyry he characterizes as
viewing the various activities and “parts” of the soul as essentially
concordant — syntaxis here having the sense of “framework” or
“structure.” This cannot be intended to deny that Plotinus and
Porphyry, like all Platonists, maintained the existence of a tension
59 Note the characteristic pairing of Pythagoras and Plato, as at 365.4; 366.6;
368.5; 369.9.
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between the rational and the irrational parts of the soul. Festugière
(208 note 1) assumes that Iamblichus is here exhibiting a confusion
between Plotinus’ (and Porphyry’s, cf. Sent. 37) doctrine of the
(articulated) unity of all souls with the All-Soul (as set out e.g. in Enn.
4.3.1-8), and what is at issue here, which is the (articulated) unity of
each soul with itself. There is, however, no need to suppose Iamblichus confused on this point. As opposed to Numenius — with whom
the contrast is being set up — Plotinus and Porphyry (and all subsequent Platonists) did maintain the basic unity of the human soul,
despite the tension within it of irrational and rational elements.
Indeed, in his more extreme moods (e.g., Enn. 3.6.1-5), Plotinus
excludes the irrational impulses, and even sensation, from the soul
proper, relegating them to a projection, or “trace” (i[cno") of soul,
which arises only in connection with embodiment.
Numenius, on the other hand, is attested, on the evidence of
Porphyry (On the Faculties of the Soul, Fr. 253 Smith = Num., Fr. 44 Des
Places), as maintaining that we possess “not three parts of soul, nor
even two, the rational and the irrational, but two souls,” and that they
are at war with each other, reflecting the two opposed souls which he
saw at work in the universe (cf. Fr. 52, ll. 64ff, Des Places, from
Calcidius), and which he discerned in Plato, Laws, Book 10. This is an
interestingly radical theory, in face of which Plotinus and Porphyry
are plainly supporters of a unitary soul.
Plutarch and Atticus, on the other hand, can be seen as combining
a belief in an original irrational soul, independent of divinity, with a
conviction that such a soul is taken in hand by god and made rational
and harmonious, this being the process described in the Timaeus, of
which they adopted a literal interpretation (cf. particularly, for
Plutarch, Proc. An. 1014BC, and for Atticus, Procl. In Tim. 1. 381.26 382.12 Diehl = Fr. 23 Des Places — though there, as elsewhere, he is
linked inextricably to Plutarch). For Plutarch and Atticus, in contrast
to Numenius, the original irrational soul does not survive as such
after its ordering by the Demiurge, except as a residual element of
recalcitrance; Numenius seems to hold to a more uncompromisingly
dualist view. The language used here by Iamblichus, katakosmou'nta
. . . diatavttonta . . . sumfwnivan . . . sunufaivnousi, is all thoroughly
Platonic, without being particularly distinctive.
kata; me;n Plwti'non th'" prwvth" eJterovthto" . . . Iamblichus moves here
with some abruptness, by means of a genitive absolute clause, from
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the question of the composition of the human soul to that of the
reasons for its descent into the body. One might reasonably suspect a
lacuna, or some abridgement of his original on the part of Stobaeus,
but it is possible to provide a coherent translation, so we may leave
the text as it is, noting only that the topic has changed somewhat.
Iamblichus takes his start from Plotinus’ assertion at the beginning
of Enn. 5.1, in answer to his question “what made the souls forget
their father, God?”: “The beginning of evil for them was audacity and
coming to birth and the primal otherness and the wishing to belong to
themselves (5.1.1, 2-6).” For Plotinus, this prôtê heterotês is best seen as
an aspect of the indefinite dyad, which manifests itself initially in the
development of Intellect from the One, but also in that of Soul from
Intellect, and of the individual souls from the All-Soul.60 However,
the adducing of Empedocles and Heraclitus immediately after this
seems to point to Iamblichus also having in mind such a passage as
Enn. 4.8.1, where Plotinus quotes, first Heraclitus (l. 11) and then
Empedocles (l. 18),61 on the question of the reasons for the descent
of the soul. The relevant passage (1.11-23) reads as follows:
Heraclitus, who urges us to investigate this (sc. why the soul comes to
be in the body), positing “necessary changes” from opposite to
opposite, and saying “the way up and the way down” and “changing it
is at rest” (metabavllon ajnapauvetai) and “it is weariness to toil at and
be subjected to the same things,” has left us guessing, since he has
neglected to make clear to us what he is saying, perhaps because we
ought to seek by ourselves, as he himself sought and found. And
Empedocles, when he said that it is a law that sinful souls should fall
into this world, and that he himself has come here as “an exile from the
gods” (fuga;" qeovqen), who “put his trust in raging strife,” revealed just
as much as the riddling statements of Pythagoras and his followers
about this and many other matters (and besides, he is unclear
because he writes poetry).

If indeed Iamblichus has this passage in mind — and we cannot be
quite certain of this — it is interesting to see what use he makes of it.
Plotinus is stressing the obscurity of the utterances of both
Presocratic sages; Iamblichus simply abstracts one characteristic
utterance of each and presents it as a dogma. In fact, the positions of
60 Cf. J.M. Rist, ‘The Problem of ‘Otherness’ in the Enneads’, in le Néoplatonisme:
Colloques internationaux de la C.N.R.S., Paris, 1971, 77-87, repr. in Platonism and its
Christian Heritage, Aldershot, 1985
61 We may note that, though Plotinus here quotes them in the order HeraclitusEmpedocles, when he refers to them again in 4.8, 5.5-8, he gives the order
Empedocles-Heraclitus, which is the one that Iamblichus adopts.
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both Empedocles (an original fall from grace through willfulness)62
and Heraclitus (an inherent restlessness, which makes change seem
like a relief) can be related to the first reason for the “forgetfulness of
the Father” in 5.1.1, 2, tolma, or “audacity” — which is, of course, in
turn related by Plotinus in that passage to the “primal otherness.”
Iamblichus now continues his doxography with the opinions of
“the Gnostics” and of Albinus. It is by no means so clear whence he
derives these. Plotinus does, of course, attack the Gnostics in Enn.
2.9, and their doctrine of the fall of the soul in chs. 10-12, but he
does not use the terms paranoia or parekbasis in that connection,
concentrating his fire instead on the concept of the Gnostic Sophia,
and her fall through inquisitiveness and restlessness. What Plotinus
seems to be criticizing in particular is the Valentinian myth of the fall
of Sophia, but he does not concern himself with the motivation of
Sophia in doing what she does. Her initial failing, however, could
well be described as paranoia, in the sense of “perverted or deviant
intellection,” and parekbasis, in the sense of “deviation from
normality, or from correct conduct.” Iamblichus might, then, have
had access to some Gnostic texts himself, but there would be nothing
very strange in that, after all.
As for Albinus, the problem of trying to relate this report of his
doctrine to what we find in ch. 25 of the Didaskalikos does not arise if
that document ceases to be attributed to Albinus, but is returned to
the shadowy Alcinous, as is now more or less the consensus of
scholars. On the other hand, even if one were to persist in claiming it
for Albinus, bearing in mind the type of document which the
Didaskalikos is, the disagreement between it and what Albinus might
have said elsewhere, when propounding his own view, need not be
regarded as absolute. In Did. ch. 25, p.178.34ff., we find three possible reasons proposed for the fall of the soul: (1) the will of the gods;
(2) intemperance (akolasia); and (3) love of the body (philosômatia)
— this last being interpreted as a natural affinity for embodiment.63
Among these possibilities, the second obviously relates most closely to
what we have here, without being identical with it: “the erring
judgement of a free will” could reasonably be seen as being the
natural result of akolasia. Certainly, Albinus, in whatever work he
62 Wachsmuth wished to excise prwv t h" from the Empedocles reference,
presumably expecting that it has strayed in from the Plotinus reference just before,
but it seems possible that Iamblichus included it.
63 The analogy that Alcinous produces is that of fire for asphalt, 178.39.
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propounded this view, would have had to provide some explanation
of what the cause and/or effect of such an erring judgment was.
tw'n d j au\ diistamevnwn pro;" touvtou" . . . To whom, we may ask, does
toutous refer here? It might at first sight appear to refer back to houtoi
in l. 20 — skipping over the intervening digression — that is to say,
Plutarch and Atticus, but in fact one can recognize a plausible contrast with the immediately preceding authorities since they postulate,
in each case, an internal cause of declination for the soul, while the
following authorities take this as coming from the outside. Three sets
of authorities, first Numenius and his colleague Cronius (= Fr. 43 Des
Places), then Harpocration (who is presented elsewhere as being a
follower of both Atticus and of Numenius),64 and then Plotinus and
Porphyry, are being presented as regarding evil as something
introduced into the soul “from the outside.” The contrast made here
may be seen to refer to Plutarch and Atticus as well, which may seem
surprising since they are often presented as dualists; but in respect of
the particular issue being discussed here, it can be seen to make
sense.
As pointed out above, Plutarch and Atticus are portrayed as
presenting the demiurgic “ordering” of the soul as supervening on
the original disordered state of the soul, in such a way that there no
longer survives an independent source of evil, at least as far as the
soul is concerned. 65 Numenius, Cronius and Harpocration, on the
other hand, in Iamblichus’ view, and even Plotinus and Porphyry, see
evil as persisting independently of the soul.66 Numenius sees it as
coming to the soul from matter (cf. esp. Fr. 52 Des Places, from
Calcidius), which he identifies with the Indefinite Dyad, and whose
independence from, and co-eternity with, God, the Monad, he asserts
strongly, in opposition to certain fellow-Pythagoreans (Fr. 52.15ff.).
Harpocration’s position seems to be presented here as, if anything,
64 Cf. J.M. Dillon, “Harpocration’s Commentary on Plato . . . “, CSCA 4 (1971),
125-7 (repr. in The Golden Chain, Aldershot, 1990, Essay XIV), and The Middle
Platonists, pp.258-62.
65 Plutarch does, certainly, seem to wish to maintain an independent source of
evil in the universe as a whole, identified by him in the Is. et Os. with Ahriman
(369E) and Seth-Typhon (371B), as well as with the Pythagorean-Platonist Indefinite Dyad (370EF, cf. also Def. Or. 428E).
66 What the force of the qualifications pollavki", e[stin o{te, and wJ" ta; pollav
might be, in connexion with these three doctrinal positions, is not clear. Iamblichus is hardly alleging vacillation; he may just mean that these authorities do not
make their views clear on every occasion.
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even more world-negating than that of Numenius. For him, it is the
body itself, not matter, that is the cause of evil for the soul. The body
is, therefore, not just a morally neutral entity, but intrinsically evil.
Now no doubt Harpocration did adopt a thoroughly negative attitude
to incarnation (we find him being presented later [380.14-19] as
linked with Numenius and Cronius as holding that all entries of souls
into body are evil), but there may be a more philosophically interesting reason for his difference with Numenius on this point. We seem
to have, in Plotinus’ Ennead 1.8 [51], On What are and Whence come
Evils, ch. 8, the refutation of an argument which denies that matter is
the origin of evil in the soul, claiming that this must be due to the
body, as being something which has form, and so can act on something else (matter being too formless to constitute a positive source
of evil), and this is most naturally attributed, on the basis of the
information available to us, to Harpocration:
But if someone says that we do not become evil because of matter —
giving as a reason that ignorance is not caused by matter, nor are bad
desires; for even if it is the case that their coming into existence is
caused by the badness of body, it is not the matter but the form that
causes them, heat, cold, bitter, salt, and all the forms of flavor, and
also fillings and emptyings, and not just fillings, but fillings with
bodies of a particular quality;67 and in general it is the qualified thing
which produces the distinction of desires, and, if you like, of falsified
opinions, so that form rather than matter is evil — he too will be
compelled all the same to admit that matter is evil. (trans. Armstrong,
slightly adapted).

Plotinus goes on to argue that form or quality (poiotês) does not by
itself cause evil (even as the form Fire itself does not burn), but only
when it has become mingled with matter in the body, so that it is
matter that remains the ultimate cause of evil. He does not, however,
seem entirely to dispose of Harpocration’s point (if it is he), which is
that those things generally accounted evils in the soul are perverted
qualities, and thus their origin must be traced to something already
imbued with form, which would be the body itself. One seems to see
here traces of an interesting intra-school dispute, out of which
Harpocration comes not badly.
As for Plotinus and Porphyry, this linking of them with Middle
Platonic dualists seems rather incongruous, in view of the way in
67 All this seems to be based on Plato’s connecting of evils in the soul with
imbalances in the bodily constitution at Tim. 86bff. — an interesting use of that
interesting passage.
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which they have been distinguished from them earlier, but once
again, Iamblichus could adduce texts to support his allegation. In
Enn. 1.8, from which we have just quoted, Plotinus would seem
unequivocally to identify matter as the ultimate source of evil in the
soul, as in everything else, but some remarks in Enn. 4.4.44.31ff., for
instance, where he is talking about the snares of praxis as opposed to
theoria, might lend themselves to such a position as Iamblichus is
attributing to him here:
This is what the magic of nature (fuvsi") does; for to pursue what is
not good as if it were good, drawn to the appearance of good by
irrational impulses (ajlovgoi" oJrmai'"), belongs to one who is being
unwittingly led where he does not want to go. And what would
anyone call this other than magical enchantment (gohteiva)?

The villain here is certainly physis and not matter; and physis operates
on the soul by means of alogoi hormai. So one could argue that the
immediate, if not the ultimate, cause of evil in the soul was sometimes seen by Plotinus to be ‘nature’, in the sense of the operations
of the irrational life-force immanent in the physical world.
Similarly, one can come upon passages of Porphyry on which the
same interpretation could be put. Festugière draws attention (211
note 1) to De Abst. 3.27 (p. 225.2-4 Nauck), where we find the remark:
“For in many people the motions and the needs of irrational nature
are the first stimulus to injustice”;68 and 4.20 (p. 262.24-5), in the
course of a discussion of pollution, where he says: “And the passions
also pollute the soul (reading th;n yuch;n for th'" yuch'", with Nauck)
by involving it with the irrational, thus feminizing the masculine
element within.”69 Doubtless he made similar remarks elsewhere,
though neither in his case nor in that of Plotinus does it mean that
matter does not remain the ultimate cause of evil in the soul.
Nevertheless, Iamblichus’ distinction here seems not to be devoid of
all justification.

24
Kata; de; jAristotevlhn . . . This reference to Aristotle is decidedly
cryptic and might give evidence of an omission by Stobaeus. In
68

ejn polloi'" ga;r ta; th'" ajlovgou kinhvmata fuvsew" kai; aiJ crei'ai ajdikiva" katavrcei.
miaivnei de; kai; ta; pavqh th;n yuch;n th'/ sumplokh'/ tou' ajlovgou, qhlunomevnou tou'
ejnto;" a[rreno". The ‘masculine element’ refers presumably to the intellect.
69
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particular, one would expect a kata; mevn clause before this one. First
of all, we must identify the reference of tau'ta. Festugière suggests
that it refers back to the “disorderly and irregular motions” mentioned in ll. 2-3 above (disregarding the intervening passage about
the causes of descent and of evil in the soul), and that what Aristotle
is presented as maintaining is that such motions (or activities) are to
be distinguished from (truly) human ones by “ei[dh zwh'" and other
defining characteristics (o{roi)”.70 But the mention of ejnerghvmata in
the next sentence would seem to settle the matter in favor of
“activities.”
What, then, are these “forms, or types, of life?” In Aristotelian
terms, presumably the various levels of soul set out in the De Anima
and elsewhere, the nutritive soul (common to all living things), the
sense-perceptive (present in all animals which have motion), the
imaginative (shared by man with some of the higher animals), and
the rational (peculiar to man). But what is missing in this sentence is
an explicit reference to animal activities, such as is presented in the
third sentence of this section (the one concerning Porphyry). We
therefore tentatively suggest a lacuna here with a sentence beginning
kata; mevn which would contain a reference to the activities of lower
souls. Quite possibly the philosophers involved would have been
Plato and the Pythagoreans, or alternatively certain Presocratics. If
this is true, then there is no reason to alter the text with Usener, who
proposed emendation of ejpiv for ajpov. Rather, what Iamblichus says is
that Aristotle separated the activities of lower kinds of soul from
those of human soul by the kinds of life that each class of soul
actualizes, a doctrine which is indeed Aristotelian.
Kata; d j au\ tou;" Stwikou;" . . . In the case of the Stoics, it is easier,
perhaps, to see what Iamblichus may have in mind. Festugière
suggests that the reference is to the Stoic doctrine of the different
levels of soul being distinguished by different degrees of ‘tension’
(tonos) in the pneuma, or vital spirit (cf. SVF 2.714ff. — and indeed
this passage is included by von Arnim in that context, as Fr. 720). If
70 This also assumes that we are to keep the ajpov of the MSS. before tw' n
ajnqrwpivnwn, against Usener’s emendation to ejpiv, which would mean “in the case of
human activities,” and give the sense, presumably, that these activities, in human
souls, were distinguished (from those in irrational souls?) “by forms of life and
other modes of definition.” This could be made sense of, certainly, if it were the
reading of the MSS., but since the MSS. reading gives an acceptable sense, there
seems no occasion to alter it.
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so, however, Iamblichus is introducing into the Stoic theory a
concept not present in the other testimonia, that the activities of
lower levels of soul are “more imperfect” (ajtelevstera) than those of
the higher, whereas in general the various degrees of tonos seem to be
regarded as equally perfect in their way.
JW" d j ejgwv tinwn ajkhvkoa Platwnikw'n . . . Here Iamblichus does seem
to be making reference to oral communications from Porphyry —
and others. There is no difficulty, of course, about assuming this,
since Porphyry is attested by Eunapius as his master; but it must be
noted that ajkouvw does come to be used in peculiar ways in later
Greek: e.g. Julian, Or. 5, 162C, speaks of “hearing” Xenarchus, a
philosopher of the time of Augustus; and Proclus, In Tim. 3.25.2
Diehl, tells us “I heard such opinions expressed in argument by
Theodorus” (toiau'ta ga;r h[kousa tou' Qeodwvrou filosofou'nto"),
which he could not have possibly have done in the normal sense. So
it cannot be absolutely taken for granted that Iamblichus is referring
to oral communication from Porphyry, much less “many others.”
On the other hand, this may not much matter. The doctrine is one
on which Iamblichus can be seen as opposing Porphyry, that is, on
the question whether there is a generic difference, and not just one
of degree, between the souls of animals and of men. There is an
interesting passage of Nemesius of Emesa, De Natura Hominis (51, p.
117 Matthaei), in which he contrasts Iamblichus with his predecessors on the question of transmigration of human souls into animal
bodies:
Cronius, in his work On Reincarnation (for that is the term he uses for
transmigration), wants all souls to be rational; 71 and a similar view is
advanced by Theodorus the Platonist72 in his essay entitled “That the
Soul is all the Forms,” 73 and Porphyry likewise. Iamblichus, however,
71

That is to say, at least potentially rational.
Sc. Theodorus of Asine. Since Iamblichus is presented as opposing all these
views, and since Theodorus (though a pupil of his) may probably be assumed to
have written after him, Theodorus may here perhaps be seen, as in a number of
other contexts, as a surrogate for his spiritual master Amelius, whom Iamblichus
will really be criticizing (cf. comment on section 19 above). The position here
advanced by Theodorus is certainly consistent with Amelius’ known views. This
raises, however, the awkward problem of Nemesius’ sources. It may be that
Nemesius is dependent for his knowledge of Platonist doctrinal positions on some
later Platonist source, such as Plutarch of Athens, though the chronology is
uncertain.
73 Sc. of life: ei[dh here could better, perhaps, be rendered “classes” or “species,”
except that they would sound strange by themselves in a title, unless one gives the
72
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taking the opposite tack to these, declares that the species of soul
corresponds to the species of animal concerned, that is to say, the
species of soul are different. At any rate, he composed a monograph
entitled74 “That transmigrations do not take place from men into
irrational animals, nor from irrational animals into men, but from
animals into animals, and from men into men.” 75

This is an important testimony, as it demonstrates the link between
the doctrine of metempsychosis into animals and that of the basic
homogeneity of all souls, both of which positions held by his immediate predecessors Iamblichus opposes. In the present passage, however, the final clause constitutes a problem. What does Iamblichus
mean by introducing the qualification “in so far as things distinguished by being based on different essences are to be assimilated
(oJmoiou'sqai) to one another?” Surely for Porphyry (and Amelius) the
situation is that all souls can be assimilated to one another, and that
is the error which Iamblichus is combating?76

25
Iamblichus turns to a discussion of the number of souls in the
universe.77 This long section is divided by forms of oiJ mevn and oiJ dev.
The first group (oiJ mevn) is represented by Amelius and the Orphics,
who think that souls are numerous but finite; the second (oiJ dev) by
materialists like the atomists, who think that souls are infinite in
title as something like “That Soul is (the same in) all Species.”
74 This seems an almost unbelievably unwieldy title, even for Iamblichus, but at
least it makes clear the subject-matter of the treatise. It seems necessary, by the way,
to read ejpigrafovmenon for the MSS. ejpivgrafon (or to excise it, as Matthaei would
prefer).
75 Krovnio" me;n ga;r ejn tw'/ peri; paliggenesiva" (ou{tw de; kalei' th;n metenswmavtwsin)
logika;" pavsa" ei\nai bouvletai: oJmoivw" de; kai; Qeovdwro" oJ Platwniko;" ejn tw'/ {Oti hJ
yuch; pavnta ta; ei[dh ejstiv, kai; Porfuvrio" oJmoivw": jIavmblico" de; th;n ejnantivan touvtoi"
dramwvn, kat j ei\do" zw/vwn yuch'" ei\do" ei\nai levgei, h[goun, ei[dh diavfora. gevgraptai
gou'n aujtw/' monovbiblon ejpigrafovmenon, {Oti oujk ajp j ajnqrwvpwn eij" zwv/a a[loga, oujde;
ajpo; zwv/wn ajlovgwn eij" ajnqrwvpou" aiJ metenswmatwvsei" givnontai, ajlla; ajpo; zwv/wn eij"
zw'/a, kai; ajpo; ajnqrwvpwn eij" ajnqrwvpou".
76 In De Abstinentia 3.2-6, Porphyry has an interesting discussion of the degree to
which animals can participate in language, as a sign of their participation in
rationality (lovgo"), which includes an account of a pet partridge which he raised in
Carthage (chapter 3.7).
77 This, on the basis of the preserved text, is necessarily the meaning of the
chapter heading in Stobaeus (peri; mevtrou yuch'" ). We accordingly adopt Canter’s
emendation (mev t rou) of the MSS mevtra, since a genitive is required. Gaisford’s
mevtrwn may equally well be correct.
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number — this group is further subdivided into three (oiJ mevn . . . oiJ
dev . . . oiJ dev); the third (oiJ dev) is represented by Platonists who think
that the soul is finite but unvaried in number — this group includes
Plotinus’ followers (oiJ mevn). (One expects another oiJ dev. It seems
likely that Stobaeus has abruptly ended a longer passage in
Iamblichus’ work.)
OiJ me;n dh; mivan oujsivan th'" yuch'" ajriqmw'/ tiqevmenoi . . . Iamblichus first
considers those who hold that the essence of the soul is numerically
one. Into this camp he places Amelius and the Orphics.
plhquvnonte" de; aujth;n . . . There is no reason to alter the reading of
the MSS, plhquvonte". It is true that this verb is usually intransitive
while plhquvnein is transitive, but even Festugière (212 note 3), who
would change to the transitive verb, admits (with LSJ) that this need
not be so since both Proclus and Damascius use plhquv e in in the
passive. Indeed, Iamblichus himself at De Myst. 1.6, p. 19.13 uses it
passively: to; me;n daimovnion fu'lon ejn tw'/ eJni; plhquovmenon (“the tribe of
daemons is multiplied in unity”).
wJ" jAmevlio" oi[etai, scevsesi kai; katatavxesin . . . On Amelius, see
sections 6 (365.16-17 W), 17 (372.9-12 W), and especially 19 (372.2326 W). Amelius’ position in the final passage is here modified by the
qualification that he postulated as the differentiating factor in souls
scevsei" kai; katatavxei". Some light may be thrown on the meaning of
katavtaxi" by adducing a passage of the De Myst. 1.8: 23, where
Iamblichus is criticizing a position taken up by Porphyry:
We do not, however, accept the way in which your hypothesis distinguishes them [sc. the various properties of the divine classes of
being], which declares that “the cause of the distinction now being
investigated is the assignment (katavtaxi") of these entities to
different sorts of body, specifically that of the gods to ethereal bodies,
that of daemons to aery ones, and that of souls to bodies of earth.”
For this concept of “assignment,” as for instance the assignment of
Socrates to his tribe when this is exercising its prytany, is improperly
predicated of the divine classes, seeing as they are all absolute and
autonomous in themselves.

The point here is that the concept of katavtaxi" (which seems to have
been employed here by Porphyry, in the relevant section of his Letter
to Anebo) presupposes a degree of subordination to external — and
inferior — forces not suitable to divine beings, especially gods, but
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even to souls, and Porphyry is being criticized for postulating that,
even as Amelius is here.
The terms katavtaxi" and scevsi" are used together by Proclus, In
Tim. 1.49, 29ff., in the course of an exegesis of the community of
wives in the Republic, recalled at Tim. 18cd, which he sees as relating
much more properly to the gods than to human society. The divine
relationships, he says, seem paradoxical to us only because of our
katavtaxi" to a particular body, and the limitation on our consciousness resulting from that. He ends by characterizing our life in the
body as an a[sceto" scevsi" kai; katavtaxi" ajkatavtakto" kai; ajdiaivreto"
diaivresi", a sequence of paradoxical epithets with a strangely Iamblichean ring. What must be meant is a relationship and assignment to
the body that holds within it the capacity for transcending itself (as
well as a “division” that preserves the soul’s indivisibility from its
source). Cf. In Tim. 2.20, 4-9 and 285, 12-15, where these two terms
are found again in conjunction.
Proclus In Tim. 2.213.9ff. (a commentary on Timaeus 35bc on the
division of the World Soul into numerical proportions) discusses
Amelius’ doctrine of the soul. There Proclus tells us that Amelius
thought that the World Soul contained or embraced the souls of
gods, daemons, and human beings. These proceed from the World
Soul and arrange themselves according to rank in the universe.
Daemons have “a double relation (ditth; scevsi") because they are
between gods and us.” Thus their assignment to the universe and their
relation to other souls in the universe defines them as daemonic. For
Amelius, soul is numerically one (i.e., there is one World Soul from
which all others come) but becomes many after procession.
Iamblichus here characterizes him as saying that the only factor that
causes souls to be many is the variety of their relationships to their
receptacles; basically, it is all one soul.
wJ" oiJ jOrfikoi; levgousin, ejpipnoivai" ajpo; th'" o{lh" . . . On the Orphic
doctrine, see above, section 8 (“Aristotle [De An. 410b27-30] states
that in the Orphic poems it is said that the soul enters from the
universe, carried on the winds, when we breathe in (aj n apneov n twn
hJmw'n )” (366.17-20 W). Orpheus thought that from the single soul
“came many mediating breaths (mevsai ejpivpnoiai) to individual souls
from the Whole Soul” (366.22-24 W). In the present passage, the
Orphic doctrine is that the Whole Soul is numerically one but is
“multiplied” into individual souls by these “breaths” from the World
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Soul, which (it would seem) individual souls “breathe in.” This doctrine does not seem concordant with the otherwise-attested Orphic
belief in the survival of the individual soul and in metempsychosis, as
notable in the golden plates from Thurii (Fr. 32 Kern) and in some
lines of “Orpheus” preserved by Vettius Valens (Fr. 228c, d Kern). In
228a,b, however, we find lines supporting Aristotle’s position: yuch; dæ
ajnqrwvpoisin ajpæ aijqevro" ejrrivzwtai (“the soul in human beings
derives its roots from the ether”) and ajevra dæ e{lkonte" yuch;n qeivan
drepov m esqa (“it is by drawing in the air that we acquire a divine
soul”). The idea may be that immortal souls are floating around in
the ether, waiting to be breathed in. On the Orphic belief, see W. K.
C. Guthrie, Orpheus and Greek Religion 2nd ed. (Princeton 1993), 94-5
and 144-5 note 17.
e[peita ajnascovnte" ajpo; tou' plhvqou" . . . The text is problematic, and
there is no sure solution. (See the apparatus criticus for various
suggestions.) Festugière (213 note 1) read ajnascovnte" (“rise”), which
is possible and remains close to the reading of the MSS. Some verb of
motion seems necessary, since these philosophers are moving from
the many individual souls caused by the Whole Soul back to the
Whole Soul again, this time in its aspect of single soul separate from
all others. As another possibility, though less plausible paleographically, one might suggest ajnacwrou'nte" (“withdraw”).
throu'sin aujth;n o{lhn pantacou' th;n aujth;n . . . The first way to “count”
souls is to consider the change from a single “Whole Soul” to the
individuated souls that proceed from it. This is basic Neoplatonic
doctrine, based upon Plato’s Timaeus. Iamblichus posits the Whole
Soul as the unparticipated moment of the Psychic realm and divides
the Soul of the Universe and individual souls from it (In Tim. Frr. 50,
54-56). (By “Whole Soul” here, however, Iamblichus may mean the
Soul of the Universe; see below, section 26. If so, Iamblichus still
differentiates it from individual souls by its rank and, hence, in its
essence. See In Tim. Fr. 56 and Dillon [1973] 336-7.) The problem
with the view of Amelius and the Orphics is, as we have seen before,
that in the procession from Whole to partial souls, they think that the
souls’ essence does not change. Thus the multiplication whether by
“relations and assignments relative to other” souls or by “breaths”
does not cause the differentiation in kinds of souls that Iamblichus
favors. The difference between the Whole Soul and its parts (they
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think) is simply that the Whole Soul is an undivided soul sharing the
same essence with them. For Iamblichus, this will not do.
Iamblichus may be suggesting a second problem for these thinkers
as well. How can the Whole Soul be one and separate from the souls
that proceed from it yet be their cause? It is clear from the first clause
that this is just what these thinkers believe: the Whole Soul is one but
multiplied. The phrase “the multiplicity of the whole” must refer to
the multiplicity of souls that arise or proceed from the Whole Soul,
i.e., a multiplicity contained in the Whole Soul. Amelius and the
Orphics are said to “rise” from a multiplicity-from-unity back to a
unity-before-multiplicity, whereby the World Soul is again single but
now unrelated to the individual souls that have come from it. The
Whole Soul is said to have “laid aside these relations and assignments
[i.e., those we find in the lower individual souls] relative to other
[souls].” They “free it from its division into the things [i.e., souls]
that partake of it.” It is insofar as they deny the Whole Soul’s
subdivision after it has been subdivided that they can claim that the
Whole Soul is one but many.
OiJ d∆ ejn ajpeivroi" kovsmoi" . . . Iamblichus now begins a discussion of
those who believe that the number of souls is infinite. He first places
the atomists in this group. Iamblichus briefly discussed their
doctrines in section 2, above. Here only a little more is added. Soulatoms, and thus souls, are plainly infinite in number, just like other
classes of atoms. Souls are material, and disperse on the death of the
individual.
kata; suntucivan sunercomevnwn <sunistamevnoi"> sunivstasqai . . . With
Festugière (213 note 4) we insert sunistamevnoi" as required syntactically. Even for Iamblichus, this string of compounds beginning
with the Greek prefix sun- is noteworthy.
OiJ me;n ejk spermavtwn aujta;" gennw'nte" . . . Festugière wishes to
connect the school of thought alluded to here with those mentioned
in section 16, above, and to propose that they are medical theorists.
That may well be so, but in the earlier passage Iamblichus merely
attributes the doctrine that “the soul enters into combination with
the body for the purpose of generation” to oiJ plei'stoi tw'n fusikw'n,
which Festugière renders, strangely, “la plupart des médecins.” Surely
Iamblichus means only “physical philosophers,” primarily the early
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Ionians, presumably. It is not clear who these theorists are, but the
point of their inclusion is that they postulate one soul per seed (or
rather, per successfully fertilized egg), which would imply an everincreasing number of souls.
The word ajpoleivpousin (“leave behind”) has a technical meaning
of “bequeath” in wills. See LSJ I.1. Iamblichus is probably punning on
the notion of materialists bequeathing an infinite number of souls to
posterity via infinite procreation. The idea of desertion (of wife or
child) is inherent in the term as well.
OiJ de; kata; metabolh;n . . . The identity of this group is also obscure.
Perhaps it is a reference to the production of maggots from the dead
carcasses of cows (as Festugière suggests, 214 note 1), but probably
the doctrine is wider and includes any growth from dead matter, e.g.,
flowers from manure. Like the previous group, they postulate the
possibility of an infinite number of souls. The concept of change
here is consistent with that of the natural philosophers for whom
change is a natural and eternal part of the world.
OiJ de; th'" fuvsew" th;n yuch;n mh; diakriv n onte" . . . The natural
philosophers in this sub-group are concerned with proving the
infinity of souls from the ability of plants and trees to reproduce
themselves from cuttings. As Festugière points out, it is hardly appropriate to see the Stoics as those being referred to here, as Lévêque
had suggested,78 since they precisely did distinguish the level of physis
from that of psychê proper. On the phenomenon, see Aristotle, De
Anima 413b16-19: ejpi; tw'n futw'n e[nia diairouvmena faivnetai zw'nta kai;
cwrizovmena ajpæ ajllhvlwn, wJ" ou[sh" th'" ejn touvtoi" yuch'" ejnteleceiva
me;n mia'" ejn eJkavstw/ futw'/, dunavmei de; pleiovnwn (“In the case of plants,
some parts after they have been divided and separated from other
parts seem alive since the soul in them is actually one in each plant
but potentially many”). See also 409a9-10 and 411b19-30.
It is common to these last three sub-groups that they postulate the
possibility of a progressive infinity of souls. It may seem curious that
Iamblichus should pick them out as suitable foils for Amelius and the
Orphics, but in fact the theory of an ever-increasing multiplicity of
souls, rather than that of a static infinity of souls, can be seen as the
opposite pole to the doctrine of the essential unity of all soul.
78

Apud Bouillet, Les Ennéades de Plotin, 2 p. 647 note 5.
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OiJ d∆ ajpo; Plavtwno" . . . And so we reach finally, as the synthesis of this
opposition, the Platonists. Iamblichus presents the (mainstream)
Platonist tradition (having already presented Amelius’ doctrine as
deviant) as positing a fixed and limited number of souls, preestablished in accordance with divine providence, and recycling
themselves endlessly. On the Platonic doctrine, see Republic 10.611a49 and Timaeus 41d8-e1.
oiJ me;n peri; Plwti'non . . . The “followers of Plotinus” would no doubt
include Amelius, 79 who was much given to arithmetical speculations,
and probably Porphyry as well, although we have no indication of
this. At any rate, these “followers of Plotinus” connect this preordained number of souls with the Platonic “Perfect Number.” Plato
twice mentions the term “Perfect Number.” In Rep. 546b3-4 it refers
to a period of time during which the gods beget offspring (qeivw/
gennhtw'/), which may be related by Plotinus’ followers to the divine
begetting of souls. In Tim. 39d2-7, it refers to the “perfect year,” i.e.,
the amount of time it takes for all the planets to complete their
heavenly journey. Since Plato says (Tim. 41d8-e1) that souls are equal
in number to the stars (which the Neoplatonists took to include
planets but did not interpret to mean one soul to one heavenly body,
since there must be more human souls than divine ones), one can
easily imagine a Neoplatonist trying to work out a mathematical
“perfect number” corresponding the Demiurge’s creation of soul.
Plotinus certainly does not speculate on this issue in his published
works, although Amelius may have referred to such a doctrine of his
master.80 In any case, this divine number must remain mysterious,
although there is some possibility that, as Adam suggests in his
commentary on the Republic, ad loc., it was seen as being the square of
3600, which would be the number of days in a cycle of 36,000 years of
360 days each, the so-called “Great Year” of 12,960,000 days. Dodds
(19632) 301-303, while discussing the concept of ajpokatavstasi" in
Proclus, El. Th. 199-200, cites Proclus, In Tim.3.93.22ff where he
connects the Perfect Number with ajpokatavstasi".

79 The fact that Amelius is accused of declaring that all souls are one does not
preclude the possibility that he also speculated on the total number of preordained instantiations of it.
80 This would not, after all, be the only instance in which Amelius referred to
“unwritten doctrines” of his master. Cf. Proclus, In Tim. 2.213.9ff., on the
significance of the numbers of the soul.
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Here this section on the number of souls existing in the universe
abruptly ends. Iamblichus would certainly have agreed with Plato’s
doctrine that the number of souls remains constant. Whether he had
his own theory about that number’s association with the Perfect
Number, we do not know.

26
Iamblichus now turns to the topic of the soul’s descent. It is
impossible to determine how much material Stobaeus has cut
between the end of the last section and the beginning of this.
jEn taujtw'/: peri; diafora'" kaqovdou tw'n yucw'n . . . Wachsmuth
transposed this lemma from 379.11 W. Festugière follows him in this,
agreeing that it was “badly placed.” Nevertheless, he finds the title
unsatisfactory even in this place and re-titles the section, “Points de
départ et buts de la descente” (page 216 note 1). In truth the topics
of this section are many. Iamblichus begins by contrasting three
groups on the soul’s descent and embodiment: (1) Plotinus, Porphyry, and Amelius, (2) Plato in the Timaeus, and (3) other Platonists
(377.13-378.21 W). The topic here is the places in the universe from
which the soul can be said to descend. The first group thinks it is
simply from the Hypercosmic Soul; the second gives a hierarchy of
places (hypercosmic, encosmic, sub-lunar); and the third posits some
particular place above the earth. Next Iamblichus turns to the
question of whether the soul’s descent is voluntary or not (378.21379.10 W). We assign a different section number to each of the two
major divisions and allow the MSS. title to stand while admitting that
each section could be titled separately.
Plwti'no" me;n kai; Porfuvrio" kai; jAmevlio" . . . See section 17, above
(372.9-14 W), where (we are told) Plotinus and Amelius make the
universal soul and individual souls the same, but Porphyry distinguishes them. Also, in section 6 (365.14-21 W), Plotinus and
Amelius hold somewhat (but not consistently) to the view that all
souls are equal, whereas Porphyry appears to be of two minds on the
subject. Iamblichus believes that different classes of soul (e.g., divine
and human) should be placed in distinct categories. See the notes to
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section 15, above. Iamblichus would agree that the individual human
soul comes from the Supracelestial Soul (In Tim. Fr. 54.8-11), but he
would add further steps to the process. See below and Finamore
(1985) 59-60.
Polu; de; diaferovntw" e[oiken oJ Tivmaio" . . . Iamblichus now embarks
on an interpretation of Timaeus 41d-42a, where the Demiurge blends
human souls from the remnants of the ingredients from which he
had created the divine souls, distributes them among the stars, and
prepares for their eventual birth as human beings. This interpretation differs from the doctrine of Plotinus, Porphyry, and Amelius in
two ways. First, not all souls are equal (and in fact the human soul is
much inferior to those above it). Second, the descent is considered in
various stages and does not occur immediately from the Supracelestial Soul.
In this paragraph, Iamblichus mentions several Neoplatonic doctrines concerning the soul’s descent: the first existence of souls, their
“sowing” among the planets and stars, and their descent into the
material realm. For a full discussion, see Finamore (1985) 60-91. The
“first coming into existence” (prwvth uJpovstasi") is the soul’s earliest
and highest existence at the supracelestial level; the “sowing” (sporav)
brings the soul into the cosmos and associates it and its ethereal
vehicle with a soul and vehicle of a leader-god; the descent (kavqodo")
brings the soul into the world of generation and into its corporeal
body.
eij" o{la de; ta; stoicei'a tou' pantov" . . . Festugière (216-217 note 5)
interprets ta; stoicei' a as “planètes,” but this is incorrect. See
Finamore (1985) 73. The sowing of the human soul and vehicle takes
place into all the superior classes of soul (visible gods, angels, heroes,
daemons, etc.) who exist above and below the Moon. The “elements”
refer to the bands of fire, air, and water between the Moon and
earth.
hJ spora; hJ dhmiourgikh; tw'n yucw'n diairoumevnh peri; ta;" qeiva"
dhmiourgiva" . . . We read periv with FP. The Demiurge sows the souls
with their vehicles around the vehicles of the gods and other superior
classes.
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hJ prwvth tw'n yucw'n provodo" . . . The “first procession” (prwvth
provodo") is that from the Mixing Bowl (Tim. 41d4-7). See Iamblichus,
In Tim. Fr. 82 and Finamore (1985) 89-90.
hJ me;n o{lh to;n o{lon kovsmon . . . The Whole Soul (hJ o{lh yuchv) is
presumably the Soul of the Universe (hJ tou' panto;" yuchv).
[Allh toivnun ai{resi" tw'n Platwnikw'n . . . Iamblichus now turns to
the third major grouping, another set of Platonists (who differ from
Plotinus, Amelius, and Porphyry, whose views he has given above).
Iamblichus discusses the views of various Platonists who do not follow
the Timaeus but believe that the human soul always exists in some
body, heavenly or earthly. He differentiates four different “bodies” or
starting points whence the soul descends: (1) the Milky Way, (2) the
stars and planets, (3) the Moon or the air just under it, and (4) other
solid bodies. (Note that Iamblichus lists the abodes in descending
order from the top of the cosmos down.) F. Cumont, After Life in
Roman Paganism (New Haven 1922) 91-109, esp. 93-94, has discussed
these psychic abodes. Of these four, the last is different in that it does
not allot the soul a heavenly abode at all, but rather holds that the
human soul passes from one corporeal body to another. The
problem with all four views, as far as Iamblichus is concerned, is that
they do not make use of the different abodes established in his
interpretation of the Timaeus and they do not allow the soul a
separated, non-bodily (earthly or otherwise) existence.
Plotinus, Enn. 4.3.9.1-8 discusses the soul’s entry into body (pw'"
ejggivgnetai swvmati yuchv), distinguishing two ways that a soul may
enter a body. Either it is already occupying a body (whether of earth
or air or fire) or it occupies no body before entering into some body
(eij" oJtiou'n sw'ma, i.e., a body of earth, air, fire, etc.). Plotinus’ first
means of entry is similar to the thinkers Iamblichus discusses here.
Indeed, Plotinus divides this first class into two subdivisions. The first
is when the soul enters from one body to another (givnetai yuch'/ ejn
swvmati ou[sh/ th'/ te metenswmatoumevnh/); the second when the soul
enters from aery or fiery body into an earthly one. The latter is like
the opinions of the first three groups discussed by Iamblichus, where
the soul goes from ethereal (“fiery,” for Plotinus) or aery bodies to
earthly ones; the former like the fourth, where the soul goes from
earthly body to earthly body. The souls that may enter into bodies for
the first time, which Plotinus discusses at greater length, is similar to
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the conception of the Timaeus, where the soul’s prwvth uJpovstasi" is
without body. Iamblichus’ discussion differs from Plotinus’ in two
ways: it is more detailed and more doxographical. It is possible therefore that Iamblichus has taken Plotinus’ treatise and supplemented it
with material of his own. Alternatively, Plotinus’ discussion may
already be part of a larger set of discussions about the soul’s embodiment, in which case Plotinus may have condensed his material while
Iamblichus took it over and added to it.
ouj kata; tou;" . . . Iamblichus by helpfully telling us what these “other
Platonists” did not do (ouj kata; tou;" . . . oujde; kata; ta;" . . . oujde; kata;
ta;") tells us more about his own interpretation of the Timaeus. The
human soul is “distributed” into its god’s soul, is “sown” into the
superior classes, and descends into the places allotted to it by the
Demiurge (i.e., into its appropriate allotment in this life). The nomaiv
(“distributions”) are the sending of souls around the souls of the
gods. See Finamore (74-78 and 115 note 5). As the sowing establishes
the human souls’ vehicles in the vehicles of the gods and superior
classes, so the distribution establishes the human souls in their souls.
In these lines, Iamblichus is working in reverse order, from lowest
allotment upwards.
If we take these lines together with the previous paragraph on the
Timaeus, Iamblichus may be seen as presenting a carefully articulated
interpretation of Plato’s Timaeus that includes the soul’s first
incarnation by the Demiurge, its distribution (as incorporeal soul)
into the souls of the planetary gods, the creation of its ethereal
vehicle and placement into it, the sowing of the soul and vehicle into
those of the soul’s leader-god and the subsequent placement into the
superior classes allotted to that god, and its final allotment in this
realm and its placement under the laws of fate.
jEratosqevnou" kai; Ptolemaivou tou' Platwnikou' . . . Festugière (218
note 1), following Wachsmuth, believes that this Eratosthenes is not
the mathematician from Cyrene, but another “Platonist” Eratosthenes. Dodds (1963 2 ) 317-318 was at first hesitant, but in a note
added to the second edition (348) he accepts that this is probably the
Cyrenean. The reason for Dodds’ change of heart is an article by F.
Solmsen, “Eratosthenes as Platonist and Poet,” TAPA 73 (1942) 192213. Solmsen (198, cf. 201-202) argues that there is no other
reference to a “Platonist” Eratosthenes in antiquity and that a passage
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in Proclus, In Tim. 2.152.26ff., which Festugière considers to refer to
the “Platonist,” is also to the Cyrenean and shows that Eratosthenes
was interested in matters concerning Plato’s Timaeus. Solmsen’s arguments are cogent. We see little reason to unnecessarily multiply the
number of philosophers named “Eratosthenes.” If this attestation is
correct, then the belief in “subtle bodies” (i.e., vehicles or envelopes
of the soul) can be traced back to Hellenistic times.
On Ptolemy, see A. Dihle, “Der Platoniker Ptolemaios,” Hermes 85
(1957) 315-325.
eij" ta; ojstrewvdh . . . Literally “into oyster-like bodies.” For the
metaphor, see Plato, Phaedrus 250c5-6: we are surrounded by a body,
“bound as an oyster.”
JHrakleivdhn me;n to;n Pontiko;n . . . For Heraclides, see Gottschalk,
Heraclides of Pontus, (Oxford 1980) 100-105. We have evidence here of
a tradition within Platonism, represented initially by Heraclides (but
also later by such figures as Antiochus of Ascalon) which actually
regarded the soul as composed of aether or some fiery substance of
great purity. This tradition is reflected in Philo of Alexandria as well;
see Dillon (1998) 99-110.
27
Having explained different views of the soul’s descent into body,
Iamblichus now considers two ways of viewing the descent. The
section is divided into two parts, each of which is further subdivided
into two (by mevn . . . dev). The first part (given in the first paragraph in
this section) concerns the soul’s descent as a necessary following of
the laws of the cosmos; the second (given in the second paragraph)
the distinction between a voluntary and involuntary descent. As we
shall see, these two ways of looking at the descent are not contradictory but are two ways of viewing the same phenomenon. There is
nothing in this section with which Iamblichus would disagree. He
believes that the soul descends of necessity (in accordance with the
Timaeus) and that different souls will either accept the need to descend or not. Below, in section 29, Iamblichus will distinguish three
classes of souls, two of which will descend willingly in the necessary
descent and one which will descend unwillingly “for punishment and
judgment.” On section 27, see Finamore (1985) 96-101.
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JHravkleito" me;n . . . Heraclitus, frr. 60, 84a, and 84b. (Fr. 60 is from
Hippolytus, Refutation of All Heresies; 84 a and b derive from Plotinus.)
These fragments also appear grouped together in Plotinus, Enn. 4.8.1
(cf. 4.8.5), where they also concern the soul’s descent. See Festugière
(71-72).
Plotinus (E n n . 4.8.1.12-17) has the following to say about
Heraclitus’ “doctrine” on the descent:
Heraclitus urges us to seek this [i.e., how the soul comes to be in
body], positing that “changes necessarily arise from opposites”
(ajmoibav" te ajnagkaiva" tiqevmeno" ejk tw'n ejnantivwn), and having said
that “the road up is the road down” (oJdovn te a[nw kavtw eijpw;n) and “by
changing it rests” (metabavllon ajnapauvetai) and “it is weariness to the
same [souls?] to toil and to be ruled” (kavmatov" ejsti toi'" aujtoi'"
mocqei'n kai a[rcesqai), he seems to hint, not caring to make the
meaning clear to us, on the grounds perhaps that it is necessary to
seek after it, just as he himself has discovered [the truth] after seeking
it.

Two things, at least, are clear from this passage. First, these sayings of
Heraclitus were already imagined by Plotinus’ time to be related to
the topic of the soul’s descent into a body. Second, Plotinus himself
found them hard to interpret. Since Plotinus refers the fragments to
the soul, it is clear enough that the kind of descent hinted at is a
necessary descent (ajmoibav" te ajnagkaiva"); the change in the soul’s
state is part of the necessary logos controlling the cosmos.
Iamblichus is taking a similar tack. The change in the soul’s status
occurs by necessity (ajmoiba;" ajnagkaiva" tivqetai ejk tw'n ejnantivwn). This
necessity is connected not only to the soul’s descent but also to its
reascent (oJdovn te a[nw kai; kavtw diaporeuvesqai ta;" yuca;"). Both the
descent and ascent are linked to some innate power in the soul by
which it is more difficult for the soul to remain inactive than it is for
it to yield to the descending and ascending (to; me;n toi'" aujtoi'"
ejpimevnein kavmaton ei\nai, to; de; metabavllein fevrein ajnavpausin).
Indeed, no matter the truth of Iamblichus’ interpretation of the
sayings of Heraclitus, it seems that he is at greater pains than Plotinus
to give them a consistent and comprehensible interpretation. The
soul has an innate drive, as it were, that keeps it in motion. Its
descent and reascent are necessary, and the soul cannot easily resist
this inner drive. Thus, according to Iamblichus, the doctrines of
Heraclitus are in agreement with that of the Timaeus, where the soul
descends and is embodied according to necessity. As in section 26,
above, it is possible that Iamblichus has Plotinus’ passage in mind
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here, or that both are following a common text that deals with
Heraclitus.
OiJ de; peri; Tau'ron Platwnikoi; . . . The doctrine attributed to
Heraclitus (that the soul’s descent is governed by necessity) is also
attributed to “Taurus and his followers.” Taurus (floruit 145 C.E.) was
the teacher of Aulus Gellius (who preserves several anecdotes about
him) and an Academic who wrote a commentary on Plato’s Timaeus.
(Excerpts are preserved in Philoponus, De Aeternitate Mundi.)
The periphrasis that Iamblichus uses here, “Taurus and his
followers,” is intriguing. Were there various students of Taurus who
adopted two different ways of explaining the soul’s “necessary”
descent, or were these two ways in fact both taught by Taurus
himself? Dillon (1977) 245-246 was the first to suggest that the two
views were Taurus’ and that Iamblichus is using the periphrasis
“Taurus and his followers” to mean simply “Taurus.” He argues
correctly that the two opinions are compatible. In fact, the two
opinions are clearly accepted by Iamblichus himself and folded into a
single view. Although an authoritative answer cannot be given, it is
not impossible that the opinions were both Taurus’ originally.
oi} me;n eJpomevnw" tw'/ Timaivw/ . . . The first group of Taurians (or Taurus
himself) claims that the gods send souls to earth for the completion
of the universe (teleivwsi" tou' pantov"). The doctrine is from Plato’s
Timaeus. The Demiurge will create the four kinds of living creatures
in order that there will be as many types of creature below as intellect
discerns in to; zw'/on (Tim. 39e3-40a2). The Demiurge tells the creator
gods that they must create the last three types of creature because the
world must contain all the kinds of living creatures in order to be
complete (tevleo") (41b7-c2). Finally, at the end of the Timaeus, Plato
writes that the universe he has described contains all the living
creatures and is greatest, best, most beautiful, and most complete
(mevgisto" kai; a[risto" kavllistov" te kai; telewvtato") (92c5-9). See also
Plotinus, Enn. 4.8.1.40-50, where he summarizes Plato’s view in the
Timaeus, esp. 47-49: individual souls were sent by the god for the
perfection of the world (pro;" to; tevleon aujto; ei\nai). Cf. Festugière 7374, Dillon (1977) 245, and Finamore (1985) 121 note 63.
Oi{ de; eij" qeiva" zwh'" ejpivdeixin . . . The second group (or Taurus in an
alternate explanation) gives a religious explanation. Certain souls
descend into bodies purely, and these divine human beings display
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the life and thought of the gods through their own human lives.
Iamblichus too posits a special superior class of human souls. These
purified souls descend willingly in a necessary descent for the good of
humanity and would include such “divine” philosophers as Plato and
Pythagoras. See the notes to sections 29 and 30 (380.6-29 W) below.
It should be noted that Iamblichus breaks out of indirect discourse
in the final sentence. In the previous two sentences, he gives the
Taurian view using the infinitive in indirect discourse: “Others
attribute the goal of the descent to the demonstration of divine life.
For this [they say] is (ei\nai) the will of the gods: to show themselves
as gods through the souls.” But then Iamblichus uses the indicative
mood, clearly approving the Taurian view: “For the gods come forth
(proevrcontai) into the open and show (ejpideivknuntai) themselves
through the pure and immaculate lives of souls.”
Kat∆ a[llhn toivnun diaivresin . . . Having approved the views of both
Heraclitus and Taurus on the soul’s necessary descent into body,
Iamblichus now turns to a different way of looking at the descents.
Given that the soul must descend, to what extent is the descent
voluntary? Like Plotinus before him (Enn. 4.8.5), Iamblichus finds no
contradiction between the descent that is necessary for the
completion of the universe and soul’s willingness or unwillingness in
its individual descent. Iamblichus has already hinted at his solution
when he discussed pure souls that descend to demonstrate divine
will, for these souls are clearly willing participants in a necessary
descent. These souls know and accept the will of the gods. Lesser
souls descend unwillingly, being forced to descend and enter again
into bodies for punishment for their past sins. See sections 29 and 30,
below.

28
Sections 28-30 concern the human soul’s encounter with the body. It
was from here that the title to section 26-27 was transferred. We have
supplied the titles given here for sections 28-30. Festugière (220)
entitles the first section “Diverse selon la diversité des âmes,” but this
leaves out of account the second paragraph on Atticus and other
Platonists who think that all embodiments are the same. Similarly, he
(222) entitles section 29, “Diverse selon la diversité des buts,” which
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again ignores the second paragraph in the section. Section 30 lacks a
second paragraph that would offer a contrast to the doctrine given.
This suggests that Stobaeus has again curtailed our text. Festugière
(223) gives the title “Diverse selon les genres de vie différents des
âmes avant la descente.”
Oujc hJ aujthv ejsti pasw'n tw'n yucw'n koinwniva . . . This paragraph
presents one view of the act of embodiment: different classes of souls
join with bodies differently. The next paragraph presents an alternative view: all souls join bodies in the same way. This first paragraph,
which certainly preserves Iamblichus’ own doctrine (see De Myst. 1.8),
uses the Iamblichean psychic differentiae to explain how embodiment is less a detriment to souls at the top of the hierarchy and more
of one to souls at the bottom. Iamblichus takes us from the highest
soul to the lowest.
The Greek word is koinwniva, “partnership,” “communion,” “community.” It is used of the “community of wives and children” in Rep.
464a9. Iamblichus uses the term indifferently of the soul’s association
with the body (here and 381.13-14 W) and with the gods (382.18 W).
He uses it also of the association of the rational soul with the
compound of irrational soul and body (380.5 W). Plotinus uses the
term in Enn. 4.3.9.9-10: yuch'/ koinwniva swvmati. See also Galen, de
Placitis Hippocratis et Platonis 643 Muller: th;n pro;" taj'lla swvmata
koinwnivan. The term has Stoic overtones (383.3 W) but has been fully
adopted into the Neoplatonic vocabulary.
h} me;n o{lh, w{sper kai; Plwtivnw/ dokei' . . . The World Soul has the best
relationship to body: it holds the cosmic body but is not held by it. As
Iamblichus says, Plotinus (Enn. 4.3.9) holds a similar theory. In fact
Plotinus uses similar terminology. The cosmos “is overcome and does
not overcome; it is held but does not hold” (kratouvmeno" ouj kratw'n,
kai; ejcovmeno" ajllæ oujk e[cwn, lines 37-8). See also Festugière 220 notes
3 and 4. Individual souls, however, consort with bodies more
intimately.
Kai; ai} me;n tw'n qew'n qei'a swvmata . . . The heavenly gods have absolute
control over their (ethereal) bodies. As one continues down the scale
through the superior classes (angels, heroes, and daemons), these
souls become less and less able to control their vehicles (i.e., their
own ethereal bodies). Human souls, who unite with corporeal bodies,
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have the hardest time, although it is easier for pure souls than for
impure ones.
There is no reason to translate kaiv (line 18 W) as kaivtoi (“cependent”), as Festugière wishes. Rather the conjunction is copulative.
Iamblichus has just contrasted the whole soul with partial ones. Now
he describes the various partial souls and their relationship with their
bodies.
The ethereal bodies of the gods are said to “imitate intellect” in
that they move in a circular motion. Note that the gods have an
“intellectual essence” (noera;n oujsivan, line 20) whereas human souls
have “a disposition, good in form, similar to that of the gods in
intellect” (paraplhsivan toi'" qeoi'" kata; nou'n diavqesin ajgaqoeidh', De
An. 457.13-14 W). Iamblichus is careful to keep classes of soul
distinct.
[Eti ge mh;n aiJ kaqarai; yucai; . . . These are the pure souls of section
27. See our notes to sections 29-30, below.
jAttikw'/ < de; > kai; < a[lloi" tisi;> Platwnikoi'" . . . The Greek text is
corrupt. The MSS. have jAttikw'/ h] Platwnikoi'" (“Atticus or Platonists”), which makes little sense, because Atticus is after all a Platonist. The reading given here was suggested by Heeren and followed
by Wachsmuth and Festugière. The “other Platonists” may be taken
to include Numenius, who also subscribed to this psychic dualism,
and Atticus’ follower Harpocration of Argos. Cf. Dillon (1977), 374378 and 260-261. Another possibility is that Platwnikoi'" is a scribal
misreading for Ploutavrcw/ which would unite Atticus with his normal
comrade in arms (from the Neoplatonic perspective). This still leaves
the Greek somewhat rough, but possible. Plutarch shared with Atticus
a belief in a disorderly soul (cf. De Proc. An., passim and section 23,
above).
For Atticus, see section 23 (374.26-375.5 W). Festugière (221 note
4) cites and translates Proclus, In Tim. 2.153.25ff. and 3.234.8ff. On
the latter passage, see Dillon (1975) 371-372. Atticus seems to have
held that the soul is composed of a pre-existing mortal irrational
component that is put in order by a higher, immortal rational
component. The concept of a “disorderly” (plhmmelhv") soul derives
from Plato, Tim. 30a4. See Proclus In Tim. 1.381.26ff (translated by
Festugière 208 note 3), who cites Atticus in this context. On the level
of the cosmos, Atticus postulated both the World Soul and an evil
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World Soul (responsible for the disorderly motion of matter before
the Demiurge brought it into an orderly motion). At the level of
human soul, he postulated an immortal and controlling rational soul
along with a disorderly irrational one. On Atticus, see also Dillon
(1977) 256-7.
Here Iamblichus contrasts Atticus’ view of the soul’s embodiment
with his own. Clearly Atticus does not differentiate different classes of
soul. Indeed for Iamblichus, Atticus believes that the embodiment of
human souls parallels that of the cosmic soul. This would mean that
every embodiment involves the rational soul taking over a body with
its inherent disorderly motions, which are in turn presided over by an
irrational soul. The rational soul is to impose order (hence the
present participle, katakosmoumevnh/, “is being brought into order”).

29
Oi\mai toivnun kai; ta; tevlh diavfora o[nta . . . As in the previous section,
Iamblichus begins by giving his own doctrine, then follows up with
the views of “other Platonists.” On this section, see Finamore (1985)
101-107.
Iamblichus here emphasizes the distinction of purposes of the
soul’s descent and posits a threefold distinction of embodiments
based upon that. Elsewhere in the De Anima (and indeed just below),
Iamblichus makes only a twofold division between pure and impure
souls (sections 28 and 30, 379.22-25 and 380.23-9. W), but in De Myst.
5.18 he makes a similar threefold division of souls. On these divisions,
see the notes to the next section. Iamblichus, in the present passage,
has subdivided the category of impure souls into two: the mass of
sinful humanity who descend into bodies for punishment of their
past sins and those of greater purity who descend to better themselves. The highest category contains those completely pure.
Iamblichus believes, following the Timaeus, that all souls descend
of necessity. The highest two classes of human souls recognize that
their descent is for the best and make the necessary descent willingly.
The lowest class of human souls does not see that the descent for
punishment is a good thing and thus descends unwillingly.
<Tine;" de; tw'n newtevrwn oujc ou{tw"> diakrivnousin . . . Both F and P
leave a gap after what precedes with a strong stop. Heeren suggested
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this addition, and he is followed by Wachsmuth and Festugière. The
text is certainly corrupt. The verb diakrivnousin comes too abruptly at
the beginning of its sentence; both a subject and some resumptive
conjunction such as dev are required. Heeren has supplied both, and
we adopt his suggestion here.
oiJ peri; Krovniovn te kai; Noumhvnion kai; JArpokrativwna . . . Iamblichus
has mentioned the views of Numenius, Cronius, and Harpocration
on evil and the soul before in section 23 (375.12-16 W). There
Numenius and Cronius think that evil becomes attached to the soul
through matter, while Harpocration believes it arises from the
material bodies themselves. See our notes to section 23, above. On
the soul’s embodiment as a misfortune, see Dillon (1977) 377
(Numenius), 380 (Cronius), and 260-261 (Harpocration).

30
In this section Iamblichus turns to the life of souls before they are
ever implanted in bodies. On this section, see Finamore (1985) 107110 and Finamore (1997) 168-171 and 173-176.
Oi{ te ga;r neotelei'" . . . Iamblichus’ vocabulary is intentionally reminiscent of the Phaedrus. For neotelei'" kai; poluqeavmone", see Phdr.
251a2, 250e1, and 248b4; for oiJ te sunopadoi; kai; suggenei'" tw'n qew'n,
248c3; for oJ l ov k lhra, see 250c1-3. This embodies an important
feature of Iamblichus’ exegesis of the Phaedrus, reflected (through
Syrianus) in Hermias’ commentary. Iamblichus sees three categories
of human souls presented clearly at 248aff. Cf. Hermias 157.5-159.3,
although Hermias makes no mention there of the highest class of
souls descending.
As the vocabulary suggests, Iamblichus is interpreting Plato’s
Phaedrus myth. Both here and in section 28 (379.22-25 W) he divides
human souls into two classes. The embodiment of the higher class is
without passions and pure; that of the latter affected by passions.
Plato makes a twofold division of human souls also. After describing
the journey of the gods (Phdr. 247c-e), Plato differentiates between
those human souls who successfully follow the gods in this journey
and manage with difficulty to see the Forms (248a) and those who do
not see the Forms because their horses stumble and are dragged
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down along with others (248ab). Later (248cd), Plato says that the
first group will remain always unharmed (ajphvmona, c4; ajblabh', c5).
Iamblichus seems to interpret this to mean that such a soul will
descend and enter into a body purely and without being affected by
passions.
We saw above (section 29, 380.6-14 W) that Iamblichus also
promulgated a threefold division of souls, in which the lowest class
here in section 30 was subdivided into souls either somewhat or very
much impure. The reason behind the triple division can be found in
the Phaedrus myth as well. Of the highest of his two classes of soul,
Plato says (248c) that if such a soul can attain a vision of the Forms, it
will be free for one revolution (= 10,000 years); and if it can do so
always, it will always be free. The other souls shed their wings and fall
to earth; in their first birth they become philosophers but in
subsequent births the soul may not fare as well (248c-e). Now a soul
that chooses the philosophical life for three successive 1,000-year
periods escapes the cycle of births for the rest of the 10,000-year cycle
(248e-249c). Iamblichus seems to be subdividing Plato’s second class
of souls into those that have had a better view of the Forms than
others and who have the ability to choose the philosophical life
thrice. They descend “not completely unaffected” (380.11 W) and
through living in the body regain their connection to the Intelligible.
(Hence, they descend dia; gumnasivan kai; ejpanovrqwsin tw'n oijkeivwn
hjqw'n, 380.10 W.) The other souls are not so fortunate and continue
to lead non-philosophical lives for the entire 10,000-year cycle.
Iamblichus makes a similar threefold distinction in De Myst. 5.18.
There the highest human souls “using some supernatural power of
intellect, stand aside from nature, are led around to the separated
and unmixed Intellect, and at the same time surpass the powers of
nature” (223.16-224.2). These are the pure souls once they have
made their pure descent to this realm. Since they are unaffected by
passions, they can easily re-establish direct contact with the higher
world. The lowest class of human souls live in and are controlled by
nature, are subject to fate, and use practical reasoning instead of
intellect (223.10-16). The intermediate class carry on their lives
between nature and Intellect; “some use both, others pursue a life
mixed from both, and others are freed from the inferior and change
to the better” (224.3-6). They are thus in a position to better
themselves while living in the body. The distinction between the two
lowest classes shows Iamblichus’ pessimistic and optimistic sides. The
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lowest, the mass of humanity, is weighed down by the material world
and find it difficult to ascend from it. The median class, however,
through its involvement in appropriate theurgic acts, can rise from
nature and make contact with the gods. Such a soul seems able to
make up for its mediocre showing in the Intelligible world before its
embodiment. 81
There is one final difficulty that Iamblichus faces because of his
belief in a class of pure souls. Plato intimates that his highest class of
souls does not descend; it is simply “unharmed” (Phdr. 248c). It is the
other souls that fall (248c). Iamblichus himself realized the difficulty.
In In Phd. Fr. 5, we find that he claimed that these pure souls did not
descend, but he further explains what he means by this. They can be
said not to descend “by reason of the form of their life which creates
a descent that does not involve generation and which never breaks its
connection with the higher realm.” (Cp. In Phdr. Fr. 7 and De An.
379.22-24.) What Iamblichus seems to imply is that pure souls do
descend (and descend willingly) and become embodied, but they
maintain such close contact with the Intelligible that the term
“descent” is not strictly applicable. This is not to say that they always
intellectualize (for they are souls not gods) but that they are free
from the influences of matter and can much more easily ascend than
other mortals, although they too require appropriate theurgical
ritual (De Myst. 5.18, 225.1-5).
These pure souls are born in the bodies of the especially spiritual
and philosophical. Iamblichus must have envisioned thinkers such as
Pythagoras and Plato. Through the lives they led and the philosophy
they left behind they have assisted in the “preservation, purification,
and perfection” of those of us in this realm. Clearly they did descend
into this realm and become embodied, but Iamblichus must think
that the kind of example and instruction that they left to us signifies
no ordinary kind of higher thought. In Iamblichus’ terminology, they
are turned away from the sensible realm (ajpovstrofoi h\san th'"
genevsew", In Phdr. Fr. 7), their connection to the Intelligible is
unbroken (ajdiavkopon, In Phd. Fr. 5), and they become embodied
without passions and without being deprived of intellection (a[neu
paqhmavtwn kai; th'" sterhvsew" tou' noei'n, De An. 379.23-4 W). All of
this suggests that although these pure souls like all human souls

81 For previous intimations of such a threefold distinction in Philo, Plotinus,
and the Gnostic tradition, see Dillon (1989) 69-76.
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require the gods’ assistance in re-ascent to the Intelligible from the
sensible realm, once they attain that realm they are more closely
attuned to it than other lower souls because of their privileged
position in the time before they were embodied.

31
We have supplied titles in sections 31-34. P has “In the same,” i.e., in
the De Anima, as does F in its margin. Section 31 concerns the time at
which the soul becomes associated with body.
Kata; d∆ IJ ppokravthn . . . The beginning of section 31 has been lost, for
the sentence begins kata; de; JIppokravthn, without a previous mevn
clause, and ends by referring to the many (tosau'ta) opinions listed
in it, but as it is there are only three listed.
It may be possible to determine how much of Iamblichus’ text
Stobaeus has omitted. Festugière (224 notes 1-3) cites Porphyry, Ad
Gaurum as a possible source for Iamblichus. Porphyry includes the
opinions of Hippocrates, as does Iamblichus, and of an unnamed
philosopher, which Iamblichus uses below in the next section (381.16
W). Porphyry also provides another opinion, that of Numenius (fr. 36
des Places) that life begins when the sperm enters the mother’s
womb, and Festugière argues that this opinion would have occupied
the missing mevn clause here in the De Anima. If so (as seems likely),
Iamblichus would have given the three opinions chronologically
according to release of sperm, conception, and birth. It is not clear
why Stobaeus has chosen to omit the opinion of Numenius here. On
Hippocrates, see Nat. Puer. 18.
Gevnoito d∆ a]n kai; a[llh ti" dovxa . . . This is Iamblichus’ own opinion, as
the use of the potential optative shows. Iamblichus appears to claim
originality for this view, but it is hardly distinguishable from Stoic
doctrine (e.g., SVF 2.83). In its claim that rationality comes late in
human life, the doctrine is also in accord with Plato, Tim. 43a-44d.
See section 15 (318.1-4 W).
Iamblichus does not, however, say when life begins. His point is
that there are a number of powers and properties in the soul (as he
has already shown in the De Anima) and that these become manifest
in the human organism at different times. When precisely the soul
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housing these faculties and properties enters the body he does not
say, but we may make an informed conjecture.
Proclus (In Tim. 3.322.18-31) believes that, according to Plato, the
body is ensouled at the moment of birth. He argues specifically
against the view that the gods place the soul in the sperm. Psellus (De
Omniafaria Doctrina 115 = Porphyry, Fr. 267 Smith) records that while
Hippocrates and Galen thought that the embryo was ensouled,
Porphyry denied this, claiming that the embryo was not nourished by
soul but by nature, as trees and plants are. Thus it was nourished
through the mother, not through itself. Porphyry here is following
the Stoic doctrine (SVF 2.806). It seems likely that Iamblichus would
have followed this Neoplatonic tradition. (Proclus certainly gives no
hint to the contrary, although he cites and contradicts Iamblichus on
another matter a few lines later at 323.7-14.) It is interesting to note
that Alcinous (178.34-39) believed that the embryo was ensouled. See
Dillon (1993) 156. The view of Numenius (that the sperm entering
the womb is ensouled) has already been noted. Clearly, as Iamblichus
says, there are many opinions about the time of ensoulment.
Iamblichus’ view, then, will be that neither the sperm when it
enters the womb nor the embryo is ensouled. Rather, the embryo is
nourished by the soul and body of the mother. It is ensouled at the
moment of birth, but not all at once. It develops first a vegetative
soul, then a perceptive one, then a rational one (when it starts using
discursive reasoning), and finally an intellectual one (which of course
not all human beings actualize). The time interval between vegetative
and perceptive soul cannot be very great, perhaps only a few seconds.
It is intriguing that Iamblichus posits an interval at all. Perhaps he
has in mind the time of the actual birthing process followed by the
newborn’s subsequent cries. It is a fascinating question. If one
assumes that life begins at birth, at what point does the child begin to
feel and perceive as opposed to grow and feel hunger?
kata; kairou;" de; a[llote a[llw" . . . We preserve the reading a[llote
a[llw" with FP. Meineke altered the text to a[llote a[llou", and both
Wachsmuth and Festugière follow him: “sometimes at some critical
times, sometimes at others.” There is, however, no need to alter the
MSS. reading. It makes better sense to differentiate between when
and how the body takes on the psychic dunavmei" kai; oujsivai.
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32
Iamblichus explores three possible explanations for the way the soul
enters the body. The first two are anonymous, and the third
Iamblichus ascribes to the Plotinians.
jAlla; mh;n e[n ge tw'/ tovpw/ th'" eijsovdou tw'n yucw'n, kaq∆ o}n ejpizhtou'men
pw'" eijskrivnetai . . . The Greek verb eijskrivnesqai seems to have
taken on a technical meaning as the term for the entry of soul into
body. See Alcinous Did. 178.35; Festugière 267 note 1; Iamblichus, De
Myst. 1.8, p. 25.9, with des Places 51-52 note 2; Plotinus, Enn. 4.3.9.8
(hJ ei[skrisi").
This tripartite opinion corresponds to that set out in Porphyry ad
Gaurum 35.9ff. (although it is not there subdivided into three).
According to it, the heat of the sexual act draws in a soul “from the
outside” while those engaged in sex are breathing in. This has
affinities to the doctrine of the Orphics. See sections 8 (366.17-24 W)
and 25 (376.4-5 W) and the notes there. The Whole Soul emits
partial souls that are breathed in during the sexual act.
ajpo; tw'n ejkto;" th;n yuch;n ejn th'/ kaloumevnh/ sullhvyei . . . The term
“conception” (suvllhyi") is explained as a pun in Porphyry (35.16):
“because what happens is similar to the capture of a bird” (dia; to;
aJrpagh'/ pthnou' ejoikevnai ta; gignovmena).
The phrase “from those in surrounding atmosphere” translates the
Greek ajpo; tw'n ejktov", “from those outside.” Cf. Porphyry, ad Gaurum
35.11: ejk tou' perievconto" ajevro" (“from the surrounding air”).
h] dia; proqumivan th'" uJpodecomevnh" mhvtra" . . . Meineke bracketed
mhvtra"; Heeren suggested mhtro; ". There is, however, no need to
tamper with the reading of the manuscripts. It may sound odd to
speak of the desire of the womb, but it is Platonic. In Tim. 91b7-c7,
Plato says that the womb is an animal desirous of childbearing (zw'/on
ejpiqumhtiko;n th'" paidopoiiva", c2); if frustrated in this desire, the
womb will wander and cause disease. The womb therefore has desires
of its own. Porphyry too speaks of the womb in this way in the
corresponding passage of the Ad Gaurum (35.9ff.).
sugkinoumevnh" kai; th'" fuvsew" . . . This is another difficult phrase. we
translate “since the nature of the sperm has also been excited”
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(literally: “nature also having been excited along with [them, i.e., the
male and the womb]”). Festugière translates: “se trouve émue la force
naturelle pourvoyeuse du sperme,” following Porphyry, ad Gaurum.
Heeren suggested reading sugkrinomevnh" kai; th'" fuvsew" (“nature
also having been brought into combination”), where “nature” refers
to the combined nature of the male and female partners. This is
unnecessary. Iamblichus’ point seems to be that in order for the
psychic exhalation from the Whole Soul to be drawn into a fetus and
for conception to occur, both the male and the womb must be
warmed by desire and be breathing in while the sperm must be
“excited” or “in activity” so that the soul can attach itself to it.
h} de; kat∆ ajnavgkhn eijsduvnein poiei' . . . This second theory, unlike the
first, makes use of the Platonic notion of a self-moved soul
(aujtokivnhto"). Instead of the soul being drawn into the body through
inhalation, the soul itself “by necessity” enters bodies. Neoplatonists
found the Platonic doctrine of the self-moved soul in Phdr. 245c5 and
Laws 894b-895b, although modern editors read ajeikivnhton in the
Phaedrus text. See T. M. Robinson, Plato’s Psychology 2nd ed. (Toronto
1995) 111-115. For Neoplatonic texts, see Hermias, In Phdr. 104.7, 9,
and 15. It seems that Iamblichus himself read aujtokivnhton in Plato’s
Phdr. 245c, for in In Phdr. Fr. 2 we find him denying that the
irrational soul is self-moved, an epithet reserved for rational soul
alone. (See Dillon’s commentary on this fragment, 249-250.)
Neoplatonists differentiated between Intellect as Aristotle’s unmoved
mover, the soul as self-moved mover, and the body as that which is
moved by something else. (See Proclus, ET 20 and Dodds’ notes, pp.
206-208 and 201-202, where he cites Th. Pl. 1.14, where Proclus
includes the category kinouvm ena kai; kinou'n ta, which matches
Iamblichus’ role for the irrational soul in In Phdr. Fr. 2.) This “selfmoved” soul, then, descends into the body “by necessity” from
somewhere in the universe. The “necessity” is probably that of the
Timaeus, according to Iamblichus’ interpretation of which every soul
must descend into a body. See section 26, above (377.16-29 W).
There Iamblichus held that the soul’s descent began from the
Intelligible, through the World Soul, into the souls of the gods and
superior classes, and ultimately to this lowest realm. Here Iamblichus
is less definite, saying it descends into body from either the Universe
as a whole or from the World Soul itself or from the “created realm,”
i.e., the sublunary realm ruled by the visible gods.
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Although Iamblichus would agree that the soul is self-moved and
descends by necessity, this sentence does not represent Iamblichus’
view. As we have seen, the soul’s descent for Iamblichus follows a
path determined by his interpretation of the Timaeus. The three
disjuncts at the end of the sentence are not Iamblichean. Most
probably, then, this is the opinion of some Middle Platonists. For the
self-moving soul in Middle Platonism, see Alcinous 178.16-23; for the
necessary descent, see Iamblichus on Calvenus Taurus in section 27,
above (378.25-379.6). Alcinous himself gives four possible reasons for
the soul’s descent (178.37-39), all of which can be classified as
“necessary,” if not “voluntary.” See Dillon (1977) 293-294 and (1993)
156-158.
<auj>th;n aujtokivnhton . . . This is Usener’s suggestion. Festugière
would keep the reading of the manuscripts, th; n auj t okiv n hton.
Although this is possible, it is doubtful that Iamblichus would have
omitted the noun yuch;n with the adjective. The MSS. reading would
yield an awkward translation: “Another theory makes the self-moving
enter into the organic body . . .” We therefore adopt Usener’s
suggested change.
OiJ de; kaqarwvteroi tw'n Platwnikw'n . . . Both manuscripts have this
sentence here. Wachsmuth transposed it from this location to the
end of the next paragraph. Festugière (226 notes 1 and 2) rightly
argues that it belongs here. It represents a third theory of how the
soul enters the body. As Festugière explains, the phrase “from these
quarters” (ajpo; touvtwn tw'n merw'n) refers to “either from the universe,
or from the Whole Soul, or from the whole created realm” in the
previous theory and to “from those in the surrounding atmosphere”
in the first; in the words “the organic body . . . makes first use of the
motion,” the motion is that of the self-moved soul of the previous
theory. Festugière is wrong, however, that “independent” (ajpoluvtou") opposes “by necessity” in the previous theory. The independence meant here is that the rational soul with its rational faculties is
separated from the life-in-body. This leaves open the possibility of
whether or not the “descent” is free or necessary.
On Plotinus, see (with Wachsmuth and Festugière) Enn. 4.3.3 and
4.3.23. Plotinus does not wish to partition the soul so that one part is
present in one sense organ and another in another. Rather the same
part of soul is present to each organ, and it is the organ itself that
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causes the difference in function. The soul seems to use the whole
body as an organ, at least insofar as perception is concerned (4.3.3.89 cf. 4.3.22.12-18). For the soul’s independence, see (with Festugière)
4.3.23.33: the rational soul is not located in the head as if in a place,
but the brain makes use of the rational soul.
Aristotle, in his definition of the soul, says that it is the first
entelechy of an organic body (De An. 412a27-29). At De An. 412b16-17,
after his famous description of the essence of an ax, Aristotle says of
the human soul that it is the essence of a body “that holds the
beginning of motion and rest in itself” (e[conto" ajrch;n kinhvsew" kai;
stavsew" ejn eJautw'/). This seems to be the point of Iamblichus’
description of the organic body starting motion even though the
body is directed by the soul.
It is how Iamblichus interprets Plotinus here that is of importance.
The use of the term “purer” (kaqarwvteroi) is a trifle sarcastic. Thus,
according to Iamblichus, Plotinus and other Platonists of his school
think that the soul does not strictly enter the body at all, but the
powers of the soul use the organic body while remaining aloof from
it. The problem for Iamblichus is the soul’s independence, as we
have seen before. If the rational soul (here called “the [rational]
powers”) is independent of the body, then it has not truly descended.
For Iamblichus’ view that the whole human soul descends, see In Tim.
Fr. 87.

33
Iamblichus sets out seven ways in which the soul may be said to use a
body. As in the previous section, he commits himself to none of
them. The seven possibilities he lists come from the philosophical
tradition.
Oi} me;n ga;r proseoikevnai aujth;n levgousi new;" kubernhvsei . . . (1) First,
Iamblichus says, the soul may make use of the body as a pilot does the
ship. The image of the pilot appears as early as Plato’s Republic 488a489a, where the good pilot is compared to the philosopher (cf.
Politicus 297a). In the context of the philosopher-ruler, a Platonist
could easily make the leap from a pilot who guides his ship well, to a
philosopher who rules his state well, to the rational part of the soul
that guides the irrational and spirited parts well. In spite of this
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passage from the Republic and Iamblichus’ claim in In Phdr. Fr. 6 that
the pilot in Phdr. 247c7 is the One of the soul, Plato does not seem to
be the source of the doctrine given here in the De Anima. Rather,
Aristotle provides the necessary text in his own De Anima. After
arguing that the soul is inseparable from the body because it is the
entelechy of some body, Aristotle adds: “It is not evident whether the
soul is an entelechy of the body as a sailor is to his ship” (e[ti de;
a[dhlon eij ou{tw" ejntelevceia tou' swvmato" hJ yuch; w{sper plwth;r ploivou,
413a8-9). These words of Aristotle caused no small problem for later
interpreters.
Alexander of Aphrodisias (De An. 1.29) argues that even for
Aristotle the pilot is not analogous to the soul, unless kubernhvth" is
taken to mean the pilot’s tevcnh. For if the soul were like the pilot, the
soul would be corporeal, would be limited to one part of the body,
and would not be the soul of the whole body. He concludes that
Aristotle did not think the soul was like the pilot of a ship.
Plotinus (Enn. 4.3.21) examines how the soul is present to the
body. The first possibility he lists is “as a pilot in a ship” (lines 5-8).
Plotinus approves this image in one way (because it shows that the
soul is separable from the body) but objects to it because (1) the pilot
is accidentally on the ship qua sailor (plwthvr) but it is unclear how
he is there qua pilot (lines 9-11) and (2) the soul is in the whole body
but the pilot is not in the whole ship (lines 11-12). On the other
hand, at Enn. 1.1.3.20-24, Plotinus distinguishes between soul as
unseparated form (i.e., as an entelechy of the body in Aristotle’s
sense) and “a form in contact with body, like a pilot.” The upper part
of the soul uses (crwvmenon) the body but is separate, while the lower
part is mixed with body while using it at its level. Clearly, Plotinus,
unlike Alexander, is straining to show how Aristotle could have said
that a soul is both an unseparated entelechy and separated.
This desire to have Aristotle accept a Platonic higher soul continued in later Neoplatonism, and probably represents Iamblichus’
view. Pseudo-Simplicius (De An, 96.1-10) thinks that Aristotle is
distinguishing between the soul’s life in the body and the soul’s
separated life. When the soul uses the body, it is unseparated; but in
another sense the soul transcends the body, and the part that does
not use the body is separable from the body as a pilot from his ship.
Philoponus (De An. 224.10-225.31) also tries to make this statement
jibe with the rest of Aristotle’s psychology. He argues that the rational
soul is in a way inseparable from the body, and in another separable
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(224.28-37). Philoponus claims that this is true of the pilot as well,
since there are some things he can do only by being on the ship but
others that he does separated from the ship. In this he is like the
rational soul, for it has certain activities that it can perform only when
embodied and others it can perform only when separated.
This first use of body by soul, then, is an attempt to give Platonic
meaning to an Aristotelian conundrum, but it applies only to the
rational soul, not to the irrational. As such, Iamblichus would think it
only a partly correct description. It is also likely that he, like the
Pseudo-Simplicius and Philoponus, thought that it applies to the
rational soul only when it is operating according to its (separated)
essence.
h| " kai; aj p oluv e sqai cwri; " duv n atai oJ kubernhv t h" . . . Reading
ajpoluvesqai with Léveque and Festugière (227 note 1). Cp. above,
section 16 (371.19 W).
oi} de; ojchvmato" ejpibavsei . . . (2) The soul may make use of the body as
a charioteer guides the chariot. This image is Platonic, arising from
the Phaedrus myth and from the Timaeus (41e and 69c). The emphasis Iamblichus places on the common (koinhvn) journey shows that it
bears a special sense here, one complementary to the first. For while
the first image emphasized the possibility of the rational soul’s
separation from body, this image concerns the rational soul’s use of
the body. (In Tim. 69c, the rational soul is housed in the head and
uses the rest of the body as its “vehicle,” i.e. to carry it about. Thus,
soul and bodily vehicle may be said to follow a common course.)
Here the soul follows the motion of the body, just as the charioteer
follows that of the chariot. The connection between soul and body is,
therefore, more intimate than in the preceding image. A greater
degree of symbiosis results. (There is no need to see a reference to
Iamblichus’ doctrine of the ethereal vehicle of the soul here.)
oi} de; wJ" ma'llon . . . (3-5) These three ways of describing the
association of soul and body are connected. Either the association is
evenly balanced, or the soul yields to body, or the body gives itself
totally to soul. Festugière (227 note 3) ascribes the first to Aristotle’s
psychology. This is true, of course, but not for the Neoplatonic
interpretation of Aristotle’s psychology. Iamblichus may be thinking
of Stoics or Epicureans here, but he need not have in mind any
specific group.
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The terms “convergence” and “declension” (suvnneusi", rJophv) have
a Gnostic ring. For neu'si", see Plotinus Enn. 2.9.4.6-8 and 2.9.10.19,
but Plotinus uses it himself, as Festugière 227 note 4 says. (Iamblichus
uses it in Myst. 2.7, p. 84.16.) Iamblichus uses the verb sunneuvein in In
Tim. Fr. 49.51 of the power of a sphere to converge upon itself
(although this may be Proclus using the term and foisting it back
upon Iamblichus). Proclus certainly uses the term (both as verb and
noun) in ET 146 for the reversion of an hypostasis back to its first
principle (like a circle converging on itself). Iamblichus’ use of the
term here for the soul’s convergence to body seems unusual. (See
also Festugière 227 note 4 for its use by Plotinus and Porphyry.) The
verb rJevpein is used of declining toward bodies and is found in
Iamblichus’ own writings (In Tim. Frr. 16.9 and 22; Myst. 1.20, p.
64.8) and by Porphyry, Sent. 3-4, 28. On the two terms neuvein and
rjevpein, see also des Places 76 note 1. There seems to be, then, no
definite school to which Iamblichus would be referring here.
The same is true of the mastery of the body by the soul, which is
acceptable to Platonists, Aristotelians, and Stoics.
< h]> ejpikravteia/ tou' swvmato" . . . Both manuscripts have the dative
(ejpikravteia/) without the conjunction. Usener suggested changing
the dative to the verb ej p ikratei' , and Wachsmuth prints his
suggestion. We cannot make sense of this proposed reading in this
sentence. We adopt Festugière’s reading (227 note 5). He proposes
that a conjunction (h]) has dropped out of the text.
oi} de; oujde;n touvtwn . . . (6-7) The soul is a part of the whole living
thing. This same view is opposed by Plotinus in Enn. 4.3.20.30-34: “It
is not as a part in a whole, for the soul is not part of the body . . . as a
part in a whole living entity” (ouj mh;n oujdæ wJ" mevro" ejn o{lw/, ouj ga;r
mevro" hJ yuch; tou' swvmato" . . . wJ" ejn o{lw/ mevro" tw'/ zwv/w/.). The final
image is similar to that given by Alexander of Aphrodisias (above)
and also appears in Enn. 4.3.21.11-21. Taken together, these last two
methods are opposed. The first shows how the soul may be materially
part of a body; the second how it may be formally part of it.
34
Iamblichus turns from the soul’s association with body to its
association with the gods. Strictly speaking, this section does not fit
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well with those on embodiment that come before it. Wachsmuth
suggested making it a separate chapter. Festugière 228 note 1
remarks that it does not correspond to parallel passages in Tertullian
and Aetius, but he nonetheless attaches it to the preceding sections.
We do the same, but suspect that it is a paragraph from elsewhere in
the De Anima that Stobaeus has placed here.
For Iamblichus, who pioneered the idea of the soul as mean
between gods and the material realm and who increased the
significance of theurgy in Neoplatonism, the issue of how the human
soul and gods form a union is an important one. It is surprising that
he does not clearly indicate his own view here. Two passages from the
end of the De Anima show that Iamblichus would adopt the second
opinion given here, that pure human souls can mix with the gods,
but with certain restrictions. In section 53 (458.17-21 W), it is the
view of the “ancients” (i.e., of Iamblichus) that “after they have been
freed from generation, souls administer the universe with the gods.”
Iamblichus believes that pure human souls form a community with
the gods after death and during ritual ascent. On this passage, see
Finamore (1985) 153-155. Iamblichus also believes, however, that the
human soul existed on a different level of reality from the gods and
could not become completely unified with them. In section 50
(458.3-6 W), Iamblichus contrasts the opinion of Numenius of a
“union and undifferentiated sameness” of soul and higher principles
with that of the ancients of “a natural conjoining to a different
substance.” For Iamblichus, the pure human soul mixes with the gods
but remains separate according to its own essence. Compare Myst.
2.2, where Iamblichus discusses the differences between heroes,
daemons, and souls. The human soul, he says (69.9-14) “because of
the good will of the gods and because of the illumination of light
given from them, often mounts even higher, ascending to a greater
and angelic order.” Iamblichus at first says that the human soul
ceases to exist in human boundaries but becomes angelic (69.14-16),
but then softens this statement and says that it “always is defined
according to a single category and by sharing (koinou' s a) it coarranges (suntavttetai) itself with different higher causes at different
times” (69.17-19).
The reference to daemons and heroes in the final sentence of this
section is to the lowest two orders of the so-called superior classes
(angels, daemons, heroes). According to this third opinion, pure
human souls ascend only to the tavxi" of these lower beings, not even
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to the angels. This would be opposed to Chald. Or. Fr. 138, according
to which the souls of theurgists exist ajggelikw'/ ejni; cwvrw/.
For the Stoic view that the cosmos is a “city of gods and human
beings,” see SVF 2.528 (Arius Didymus, quoted in Eusebius, Praep.
Evang. 15.15). Gods are the rulers; human beings the ruled. There is
a koinwniva pro;" ajllhvlou" because they share in lovgo" together.

35
The titles for sections 35-38 are not in the manuscripts. Festugière
(229) has entitled the whole “Vie de l’âme dans le corps.” We have
divided it into four sections. The first concerns the soul’s choice of
the best life (which is probably made before it enters a body; see
below.) The second concerns death. The third and fourth concern
the fate of the irrational soul and vehicle after death.
The beginning words of section 35 are missing from both manuscripts. Wachsmuth marked the opening with an ellipsis. Festugière
(229 note 1) argues that a main clause is required with a verb upon
which the following Greek participles depend. He suggests polueidw'"
diafevrontai oiJ bivoi: “Les genres de vie se distinguent.” We suggest:
polueidw'" diakrivnontai oiJ bivoi aiJretoi; kata; tou;" filosovfou". Our
inserted clause is similar to Festugière’s but is meant to stress (1) the
notion of a way of life that is (2) chosen by each person, as well as (3)
the fact that different philosophical schools have defined the best way
of life differently. These are the three issues that Iamblichus stresses
throughout this paragraph. Like Festugière’s, our insertion is meant
exempli gratia and should not be taken as representing Iamblichus’
precise words.
For a comparison of the doxography of this section with Cicero’s
Lucullus (= Academica book 2) 129-131 and De Finibus 2.34-35 and
5.16-23, see Festugière 261-262.
oiJ beltivone", krinovmenoi kata; Plavtwna . . . Plato’s supposed doctrine
of the purification, elevation and perfection of the good soul and
punishment of the bad leads Iamblichus’ list. It has no correspondence to any of the three Cicero passages listed by Festugière. Iamblichus discusses the soul’s purification after death in section 43 below
(455.25-456.4). He says there that it includes the re-establishment of
the soul’s own essence, its perfection (teleiovth"), and its elevation to
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the engendering causal principle (a[nodo" ejpi; th;n gennhsamevnhn
aij t iv a n). Thus all three “Platonic” attributes obtain: purification,
elevation, and perfection. Plato, of course, does not mention all
three, but he discusses purification in Phaedo 80c-81e, where he
distinguishes between pure (philosophic) souls that go straight to
their reward after death and the impure souls that require purification. Compare the Myth of Er, where some souls have a blissful vision
of heaven for 1,000 years and other souls spend the 1,000 years in
punishment for sins committed on earth (Rep. 615a-616b). (See also
the final myth of Gorg. 523a-526d, where again the soul is judged after
death and the souls of the wicked are punished, while the souls of the
good receive their reward straightway.)
kata; de; touv" Stwikou;" . . . For the Stoic doctrines of the association
or community (koinwniva) of human beings and life in accordance
with nature, see SVF 1.179 and 2.528.
kata; de; tou;" Peripathtikou;" . . . For Aristotle’s theory of virtue as a
mean and of the value of the contemplative life, see Eth. Nic. 2 and
10.7. For the view that the life of contemplation is “superior to
human nature,” see esp. Eth. Nic. 1177b26ff.: oJ de; toiou'to" a]n ei[h bivo"
kreivttwn h] katæ a[nqrwpon. Both the Stoics and Aristotelians are
mentioned in Cicero’s texts.
kata; de; {Hrillon ejpisthvmh/: kata; de; JArivstwna ajdiaforiva/: kata; de;
Dhmovkriton eujschmosuvnh/ . . . Herillus of Carthage, a pupil of Zeno of
Citium, founded a distinctive Stoic sect of his own. His choice of
knowledge as the supreme end of life represents an extreme of
intellectualism. Cicero mentions him as one who considers cognitio et
scientia to be the highest good (Luc. 129).
Ariston of Chios, another pupil of Zeno, took an extreme position
as regards things “preferable” and “non-preferable” (prohgmevna and
aj p oprohgmev n a), maintaining that all external things were totally
“indifferent” (ajdiavfora) and that virtue was the only good. Cicero
says that Ariston (Luc. 130) is one who thinks that the highest good is
achievement of indifference (ajdiaforiva ).
Cicero does not mention Democritus. We cannot find the term
eujschmosuvnh used in this sense of Democritus elsewhere in Greek
literature. The reference is lacking in Diels-Kranz.
Hieronymus of Rhodes (290-230 BCE) was a philosopher and
historian of literature who trained as a Peripatetic under Lycon but
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left to set up a school of his own. At Luc. 131 and De Fin. 5.20, we are
told that he thinks that the highest good is the absence of pain. The
term aj o clhsiv a is also attributed to Speusippus (Clement, Strom.
2.133.4) and later to Epicurus (Ep. Ad Men. 62,12 Usener).
The role and place of this section in the De Anima is unclear.
Stobaeus has placed it between sections dealing with the soul’s
descent and association with the body (and with the gods, if section
34 is rightly placed) and with death (the separation of soul from
body). It may, therefore, be all that remains of Iamblichus’ discussion
of the life of the soul in the body.
There are two other possibilities, however, both suggested by
Iamblichus’ inclusion of the Platonic doctrine at the head of the
paragraph. Festugière’s study of Cicero’s Lucullus and De Finibus
clearly indicates that Iamblichus has added the Platonic material to a
previously existing doxography. (Festugière 262 is hesitant about a
single Hellenistic source for both Cicero and Iamblichus and thinks
that if there were one, Iamblichus re-worked it with regard to the
Platonic, Aristotelian, and Stoic schools.) Since the new material is
directly attributed to Plato (kata; Plavtwna), it represents Iamblichus’
own beliefs about the life to be chosen. It thus puts all the other
theories in perspective. Where they miss the mark is in not
understanding the importance of the disembodied life to the choice
of earthly life.
This leads to the two possibilities to which we just referred. Is the
choice of life the one that we make while embodied or that we make
in the disembodied state? Clearly, for all the other opinions, the
choice is made here and now. If Iamblichus interprets the Platonic
choice of life in the same way, then this section is about the
embodied life and the choices we make in it. Plato, however, when he
discusses the soul’s choice of life in the Myth of Er (Rep. 617d-620d),
has the soul decide before it becomes embodied. If Iamblichus
follows Plato in this, as seems likely since this is the most important
description of the choice of life in Plato’s writings, then Iamblichus’
point becomes more interesting. For it is not a choice made on the
basis of a single embodied life, but a study based on the whole life
cycle (the 10,000-year cycle of the Phaedrus). As Plato says (Rep.
618b6-c6), the critical point is to learn how to choose the best
possible life by gaining the knowledge to distinguish the good and
bad lives (ejpisthvmona, bivon kai; crhsto;n kai; ponhro;n diagignwvskonta).
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This is gained, according to the Republic, by learning it in this life but
in the Phaedrus by learning it before embodiment. The two dialogues
need not be, and for Iamblichus would not be, in conflict. Thus the
ability to choose a good way of life is learned continuously both in
the embodied and disembodied lives of the soul. This paragraph,
then, is about training the embodied soul (via theurgy) to choose in
its disembodied state the correct way of life for it to live in any of its
embodied existences.
Further, this is probably the position the paragraph occupied in
the De Anima. It falls between embodiment of soul and death (=
separation or disembodiment of soul) and concerns a decision made
before an embodied existence while the soul is disembodied. It seems
naturally placed. Iamblichus may, of course, have had more to say
than what is contained in this single paragraph.
There is one other possible allusion to Plato’s Myth of Er. At the
end of the paragraph, Iamblichus dismisses all the non-Platonic
opinions about the choice of the best way of life. He says that there is
an infinite variety of them but that this need not concern us. (This
speaks volumes for their unimportance. These will not make a person
ejpisthvmona, bivon kai; crhsto;n kai; ponhro;n diagignwvskonta. The lives
are “infinite” because they include all the wrong choices, and evil is
unbounded.) We can “dismiss them from our thoughts” (aujtou;" . . .
cairei'n eja'n). Plato uses the same expression in the Republic while
discussing the importance of the soul’s preparation to gain that
knowledge that will allow it to choose correctly. “It will dismiss all
other matters from its thoughts” (ta; de; a[lla pavnta cairei'n ejavsei,
618e2-3). It is true that the expression cairei'n eja'n is a common one,
but the similar context for Plato’s and Iamblichus’ use of the term
does suggest that Iamblichus has the passage from the Republic in
mind. Both the unimportant studies (other than philosophy) for
Plato and the other ways of life for Iamblichus will be a waste of time
and should be dismissed from our thoughts. The important point is
to train the soul in philosophy.
Iamblichus’ paragraph is a rhetorical tour de force. He takes a preexisting Hellenistic doxography on the tevlo" of life and uses it as a
foil to the ideal “Platonic” bivo". The non-Platonic views simply cannot
stack up, except perhaps quantitatively, since they amount to an
infinite number of wrongheaded biv o i. Iamblichus ends with a
flourish: about these bivoi “we need not trouble ourselves” (polupragmonei'n, the identifying feature of the democratic bivo" which Socrates
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and Plato condemned), but we “should dismiss them from our
thoughts.”
Plotinus, we may note, discusses the soul’s choice of life in Enn.
3.4.5, in his study of the guardian daemon that Plato says is allotted to
human souls in Phd. 107d and Rep. 620de.

36
jEn taujtw'/: peri; qanavtou. . . . The MS. P gives the whole title, but F has
simply ejn taujtw/ in the margin. Festugière has “Sur la Mort” and adds
subsidiary headings below that are not in the MSS.
jEpeida;n meta; to;n th'/de bivon . . . This section on death is nicely
structured. Iamblichus first sets out the topic’s sum and substance
(kefavlaion) here in the first paragraph. He states that just as there
are three possibilities for the soul at birth (the soul may exist before,
come into existence with, or come into existence after the body), so
too there are three possibilities for the soul at death (the soul may
perish before the body , or at same time with it, or may survive the
body’s death). Iamblichus then begins to examine the first two of
these three “parts” (mev r h) of the topic in the following three
paragraphs.
Stobaeus again has edited Iamblichus’ text roughly. The section
ends with a mevn solitarium and, more importantly, includes only views
in which the soul is afforded no life after its separation from the
body. Iamblichus would certainly have gone on to discuss other views
of death in which the soul survived. The doxography may have been
similar to the beginning sections of the De Anima (1-9) that culminate
in the differences between Plotinus, Porphyry, Amelius, etc., and
Iamblichus. But see our notes to the next section, below.
\Ara ge pnigmw'/ tw'n ajrthrivwn . . . This paragraph presents the soul’s
departure as previous to or simultaneous with the body’s death. The
soul deteriorates with the body over time.
For the translation of ajrthrivwn as “arteries,” see Festugière 232
note 1, where he cites evidence from the “pneumatic” school of
medicine and from the Corpus Hermeticum. Soul is present as pneuma
in the body and travels through the arteries and veins. If these are
cut, the pneuma is blocked; sickness or death ensues.
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A second meaning of ajrthriva is possible, “windpipe.” The term
has this meaning in Plato’s Tim. 70d1 and Aristotle’s De An. 420b29.
In both instances, however, it is used in the singular, whereas
Iamblichus uses the plural. Plato has the plural in Tim. 78c6, where
the god makes a device similar to a fish trap (kuv r to") so that the
human body can breathe. Part of this device goes “through the
windpipes” to the lungs. (The term aj r thriv a signifies any tube,
including the windpipe, artery, bronchial tubes, or aorta.) If we allow
Iamblichus a similar use of plural for singular here, then we may
translate: “when the windpipe is prevented from taking in air from
outside.” Iamblichus would then be referring to normal suffocation
caused by loss of air to the lungs.
Diogenes of Apollonia was probably the originator of this doctrine
that air or pneuma is the source if life, sensation, and thought.
“Human beings and the other animals live by breathing in air, which
is for them soul and intelligence . . . If it is removed, they die and
intelligence ceases” (64B4 D-K = Fr. 8 Laks). This air, Diogenes says,
is warmer than the air around us but cooler than that near the sun;
further, its temperature differs in different creatures, and this fact
explains why human beings have intelligence while other animals do
not (64B5 = Fr. 9 Laks, cf. 64A19 D-K). In a passage preserved by
Aetius (= 64A29 D-K), Diogenes explains that sleep is caused by the
blood pushing the air from the veins to the heart and stomach; “if all
the aery substance leaves the veins, death occurs.” These theories
passed into some of the Hippocratic texts and became part of Greek
medical lore.
h] tou' qermou' ejnaposbennumevnou . . . For the doctrine that the internal
heat is quenched, see Empedocles in Aetius 5.24.2, who attributes to
Empedocles the doctrine that sleep is caused by a moderate cooling of
the blood while death is caused by its complete cooling (31A85 D-K).
kaqavper Kornou'to" oi[etai . . . L. Annaeus Cornutus (c. 20-66 C.E.)
was a Stoic philosopher, probably a freedman of Seneca, who taught
both Persius and Lucan. Persius writes about him in his Satires.
Cornutus’ work “On the Nature of the Gods” survives, and contains
much Stoic allegorizing and playful etymology. It is not at all clear
why Iamblichus chooses him as the representative of a school of
thought that has the soul perish with the body. Perhaps he composed
a work on the subject of death.
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Eij de; wJ" duvnami" uJpokeimevnou . . . This paragraph presents the soul as
a potential state or the perfection or the form of the body. Here
there is no deterioration with body, but the soul simply ceases
immediately to exist (like attunement in an instrument) without any
corruption or “motion” from being to non-being.
On the soul as the form of the body, see Aristotle, De An. 412a6-22,
where Aristotle defines the body as potentiality and the form as
actuality, then says: “Necessarily, soul is a substance in the sense of
being the form of a natural body that potentially has life” (ajnagkai'on
a[ra th;n yuch;n oujsivan ei\nai wJ" ei\do" swvmato" fusikou' dunavmei zwh;n
e[ c onto", 19-21). See also 414a12-14: “The soul is that by which
especially we live, perceive, and think, so that it would be some sort of
essence or form, but not matter or substrate” (hJ yuch; de; tou'to w|/
zw'men kai; aijsqanovmeqa kai; dianoouvmeqa prwvtw": w|ste lovgo" ti" a]n
ei[h kai; ei\do", ajllæ oujc u{lh kai; to; uJpokeivmenon). We note again that
Iamblichus attributes this view (that the soul is the form of the body)
only to “many Peripatetics” and not to Aristotle himself, whose own
De Anima Iamblichus would have interpreted differently and more in
accordance with Plato. See section 2, above.
ajll∆ ejxaivfnh" eij" to; mh; ei\nai meqivstatai ajcrovnw" . . . We read ajcrovnw"
with the manuscripts and Festugière. Wachsmuth follows Meineke in
printing ajcravntw", “without defilement,” which misses the point that
the change is immediate and all at once.
[Estai dh; ou\n to; me;n zh'n tw'/ zw'/w/ ajpo; tou' e[cein to; th'" zwh'" ei\do": . . .
Heeren would read tw'/ zwv\/w/ for ta; zw'/a, not without justification. The
accusative is very awkward; it would have to be an odd use of the accusative of respect. The dative singular is a relatively easy emendation.
Eij de; parevspartai me;n kai; e[nestin . . . This paragraph describes the
atomic view of the soul as a configuration of atoms held together by
the body and intermingled with it. For the atomists, the soul is
dispersed at the time of death. The atoms continue to exist but not as
the same compound in the same body and, hence, not as a soul.
Again there is no deterioration of soul at death, but its withdrawal
from the body does take place over time. In this theory, as in the
previous two, the soul does not survive death intact.
e[nestin hJ yuch; tw'/ swvmati kaqavper ejn ajskw'/ . . . We keep the reading
of the manuscripts. There seems little reason to alter the text to
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kaqaperei' ajskw'/ with Meineke and Wachsmuth. Iamblichus uses
kaqav p er above, at the end of the second paragraph of section 36
(384.1-2 W) as a subordinating conjunction, kaqavper Kornou'to"
oi[etai; and below in the next section (385.8 W) as a subordinating
conjunction with an ellipsis of the verb, kaqav p er oj c hv m ata. The
repetition e[nestin . . . ejn is not unusual in Greek. Iamblichus himself
uses the construction in section 10 (367.11-12 W): ejn eJtevra/ th'/ yuch'/
ejnei'nai. He uses the construction with the verb ejnidruvein in section 5
(364.19-20): th;n ejn swvmasin ejnidrumevnhn and in section 6 (365.10-12
W): ejn th'/ meristh'/ yuch'/ . . . ejnidruvousi. Iamblichus also uses the
construction with ej n upav r cein in section 12 (369.7-8 W): ejn tw'/
hJ g emonikw' / ej n uparcouv s wn. It is odd that Iamblichus uses swvmati
without the preposition just before ejn ajskw',/ but not impossible. He
may even be thinking of the phrase kaqavper ejn ajskw'/ pneu'ma as a
separate construction from e[nestin hJ yuch; tw'/ swvmati. Or perhaps he
considers it more immediately under the influence of the prefixed ejn
in e[nestin.
w{sper Dhmovkrito" kai; jEpivkouro" ajpofaivnontai . . . Iamblichus’
vocabulary is reminiscent of the atomists, but gathered from
divergent sources. For parevspartai, see Letter to Herodotus 63: “The
soul is a body made of fine particles diffused (paresparmevnon)
through the whole organism.” The reference to air in the wineskin is
not attested for the Atomists, but is in Epicharmus 23B10 D-K: a{ ga
fuvsi" tiv w|n… ajskoi; pefusiamevnoi (from Clement, Str. 4.45). On the
notion that atoms are like motes (w{sper ta; ejn tw'/ ajevri xuvsmata dia;
tw'n qurivdwn fainovmena), see Aristotle, De An. 404a3-4: Democritus
calls spherical atoms fire and soul “similar to so-called motes in the
air, which are visible in sunrays through windows” (oi|on ejn tw'/ ajevri ta;
kalouvmena xuvsmata, a} faivnetai ejn tai'" dia; tw'n qurivdwn ajkti'sin). See
also Lucretius 2.114-115. Iamblichus uses the Greek verb for “scatter”
(diaskedav n nutai) used by Plato in Phd. 77e1 (diaskedavnnusin, cf.
77b5), when Socrates is mocking Simmias and Cebes for fearing (like
children) that a high wind will scatter the soul after death.

37
tou;" de; peri; Plwti'non . . . Heeren, followed by Wachsmuth and
Festugière, marks a lacuna before this section. This is verified, as
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Festugière also points out, by the opening dev and the change of
subject from what happens to the soul at death (the subject of section
36) to what happens to the “irrational faculties” (the subject of
section 37). The MSS record a strong break here, starting the present
section on a new line, but with no new heading.
It is impossible to be completely certain how much material
intervened between these two sections. We have suggested above that
Iamblichus may have listed opinions of many philosophers on the
fate of the soul after death. If, however, instead of heavy-handed
editing by Stobaeus we have a copying error caused by a scribe’s eye
moving from a tou;" de; that began the next (missing) sentence in the
section 36 to the tou;" de; here in section 37, much less may have been
lost. It is this second possibility that we think more likely.
Festugière (235) thinks that, besides the ending of the previous
section and the beginning of this, a section that he calls “Fate of the
Intellect” is missing. He then titles this section “Fate of the Irrational
Powers” and the next “Fate of Intermediary Substances.” (The entire
part composed of the three sections is entitled “Fate of the Elements
of the Composite Human Being.”) This is intriguing, but by no
means necessary.
Returning to the end of the last section, we can see that the
missing de; clause would probably have been in opposition to the view
that the soul “is diffused throughout and exists in the body.” This
opposing view could well have been the Platonist view and the third
of the three possibilities Iamblichus himself listed in the first
paragraph of section 36, viz., that the soul survives the death of the
body. If this is the case (and it seems likely), then the possibility of a
scribal error being the cause of the lacuna at the opening of section
37 is much more likely, for the Platonists to whom Iamblichus was
referring could well have been “those around Plotinus.” Hence the
error would have been caused by skipping from one tou;" de; peri;
Plwti'non to another.
Moreover, the move from Atomists to Platonists is helpful in
explaining the position of sections 37 and 38. In the lacuna, Iamblichus would have discussed the view that the soul survives death. This
would have raised the issue of which soul or parts of the soul survive.
Damascius, In Phd. 1.177 preserves an example of this topic.
Some philosophers, such as Numenius, think the soul is immortal
from the rational soul to the ensouled condition (a[cri th'" ejmyuvcou
e{xew"); others to nature, as Plotinus says somewhere [Enn. 4.7.14];
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others to the irrational soul, as of the ancients Xenocrates and
Speusippus and of the more recent ones Iamblichus and Plutarch;
others up to the rational soul alone, as Proclus and Porphyry; others
to intellect alone, for they allow the faculty of opinion to perish, as
many of the Peripatetics; others to the Whole Soul, for they allow
individual souls to perish in the Whole.

On this passage, see Westerink’s commentary (106-109). Iamblichus
may have entertained a similar doxology, although he clearly could
not have discussed philosophers who came after him. The discussion
could well have culminated in discussion of the Plotinian school and
in their opinion of the fate of the irrational part of the soul and the
soul’s vehicle, the topics of sections 37 and 38.
Further evidence can be gathered from Proclus, In Tim. 3.234.9237.1. In a discussion of Plato’s Tim. 41d1-2, where the Demiurge
tells the “younger gods” to “weave mortal to immortal” and create
living beings, Proclus himself presents a doxography concerning what
part of the soul is mortal and what part immortal. The earlier part of
the doxography, which includes Atticus and Albinus (234.9-18) and
Porphyry (234.18-32), is almost certainly drawn from Iamblichus’
own commentary. See Dillon (1973) 373. Atticus and Albinus believe
that only the rational soul is immortal and that the irrational soul and
vehicle are not. Porphyry would preserve the irrational soul and
vehicle in the universe, but not intact. Rather, just as the faculties
involved were gathered from the heavenly bodies in the soul’s
descent, so too they are given back to their sources in the soul’s
ascent. Proclus gives Iamblichus’ own view (= In Tim. Fr. 81): both
the irrational soul and vehicle are immortal.
The doctrine attributed to Plotinus’ school here in the De Anima is
similar to that attributed to Porphyry in Proclus’ Timaeus commentary. The irrational faculties are detached from the reasoning element
and returned to the ethereal and other bodies from which they
originated. The doctrine of the priests also agrees with Iamblichus’
doctrine in In Tim. Fr. 81: the irrational soul is preserved in the
cosmos. On this, see further Finamore (1985) 11-27.
This is the first occasion upon which Iamblichus calls up the
authority of “the priests” to re-enforce his own opinion. (He uses it
more frequently below.) As to the identity of these priests, one can
only speculate. One might naturally think of the wisdom of the
Egyptian priests, as relayed through the Hermetic writings, or of the
priests of Chaldaea, whose wisdom would be represented in the
Chaldaean Oracles. This mode of expressing his opinion is an aspect
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of his concern to relate Platonism to the timeless wisdom of the
ancients.
cwrizouvsh" aujta;" ajpo; tou' lovgou . . . The Greek pronoun auj t a; "
cannot refer to “souls,” from the previous section, since it makes little
sense to speak of separating souls from reason. The referent, which
would have been in the missing section, is supplied from eJkavsth
duvnami" a[logo" in the next sentence.
h|/ kai; o{ti mavlista mevnei ajmetavblhto" . . . We read h|/ kai;, which Heeren
suggested and Wachsmuth accepted. Festugière (236 note 1) reads h]
kai; with FP. This would set up not a double set of opinions, which
the text clearly calls for, but a triple one: (1) either (h[toi) each
irrational faculty is freed into the whole life of the universe from
which it was separated off, (2) or (h] kai;) each remains as far as
possible unchanged, (3) or (h] kai;) the whole irrational life continues
to exist, separated from the discursive reasoning and preserved in the
cosmos. Festugière argues that the second h] kai; (the one introducing
the third opinion) marks off Iamblichus’ own theory which is
opposed to the earlier disjunction. This earlier disjunction concerns
the existence of the irrational powers in parts, where “certaines
puissances se dissolvent (luvetai) dans la Vie universelle, certaines
autres continuent d’exister le mieux possible.” Thus this disjunction
is the first half of the double opinion. Leaving aside the complexity
of such a division, we note that the most natural way to take the
second set of conjunctions (h[ kai; . . . h[ kai;) is as a disjunctive pair:
“either this or this.” This is exactly how Iamblichus uses them in the
first sentence in this section. (Festugière sees this and tries
unsuccessfully to explain the difference away, 235 note 3.) Heeren’s
suggestion solves the problem simply. On this reading, see also Dillon
(1973) 375-376, Finamore (1985) 16-17, and A. Smith (1974) 65 note
19.

38
This section concerns the soul’s vehicle, a purer body intermediate
between the incorporeal soul and the corporeal body. On Iamblichus’ doctrine of the vehicle as an ethereal body created whole from
the gods themselves (and not merely gathered bit by bit from
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planetary ether and perhaps lower sources as well), see Iamblichus,
In Tim. Frr. 81 and 84, Dillon (1973) 374-377 and 380, Dodds (1963)
319-321, and Finamore (1985) 11-27 and 167-168.
Iamblichus here provides two possible ways that the soul is connected to the body. It is either connected immediately to the body, or
there are other intermediary bodies between them.
Oi} me;n ga;r eujqu;" . . . The first method is actually a denial of the
existence of any type of vehicle or intermediate body. The soul is
joined immediately to the corporeal body. Festugière (237 note 2)
cites Alcinous, Did. 23, as an example. Alcinous, following Plato’s
Timaeus 44de and 69c-71a, believes that when the secondary gods
received the immortal rational soul from the Demiurge, they placed
it in the human head and “placed the rest of the body under it
joining it to serve it as a vehicle.”
oi} de; metaxu; . . . The second method by which soul is connected to
body involves a series of “ethereal, heavenly, and pneumatic
wrappings.” Festugière (237 note 4) cites the Corpus Hermeticum for
this belief (see below). The idea of the soul putting on garments
more and more material in its descent is also part of the Greek and
Platonic traditions. See above, section 26 (378.6-9 W): “[Some
Platonists] posit that the soul is always in a body (as Eratosthenes,
Ptolemy the Platonist, and others do) and make it pass from subtler
bodies into dense bodies.” Plotinus says that souls (Enn. 4.3.15.1-5)
first take on a heavenly body and then in the course of their descent
add “more earthly bodies” (gewdevstera swvmata) (see Armstrong’s
note ad loc.). Porphyry (ap. Proclus, In Tim. 3.234.18-26) believes that
the vehicle is gathered from the heavenly bodies in the soul’s
descent.
metaxu; th'" te ajswmavtou yuch'" kai; tou' ajggeliwvdou" aijqevria kai;
oujravnia kai; pneumatika; periblhvmata periampevconta . . . The text is
corrupt and no sure solution has been suggested. The sentence lacks
a main verb in the Greek. Heeren suggested levgousin (“say”) after
e{neken; Wachsmuth tivqentai (“posit”) after aijqevria. (Wachsmuth
would also add the relative pronoun a{ after periblhvmata, which is
otiose.) We accept Wachsmuth’s tiv q entai but feel it would come
more naturally after zwhvn.
The two manuscripts have ajggeliwvdou" (“like an angel”), a word
not attested in LSJ, but P has it as neuter, F feminine. Wachsmuth
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follows F. As a feminine adjective, ajggeliwvdou" would modify an
understood “soul.” But this does not provide the contrast called for
by the preposition metaxuv (“between”). The phrase “between the
incorporeal and the angelic soul” is incorrect because the periblhvmata (“wrappings” or “garments”) must exist between soul and body,
not between two souls. (Another possibility is to say that the noun for
“body” has fallen out of the text, and Iamblichus wrote “between the
incorporeal, angelic soul <and body.>“ One would then have to explain why Iamblichus would call the soul “angelic” here.) Festugière
(237 note 3) adopts a suggestion by Ferguson, ajggeiwvdou" (“like a
vessel”). The image of the vessel for the body is common enough in
antiquity, but the use of the adjective without a noun might seem
abrupt.82 Marcus Aurelius (10.38), however, does use it substantively
(to; perikeivmenon ajggeiw'de"). This usage would justify Iamblichus’
usage here.
aijqevria kai; oujravnia kai; pneumatika; periblhvmata periampevconta th;n
noera;n zwh;n <tivqentai> probeblh'sqai . . . The verb probavllein is a
technical term among the Neoplatonists. For examples of its use in
Iamblichus, see Finamore (1985) 28 note 9. Usually, the soul is said
to “bring forth” or “project” lives or reason-principles from itself.
These can be either from the soul in its highest aspect or from the
soul in conjunction with the body (as composite) when it “puts forth”
irrational lives. This is best understood in an Aristotelian context.
The soul has certain powers (to think, to perceive, to grow), and the
actualization of these powers is the soul “bringing them forth.” See
Simplicius, in Cat. 374-375 and Finamore (1985) 13.
For the term periblhvmata, compare the use of peribovlaion in CH
10.17, 121.12-19:
For it is impossible for the intellect to be established naked by itself in
an earthly body (ejn ghivnw/ swvmati). Nor is it possible for the earthly
body to bear such a great immortality or for so great a virtue to be in
contact with a passive body. So it [i.e., the intellect] has taken the soul
as a wrapping (peribovlaion), and the soul, which is itself something
divine, uses the pneuma as a servant.

82 Bazán (1997) 143 note 49 thinks that the adjective ajggeiwvdh" is equivalent to
the noun ajggei'on. He cites Ch. Or. 157, where the noun is used for the compound
of soul in body: so;n <de; ga;r> ajggei'on qh're" cqono;" oijkhvsousin (“beasts of the earth
will dwell in your vessel”). Psellus (who preserves this fragment) says that the vessel
is to; sunvqeton hJmw'n kra'ma th'" zwh'" (“the composite blend of our life”).
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The extract from the De Anima ends here. It seems likely that
Iamblichus would have gone on to give his own doctrine. According
to him, the vehicle is not made up of mixtures from heavenly bodies
but is created “from ether as a whole . . . neither subtracting from the
divine bodies nor coming into existence through accumulation” (In
Tim. Fr. 84.4-7: ajpo; panto;" tou' aijqevro" . . . ou[te ejlattoumevnwn tw'n
qeivwn swmavtwn ou[te sumpeforhmevnw" touvtwn uJfistamevnwn). The
vehicle is an ethereal body created by the gods themselves to house
the human soul (In Tim. Fr. 81.6-10: oujc aJplw'" ajpo; tw;n swmavtwn tw'n
qeivwn . . . ajllæ ajpo; tw'n qew'n aujtw'n). See Finamore (1985) 11. The
vehicle, then, is a single, non-compounded ethereal body that exists
eternally. The rational soul is housed in it in its descent and can
detach itself from it after its reascent to the vehicle of the soul’s own
leader-god. The ethereal vehicle remains with the god’s ethereal
vehicle; the rational soul can ascend even higher into the Intelligible
realm and beyond. See Finamore (1985) 148-151. The concept of the
heavenly garments gathered in descent Iamblichus seems to have
transferred from coverings for the soul to coverings for the vehicle in
its descent. See Finamore (1985) 15.
The next excerpt (454.10-458.21 W), which follows immediately in
this edition, is separated by some sixty-nine pages in Wachsmuth’s
edition. It concerns the soul’s fate in the afterlife, however, and as
such may have followed soon after the end of this section.
39
[ jIamblivcou ejk tou' peri; yuch'"] . . . The titles are not in the MSS. P
has “Of Plotinus and Others,” probably based on the first words of
the section. Wachsmuth, following Canter’s suggestion, prints
“Iamblichus’ On the Soul.” Festugière assigns the section number
(IV) and title “Eschatologie.” He also adds titles for the individual
paragraphs below. The title “Judgment, Punishment, and Purification” is his, based on section 40 (454.24-25 W). We have added the
other titles below.
Plwti'no" de; kai; oiJ plei'stoi tw'n Platwnikw'n . . . This paragraph
concerns the role of purification according to the school of Plotinus
and “most Platonists.” The beginning of the section is missing, as
evidenced by the particle dev in the opening sentence. As will be seen,
Iamblichus in this part of the De Anima tends to distinguish between
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the opinions of “the ancients” (i.e., Iamblichus’ own opinion) and
those of various unnamed Platonists and Pythagoreans. It is not
likely, however, that the missing beginning dealt with Iamblichus’
view of purification. The views of the “ancients” regularly follow, not
precede, those of the “Platonists.” What then was in the missing mevn
clause? We suggest that it is the opinion of Plato himself. Stobaeus
has omitted Iamblichus’ words and substituted quotations from
Plato’s Timaeus (42a-d), Gorgias (523a-524a), and Republic (614b-616c)
(Stobaeus 448.17-454.9).
The paragraph as we have it distinguishes two positions of the
“Platonists.” According to the first, the soul’s purification involves the
separation of all the lower aspects of soul from the higher. According
to the second, purification concerns only the lower soul, while the
higher soul is never in need of being purified.
Festugière (239 note 2) questions whether the purification that
Iamblichus discusses is envisioned as occurring before or after death.
In fact, as he says, either is possible. For Platonists, purification was a
prelude to re-ascent, whether during life or after it. The use of purification is the same in each case. Certainly, however, the judgment and
punishment discussed in the following paragraphs take place after
death, and this suggests that this is Iamblichus’ intention in the
immediate context as well.
Plotinus discusses purification in his treatise on virtues (Enn. 1.2).
He identifies the four Platonic virtues of the Republic (wisdom,
temperance, courage, and justice) with civic virtues, differentiating
them from the “purificatory” virtues, which he discovers in the
Phaedo. These latter, he says, properly belong to the soul in itself
(1.2.3.11-19). Possessing virtue is having a “likeness to god” (oJmoivwsi"
pro;" qeovn, lines 19-21; cf. 1.2.1.1-6 and Plato, Tht. 176ab). Plotinus is
at pains to show that the soul alone has virtues, whereas Intellect and
the One do not, since they do not have a disposition (diav q esi",
1.2.3.20) toward and away from virtue as souls do. They are
permanently in the state toward which souls strive and which they
achieve only occasionally. Thus the soul, when it has the virtues and
is therefore purified, becomes like god. Purification is a “removal of
everything alien” to the soul in itself (ajfaivresi" ajllotrivou pantov",
1.2.4.5-7). In Enn. 4.7.10, Plotinus says that the virtues exist in the
soul, after it has been purified, and that such a purified soul is similar
to the gods (lines 11-20); purification provides the soul with
knowledge of the Intelligible (lines 41-47).
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Iamblichus, then, has captured this conception of purification in
this first sentence. Purification is a removal of the lower powers of
soul from the soul itself. Iamblichus sets this out in five stages.
First, purification removes the passions and use of images. On the
Greek tw'n morfwtikw'n diagnwvsewn, see above, section 1 (363.5-6 W),
aiJ morfwtikai; . . . gnwvsei". Festugière (178 note 1) compares Proclus’
use of the term morfwtikov" in his Republic commentary. See especially
1.39.28-40.4: “Every god is without form (ajmovrfwto") even if he is
envisioned in images (morfwtikw'"). For there is no form in him, but
rather from him, since he who envisions is not able to see the formless (ajmovrfwton) without an image (ajmorfwvtw") but sees according to
its own nature with images (morfwtikw'")” and 111.19-23, where the
faculty of imagination apprehends god “with images” (morfwtikw'").
Festugière also cites 74.24-30, 120.25-121.3, and 235.18-21, where the
term is associated with fantasiva. The term morfwtikov" then concerns
a lower form of thought that makes use of images.83 The term
diavgnwsi" underscores this meaning by use of the prefix dia- that
carries the connotation of discursivity.84

83 The term morfwtikov " is common in this sense in Proclus’ works: In Remp.
2.107.21-22; In Alc. 1.245.15-246.3; 264.15-18; In Parm. 679.24-30; 804.1-11; 1025.911; In Crat. 129.7-10; and In Tim. 1.352.16-19. At In Parm. 946.37-947.2, Proclus
presents a hierarchy of knowledge (gnw'si") from perceptible to imaginative to
opinionative to intellective. The imaginative is termed: aiJ de; tw'n th'" fantasiva"
prosdeovmenai morfwtikw'n gnwvsewn. Cf. 994.32-42, where the same hierarchy occurs
and where “imagination receives morfwtikav" images of [the Forms].” See also, In
Tim. 1.352.16-19: to; ga;r aujto; ginwvskei qeo;" me;n hJnwmevnw", nou'" de; oJlikw'", lovgo" de;
kaqolikw'", fantasiva de; morfwtikw'", ai[sqhsi" de; paqhtikw'". kai; oujc o{ti to; gnwsto;n
e{n, miva kai; hJ gnw'si". Proclus makes a similar distinction in his commentary to
Euclid 46.1-9; 51.17-52.3; 55.20-23; 94.19-21. The pseudo-Simplicius picks up the
term in his De Anima commentary: 17.2-5; 214.16-21 (where he mentions
Iamblichus); and 215.15-25.
84 See also De Myst. 4.5, where Iamblichus is discussing why good people suffer.
The problem is, Iamblichus says (187.7-10) that mere human beings cannot reason
out (ajnalogivzesqai) the complete life of the soul, including sins committed in
previous embodiments. He goes on to say (187.10-12) that even in this current life
many human injustices are concealed from human knowledge (lanqavnei ta;"
diagnwvsei" ajnqrwpivna") whereas they are known to the gods (toi'" de; qeoi'" ejsti
gnwvrima). The distinction between lesser human knowledge (with the dia- prefix)
and the surer divine variety (without the prefix) echoes the use of the prefix here
in the De Anima, where it refers to human ratiocination. See also De Myst. 10.3,
where Iamblichus discusses an inferior kind of divination, based on watching for
earthly signs of cosmic sympathy, in which the diviner reasons in a human way
(ajnqrwpivnw" . . . sullogivzetai, 288.12-13) and “creates a kind of knowledge not
distant from corporeal nature” (ouj povrrw th'" swmatoeidou'" tavxew" poiei'tai th;n
diavgnwsin, 288.14-15).
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Second, there is the move away from “opinion.” The term
“opinion” (dovxa) is to be contrasted with “knowledge” (ejpisthvmh), in
the Platonic sense. Festugière (239 note 1) compares Plato, Phd. 84a
and Phdr. 248b. See also Hermias, In Phdr. 160.18-20, where he
comments on Phdr. 248b5 (“They [i.e., the imperfect souls who have
just fallen from above] make use of the nourishment of opinion.”):
“That is to say they put forth (probavllousi) the reason-principles of
the sensible realm and live in accordance with them, no longer
viewing the Intelligible but rather the sensible.” The Platonic text
represents what occurs in the soul’s descent; Iamblichus’ in the soul’s
ascent. Just as the descending soul loses its access to the Intelligible
and takes on dov x a in its stead, so too during the ascent and
“purification” the soul must leave dovxa behind.
Third, there is a move away from matter. The phrase hJ e[nulo"
dianovhsi" again emphasizes the lower kind of thinking associated
with embodied human souls. For the term e[ n ulo", see Festugière
(239 note 2), who cites Aristotle’s use of the term in De An. 403a25.
The term is Neoplatonic and Iamblichean. See especially De Myst. 6.3,
where Iamblichus is explaining that the gods are not directly involved
in divination through animals, “for neither partially nor immediately
nor materially (ejnuvlw") nor with any relation” are they involved with
material particulars (243.5-8); In Tim. Fr. 10, where Iamblichus says
that Solon (as transcendent Demiurge) has his creative activity
hindered in the material realm “since material (e[nula) motions and
a material (e[ n ulo") disturbance become an impediment to the
creative principles of the encosmic realm” (lines 20-22); Dillon
(1973) lists other instances in his index (427). Cf. Proclus, ET 209.14, where the soul’s vehicle becomes more material (ejnulotevrwn) in
its descent and strips off material things (ejnuvlou) in its ascent.
Fourth and fifth, there is the positive doctrine of what the soul
obtains: Intellect and intelligible reality. The assimilation of thought
to thinker is an Aristotelian doctrine. See De An. 430a3-5: “For it [i.e.,
the intellect] is an object of thought like others. For with regard to
things without matter, the thinker and the thought are the same (to;
aujtov ejsti to; noou'n kai; to; noouvmenon). For theoretical knowledge and
the object of that knowledge are the same.”
Strictly speaking this first view of purification is basically Platonic
and one with which Iamblichus agrees. See Protr. 70.9 ff., cited by
Festugière 239 note 4. He would, however, certainly have stressed the
need for the gods and superior classes in the ascent.
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[Enioi de; kai; touvtwn pollavki" ajpofaivnontai peri; th;n a[logon yuch;n . . .
In the second sentence, Iamblichus adds that “some” of these
Platonists think that the soul’s intellect is above purification. He
again has Plotinus in mind. In E n n e a d s 1.2.4 Plotinus likens
purification to a conversion (ejpistrafei'sa, line 16; ejpistrevfetai, line
17, and ejpevstraptai, line 18). Virtue arises in the soul from this
conversion toward the higher realms. The soul gains “a vision and an
impression of the seen object, placed inside and working in the soul,
like sight around what is seen” (qeva kai; tuvpo" tou' ojfqevnto" ejnteqei;"
kai; ejnergw'n, wJ" hJ o[yi" peri; to; oJrwvmenon, lines 19-20). Thus,
purification is the turning of the soul to the higher realities. Plotinus,
however, then worries about this conversion. Did the soul not already
possess this vision? Yes, he replies, but not actively (ejnergou'nta) but
as it were unilluminated (ajfwvtista, lines 20-23). In Enn. 3.6.5.14-30,
Plotinus again refers to purification in this way, saying that the soul
turns away from things below toward those above. Plotinus compares
this conversion to the lower soul awaking from wrong-headed dreams
(hJ e[gersi" ejk tw'n ajtovpwn eijdwvlwn, line 24) and achieving an
unclouded vision. Thus, as with the souls’ “descent,” its purification
and resulting clear vision of the higher realms is always present to the
soul. It must awake itself to it.
On Iamblichus’ distinction between doxastiko; " lov g o" and
oujsiwvdh" lovgo" as a distinction between opinion in the embodied
soul and thought in the disembodied soul, see Festugière (239 note
4). It may be based in part on Aristotle’s distinction between the part
of the soul that opines (doxastikovn, EN 1140b26) and the part that
knows in EN 6.5. For oujsiwvdh" used to describe what belongs to the
soul in its disembodied essence, see, with Festugière (239 note 5) and
Dodds (19632) 300, Proclus ET 195, where the Intellect provides the
soul with its “essential reason-principles” (oujsiwvdei" lovgou"), and In
Tim. 2.299.18 (eJnevrgeia . . . tou; oujsiwvdou" th'" yuch'").

40
j A lla; dh; to; meta; tou' t o dielwv m eqa, uJ p o; tiv n wn e{ k asta touv t wn
ejpitelei'tai . . . In this paragraph, Iamblichus considers who is
responsible for the soul’s judgment, punishment, and purification.85
85 For a more detailed account of this section of the De Anima, see J. F. Finamore, “What the Hades? Iamblichus and Proclus on Judges and Judgment in the
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These three concepts arise from myths in several Platonic works:
Gorgias 523a-526d, Phaedo 113d-114c, Republic 614b-621b (the Myth of
Er), Phaedrus 248c-249d, and Laws 904c-905c. According to the
Platonic myths the soul, after it lives its life on earth, leaves the body
at death, and is removed to another place where it is judged. If the
soul has led a good (especially philosophical) life, it gains its reward.
If not, it undergoes some sort of punishment and is thereby purified.
Plato does not seem to hold souls accountable for judging,
punishing, and purifying themselves. In Gorg. 524a, Rhadamanthus,
Aeacus, and Minos judge the souls, but the soul goes elsewhere for
punishment (525a). No specific individuals are said to be the agents
in the Phaedo, although bad souls are said to be released from their
punishments by the souls of their victims (114ab) and exceptionally
good souls are said to have (previously) purified themselves by
philosophy (oiJ filosofiva/ iJkanw'" kaqhravmenoi, 114c2). Unnamed
judges appear in the Republic (614cd); the souls are again taken
elsewhere for punishment and purification. A voice prevents those
who have not had sufficient punishment from leaving the place of
punishment (615e-616a). The Phaedrus does not name the agents
who judge or punish the souls in between their earthly lives. After
being judged, some souls go to “places of punishment under the
earth” (eij" ta; uJpo; gh'" dikaiwthvria, 249a6-7) while others are taken to
a heavenly place by Justice (a7-8). The agents are divine but
unnamed in the Laws.
Plato’s lack of specificity has led to disagreement among his
followers. Proclus, In Rep. 2.128.3-140.25, argues that the place of
punishment is the ether beneath the Moon and that the agents of the
judgment include gods, daemons, heroes, and pure souls.86
Damascius (In Phd. 2.99; cf. 1.481) disputes Proclus’ claim that the
place of judgment (dikasthvrion) is the ether; rather (Damascius says)
it is the whole cosmos. At 1.482, Damascius explains that Justice (who
is, of course, in charge of punishment) heads a seirav from heaven
through earth: dia; pavsh" proveisi th'" oijkeiva" proovdou mecri; kai; tw'n
ajyuvcwn, oi{on uJdavtwn kritikw'n kai; pneumavtwn.
Iamblichus is concerned with earlier Platonists’ views of what lay
behind the soul’s judgment, purification, and punishment after
death. He isolates three groups but gives us no names.

Afterlife,” Mediterranean Perspectives 1 (1998), 45-59.
86 Finamore (1998) 50-52.
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JW" me;n dh; oiJ plei'stoi Puqagovreioi kai; Platwnikoi; levgousin . . .
According to Iamblichus, “most Pythagoreans and Platonists” claim
that the agency of judgment, purification, and punishment is the soul
itself. We can find no clear statement of this position in ancient texts.
Iamblichus may be thinking of those who believe that souls are
reincarnated immediately from one body into the next. See above,
section 26 (378.16-18 W): Some Platonists “firmly maintain that
[souls] always fall from solid bodies into other [solid] bodies.” See
notes there. Thus the soul’s punishments take place in this world and
are “self-inflicted” in the sense that they are caused by the soul’s own
actions either in this or a previous life.
wJ" de; oiJ ajkribevsteroi ejn aujtoi'" . . . Iamblichus’ second group assigns
agency to powers above the soul. The string of possibilities connected
by the Greek conjunction kaiv is typical of Iamblichus’ style. Here he
seems to be arranging the conjuncts in ascending order. (They are
not equivalent, as Festugière 240 note 3 claims.) The “more universal
and perfect souls” are those souls above human souls, i.e., superior
classes and visible gods; the Whole Soul is the Soul of the Universe;
the “arrangement” (tavxi") of the universe must then be everything
that is arranged therein, from the Soul of the Universe to the
superior classes. The Intellect is of course hypercosmic but rules over
the whole of generation; the term “universe” (diakovsmhsi") was used
by Aristotle to describe the whole universe (M e t. 986a6). For
diakovsmhsi" referring to the whole universe under the Intellect, see
Iamblichus, In Phdr. Fr. 5, where he identifies the “heavenly vault” of
Phdr. 247b1 with “the diakovsmhsi" situated immediately below” the
Demiurge (lines 4-5).
Again it is impossible to say which “Pythagoreans and Platonists”
Iamblichus has in mind here. Iamblichus’ use of the phrase “the
more precise among them” (oiJ ajkribevsteroi ejn aujtoi'") indicates that
he considers this group to hold a view more consistent with the truth.
Iamblichus may be thinking that the first group has, as it were, put
too much emphasis on Plato’s teachings in the Republic that the soul,
not the gods, is responsible for the soul’s fate (aijtiva eJlomevnou: qeo;"
ajnaivtio", Rep. 617e4-5). For Iamblichus, the gods still have a role to
play, as we shall see.
wJ" d∆ oiJ ajrcaiovteroi diateivnontai . . . The “more ancient authorities”
in the third group again represent Iamblichus’ opinion. Whereas for
the second group Iamblichus gave the agents in ascending order, for
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the third he gives them in descending order. First come the visible
gods, especially the Sun. For the role of the Sun, Festugière (263264) cites Proclus In Tim. 3.68.14ff.; on purificatory gods, 198.16ff.
Julian, in his Hymn to King Helios, following Iamblichus, delineates a
system of three “suns:” the Intelligible Sun (= the One), the
Intellectual Sun (= the Intellect), which he identifies with Mithras,
and the visible Sun. Each rules over the other gods at its level. Thus
the visible Sun is the ruling god of the visible gods and therefore has
greater powers. See Finamore (1985) 133-140.
The “invisible demiurgic causes” (tw'n te dhmiourgikw'n aijtiw'n tw'n
ajfanw'n) do not refer to the hypercosmic gods, as Festugière says, but
to the lower invisible gods. Iamblichus’ distinction is based on an
interpretation of Plato’s at Tim. 41a3-5 between the gods “that revolve
visibly” (o{soi te peripolou'sin fanerw'") and those that “appear as
they will” (o{soi faivnontai kaqæ o{son a]n ejqevlwsin). Proclus, In Tim.
2.195.1ff., tells us that the former are the heavenly gods, the latter the
sublunary gods. It is most probably an Iamblichean distinction; see
Dillon (1973) 368. Thus the “invisible demiurgic causes” here are the
sublunary gods in their demiurgic capacity. The subject of Plato’s
Sophist is, according to Iamblichus, the Sublunar Demiurge (In Soph.
Fr. 1.1-2). Iamblichus may conceive of this entity as the “king” of
other demiurgic sublunar deities, as the sun is king of the visible
gods. Be that as it may, it is to these sublunar demiurges that Iamblichus alludes here.
Finally, beneath both the cosmic and sublunar gods are the usual
array of superior classes (“heroes, daemons, angels, and [visible]
gods”). Iamblichus’ discusses these beings and their various differentiae in De Mysteriis, esp. in Book 2. These beings differ in essence from
each other (2.1) and therefore have various different characteristics.
In general, those of the higher classes (gods and angels) are purer
and more elevated than those of the lower (daemons and heroes). In
2.5, Iamblichus distinguishes their “power to purify souls” (to;
ajpokaqartikovn tw'n yucw'n, 79.7). Iamblichus here further divides
angels into two classes: archangels and angels.
In gods the power to purify souls is perfect; in archangels anagogic.
Angels merely free souls from the chains of matter, while daemons
drag them back into nature. Heroes lead them down into concern for
perceptible works. (79.7-11)

Thus the De Mysteriis echoes the role of these superior classes in the
soul’s purification.
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In the De Anima Iamblichus has set up a chain of divinities from
the stars and planets above to the superior classes below to be
responsible for the soul’s judgment, punishment, and purification. It
will be recalled that Proclus believed that the place of judgment
(mentioned by Plato in Phaedo 107de) was “between earth and
heaven” (metaxu; gh'" te kai; oujranou', ap. Dam. In Phd. 1.481.1, cf. In
Remp. 2.132.5-133.20), which Proclus interprets to be the ether (cf.
2.100). Damascius disagreed, preferring a series of places of
judgment suitable to different classes of soul (1.481.4-7; 2.99). This is
a later Neoplatonic “improvement,” one to which Iamblichus would
not have attained. If Iamblichus was the source of Proclus’ belief,
then Iamblichus’ reasoning here becomes clear. The places of
punishment for the soul are ethereal and therefore require agents
who have ethereal bodies. The visible gods, the sublunary gods, and
the superior classes all have ethereal vehicles and can act without
intermediaries in the ethereal realm. (The superior classes can act
directly on the soul even on the earth.) Thus the agents cannot be
any higher than the visible gods, for the hypercosmic gods are not in
the cosmos and do not have vehicles. Iamblichus would no doubt
have agreed with Proclus’ point that justice descends from the
highest realms down to the ethereal beings and below them to the
material realm (1.482), but he would have insisted that the actual
agents were the ethereal gods and superior classes.
It should be remembered that the soul has an ethereal vehicle
also. See Damascius, In Phd. 2.542, who like Proclus distinguishes a
higher and lower vehicle. Iamblichus believed in a single ethereal
vehicle, and it must be this one in which the soul is punished. Thus,
ethereal divinities judge, punish, and purify souls in their ethereal
vehicles in the ethereal cosmos.
41
Tiv pote ou\n aujtw'n ejsti to; tevlo" . . . This paragraph and the two that
follow concern the tevlo" of judgment, punishment, and purification,
i.e., what condition of the soul is gained through these three
processes. Again Plato’s dialogues provide little evidence here.
Iamblichus throughout divides the prevailing opinions into two,
those of the “Platonists and Pythagoreans” (called simply “others” in
section 41) and those of the ancients, who again represent Iamblichus’ own thoughts.
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Krivsew" me;n a[mikto" kaqarovth" tw'n ajgaqw'n . . . As Festugière says
(240-241 note 5), the ancients are concerned more with the highest
aspects of judgment: the soul becomes purely good without a trace of
anything inferior. How is this possible for the human soul, which is a
mean between divine beings and material entities? Probably
Iamblichus has in mind a temporary purity attained and sustained
with the help of the ethereal divinities. In this way it would be similar
to the purification of the vehicle in its ascent out of the body during
theurgy. See Finamore (1985) 127-131. The “others” opt for “an
orderly arrangement” (eujtaxiva), which is probably a reference to the
orderly arrangement of the three parts of the soul in the Republic.
(See also, Pseudo-Plato, Def. 411d: “Justice is unanimity of the soul
with itself and the orderly arrangement of the parts of the soul to and
around one another,” Dikaiosuvnh oJmovnoia th'" yuch'" pro;" auJth;n, kai;
eujtaxiva tw'n th'" yuch'" merw'n pro;" a[llhla te kai; peri; a[llhla.)87 This
condition is possible even in an embodied state without theurgy, and
hence is beneath the immediate concern of the ancients. The phrase
“separation of the worse from the better” (diavstasi" tou' ceivrono" ajpo;
tou' beltivono") is ambiguous. The adjectives are singular and probably
neuter, but the exact reference is unclear. They may refer to parts of
the soul, however, or to the separation of all kinds of vice from
human character. Again, this sort of “judgment” involves the lower,
embodied aspects of the soul.
uJperbolhv te ejxh/rhmevnh tw'n kreittovnwn aujth; eJauth'/ . . . The manuscripts have aujth; hJ aujthv (“itself the same”), which may be correct but
has a very odd ring to it. In this case, the transcendent superiority
that the soul attains after its punishment remains the same and does
not fluctuate, as the superiority possessed by an impure embodied
soul would. Heeren suggested aujth eJauth'/, which we read with
Wachsmuth and Festugière. This reading seems more natural. The
soul’s superiority is pure (itself by itself) and thus uncombined with
anything inferior.
pro;" h}n oujde;n duvnatai suntavttesqai tw'n ceirovnwn oujdevpote . . . The
two manuscripts divide this sentence and the previous one as follows:
They place a break between ceirovnwn and oujdevpote, which would
cause the previous sentence to end “with which nothing inferior can
87 For eujtaxiva used of the parts of the soul, see Proclus, In Alc. 325.8-12. At In
Tim. 3.289.8-9, he says that the soul destroys its eujtaxiva when it turns to passion.
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combine” and this sentence to begin “These principal ends of
judgment were never pleasing to the ancients.” It is the beginning of
this sentence that is impossible, for the ancients could not possibly
disagree with the foregoing goals of judgment. We adopt the reading
of Usener, which is followed by Wachsmuth and Festugière.

42
Divkh" d∆ a]n ei[h to; tevleon . . . Iamblichus now turns to the end of
judgment. He again begins with the ancients and their more sublime
explanation, before turning to “many Platonists and Pythagoreans.”
ejn tw'/ th;n ajnavlogon kai; kat∆ ajxivan ijsovthta toi'" pa'sin ajpergavzesqai . . .
In distinguishing the doctrines of the ancients from those of the
“Platonists and Pythagoreans” concerning the end of punishment,
Iamblichus makes use of Aristotle’s distinction between proportional
and arithmetic justice. See, with Festugière 241 notes 1 and 2, Nic.
Eth. 5.3.1131a24-33 and 5.4.1132a6-11. Cf. Pol. 1301b26-1302a1. For
Iamblichus, punishment is proportional, that is it takes into account
the offense and the type of soul that committed it. For the
punishment and reward being according to merit, see Phd. 113d8-e1
and Rep. 615b7-c1.
Lesser Platonists and Pythagoreans allot the same punishment for
the same offense. “Multiplication” in this context signifies that the
punishment will be worse than the offense. See (with Festugière 241
note 2) Rep. 615ab, where Plato says that the punishment or reward
will be ten times that of the original acts. The words “suffering the
same punishments that one inflicted when one was first acting unjustly” refer to a basic law of retaliation. As Festugière says (241 note 3),
Aristotle calls this a Pythagorean doctrine (Nic. Eth. 5.5.1132b211133a5). For the phrase “deliverance from vice,” see Festugière 241242 note 4, who compares the Platonic conception of punishment as
a cure in Gorg. 525ab and Laws 854d.
kai; peri; tauvta" ta;" aiJrevsei" eJlivssontai oiJ polloi; Platwnikoi; kai;
Puqagovreioi . . . The verb eJlivssontai seems to have a sarcastic ring to
it. Indeed Iamblichus adopts a superior tone throughout sections 4143, where he compares the opinions of the ancients to Platonists and
Pythagoreans. In section 41, he writes Kai; tau'ta toi'" palaiotevroi"
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ajrevskei ta; kefavlaia aujth'", a[lloi" d∆ a]n i[sw" . . . (“These principal
ends of judgment were pleasing to the ancients, but for others
perhaps . . .”); in section 43 Oi} de; ouj peivqontai toi'" ajrcaiotevroi"
tau'ta prosthsamevnoi" aujth'" ta; o[ntw" sumfevronta (“Others, however,
are not persuaded by the ancients when they emphasize the real
benefits of purification”) and kai; ta; toiau'ta smikra; tevlh proivstantai
aujth'", wJ" ta; proevconta tw'n o{lwn (“but they give prior place to such
minor ends of purification, as though these were superior to the
universal ones”). It is as if, in Iamblichus’ eyes, the unnamed “Platonists and Pythagoreans” are blind to the obvious, and Iamblichus can
only pity them.
The word eJlivssontai is, as far as we have been able to determine,
used in this sarcastic way only here. It has a pedigree, however,
associating it with the lower-order thinking and with the material
realm. Plato (Tht 194a8-b6) uses the verb in a passage about when
one is likely to make false judgments.
Concerning those things which we know and perceive, in these
matters opinion turns and twists and becomes true and false. (peri; de;
w|n i[smen te kai; aijsqanovmeqa, ejn aujtoi'" touvtoi" strevfetai kai; eJlivttetai hJ dovxa yeudh;" kai; ajlhqh;" gignomevnh, 194b2-4)

The verb turns up in the Chaldaean Oracles (Fr. 163) in a negative
description of matter, which “always twists around the maimed abyss”
(phro;n bavqo" aije;n eJlivsswn, line 5).88 Iamblichus cites a Pythagorean
symbolon that uses the verb in Protrepticus 108.3-4: Strwmavtwn ajnasta;"
sunevlisse aujta; kai; to;n tuvpon sunstovrnue (“When you arise from
bed, twist the coverlets and remove the imprint [of your body]”). He
explains the symbolon at 122.22-123.2 as “twisting” the coverlets of
ignorance to gain true knowledge of higher things. Thus in both the
Chaldaean Oracles and the Protrepticus, the distortion inherent in the
verb eJlivssein is connected with the distortion of the material realm.
Here, in the De Anima, Iamblichus connects that distortion with the
thinking of the wrong-headed “Platonists and Pythagoreans.”
43
Kai; mh;n th'" ge kaqavrsew" ajfaivresi" tw'n ajllotrivwn . . . In this section,
Iamblichus turns to the end of purification. He again draws a
88 On this Oracle, see H. Lewy, The Chaldaean Oracles and Theurgy (Paris 1978)
295 note 137; 296 notes 139 and 143; and 297 note 147.
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distinction between the “higher” form of purification stressed by the
ancients (i.e., by Iamblichus himself) and the lower form championed by “many Platonists and Pythagoreans.” As Festugière points
out (242 note 3), Iamblichus supports these “lower” forms in his
Protrepticus (70.9ff.), but adds to them the higher: “philosophy seems
to us a release from human bonds, deliverance from generation, a
return to being, knowledge of absolute truth, and purification for the
soul” (faivnetai hJmi'n filosofiva ajpallagh;n tw'n ajnqrwpivnwn desmw'n
parevcein kai; luvsin th'" genevsew" kai; periagwgh;n ejpi; to; o]n kai; gnw'sin
th'" o[ntw" ajlhqeiva" kai; kavqarsin tai'" yucai'"). See also De Myst. 1.12,
where Iamblichus discusses theurgical ascent of the soul: “The ascent
through invocations provides to the priests a purification from
passions, a release from generation, and union with the divine principle” (kavqarsin paqw'n kai; ajpallagh;n genevsew" e{nwsivn te pro;" th;n
qeivan ajrchvn, 41.18-42.1). Plotinus too recognizes two levels of
purification (for higher and lower soul). See Enn. 1.2.5; for ajfaivresi"
ajllotrivou pantov", see Enn. 1.2.4.5-7. Thus Iamblichus does not reject
purification for the embodied soul but prefers to emphasize that of
the disembodied soul here, where the topic is the soul’s lot after
death. Hence he lays stress on the soul’s return to its own essence
and to the gods (called here “engendering cause” and “wholes”).
Iamblichus thereby stresses the soul’s dependence on gods for its
purification. Cf. De Myst. 10.6 and 3.31 (pp. 178.3-179.12). (On the
distinction between material and immaterial rituals based upon the
soul’s disembodied and embodied states, see De Myst. 5.15: “There
are two kinds of ritual. One will be simple, incorporeal, and purified
of all generation, which is appropriate for pure souls. The other is
accomplished with bodies and every enhylic operation, which is not
appropriate for pure souls or for those freed from all generation,”
219.7-12. Cf. chapters 16-17. Iamblichus makes a threefold division in
5.18-19.)

44-46
[Eti de; ta; pevrata tw'n triw'n touvtwn dielwvmeqa . . . As the sequel will
show, by “limits” Iamblichus means which sort of souls undergo each
of the three processes. Iamblichus holds that pure souls are not
judged, punished, or purified after death, but that impure souls are.
On the categories of pure and impure souls, see sections 28 (379.22-
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25 W) and 30 (380.19-29 W) with the notes there. Iamblichus further
subdivides the category of impure souls into two (souls that descend
for “exercise and correction of its own character” and for “punishment and judgment”); see section 29 (380.6-14 W) with notes.
The vocabulary in section 44 is reminiscent of that in section 41
(455.6-15 W), which concerns the end (tevlo") of judgment. There,
the purpose of judgment was to have the soul attain its pure,
separated state. Thus, the more that souls are impure and polluted by
the material realm, the more they are in need of judgment. The idea
that souls are judged insofar as “they are combined with generation”
(suntavttontai eij" th;n gevnesin), recalls the goal (of judgment) that
they have “a transcendent superiority . . . with which nothing inferior
can ever combine” (uJperbolhv te ejxh/rhmevnh . . . pro;" h}n oujde;n duvnatai
suntavttesqai tw'n ceirovnwn oujdevpote, 455.9-11 W). The words “are
not separated from the universe” (tou' panto;" oujk ajfivstantai) recall
the goal that souls be “completely removed from what is imperfect”
(ajfesthkui'a to; paravpan ajpo; tw'n ajtelw'n, 455.9 W). To souls that are
“commingled in some way with things different [i.e., from their true
higher nature]” (summiv g nuntaiv pw" pro; " ta; diafev r onta) and
“unmixed” (ajmigei'") we may compare the goal of “unmixed purity”
(a[mikto" kaqarovth", 455.7-8); while for “those souls that have been let
go free” (aij de; ajfeimevnai ajpoluvtoi), we may compare section 29
(380.12 W), concerning the intermediate class of soul that is not
completely pure: oujde; ajfei'tai ajpovluto" kaqæ eJauthvn, “not let go [i.e.,
from the Intelligible] pure in itself.” For souls that are “themselves of
themselves” (aujtai; eJautw'n), see section 12, concerning which
faculties belong essentially to the soul. There Iamblichus says that
Plato distinguishes between faculties that belong to the soul itself
(aujta;" eJautw'n, 370.3 W) and those that belong to the composite of
soul and body. Cp. (in section 41 again), the goal of having a
“transcendent superiority . . . itself by itself” (uJperbolhv te ejxh/rhmevnh
. . . aujth; eJauth/', 455.9-10). It should be noted that Iamblichus is
following the Platonic doctrine that judgment and punishment are
for the souls’ benefit (e.g., Gorg. 525b).
Iamblichus’ point, then, is that pure souls are already purified and
therefore in need of neither purification nor the preliminary stages
of judgment and punishment that lead to purification. At the time of
death, the pure souls are “themselves of themselves,” i.e., what souls
are essentially, pure and ready for contact with the gods. Impure
souls, however, need further cleansing. Festugière (243-244 note 2)
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says that in the myths of the Gorgias, Phaedo, and Republic, all souls are
judged. This is of course true, but Iamblichus would have found
support for his thesis in his interpretation of the Phaedrus. If (as
suggested above, in the notes to section 30) Iamblichus interpreted
Phdr. 248a-d in such a way as to allow for the existence of pure
human souls (i.e., the soul “that becomes a follower of the god and
sees something of true reality” and is “always unharmed,” Phdr. 248c35), such souls are not among the “others” in 249a5 who having been
judged are then either punished under the earth (6-7) or carried to
heaven for their reward (7-9). Thus Iamblichus reinterprets the
judgments of all souls in Gorg. 524a-525d, Phd. 113de, and Rep. 614cd
as referring to all impure souls only, just as he does Phdr. 249a.
Hermias, unfortunately, preserves none of Iamblichus’ thoughts
on this topic. In In Phdr. 162.29-163.19, he discusses the appropriate
passage (Phdr. 248c3-8). He interprets Plato’s statement that a soul
that follows the god “is unharmed for another period” (mevcri te th'"
eJtevra" periovdou ei\nai ajphvmona, 248c4) as meaning that the soul
“remains unharmed (ajblabhv", from c5) for that whole period; that is,
it will not fall into generation” (163.1-2). The period is the one which
Plato says lasts 1,000 years, but which later Neoplatonists took as
variable. (See Damascius, In Phd. 2.147, discussing Phd. 113e6, that
some souls never go out of Tartarus, a situation the exact opposite to
the one in which the soul never descends. The answers to both
puzzles are parallel, however, since the same reason that souls must
exit Hades will be given for why they must not remain in heaven.
Damascius says that Plato may be referring to a stay of a single period,
which is Syrianus’ solution; or a complete turning of the outer
heaven, which is Proclus’ solution; an orbit of any one of the planets
or of the soul’s ajgelavrch", which are unattributed solutions; or the
period appropriate to the soul itself, which is Damascius’ solution. Cf.
Westerink Vol. 2, 364-366; Damascius, In Phd. 1.547 and Westerink
Vol. 2, 278-281.) Hermias seems to follow Syrianus, although the
term “period” is ambiguous. He adds that the soul can remain above
only with assistance from the gods, daemons, and heroes. Hermias’
position (and that of the other Neoplatonists mentioned by Damascius) may be a reaction to Iamblichus’ controversial doctrine that
pure souls did not (in some sense) descend (In Phd. Fr. 5).
After the judgment of these souls, the souls that have led a bad
life are sent for punishment: to a “prison” for curable souls and to
Hades and Tartarus for the incurable in Gorg. 525a7 (frourav), c8
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(desmwthvrion), and 526b7 (Tavrtaro"); to Acheron for curable souls
and to Tartarus for incurable in Phd. 113de; “under the earth” for
curable souls and to Tartarus for incurable in Rep. 615a2 and 616a4;
“to places of punishment under the earth” in Phdr. 249a5-6. Those
that have led a philosophical life are sent to a heavenly reward: to the
“Isles of the Blessed” in Gorg. 526c5; to the surface of the Earth and to
“places more beautiful” in Phd. 114bc; up to heaven in Rep. 614e5-6;
“to some place in heaven” in Phdr. 249a6-7. In the Laws (904c-e),
Plato makes a similar distinction: curable bad souls go to Hades,
good souls go to a special holy place, and the incurably bad to the
opposite place.
ta;" ajcravntou" yuca;" kai; ta;" oJmonohtikw'" sunafqeivsa" toi'" qeoi'" . . .
The phrase “by sharing in their intellect” translates the Greek adverb
oJmonohtikw'". The adjectival form, when found in Plato, is used in the
sense of ““harmonious” or “of one mind.” See Plato, Rep. 554e4 and
Phdr. 256b1. Here, however, it refers to the Iamblichean doctrine that
the human soul is in a separate level of existence from the unmixed
Intellect above and that the human soul participates in that Intellect
through ascent to the gods. See above, section 6 (365.22-366.5 W)
and Finamore (1997). Iamblichus may have coined this term in
this sense. For a similar use of the adverb, see Iamblichus, In Phil. Fr.
6.
oiJ de; Platwnikoi; pavsa" meta; th;n divkhn eij" th;n oujsivan ajpo; th'"
genevsew" ajpoluvousi . . . As in the previous section on the topic of
judgment, so here on punishment the distinction between the
ancients (i.e., Iamblichus) and the Platonists is that the former say
that pure souls do not undergo these processes whereas the latter say
they do. For the Platonists, the soul after it is punished returns to its
oujsiva i.e., to its pre-embodied state before its earthly sins (but it is
not yet, it seems, purified).
Gevnoito d∆ a]n kai; peri; th'" kaqavrsew" hJ aujth; ajmfisbhvthsi" . . . In
section 46, Iamblichus first differentiates the ancients (whom he calls
“the same men”) from the Platonists. The ancients again mark off
pure souls as privileged, not being in need of purification. The
Platonists say that all souls are purified. On the phrase “that follow
the gods” (qeoi'" sunevpontai), see above, section 30 (380.24 W) and
notes there. These are the pure human souls.
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Iamblichus then divides the Platonists into two camps. As Festugière says (244 note 3), both groups are concerned with the place in
which souls are purified. The word translated “place” is perivodo" in
the Greek. The word may mean either “period of time” or “orbit” (as
of a planetary god). Here it seems to have a spatial rather than
temporal meaning. Festugière chooses the temporal sense, and he
may be correct. The problem, however, is that the last clause would
then bear a strange sense: “Others, such as Plotinus, prefer that the
soul be above these (temporal) periods.” In what sense can a soul be
said to “be above” or “transcend” (uJperevcein) a period of time? If this
means that the souls are hypercosmic and in the realm of eternity,
rather than that of time, then they are also “above the place of
purification,” which is encosmic. Thus, the meaning of both
translations comes to the same thing. Otherwise, it is difficult to see
in what sense Iamblichus could mean “(temporal) period” here.
The “orbit” or “area of circular ambit” for the soul while it
undergoes purification may be either somewhere within the cosmos
(perikosmivou", i.e., somewhere between earth and the fixed stars) or
somewhere above the sphere of the fixed stars.
This latter Platonic view is ascribed to Plotinus. Festugière (244
note 4) finds no passages in Plotinus corroborating Iamblichus’
claim. Purification for Plotinus, however, is living in accordance with
the higher part of the soul (Enn. 1.2.4). In Enn. 1.2.5, he says that the
soul “perhaps gathers itself away from the body and to places of some
sort” (ajpo; me;n dh; swvmato" i[sw" me;n kai; toi'" oi|on tovpoi" sunavgousan
eJauthvn, lines 6-7). The soul is then unaffected by the body (lines 7-8).
Once the soul is in this condition, it purifies its irrational part (lines
22-32). Thus, purification involves the soul withdrawing to its higher
aspect (see Enn. 1.1.3.21-26) and the Intelligible Realm. Iamblichus
probably saw this as saying both that all souls must undergo
purification (for all souls must withdraw to their higher aspect) and
that the place of purification is in the Intelligible Realm.
On Iamblichus’ view of where (impure) souls are purified,
Festugière cites John Lydus, de Mensibus 167.21ff.: “Iamblichus in the
first book of his treatise ‘On the Descent of the Soul,’ mentions their
restoration (ajpokatavstasi"), giving to Hades the area (cwvra) above
the Moon up to the Sun, where he says the purified souls are
located.” As with the place of judgment, the place of purification
would be ethereal. See Damascius, In Phd. 1.481 and the notes to
section 40, above.
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47-53
On the first three difficult and mutilated paragraphs, see Festugière
245 note 1, who indicates two lacunae in the text (at 457.9 and
457.19 W) and transposes the final sentence (on the Timaeus of
Plato) so that it immediately follows the first sentence in section 47.
We have preferred to preserve the paragraph as it appears in both
manuscripts. Specific information is given below. In truth, the
paragraph seems sketchy and disjointed. We suspect both that
Stobaeus has excerpted material from a longer section in Iamblichus’
original work and that Stobaeus’ text is mutilated at points.
The title is from the first words of the section. The manuscripts
have simply “In the Same,” although the first incomplete set of
clauses in the subsequent paragraph (“Concerning the souls’ reward,
which they attain subsequently, when they depart from the body . . .”)
are conjoined thereto, in P as a kind of heading. Festugière (245)
gives as title “Récompense des Ames.” See below.
Iamblichus turns to the soul’s reward after death. If this part of the
De Anima follows directly on Iamblichus’ discussion of judgment,
punishment, and purification, then the reward is not simply for the
highest class of pure souls but also for impure souls that have led a
good (philosophical) life and have undergone punishment, judgment, and purification. These would be the souls of the intermediate
category in section 29 (380.6-14 W). See notes there along with
section 30 and its notes.
Just as Iamblichus and other Neoplatonists struggled to interpret
what Plato meant by “Hades” and other terms for the place of punishment, judgment, and purification, so too there was need of interpretation for the soul’s ultimate reward. Plato, again, is far from clear. In
Gorg. 526cd, the judges Rhadamanthus, Aeacus, and Minos send the
philosophical soul to “the Isles of the Blessed.” In Phd. 114bc, Plato
divides these souls into two classes. Those who have lived well come
to live on the surface of the “true” earth; those who have been
purified by philosophy live without bodies in more beautiful places
(Phd. 114c2-4). In Rep. 614c-e, souls of the just, after being judged,
ascend through the opening into heaven (c3-6) and after 1,000 years
descend from there pure and “tell of the beauty of an extraordinary
vision” (d7-e4). In Phdr. 249ab, good souls after being judged “are
carried by Justice to some place in heaven and live as worthily as their
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life in human form allowed” (a7-b1). In Laws 904de, an especially
good soul is taken to a holy place.
Damascius, in Phd. 1.551, preserves a late Neoplatonic attempt to
explain what Plato meant. He reinterprets Plato’s double division of
good souls (Phd. 114bc) into three. “Those without philosophy dwell
on the heights of the earth with very subtle pneumatic bodies, those
who practiced philosophy at the level of the polis live in heaven with
luminous bodies, and those who are completely purified are restored
to the hypercosmic place without bodies.” As Westerink (Vol. 2, 282)
says, the three groups correspond to those who lived according to
ethical, social, and purificatory virtue.
Iamblichus could not have been Damascius’ source for the triple
division, for the concept of a double vehicle (one pneumatic, one
luminous) begins with Syrianus. See Proclus, in Tim. 3.236.31-238.26;
Finamore (1985) 168-169; Dillon (1973) 374; Dodds (19632 ) 319321. He did, however, distinguish life in the (single ethereal) vehicle
from a life separated from it. See Finamore (1985) 144-151. The
human soul descends as a whole into generation. It re-ascends as a
whole, in theurgy or after death, to the visible gods. Its ethereal
vehicle attaches itself to the vehicle of its leader-god. In some rare
cases (De Myst.5.20; 5.22; 10.7), the highest part of the rational soul
(the “one of the soul,” In Phdr. Fr. 6) can detach itself from the
vehicle and ascend higher to the One itself. See Finamore ad loc. for
further sources. If (as seems likely) Iamblichus accepted Plato’s
twofold division of good souls in Phd. 114bc, then it is also likely that
those who “dwell on the earth’s surface” remain in their vehicles and
those who “reach habitations even more beautiful” are separated
from their vehicles and mount higher.
In sections 47-53, Iamblichus discusses the soul’s reward after
death. This necessarily involves the soul in a purified ethereal vehicle,
for the soul is punished and purified in that vehicle, as we have seen.
(See Damascius, In Phd. 1.543 and 2.146, where it is the lower,
pneumatic vehicle in which souls are punished after death.) Thus the
soul is either already purified (and thus not in need of further
purification after death) or it undergoes punishment and purification in its vehicle after death. The intermediate class of souls would
undergo both purification in ritual ascent and purification after
death. The reward is granted to pure souls and to the recently
purified intermediate souls.
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47
Peri; th'" ejpikarpiva" tw'n yucw'n . . . The Greek word for “reward” is
ejpikarpiva , “produce” or “crop.” It comes to mean any recompense or
profit gained from any activity. Here it is the recompense for living a
good life while on earth, that is, the soul’s heavenly reward. This
seems to have become the usual term in Neoplatonism for the soul’s
reward after death. Proclus uses it four times in regard to the soul’s
reward as described in the Myth of Er: In Remp. 2.97.22, 152.1-2,
172.7, and 175.17-18. Cf. In Alc. 121.2.
We translate the first sentence as it is given by both manuscripts.
As mentioned above, FP attach the first set of clauses (before the
ellipsis) directly to the title (“In the same”). It is indeed a possible
solution to the problem of the mutilated text here. These clauses may
not be Iamblichus’ words but those of an editor (working after
Stobaeus and before the composition of the archetype of FP) describing the topic of this section of Stobaeus’ work.
If the words are Iamblichus’ and belong to the text, then there is
certainly a lacuna after them, for the next clause in FP begins with no
verb and with an introductory de;: eij" ajggevlou" de;. There would have
been a previous mevn clause in the original.
Festugière (245 note 1) suggests completing the text (exempli
gratia) as follows: <oiJ me;n presbuvteroi levgousi poreuvesqai aujta;" eij"
qeou;" me;n kai; qeiva" yucav",> eij" ajggevlou" de; kai; ajggelika;" yuca;"
(“<the ancients say that they go, some to the gods and divine souls>,
some to angels and angelic souls>“). There are several points in favor
of his suggestion. It provides the needed mev n clause, adds a main
verb, and preserves the manuscripts’ reading of eij" ajggevlou".
(Usener had suggested ijsaggevlou", which Wachsmuth adopted.)
There are problems with Festugière’s supplement, however. First,
the clause that follows (“this then in general is the opinion of the
ancients”) is unnecessary after the addition of “the ancients say.”
Iamblichus could, of course be summarizing the ancients’ doctrine,
but a summary would suggest that the doctrine was lengthier than the
one presented here. Another problem is the inclusion of the words
“some to the gods and divine souls.” Festugière does not explain why
he includes the mention of gods here. Perhaps he does so because
below in section 53 (458.17-19 W), Iamblichus says: “After the souls
have been freed from generation, according to the ancients they
administer the universe together with the gods.” Also, of course,
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there is need of a mevn to precede the de;, which occurs in the clause
about the angels. (We will discuss the further problem of his
inclusion of oiJ me;n presbuvteroi, which also requires an answering de;,
below.)
There is, however, no need to add mention of gods or anything
else here. Iamblichus may well be considering a passage from the
Chaldaean Oracles (Fr. 138). Olympiodorus, In Phd. 10.14.8-10, is our
source for this fragment. He is discussing P h d. 72b1-3, in the
argument from opposites (Phd. 69e6-72e2). Life continually arises
from death and returns to it. Olympiodorus first argues that Plato
could not have believed in eternal punishment, explaining away
passages in the Gorgias where Plato says the opposite (in Phd. 10.14.18), then uses evidence from the Oracles to prove that Plato likewise
did not believe that souls could live eternally in the upper realms:
“But he [i.e., Plato] does not wish that the souls of theurgists remain
always in the Intelligible Realm, but that they also descend into
generation, concerning whom the Oracle says ‘in the angelic space’”
(ajggelikw'/ ejni; cwvrw/). He is concerned with the souls of theurgists,
souls which Iamblichus would consider pure. R. Majercik (193)
explains the fragment as follows: “the point is that the post-mortem
soul of the theurgist chooses to descend from the intelligible to the
material sphere (via the angelic order), presumably to aid the ascent
of souls.” These are Iamblichus’ highest class of souls, those which
descend “for the salvation, purification, and perfection of this realm”
(section 29, 380.8-9 W). As we have seen, Iamblichus hesitated over
whether and how they could be said to descend. See notes to section
30, above.
Iamblichus also seems concerned with these souls and this Chaldaean fragment in De Myst. 2.2, which we also discussed in the notes
to section 34. Iamblichus differentiates the activities of daemons,
heroes, and souls. Souls are described as the lowest of the three and
therefore more involved with the lower realm but also capable of
ascending higher and uniting with the gods (qeoi'" te sunavptousa,
67.7) although in a manner inferior to that of daemons and heroes
(68.8-69.7). Although the soul has the eternity and sameness of
daemons and heroes in a lesser degree, it can with the gods’ assistance “ascend to a greater, angelic order” (ejpi; meivzonav te tavxin th;n
ajggelikh;n ajnagomevnh, 69.11-12). At this point, Iamblichus says, the
human soul becomes an angelic one (69.12-14), but he then softens
this by saying: “If it is necessary to speak the truth, it is always defined
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according to a single category and by sharing it co-arranges itself with
different higher causes at different times” (69.16-19). This is certainly
more in keeping with Iamblichus’ stress on the differences between
kinds of souls. Thus, if this is Iamblichus’ attempt to interpret the
Oracle, it seems that he does so by taking the words “angelic space”
in the Oracle as equivalent to “angelic order” and then arguing that
the human soul ascends to, exists at, and descends from this order
because of the soul’s purity without itself actually becoming an angel.
On this interpretation, see Finamore (1985) 154-155.
To return to the passage in the De Anima, this partial sentence
probably alludes to this Iamblichean doctrine. Pure souls, according
to the ancients, ascend “to angels and angelic souls” (eij" ajggevlou" de;
kai; ajggelika;" yucav"). Compare De Myst. 2.2: when the soul ascends,
“it is wholly perfected into an angelic soul (eij" ajggelikh;n yuchvn) and
a pure life” (69.12-14). Thus, the sentence in the De Anima alludes to
pure souls only and discusses their tavxi" after death.
Could the lacuna be filled simply with an infinitive such as
ejxelqei'n (“go out”)? This would have the benefit of connecting the
two halves of the sentence: “Concerning the souls’ reward, which they
attain subsequently, when they depart from the body, <that they
depart> to angels and angelic souls, this in general is the opinion of
the ancients.” There are two problems: the placement of dev and the
brevity of the doctrine of the ancients. Rather, it seems that much
more is missing in the lacuna, including an earlier mev n clause,
perhaps discussing the views of some Platonists on the rank to which
souls attain after purification, and/or more information about the
doctrine of the ancients, perhaps along the lines of De Myst 2.2,
where Iamblichus explains that souls do not become literally angelic.
Kai; throu'si me;n aujth;n ejpi; th'" oijkeiva" tavxew" Plouvtarco" kai;
Porfuvrio" kai; oiJ palaiovteroi: Plwti'no" de; pavntwn touvtwn aujth;n
ajfivsthsin . . . Wachsmuth indicates a lacuna before this sentence,
stating that aujth;n (“it”) has no referent. The pronoun, however,
certainly refers to “soul,” which may have been written in the singular
in the foregoing lacuna. Alternatively, the pronoun could have been
substituted for the plural, if the plural noun “souls” were used
previously. Iamblichus writes the plural yuca; " , “souls,” in the
previous sentence, but these are angelic not human souls. Iamblichus
does use the plural tw'n yucw'n of human souls in the beginning words
of this section, if it is the beginning of the same sentence and if it is
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by Iamblichus and not merely a section title. (See above.) For such a
switch from plural to singular, see section 26 (378.5-6 W): katabavsei"
tw'n yucw'n: tiqemevnh de; th;n yuch;n ajei; ei\nai ejn swvmati (“descents of
souls; positing that the soul is always in a body”). Festugière (245 note
1) cites the passage in a different context to prove the same point.
Although the switch from plural to singular would not be a sufficient
reason in itself to say that there is a lacuna here, there is still good
reason for positing a lacuna.
Festugière (245 note 1), transposes the sentence concerning souls’
proper heavenly abodes in the Timaeus from below (457.22-458.2 W)
to here before this sentence. He argues rightly that in the Timaeus
sentence the plural pronoun aujta;" must refer to “souls,” whereas in
the sentence just before it (457.19-22 W) the same pronoun refers to
the soul’s irrational powers or activities. Since Festugière thinks that
the topic of the Timaeus sentence is the same as the topic of the first
sentence in this section, viz., the tavxi" to which souls attain after
death, he argues that the Timaeus sentence should come immediately
after that sentence. He further argues that the transposition creates
the necessary antithesis between the doctrine of the ancients (in the
first sentence) and the doctrine of Plato (in the Timaeus sentence).
Festugière is certainly right that, given the state of the text, the
Timaeus sentence could have been displaced in the archetype behind
F and P. There are problems, however that suggest first that if the
sentence should be transposed, it should not be transposed to this
place, and second that the topics of the Timaeus sentence and those
here are different enough that no transposition should take place.
First, the problem in the placement of the sentence: Iamblichus
could not be contrasting the view of the ancients with that of Plato.
Whatever conclusion Iamblichus reached about the ancients in the
mutilated first sentence, he could not have thought that Plato disagreed with them. The whole thrust of his philosophy is that Plato
preserves the truths of the ancient tradition (hence his attacks on
Platonists, such as Plotinus and Porphyry, who “misunderstand”
Plato). Since Iamblichus’ topic changes after the sentence about
Plotinus (457.13-14 W) to the soul’s properties, there are only two
possibilities for the position of the Timaeus sentence: either after the
first sentence (where Festugière places it) or after the sentence about
Plotinus. The latter possibility is preferable for two reasons. First, the
Timaeus sentence forms a better contrast with the Plotinus’ views than
with the ancients’. Plotinus does not keep the soul in its own tavxi",
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but Plato does. An even stronger case could be made if the reading of
FP, oiJ palaiovteroi (“the ancients”), were changed to a[lloi Platwnikoi (“other Platonists”), as Wachsmuth suggested but did not print in
his text. (We do not believe, however, that the text should be
altered.) Second, the Timaeus sentence has a crux that is easily solved
if it follows the sentence about Plotinus. In the Timaeus sentence,
concerning the soul’s appropriate boundaries (i.e., tavxi"), the manuscripts have: to;n o{ron th'" oijkeiva" (“the boundary of its own . . .”),
where the feminine th'" oijkeiva" has no identifiable noun to which it
can refer. Festugière suggests changing it to to;n o{ron th'" oijkiva" (“the
boundary of the abode”). The phrase ejpi; th'" oijkeiva" tavxew" (“in its
proper order”) appears in the sentence before the one about
Plotinus (457.11 W) and tavxewn is clearly the understood referent of
pavntwn touvtwn in the sentence about Plotinus (457.13 W). If we place
the Timaeus sentence after these, then th'" oijkeiva" in that sentence
has a referent (tavxew").
There remains a major obstacle to allowing the transposition even
to this place. The topic of the Timaeus sentence is not the same as
that of the other sentences under consideration. The mutilated
sentence about the view of the ancients that souls go “to angels and
angelic souls” and the following two sentences about whether the
soul remains in its own tavxi" concern the question of whether the
human soul can ever break out of its own rank and become something greater than a human soul. Thus, its tavxi" is its defined rank or
order, and for a soul to “preserve its tavxi"“ is for it to remain the kind
of soul it is and not become a greater (e.g., angelic) or lesser (animal) soul. For Iamblichus’ doctrine that each kind of soul remains
separately what it is, see above, section 6 (365.22-366.11 W). In the
Timaeus sentence, however, it is no longer a question of the human
soul remaining what it is but of the human soul’s ascent to another
tavxi". The soul may ascend to the soul of a visible god and be united
with it, but it does not become that god. Thus, we do not believe that
the Timaeus sentence should be transposed.
As to the present sentence itself, Festugière (246 note 3) can find
no passage in Plutarch to support Iamblichus’ thesis that the Chaeronean philosopher preserved the human soul in its rank. Indeed, the
case seems to be just the opposite, as the passage cited by Festugière
proves (def. or. 415b), where humans can turn into heroes and heroes
into daemons. See also Dillon (1977) 216-219. On the other hand,
Iamblichus may be referring to a lost work of Plutarch on the soul, in
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which the latter adopts a more restrictive view.89 On Iamblichus’
hesitancy over Porphyry and the status he gave to the human soul,
see above, sections 5 (365.17-19 W) and 18 (372.9-14), where he
distinguishes Porphyry’s view on the soul’s tavxi" from Plotinus’, and
section 24 (374.21-24), where he links them. See also Finamore
(1985) 21-23. For Plotinus, see his treatise 3.4, “On the Daemon
Allotted to Us,” where our guardian daemon is our higher soul. Such
statements as “What is a daemon? The one here. What is god? The
one here.” (Tiv" ou\n daivmwn… oJ kai; ejntau'qa. Tiv" de; qeov"… h] oJ ejntauvqa,
3.4.3.1-2) could easily have led Iamblichus to the conclusion that
Plotinus identified daemons with human souls.

48
OiJ d∆ ajrcaiovteroi paraplhsivan toi'" qeoi'" kata; nou'n diavqesin
ajgaqoeidh' . . . The topic changes from the soul remaining in its tavxi"
to the question of what properly belongs to the soul. The first
sentence of this section concerns the soul’s intellect, the following
sentence the soul’s reasoning element, and the third sentence the
soul’s irrational powers.
Iamblichus held that the Intellect and the human soul were
separate entities, existing at different levels of reality (above, section
6, 365.22-26W): “But the opinion opposed to this [i.e., that of Numenius, Plotinus, Amelius, and Porphyry] separates the soul, on the
grounds that it comes into being second after Intellect at a different
level of being; explains the aspect of it that is with Intellect as
dependent on Intellect but with the power to subsist independently
on its own.” Here Iamblichus calls the intellect-in-us a disposition
(diavqesi"), thus carefully preserving the soul’s separation from the
Intellect itself. This intellectual disposition is also called “good in
form” (ajgaqoeidhv"). This term suggests that this highest faculty in the
soul also has some relation to the Good. In his typical scholastic
fashion, Iamblichus wants to incorporate into the soul the faculties
necessary for the soul’s ascent beyond the visible gods. In In Phdr.

89 Frs. 173-178 Sandbach. There is admittedly nothing in the surviving
fragments to confirm or deny such a conjecture, except that in Fr. 178 (= Stob.
5.1089.14-1090.1 Hense) the disembodied soul is portrayed as entering the afterlife
still as a soul.
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Fr. 6, he distinguished the soul’s intellect, which he equated with the
soul’s charioteer in the Phaedrus myth, and the “one of the soul,”
which he equated with the helmsman. In De Myst. 1.15, as here, he is
less careful and calls this highest element to; qei'on ejn hJmi'n kai; noero;n
kai; e{n, h] eij nohto;n aujto; kalei'n ejqevloi" (“the divine, intellectual, and
one in us — or if you wish to call it so, the intelligible” 46.13-14).
Whether two separate faculties or a single highest faculty with two
aspects, Iamblichus here clearly houses the principle in the human
soul. On this topic, see Finamore (1997) 166-173. For a similar use of
the word ajgaqoeidhv", see Plotinus Enn. 1.2.4.13, where he differentiates being good (ajgaqov") and hence not being in need of purification at all and being ajgaqoeidhv" and thereby being capable of doing
wrong and needing purification.
kai; prostasivan tw'n th'/de aujth'/ ajponevmousi kalw'" . . . The concept
that soul cares for a[yuca is common Platonic doctrine. (See below,
section 52, 458.16-17 W.) For the concept in relation to Intellect, see
Proclus, ET 57, where “what soul gives to secondary natures, Intellect
also gives in a greater degree” (56.10-11). Whereas for Proclus,
Intellect has an effect further down the scale than soul, Iamblichus
holds that the power of both extends as far as a[ y uca but that
Intellect’s is “more piercing” (drimuvtero"); see Iamblichus, In Alc. Fr.
8 and Dillon’s note (236). Here in the De Anima, a soul after it is
purified is concerned with the good of souls and objects below.
Compare the souls that descend for “the salvation, purification, and
perfection of this realm” and “for the exercise and correction of its
own character,” in section 29 (380.7-12).
Porfuvrio" de; kai; tou'to ajp∆ aujth'" ajfairei'. . . . What does Porphyry
remove? The manuscripts have touvtou" (masculine plural), but there
are no masculine nouns in this sentence. Heeren suggested tou'to
(neuter singular), and he was followed by Wachsmuth and Festugière. We have adopted this change as well. According to this reading, Iamblichus has nothing to say about Porphyry’s opinion about
the soul’s relation to Intellect, but says only that Porphyry rejects the
idea of a soul, after it has been purified, having a superintendence
over this lower realm. Since in section 5 (365.17-19 W) Iamblichus
says that Porphyry is of two minds about distinguishing soul from
Intellect, this reading is probably correct. For Porphyry’s doctrine
that the soul of the philosopher was removed from the lower realm
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after death and escaped the cycle of birth, see De Regressu Fr. 11 and
Finamore (1985) 26-27, especially note 35.
Tw'n de; presbutevrwn tine;" uJperevcein me;n aujth;n logismou' fasi . . . The
word for “it” (aujth;n) refers here to the human soul after it has been
purified, i.e., to the rational soul in itself. Compare “On the Acts of
the Soul,” above, sections 18-25 (370.14-375.28 W), where Iamblichus
distinguishes between the acts of embodied and disembodied souls.
Those of the disembodied soul are, as here, superior to and more
pure than those of the embodied.
Although Plotinus, Enn. 4.3.18, believes that the reasoning element (logismov") is a faculty of the lower soul, as Festugière points out
(247 note 1), the doctrine is Iamblichean as well. In De Myst. 1.21,
Iamblichus discusses errors that occur when human beings reason
inappropriately about the divine because they try to use logismov" to
attain gnw'si":
For human beings, because they are unable to grasp knowledge of
them [i.e., the gods] through reasoning but think that they are able,
are completely carried headlong to their own appropriate human
passions and make guesses about the divine from their own [human]
point of view. ( jAduvnatoi ga;r o[nte" aujtw'n oiJ a[nqrwpoi logismw'/ th;n
gnw'sin ejpilabei'n nomivzonte" dæ ei\nai dunato;n fevrontai o{loi pro;" ta;
oijkei'a eJautw'n ta; ajnqrwvpina pavqh, kai; ajpo; tw'n paræ eJautoi'" ta; qei'a
tekmaivrontai, 65.16-66.2)

In De Myst. 10.3, Iamblichus disassociates true divination (which he
elucidates in 10.4) from a kind of sympathy that depends on
logismov" :
If anyone by human reasoning or systematic observation makes
guesses from signs concerning matters that these signs reveal (just as
doctors foretell that someone will have a fever from a chill or shivering), this person seems to me to possess nothing honorable or good.
(ou[te ei[ ti" kata; logismo;n ajnqrwvpinon h] tecnikh;n parathvrhsin ajpo;
shmeivwn tekmhriou'tai ejkei'na w|n ejsti ta; shmei'a dhlwtikav (wJ" ajpo;
sustolh'" h] frivkh" to;n mevllonta pureto;n progignwvskousin oiJ ijatroiv),
oujde;n oujde; ou|to" moi dokei' tivmion e[cein kai; ajgaqovn, 288.7-12)

Thus, Iamblichus associates logismov" with lower-order human thinking, not with true knowledge and intellection that the gods provide.
Compare De Myst 5.18, where Iamblichus divides humanity into three
classes, the lowest of which “always uses logismov"“ and the highest
class uses “some supernatural power of intellect” (223.10-224.1). On
this last passage, see the notes to section 30, above.
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wJ" oujk a]n ejxeuvroi tw'n logismw'n oJ kaqaro;" kai; teleiovtato" < . . . >
Porfuvrio" de; aujta;" ajfairei' pantavpasin ajpo; th'" ajdespovtou zwh'" . . .
Festugière (245 note 1) first saw that there was a lacuna here, arguing
that aujta;" in the next sentence could not refer to “souls,” for Iamblichus could not have believed that Porphyry would remove souls from
the soul’s independent life. The “independent life” (hJ ajdevspoto"
zwhv ) is the life of the soul independent of body. See section 44
(456.17 W), where it is the highest class of purified souls that are
called “independent;” cf. ajdevspoto" bivo", Sallustius 21. Thus, the
pronoun aujta;" refers not to “souls” but to something separable from
the disembodied soul, viz., the soul’s lower, irrational powers.
As Festugière says, Iamblichus has already drawn a distinction
between Porphyry and “the most ancient of priests” on this topic in
section 37 (384.19-28 W). Porphyry believed that the irrational
faculties were gathered from the various celestial bodies in the soul’s
descent and then sloughed off and returned to those bodies during
its re-ascent. Iamblichus believes that the irrational faculties continue
to exist as a whole after the soul’s ascent. For details, see the notes to
section 37.
Since here in the present passage Iamblichus is presenting first the
doctrine of the ancients and then that of Porphyry, Festugière fills
the lacuna as follows: “Les anciens (sc. Jamblique) ont admis que les
dunavmei" (ou ejnevrgeiai) inférieures de l’ame sont immortelles.”
The problem with Festugière’s suggestion is that it allows neither
for an expression of Porphyry’s doctrine on the purified rational
soul, i.e., how Porphyry differentiates it from the reasoning element
(logismov"), nor for the doctrine of the ancients on the afterlife of the
soul’s irrational elements. In other words, instead of the two topics in
section 48 that Festugière posits, there are actually three. Each topic
would have been divided into two parts. The first part would have
described what the ancients thought; the second what Porphyry
thought.90 The three topics that would have appeared in this section
are as follows:
(1) The ancients rightly attribute to the soul a disposition, good in
form, similar to that of the gods in intellect and a superintendence
over things in this realm; Porphyry, however, removes from it this
latter characteristic.
90

For what follows, see Finamore (1985) 20-24.
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(2) Some of the ancients furthermore claim that it is superior to the
reasoning element, and define its acts so precisely that not even the
pure and most perfect reasoning element could attain them. < . . . >
(3) < . . . > Porphyry removes them completely from the independent
life, on the grounds that they belong naturally to generation and
were given as an aid to composite living beings.
Thus, we are missing both Porphyry’s position on the relation of the
pure soul to logismov" in (2) and the ancients’ doctrine concerning
the separation of the irrational powers from the rational soul after
death in (3). If this hypothesis is correct, it helps to explain the cause
of the lacuna, for the scribe’s eye would have wandered from the first
(now missing) Porfuvrio" de; in (2) to that in the MSS at the
beginning of the next sentence (3).
It is possible too to reconstruct what is missing in the lacuna. With
regard to (2), Iamblichus does differentiate Porphyry’s doctrine from
what he sees as Plotinus’ doctrine that the soul is the same as
intellect. He says that Porphyry “is in doubt” (ejndoiavzei) whether or
not soul is separate from intellect (section 5, 365.17-19 W), that
Porphyry differentiates the acts (ejnerghvmata) of the Universal and
individual souls (section 18, 372.9-14 W), and that he preserves souls
in their proper tavxi" (section 47, 457.11-12). Iamblichus nonetheless
associates Porphyry with Plotinus as combining different acts
(ejnerghvmata) of soul into a single co-arrangement and form (eij" mivan
suvntaxin kai; mivan ijdevan, section 24, 374.21-24 W) and probably
includes him with the Platonists (in section 14, 318.12-15 W) who “do
not completely differentiate the soul from its intellect.” Thus, in the
lacuna, Iamblichus would have probably differentiated Porphyry’s
position from that of the ancients by claiming that Porphyry had not
sufficiently distinguished intellect and reasoning.
With regard to (3), Iamblichus holds that Porphyry removed the
irrational faculties from the soul after it has been separated from the
body and that the separated soul lives as a pure soul. For Porphyry’s
doctrine, see also section 12 (370.5-11 W), where we are told that
Plotinus and Porphyry “maintain that the soul projects its own powers
to each part of the universe and that the lives, howsoever they have
been projected, are dissolved and cease to exist.” Iamblichus, on the
other hand, believes that “these powers continue to exist in the
universe and do not perish.” See also section 37 (384.19-28 W), where
it is given as Porphyry’s opinion that “each irrational power is freed
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into the whole life of the universe from which it was separated, where
each remains as far as possible unchanged;” Iamblichus believes that
“the whole irrational life continues to exist, separated from the
discursive reasoning and preserved in the cosmos.” See notes there
and Finamore (1985) 17-19.
The doctrine of Porphyry here is that these irrational faculties
have no place in the life of a soul after it has been purified. Rather,
they are appropriate to an embodied soul living in the realm of
generation. Since they are not needed, they are removed and perish
(i.e., return to their source in the cosmos). Iamblichus however,
although he agrees that the irrational powers are not used by the
disembodied soul, argues that they remain intact, presumably in the
intact vehicle, ready to be actualized when the soul descends again. It
is this latter doctrine that would have appeared in the lacuna.
We therefore fill the lacuna as follows (exempli gratia):
Porphyry does not carefully distinguish the rational functions of the
embodied soul from the intellectual functions of the disembodied
soul. The ancients separate and preserve the soul’s irrational powers
intact.91

wJ" ou[sa" sumfuei'" th'/ genevsei kai; pro;" ejpikourivan doqeivsa" toi'"
sunqevtoi" zwv/oi" . . . For the term “composite” (suvnqeto"), see section
9 (367.22-368.11 W), where we are told that Plato and Pythagoras
(and therefore Iamblichus) believe that the soul leads a double life,
one in body and one outside of it, but others “think that there is a
single life of the soul, that of the composite (sunqevtou).” Thus the
“composite living being” is the compound of body and soul. For
Porphyry, the irrational powers properly belong to the composite,
not to the disembodied soul.

49
JO de; para; Plavtwni Tivmaio" . . . We have argued above (in the notes
to section 47) that Festugière was wrong to transpose this sentence.
As it now stands, however, there is no logical place for it. It does not
belong in section 47 because it does not concern the soul remaining
in its own tavxi". It does not belong in section 48 because it does not
concern the question of which parts of the soul belong properly to
91

See Finamore (1985) 24.
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the disembodied, purified soul. It is therefore a fragment without a
home. It does, however, belong to a discussion of the soul’s postmortem reward. For what follows, cf. Finamore (1985) 131-132.
Iamblichus returns to the hierarchy established in his interpretation of Plato’s Timaeus, the topic of the second paragraph of section
26 (377.16-29 W). There he argued that the soul’s descent into the
realm of generation began from the heavenly region into which the
Demiurge first sowed the soul: the heavenly gods, sublunar gods, and
their entourage of superior classes (angels, heroes, daemons). Here
Iamblichus states that in their re-ascent souls follow the same path in
reverse. Thus, the human soul after it has undergone judgment,
punishment, and purification, would ascend back to the divinities
into which it had been sown. (This is Iamblichus’ response to the
question of where purified souls go, a question to which, as we have
seen, Plato presented no definite answer.)
Iamblichus mentions only the Sun and Earth here. Plato, Tim.
41e4-42a1, says that the Demiurge sowed the souls “into the organs of
time appropriate for each;” at Tim. 42d4-5, he says that the Demiurge
“sowed some into the earth, some into the Moon, and others into the
other organs of time.” Neoplatonists interpreted this to mean all the
heavenly bodies and used the passage as a basis for their belief in
astrology, since one’s appropriate god imparted its own influence.
See further, Damascius, In Phd. 1.509.2-3, who claims that the Timaeus
mentions Sun, Moon, and Earth; and Finamore (1985) 84-85. For
Iamblichus, then, the demiurgic sowing provided each soul with its
leader-god to which it would re-ascend. There, following the Phaedrus
myth, the soul would follow in the entourage of its god.
Since the topic of the nature of the soul’s union with the gods
seems naturally to follow upon the topic of the soul’s goal in its reascent, it is possible that this sentence is placed correctly before
section 50. If so, there is another lacuna at the opening of section 49.
In it, perhaps, Iamblichus considered the views of various philosophers concerning the place to which purified souls go, possibly those
of the Platonists in section 26 (378.1-18 W), whom Iamblichus
discusses immediately following his earlier discussion of the Timaeus.
These Platonists thought that souls descended into bodies from
various places above the earth: the Milky Way, the heavenly spheres,
or the Moon. Since souls descend from these places, it is logical to
suppose that they ascend to them after death and to the subsequent
judgment, punishment, and purification. (See notes to section 26.)
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tauvth/ kai; th;n a[nodon aujta;" ajnavgei, mh; uJperbaivnousan to;n o{ron th'"
oijkiva" eJkavsthn pro;" th'" dhmiourgikh'" katabolh'" . . . There are some
textual matters to consider at the end of this sentence as well. As
Festugière (245 note 1) says, the pronoun aujta;" refers to “souls”
here.
Festugière (246 note 2) is also correct to keep the reading of the
manuscripts, uJperbaivnousan (“overstepping,” in the singular). Wachsmuth followed Usener and printed uJperbaivnousa" (plural). Although
the antecedent is plural (aujta;", i.e. “souls”), Iamblichus switches to
the singular here to refer to each soul individually.
It is also best, therefore, to keep Heeren’s suggested eJ k av s thn
(feminine, “each [soul]”) in place of FP’s e{kaston (masculine, with
o{ron, “each boundary”).
We also hesitantly adopt Festugière’s alteration (246 note 2) of
FP’s oijkeiva" (“one’s own,” with no referent) to oijkiva" (“abode”). For
oi[khsi" used in this sense, see Damascius, in Phd. 1.505.4-5: oi[khsi"
eujdaimovnwn yucw'n, “abode of happy souls.”92 Although it is possible
that the noun tavxew" could be understood after oijkeiva" (“of its own
level,” i.e., the level from which its descent originated), this seems to
us most unlikely. Whenever Iamblichus uses the phrase hJ oijkeiva
tavxi", it refers not to an entity’s specific location at one time (in
contrast to its location at another), but rather to the entity’s rank or
assigned place in the universe. See the use of the phrase in section
47, above, where Iamblichus is discussing the soul’s assigned rank
and place in the universe.
Some examples from the De Mysteriis will help prove this point. In
1.5 Iamblichus is discussing the role of the Good in creating and
preserving the rank of various divinities from visible gods through
souls. He says that the Good “preserves their appropriate distribution
and rank” (throu'n me;n aujtw'n th;n oijkeivan dianomh;n kai; tavxin, 15.9-10),
that is, the appropriate and permanent ranking of each individual
class of divinities (gods, angels, heroes, and souls). In 2.7, Iamblichus
discusses the different way each of the superior classes appears in
their epiphanies. A purified soul, Iamblichus tells us, “exhibits a pure
and unmixed fire” (a[cranton kai; ajmige;" to; pu'r, 84.11-12), “follows its
own leader god as he elevates it” (meta; tou' ajnagwgou' hJgemovno"

92 Although oi\ k o" appears in the sense of “house” of a given planet, neither
oijkiva nor oi[khsi" appear to be used in this way. On the other hand, the meaning
here is not strictly astrological.
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ajkolouqei', 84.13-14), and “itself manifests the rank proper to itself in
its works” (aujth; th;n oijkeivan eJauth'/ tavxin ejpi; tw'n e[rgwn ejkfaivnousa,
84.14-15). Then, a little later in the same chapter, Iamblichus sums
up his remarks on the epiphanies as follows: “And in sum, all these
classes manifest their own proper ranks along with themselves” (kai;
sullhvbdhn favnai, pavnta ta; gevnh tau'ta ta;" oijkeiva" tavxei" ejpideivknusin
a{ma meqæ eJautw'n, 85.1-2). Thus, in all of these instances, the phrase hJ
oijkeiva tavxi" refers to the permanent order or rank of one or more of
the superior classes, not to some place in the cosmos that they may
temporarily inhabit. Cf. 1.14, where Necessity among the gods (as
opposed to a lower-order human necessity) “is disposed in the same,
permanent fashion in the proper rank of the gods” (tavxei te oijkeiva/
qew'n e[cei to; taujto;n kai; a[trepton, 45.1), and 3.9, where sounds and
songs that are consecrated to the gods form a kinship “appropriately
in accordance with the ranks and powers proper to each” (prosfovrw"
kata; ta;" oijkeiva" eJkavstwn tavxei" kai; dunavmei", 119.1-2).
Finally, with Festugière (246 note 2), we keep FP’s pro;" th'" (“in
the”) in place of prov s qen (“before”), which was suggested by
Wachsmuth.

50
{Enwsin me;n ou\n kai; taujtovthta ajdiavkriton th'" yuch'" pro;" ta;" eJauth'"
ajrca;" presbeuvein faivnetai Noumhvnio" . . . Iamblichus now turns to
the union of the soul with the gods and other divine principles.
Festugière (247 note 5) says that this section concerns “the
posthumous condition of the intellective soul, of nou'" itself released
from the sensible world and attached to its principles.” More
precisely, it concerns the intellectual component of the rational soul
housed in the ethereal vehicle. As we have seen, the soul undergoes
judgment, punishment, and purification in its vehicle. The soul then
ascends in its vehicle via the ethereal rays of the divine bodies and
links with those gods, vehicle to vehicle and soul to soul. See
Finamore (1985) 144-151. Iamblichus must now explain how the
soul, once in this state, can be said to be “united” with the gods.
Iamblichus again proceeds in this section by dichotomy, isolating
Numenius and (it seems) others in one camp and “the ancients” in
the other. Before we consider what is at issue between them, we
should consider whether Stobaeus has again excerpted this material
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from a longer passage in the De Anima. The paragraph consists of
three balanced sentences, each indicating the views of the antagonists.
Each sentence contains two clauses, introduced by mevn or dev. The
final sentence is not a dichotomy but introduces an explanation of
the final clause of the third sentence. Although the section begins
neatly enough with a mevn clause, the reader is plunged immediately
into the discussion of the topic with no indication as to what the topic
may be. Thus it seems that an introductory sentence has been lost,
for example: “After the soul has ascended, there is a question about
its union with the gods.” Furthermore, we begin with the only mevn
clause that gives the opinion of Numenius. The other two mevn clauses
give opinions of unnamed thinkers (in the plural). This leads us to
believe that Numenius is one of a set of philosophers (“Platonists and
Pythagoreans,” as in sections 42-44 above?) whom Iamblichus is
opposing to the ancients and that there was an earlier sentence in
which Iamblichus specifically named this set of philosophers. If so, it
probably would have been another dichotomy, with the philosophers
opposed to the ancients. We therefore mark an ellipsis at the
beginning of this paragraph.
Iamblichus is opposing two alternative ways in which a soul can be
said to be united with the gods. The point at issue is whether the soul
becomes fully mixed with the divine soul or forms a kind of separated
unity in which the soul retains its own substance. The latter view is
that of the ancients and Iamblichus. On the Neoplatonic view of
individuality among immaterial, incorporeal entities, see Proclus,
E.T. 176 (on Forms) and Dodds’ note (291-292); cf. Iamblichus, In
Tim. Fr. 42 and Dillon’s note (315).
The vocabulary used in this section is precise. Iamblichus’ opponents, of whom only Numenius is named, see the union as “undifferentiated” (ajdiavkrito"); the process is like “dissolving” (aj n av l usi"),
that is, the human soul becomes fused and blended with the divine;
and the resulting union is “without individuation” (ajdiovristo"), that
is, total and complete: the human soul becomes part of the divine.
The ancients, however, preserve the soul in its own tavxi". It cannot
become divine but only attached to the divine. It is permanently inferior. Iamblichus uses compounds of sun- (suvmfusi", “coalescence,”
and suvntaxi", “co-arrangement”) to emphasize the shared aspect of
this union. He also says that the union occurs “with individuation”
(diwrismevnh). The individuality and separateness of the soul remain
even in divine union. This is a direct result of its inferior essence. The
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soul may unite with higher entities, but it must remain what it is. (See
section 34 above and notes.)
Ouj mevntoi kratei'tai oJ diorismo;" aujtw'n uJpo; tou' kovsmou h] katevcetai
uJpo; th'" fuvsew" . . . The final sentence of this section raises another
problem. The subject of the sentence is oJ diorismo;" aujtw'n (literally,
“their individuation”). Festugière (247 note 6) understands oJ diorismo;" aujtw'n as aujtai; (aiJ yucai;) diwrismevnai and translates “les âmes
ainsi distinguées (de leurs principes).” This is the correct interpretation. Iamblichus is using an abstract noun for the concrete. We have
tried to follow Iamblichus’ example, rendering the abstract “individuation” concretely as “individuated existence.” The point is that the
soul, once it has achieved union with the gods, is no longer subject to
the world of generation or therefore Fate. On this topic, see Finamore (1985) 125-133, where it is shown that freedom from generation and Fate follows after the soul’s purification and ascent; once
the soul (in its vehicle) is attached to its god, it is once again
separated from nature and free.
Once the soul has achieved this union with the gods — a union
marked by both attachment and separateness — the soul attains its
highest essence. The soul as a mean changes in its very essence in its
ascent. In the realm of generation its essence is divided, but when
with the gods it is undivided and pure. See Pseudo-Simplicius, De An.
89.33-90.27. Compare Damascius, in Phd. 1.93: “Just as the soul when
it is joined with sensation seems to be corporeal and unseparated, so
also when it accompanies entities intelligible and immaterial one
could not think it anything but separated.” The concept is based in
part on Aristotle, De An. 430a22-23: “Only after it has been separated
(cwrisqeiv") is it [i.e., the active intellect] that which it is, and this
alone is immortal and eternal.” For Iamblichus, Aristotle’s words
mean that the soul only attains its highest essence when it is
separated from body and joined to the gods. It is then free from all
influences emanating from the realm of generation.
It is difficult to ascertain the identity of the “Platonists” who
believe that the soul in its disembodied state is still “governed by the
cosmos or controlled by nature.” Festugière is silent on the issue.
Iamblichus perhaps has in mind Platonists such as Eratosthenes and
Ptolemy (mentioned in section 26, above) who held that the soul was
always in a body. Such souls would never be free from the influences
of the sensible realm and of Fate, but it is hard to see how
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permanently embodied souls could be unified with the gods. The
point for Iamblichus is that the human soul, once purified from its
body and ascended to the gods, escapes Fate and lives a life as close
to the divine as possible.
ajnei'tai de; pavnth/ ajf∆ o{lwn, w{sper ejpi; tw'n cwristw'n oujsiw'n touti;
noou'men . . . The final clause of the last sentence is also problematic.
Both manuscripts have ajcwrivstwn (“unseparated”), which Wachsmuth prints. The term “unseparated” normally means “unseparated
from body” in Neoplatonic writings, in the way that “snubness” is
inseparable from a nose. (See Aristotle, De An. 431b12-16.) This
presents difficulties for adopting the MSS. reading. Festugière (248)
considers replacing it with cwristw'n (“separated”), but decides to
keep the reading of the MSS. and translate it as equivalent to
ajmerivstwn (“indivisible”). Festugière cites Proclus’ use of the term in
E.T., but even there “separated” means “separated from body.” See
especially Propositions 16: “Everything that can revert upon itself has
an essence that is separated from body (cwristh;n . . . panto;"
swvmato"), for if anything is unseparated from body (ajcwvriston . . .
swvmato"), it will not have any activity separated from the body
(swvmato" cwristhvn).” Cf. Proposition 186. And this is how Iamblichus
uses cwristov" in the De Anima. See section 15 (371.5-6 W): cwristh;
tou' swvmato" (“separated from body”) and compare sections 21
(373.9-21 W, esp. lines 12 and 18-21) and 22 (373.24-25 W). Since
Iamblichus could not have written that separated disembodied souls
are released from Fate just as unseparated embodied souls are, we
emend ajcwrivstwn to cwristw'n.
51-52
These two sections also present difficulties. There are two points that
suggest emendation of some sort is needed. First, there is not the
usual dichotomy of views in these sections. Indeed the ancients are
not mentioned at all. Second, the contrast that exists (if one does at
all) is between Porphyry (in section 51) and “the Platonists” (in
section 52), which would be odd because, of course, Porphyry is a
Platonist.
OiJ de; peri; Porfuvrion a[cri tw'n ajnqrwpivnwn bivwn . . . Wachsmuth
follows Heeren in marking a lacuna after these words (“Porphyry and
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his school, as far as human lives”). Festugière (248 note 1) argues
that the phrase “human lives” refers to the rational life of the soul; he
cites section 24 (375.18-20 W): “According to Aristotle, these [i.e.,
“irregular movements” of 375.2-3 W, i.e., irrational ones; see
Festugière 211 note 2 and 209 note 1] are distinguished from human
[movements, i.e., rational ones] by their forms of life and other
properties.” Festugière then fills the lacuna by adding <th;n ajqanasivan
diateivnesqai levgousi> after OiJ de; peri; Porfuvrion a[cri tw'n ajnqrwpivnwn bivwn. The complete sentence would then be translated: “Porphyry and his school <say that immortality extends> as far as human
lives.” That is, Porphyry grants immortality only to the rational soul
and not to the irrational. As Festugière says, this is in accord with
384.23-25 W: “each irrational faculty is freed into the whole life of the
universe from which it was separated, where each remains as far as
possible unchanged, as Porphyry thinks.” See section 37 and notes;
cf. section 12 (370.5-11 W) and notes there.
The problem with Festugière’s suggestion is not with its meaning
(for this is certainly the view of Porphyry that Iamblichus is considering) but with the location of the lacuna. As we have argued, this
long chapter on the soul’s reward is riddled with lacunae but also
shows evidence of the editing of Stobaeus. This paragraph, like the
previous one, begins abruptly. This abruptness again suggests that
Stobaeus is editing a longer passage in such a way as to concentrate
on those parts of the passage that are of most concern to him. We
believe, therefore, that Stobaeus has omitted both an introductory
sentence (e.g., “What happens to the disembodied soul after it has
been purified?”) and a partial sentence that would have given the
opinion of the ancients (e.g., “The ancients extend immortality to
the irrational soul;”). For a similar phraseology, see Damascius, in
Phd. 1.177.1-2: oiJ me;n . . . a[cri . . . ajpaqanativzousin (“Some extend
immortality as far as . . .”). Damascius says (lines 3-5) that Iamblichus
extends it mevcri th'" ajlogiva" (“as far as the irrational soul”).
[Eti toivnun Porfuvrio" me;n ajfomoioi' th;n yuch;n toi'" pa'si, mevnousan
kaq∆ eJauth;n h{ti" ejstivn . . . This sentence also presents a problem.
Festugière (248 note 3) rightly states that after the clause, “Porphyry
assimilates the soul to the universe,” Iamblichus cannot write
“According to the Platonists, they care for inanimate things.” The
latter does not correspond to the former. He suggests therefore that
the words ouj mh;n tw'n th'/de ajxioi' ta;" yuca;" proi>stavnai be added in
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between, producing the following translation: “Further, Porphyry
assimilates the soul to the universe, although it remains what it is in
itself, <but he does not think that souls preside over things of this
realm>. According to the Platonists, they care for inanimate things.”
The problem with this is that the sentence, “According to the
Platonists, they care for inanimate things,” introduces a new topic
(what the disembodied soul does) not specifically related to the
earlier one of the extent of immortality. It seems to us that we have
the beginning of a new section, and we have divided it as such. We
also suspect that it should be directly attached to the following
section, since it shares its topic. (Note as well that in section 53, the
ancients are compared to the “Platonists” throughout.) In that case,
what is missing is the first half of the dichotomy, which (like those in
section 53) would concern the ancients.
Section 51 therefore ends as abruptly as it begins. Stobaeus seems
to have been interested only in the views of Porphyry. We know from
elsewhere that Porphyry held that the irrational soul and vehicle were
gathered from the celestial bodies in the soul’s descent and then
sloughed off again during its re-ascent. The irrational soul and
vehicle were then returned to their sources. The rational soul, the
only immortal part, escaped this fate. See section 12 (370.5-11 W),
section 37 (384.19-25 W), and Proclus, In Tim. 3.234.8-32. We also
know from section 48 (457.15-16 W) that Porphyry did not allow the
soul any further role in the universe after its ascent. In his De Regressu,
Fr. 11, Porphyry states that the soul, “after it has been purified from
all evils and has been established with the Father, will never again
endure the evils of this world” and “will never return to the evils of
this world.” Now, in section 51, Iamblichus explains what Porphyry
thought happened to the separated rational soul. Iamblichus is,
however, less than clear. Porphyry “assimilates the soul to the
universe.” This seems to be opposed to the normal Neoplatonic goal
of assimilation to god (oJmoivwsi" qew',/ Plato, Tht. 176b1) and may
suggest that Iamblichus saw Porphyry’s view of immortality as inferior
to his own. For Porphyry’s use of the phrase tw'/ panti; oJmoiwqh'nai, see
with Festugière (248 note 2) Sent. 40, p. 48.12-17 Lamberz.
Kata; de; tou;" Platwnikou;" ejpimelou'ntai tw'n ajyuvcwn . . . For this
doctrine, see Plato, Phdr. 246b6: yuch; pa'sa panto;" ejpimelei'tai tou'
ajyuvcou. Iamblichus would not, of course, be disagreeing with Plato.
Rather, he would have probably thought that the “ancients” added a
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more elevated role for disembodied souls to play in the universe. See
the following section.

53
In this final paragraph, Iamblichus considers what the role of these
disembodied human souls may be. He again contrasts his view (“the
ancients’”) with that of other Platonists. Originally in Iamblichus’ De
Anima, this section may have followed directly after section 52, where
the “Platonists” held that disembodied souls merely “care for inanimate things” (ejpimelou'ntai tw'n ajyuvcwn). In section 53, Iamblichus
makes two contrasts between the ancients and Platonists concerning
the soul’s post-bodily activities. In each case, the view of the ancients
precedes that of the Platonists (kata; me;n tou;" palaiou;" . . . kata; de;
tou;" Platwnikou;" . . . kat∆ ejkeivnou" me;n . . . kata; de; touvtou"). This
order suggests that the missing beginning of section 52 would have
contained a clause concerning the ancients’ views on the soul’s
activities as well. Thus, we can again see the heavy editorial hand of
Stobaeus at work. All three sentences (sections 52 and 53) concern
the role of the human soul after it has been separated from its body.
As to the contrast between the ancients and Platonists in section
53, Iamblichus again (as in section 50) uses compounds of sun(sundioikou'si, “administer the universe together,” and sundhmiourgou'si “help with the creation of the universe”) to emphasize the
shared experience of human and divine. This time, however, the
emphasis is on the fact that human souls are more actively involved
along with higher divinities (gods and angels) in actually governing
and controlling the universe below them. Human souls, as it were,
have a more “hands on” role according to the ancients than they do
according to Platonists.
The first contrast is between the more active sundioikou'si toi'"
qeoi'" and the more passive qewrou'sin aujtw'n th;n tavxin. Both verbs
derive from Plato’s Phaedrus (pavnta to;n kovsmon dioikei', “[the winged
soul] administers all the cosmos,” 246c1-2; and aiJ de; qewrou'si ta; e[xw
tou' oujravnou, “[the souls] contemplate what is outside heaven,”
247c1-2; cf. 247d4). The point behind Iamblichus’ use of qewrou'sin
is that the Platonists consider the separated soul to observe the gods
passively, just as Plato has souls observing the Forms. The term
sundioikou'si, on the other hand, emphasizes the soul’s actions that
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are carried out along with the gods. The term is found regularly in
Neoplatonic contexts for the soul’s sharing in the world’s
governance. 93 Sallustius in De Deis et Mundo, 21.1.1-4 writes:
AiJ de; katæ ajreth;n zhvsasai yucai; tav te a[lla eujdaimonou'sai kai; th'"
ajlovgou cwrisqei'sai kai; kaqarai; panto;" genovmenai swvmato" qeoi'" te
sunavptontai, kai; to;n o{lon kovsmon sundioikou'sin ejkeivnoi". (“Souls
that have lived in accordance with virtue and are blessed in other
respects, since they are separated from the irrational soul and are
pure, attach themselves to the gods and administer the whole cosmos
with them”)

In the next sentence, Iamblichus again contrasts active and passive
roles for the disembodied souls. According to the ancients souls
“help the angels with the creation of the universe” (kai; ajggevloi"
wJsauvtw" kat∆ ejkeivnou" me;n sundhmiourgou'si ta; o{la); according to the
Platonists souls merely “accompany them” (kata; de; touvtou" sumperipolou'sin). More literally, sumperipolou'sin means simply “revolve
with” or “go around with.” In this sense it too is found (without its
sun- prefix) in Phdr. 246b6-7: pavnta de; oujrano;n peripolei' , “[the
winged soul] revolves around all of heaven.” The term sumperipolou'sin becomes common in Neoplatonism in the context of souls
following along with divinities, but it usually has “gods” (or some
god) as its dative object, not “angels.”94
The term sundhmiourgei'n is found much less often among the
later Neoplatonists. Of Sallustius, Proclus, Damascius, and Olympiodorus, only Proclus uses the verb (four times), but never of souls. In
In Tim. 3.65.22-25 (= Iamblichus, In Tim. Fr. 70.18-19), Proclus uses it
(in an Iamblichean context) of the planets Venus and Mercury,
which assist the Sun in the creation of the universe. In In Tim.
3.248.2-5, where Proclus is giving Syrianus’ explanation of the mixing
bowl of Timaeus 41d, he says that the mixing bowl, as the source of
life for souls, creates the universe with the Demiurge. In Theol. Plat.
93 See also Proclus, In Remp. 1.52.10-13; 2.99.6-10; 2.177.26-29; In Alc. 1.149.1-5
(where Proclus uses vocabulary from and refers explicitly to Plato’s Phaedrus
246bc); In Tim. 1.70.30-71.5 (esp. 71.2-3: eijqismevnai ga;r ejkei` sumperipolei'n toi'"
qeoi'" kai; sundioikei'n to' pa'n , “souls accustomed to accompany the gods and
administer the universe with them”); 1.111.14-17; 3.284.19-21 (esp. lines 20-21
sumperipolou'si meta; tw'n qew'n kai; sundioikou'si to;n o{lon kovsmon); 3.296.25-26; and
Olympiodorus, In Alc. 60.5-7 (fhsi;n oJ Plavtwn o{ti aiJ me;n teleiovterai yucai;
sunepitropeuvousi ta; th'/de tw'/ qew'/ kai; sundioikou'sin, aiJ de; ajtelevsterai wJ" o[rganovn
eijsi kai; ou{tw" crh'tai aujtai'" oJ qeo;" pro;" ta; ejntau'qa:).
94 Proclus. In Remp. 2.160.19-20; 2.161.27-28; In Alc. 1.72.19-20; 1.137.7-8; In
Crat. 174.48-49; In Tim. 1.71.1-2; 1.115.23-25; 3.129.14-15; 3.131.6-7; 3.245.31-32;
3.284.20; 3.348.30-349.1; and Damascius, In Phd. 1.509.4-5.
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66.18-20 and 71.10-15, the younger gods of the Timaeus create along
with the Demiurge. This fact suggests strongly that Iamblichus is
creating the term here and using it deliberately to contrast his own
conception of the active involvement of separated souls in the
administration and creation of the world below. (The verb appears
nowhere else in Iamblichus’ writings.)
That the verb is coupled with angels may mean that Iamblichus is
thinking of Chald. Or. Fr. 138, “in the angelic space” (ajggelikw'/ ejni;
cwvrw/). According to Olympiodorus, this oracle concerns the descent
of the purified souls of theurgists (see section 47, above). Iamblichus
may believe that such pure souls descend to the tavxi" of angels and
aid them in ministering to the universe. In De Myst. 2.6, Iamblichus
situates purified souls at this angelic level (ejn ajggevlwn tavxei, 83.3)
and gives them the role of raising mortal souls upwards toward the
gods. This is not quite a demiurgic role, but one can see how angels
and purified souls, by their very proximity to the gods, would come to
be seen as “syndemiurgic” in Iamblichus’ philosophy.
For Iamblichus, then, the disembodied life involves more than
following in the god’s train, as suggested by Plato’s Phaedrus. The soul
is actively involved in the divine activities of governance and creation.
This new, active role is the final reward for souls of theurgists.
Here Stobaeus’ extracts from the De Anima end. Although the final
reward of the soul is a fitting place to end a treatise on the soul, it is
doubtful that Iamblichus ended his work here. He may have had
more to say about the role of purified souls in the cosmos. It seems
likely that he would have gone on to discuss the higher reward of
union with the One. As in the De Mysteriis, Iamblichus may have
concluded with a prayer to the gods.

Fragmenta Incertae Sedis
54
These final two fragments (54 and 55) come from book 2 of
Stobaeus’ Anthologium. Neither appeared in Festugière’s text. Their
exact place in Iamblichus’ De Anima is uncertain. There is little
reason to doubt that both fragments derive from Iamblichus’ work
since both are explicitly attributed to it. Neither fragment, however,
concerns the soul itself. Rather, they both seem to be either
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introductory comments or simply asides in what may have been
longer psychological passages.
Povsw/ dh; ou\n bevltion JHravkleito" . . . Iamblichus is our only source
for this fragment of Heraclitus’ writings (Fr. 70 D-K). Heraclitus’
meaning is clear enough. It is one of a string of his pronouncements
directed against the pretensions of those who dare to claim wisdom.95
Here human wisdom is compared to children’s toys (paivdwn
ajquvrmata).
In Stobaeus, the fragment appears in the context of several fragments which downplay the possibility of complete human wisdom.
The fragments include short quotations from Didymus, Bion, Pindar,
and others, as well as two quotations from Plato’s Timaeus (28c3-5
and 29c4-d3).
The subject is a topos in philosophy, and one to which Iamblichus
himself is no stranger. In In Tim. Fr. 88, he says
. . . it is not possible to conclude this either, how on the one hand the
gods create body, and how the life in the body, and how then they
combine with each other. For these things are by nature incomprehensible to us. That everything takes its existence from the Gods, we
firmly maintain, looking to their goodness and power, but how things
proceed from them, we are not competent to comprehend.96

The sentiment expressed in the Timaeus commentary is an extension
of that given in the De Anima. In both passages Iamblichus sees a
necessary limitation to human understanding. Human beings are not
gods and cannot know all that gods know. Thus human wisdom
compared to divine wisdom is like children’s toys compared to the
real object they represent.
The passage seems to us introductory in nature, perhaps occurring
very near the beginning of the De Anima. One could imagine, for
example, Iamblichus first claiming that not all the truths about the
human soul are comprehensible to philosophers, and then bringing
Heraclitus in to support his claim about the limitation of human
knowledge. Nonetheless, the exact place of the fragment in the De
Anima must remain uncertain.

95 See W. K. C. Guthrie, A History of Greek Philosophy, Vol. 1 (Cambridge 1962)
412, who quotes Frr. 1, 17, 19, 29, 34, 70, 104.
96 The translation is Dillon’s (1973) 203.
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This is a short fragment on the proper role of students, who should
pay close attention to their teachers. The issue is of general concern,
but a search of the term for “listening” (ajkrovasi") shows that
Iamblichus uses the term only in Pythagorean contexts.97 This
suggests that the proper kind of student-teacher relationship is that
which existed between Pythagoras and his best students, who faithfully learned and repeated their master’s teachings.98 Thus, this short
fragment may have formed part of a criticism against philosophers
who did not follow the “correct” teaching of Pythagoras or Plato. The
fragment may have formed part of Iamblichus’ introduction, in
which case he may have begun by admonishing what he saw as wrongheaded philosophers, or it may be part of an attack on (probably
Platonist) philosophers in the course of some particular discussion in
the body of the De Anima.

97 The term occurs seven times in the Pyth Vit. (6.30.3; 18.80.11; 19.90.8;
19.90.10; 29.158.8; 29.164.9; 34.246.10), once in the Pseudo-Iamblichean Th. Ar.
(82.13, Puqagorikw'n ajkroavsewn) and nowhere else in any text of Iamblichus.
98 On Iamblichus’ view of Pythagoras’ educational system, see Vit. Pyth. 17.7118.92.
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Extracts from Pseudo-Simplicius, In De Anima
and Priscianus, Metaphrasis in Theophrastum

A. Pseudo-Simplicius, In De Anima 1.1-20
1, 1
5

10

15

20

Perispouvdaston me;n prohgoumevnw" hJ peri; aujtw'n tw'n pragmavtwn tw'n
te a[llwn kai; hJ peri; yuch'" ajlhvqeia, aujtivka oijkeiotavth pasw'n hJmi'n
uJpavrcousa: deutevrw" de; kai; hJ tw'n dokouvntwn toi'" eij" a[kron
ejpisthvmh" h{kousi katavlhyi". dio; kai; th'" Peri; yuch'" ∆Aristotevlou"
pefrontismevnw" a[gan ajntevcesqai hJgou'mai dei'n pragmateiva". polla;
me;n ou\n kai; makavria qewrhvmata peri; aujth'" kai; uJpo; Plavtwno"
paradevdotai, ajllæ ejkei'na kai; iJkanw'" kai; sumfwvnw" ajllhvloi" toi'"
Plavtwno" ejxhghtai'" ejpexeivrgastaiv te kai; sesafhvnistai. telewsamev nou de; th;n Peri; yuch'" pragmateivan tou' ∆Aristotevlou", wJ" tw'/ ajrivstw/
th'" ajlhqeiva" krith'/ dokei' tw'/ ∆Iamblivcw/, pollh; hJ tw'n ta; ejkeivnou
safhnizovntwn pro;" ajllhvlou" diafwniva ouj peri; th;n th'" ∆Aristotelikh'"
levxew" movnon eJrmhneivan, ajlla; kai; peri; aujta; ta; pravgmata mavlista.
dio; kai; aujtw'/ moi e[doxe zhth'saiv te kai; gravyai th;n aujtou' te pro;"
eJauto;n tou' filosovfou kai; th;n pro;" th;n ajlhvqeian sumfwnivan, ta;" me;n
pro;" tou;" a[llou" ajntirrhvsei" fulattomevnw/, pistoumevnw/ de; ta;
dokou'nta ejn toi'" ajmfibovloi" ejk tw'n ∆Aristotevlou" ejnargw'n dogmavtwn
te kai; rJhtw'n, pantacou' de; kata; duvnamin th'" tw'n pragmavtwn
ajntecomevnw/ ajlhqeiva" kata; th;n ∆Iamblivcou ejn toi'" ijdivoi" aujtou' peri;
yuch'" suggravmmasin uJfhvghsin.

1: 3 perispouvdaston] Prooemii p. 1. 2 desunt in Aa: explevit Hayduck ex AaD,
passim inspectus C. 4 deutev r w" A a D: deuv t eron C. 10 telewsamev n ou Aa C:
pleosamevnou D tou' AaC: th'" D. 12 dokei' post krith/' AaD: post jIamblivcw/ C. 19te D:
om. Aa C.
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Extracts from Pseudo-Simplicius, In De Anima
and Priscianus, Metaphrasis in Theophrastum

A. Pseudo-Simplicius, In De Anima 1.1-20
First, we are seeking the truth concerning both other metaphysical
realities and the soul, since of all realities it is immediately most
appropriate to us; secondarily, [we seek] the opinions of those who
have reached the pinnacle of knowledge. I therefore believe that it is
necessary to give a careful examination to Aristotle’s treatise On the
Soul. Plato has handed down many blessed doctrines on the soul, but
interpreters of Plato have investigated and explained them sufficiently and in harmony with one another. After Aristotle had completed
his treatise On the Soul, as Iamblichus who is the best judge of the
truth thought, a great deal of controversy arose among those
explicating Aristotle’s doctrine not only concerning the interpretation of Aristotle’s text but especially also concerning the soul itself.
I have therefore decided to investigate and record the coherence
of the philosopher both with himself and with the truth, avoiding
controversies with others, while seeking confirmation for his opinions
on doubtful points from Aristotle’s clear doctrines and words. And in
every way and to the best of my ability I will adhere to the truth about
the metaphysical realities under the guidance of Iamblichus in his
own writings on the soul.
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B. Pseudo-Simplicius, In De Anima 5.38-6.17
5, 38
40
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“Eti ejn tw'/ trivtw/ katæ aujto; to; logiko;n th;n hJmetevran yuch;n ejn mesovthti
tw'n a[krwn oJrw'n zww'n, pote; me;n ajpeikavzei th'/ aijsqhtikh'/ pote; de; th'/
noera'/: kai; pote; me;n eij" th;n aijsqhtikh;n uJpobaivnousan, pote; de; eij"
th;n | noera;n ajniou'san mivmhsin: kai; pote; me;n eij" to; ajmevriston wJ" oi|ovn
te aujth'/ sunairoumevnhn kai; o{lhn ejn eJauth'/ mevnousan, o{te kai; to;n
uJperevconta aujth'" mimei'tai nou'n, pote; de; ajfistamevnhn pw" eJauth'" ejn
th'/ e[xw rJoph'/ kai; kata; probolh;n ejnergou'san kai; eij" merismo;n
proi>ou'san: ouj mh;n wJ" pavnth/ tw'n ajntikeimevnwn ajfistamevnhn. kai; ga;r
oJ merismo;" aujth'" meta; th'" eij" to; ajmevriston sunairevsew", kai; hJ
probolh; meta; th'" eij" eJauth;n ejpistrofh'", kai; hJ eJauth'" ajpovstasi" meta;
th'" ejn eJauth'/ monh'", ajmudroumevnh" o{te eij" to; e[xw rJevpei: i{na kai; mevnh/
a{ma kai; metabavllh/ dia; th;n tw'n movnw" te menovntwn kai; pavnth/
metaballomevnwn mesovthta hJ hJmetevra yuch; eJkatevrw/ pw" ejpikoinwnou'sa tw'n a[krwn, w{sper kai; merivzetaiv pw" kai; oi|on ajmevristo" ªteº
a{ma givnetai te kai; ajgevnhto" uJpavrcei, fqeivretaiv te trovpon tina; kai;
a[fqarto" diaswvzetai. dio; ou[te mevnein ti aujth'" qhsovmeqa kata; to;n
Plwti'non ajei; wJsauvtw" kai; kaqarw'" ou[te pantelw'" proi>evnai ejn th'/ eij"
gevnesin rJoph'/, ajllæ o{lh proveisi kai; mevnei eijlikrinw'" ejn th'/ pro;" ta;
deuvtera rJoph'/. ajlla; tau'ta me;n safevsteron kai; hJ o{lh tw'n lovgwn
ejpideivxei dievxodo" wJ" kai; ∆Aristotevlei dokou'nta kai; uJpo; tou'
∆Iamblivcou ejnargevsteron ejkpefasmevna.

6: 7 eJauto;n a. 8 movnh" a. 11 te (ante a{ma) expunxit Hayduck givnetai te D: te om.
Aa.
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B. Pseudo-Simplicius, In De Anima 5.38-6.17
Further, in the third book he sees that our soul in accordance with
the rational element itself is a mean between the extreme lives.
Sometimes he likens it to the sensible life, at other times to the
intellectual. Sometimes [he portrays it] descending into the sensible;
at other times rising to the imitation of the intellectual. Sometimes
when it has gathered itself together into partlessness as much as is
possible for it and when it remains whole in itself, it imitates the
Intellect that transcends it; at other times it somehow departs from
itself in its inclination toward what is external to it, actualizing in
accordance with its projection and proceeding into partedness, yet
not in such a way as completely to depart from what is opposite to
this. For what is partial in it exists together with a coalescence into
partlessness, its projection with a return to itself, and its departure
from itself with an abiding in itself, which is weakened when it
declines toward what is external to it. Wherefore our soul simultaneously abides and changes because it is a mean between what is
permanently abiding and in every way changing, and yet it shares
somehow in each of the extremes, just as it is somehow both divided
and as it were undivided, and simultaneously comes into existence
but is ungenerated, and is destroyed in some way yet is preserved
indestructible. Therefore we will not agree with Plotinus that any of it
remains always the same and pure or that it processes completely in
its declination toward generation. Rather, it processes as a whole and
remains pure in its declination toward what is secondary to it. As to
these matters, a complete examination of the arguments will demonstrate both that this is Aristotle’s doctrine and that it has been set out
more perspicuously by Iamblichus.
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C. Pseudo-Simplicius, In De Anima 89.33-90.25
89, 33
35
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eij dev, wJ" tw'/ ∆Iamblivcw/ dokei', oujk a]n ejx ajpaqou'" kai; teleiva" oujsiva"
diestrammevnh kai; ajtelh;" proi?oi ejnevrgeia, ei[h a]n paqainomevnh pw"
kai; katæ oujsivan: wJ" kai; tauvth/ ei\nai mevsh ouj tw'n meristw'n movnon kai;
ajmerivstwn oujde; tw'n menovntwn kai; proelhluqovtwn oujde; tw'n noerw'n
kai; ajlovgwn, ajlla; kai; tw'n ajgenhvtwn kai; genhtw'n, kata; me;n to; movnimon
eJauth'" kai; noero;n kai; ajmevriston ajgevnhto" ou\sa, kata; de; th;n provodon
kai; to; meristo;n kai; th;n pro;" to; a[logon koinwnivan ginomevnh, | oujde; to;
ajgevnhton eijlikrine;" e[cousa, oi|on to; noerovn, ejpeidh; oujde; to; ajmevriston h] to; movnimon, oujde; to; genhto;n toi'" ejscavtoi" o{moion, toi'" o{lw" pote;
mh; ou\sin: ajlla; to; me;n oi|on ejxivstasqaiv pw" eJautou' pote th'/ pro;" th;n
gevnesin koinwniva/ kai; oujc aJplw'" e[ti mevnein, ajlla; to; sunamfovteron
oJmou' mevnein te o{per ejsti; kai; givnesqai, to; de; oujdevpote tou' ajgenhvtou
ajpoleipovmenon, ajllæ ajei; aujtw'/ sunhrthmevnon kai; e[ndoqen e[con to;
diamevnein kai; oi|on ejpirrevon kai; ajnaplhrwmatiko;n tou' ajpoginomevnou.
ajlla; to; me;n genhto;n aujth'" kai; proi>o;n oujdevpote a[neu tou' monivmou kai;
ajgenhvtou, to; de; ajgevnhton aujth'" pote pavsh" ajpallavssetai th'" pro;"
gevnesin koinwniva" ejn th'/ cwristh'/ ajpo; swmavtwn zwh'/. dio; kai; ajqavnato"
hJ yuch; kai; movnimo", ajei; me;n th'" noera'" zwh'" uJfeimevnhn e[cousa th;n
ajqanasivan kai; monimovthta, kai; pro;" eJauth;n de; hJ hJmetevra diaforoumevnh: kai; ajkraifne;" mevn, o{son aujth'/ proshvkei, to; ajqavnaton kai;
movnimon kai; ajmevriston ajpolambavnousa ejn th'/ cwristh'/ kai; noera'/ zwh'/:
cwrisqei'sa gavr, wJ" ejrei', e[stin o{per ejstivn: ejn de; th'/ pro;" ta; e[xw rJoph'/
ouj pantelw'" me;n ajpoleivpousa eJauth;n mevnei, (dhloi' de; pa'sa logikh;
ejnevrgeia, oujk a[neu th'" pro;" eJauth;n ginomevnh ejpistrofh'", o{qen kai; hJ
pivsti" meta; th;n sugkatavqesin, to; gnwsqe;n o{ti ajlhqe;" ejpikrinouvsh"
kai; tovte sugkatatiqemevnh": tou'to ga;r hJ pivsti": dhloi' de; kai; hJ e[ndoqen au\qi" ejpi; to; krei'tton ajnavklhsi" kai; hJ uJfæ eJauth'" teleivwsi~), ouj
mh;n kaqaro;n to; eJauth'" swvzousa movnimon. dia; ga;r th;n e[xw rJoph;n oJmou'
o{lh kai; mevnei kai; proveisi, kai; oujdevteron e[cei pantelw'" oujde; ajphllagmevnon tou' loipou' (o{qen kai; to; ajqavnaton aujth'" tovte ajnapivmplatai
tou' qnhtou' kata; pa'n eJautov, kai; ouj mevnei movnon ajqavnaton, kai; to;
ajgevnhton ginovmenovn pw" tugcavnei o[n, wJ" kai; to; ajmevriston aujth'"
merizovmenon), oujkevti th'/ oujsiva/ ou\sa ejnevrgeia, kaqæ o{son aujth'/ qevmi".

90: 2 ejpeidh; ouj a. 6 ajei;] eij a. 9 ajgevnnhtou A. 15 ejrei' ] v. G 5. 16 mevnein a. 21/22
pantelw'" -- loipou'] tou' loipou' ajphllagmevnon pantelw'" a. 23 qnhtou'] loipou' a.
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C. Pseudo-Simplicius, In De Anima 89.33-90.25
But if, as Iamblichus thinks, a distorted and imperfect activity cannot
proceed from an impassible and perfect substance, the soul would be
affected somehow even in its essence. Thus also in this way it is a
mean not only between the divisible and the indivisible, or what
remains and what proceeds, or the intellective and the irrational, but
also between the ungenerated and the generated. It is ungenerated
in accordance with its permanent, intellectual, and indivisible aspect,
while it is generated in accordance with its procession, divisibility,
and association with the irrational. It possesses neither its ungenerated aspect purely, as an intellectual entity does, since it is not
indivisible or permanent, nor its generated aspect as the lowest
entities do, since these never completely exist. But in its association
with generation, it sometimes in some way abandons itself as it were,
and it does not simply remain but simultaneously both remains what
it is and becomes; it never leaves what is ungenerated but is always
joined to it and holds permanence within and as it were flows onward
replenishing what is lost. The generated aspect of it, however, also
never proceeds without the stable and ungenerated, while the ungenerated aspect of it is sometimes removed from all association with
generation in the life separated from body. Therefore the soul is
both immortal and permanent, always having its immortality and
permanency inferior to the intellectual life. But our soul is differentiated in itself. It is pure, on the one hand, insofar as is appropriate
for it, receiving immortality, permanence, and indivisibility from the
separated and intellectual life; for once it has been separated, as he
will say, “it is what it is.” In its declension toward the outside, on the
other hand, it remains without completely abandoning itself. (This is
evident from every rational activity since such activity does not come
into being without reversion to itself, whence also there is belief after
assent, when it judges that the thing known is true and then assents.
For this is belief. It is evident also from its restoration from within
itself toward what is superior and its perfection by itself.) But it does
not preserve its permanence pure. For because of its declension
outside, as a whole it simultaneously both remains and proceeds, and
it has neither completely without the other. Whence, its immortality
is at that time filled with mortality in its whole self, and it does not
remain immortal only. Its ungeneratedness somehow happens to
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kata; to; genhto;n ou\n eJauth'" hJ prwvth ejsti;n ejntelevceia dia; to;n ajpo; th'"
oujsiva" th'" ejnergeiva" merismovn, kai; ouj kata; to; ejpistavmenon (ouj ga;r
h\n to; suvnqeton), ajllæ wJ" hJ ejpisthvmh h[toi wJ" to; ei\do".

D. Pseudo-Simplicius, In De Anima 240.33-241.26
240,33
35
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eij me;n ou\n pantelw'" hJ aujth; mevnoi hJ th'" yuch'" ajkrotavth oujsiva, hJ
ejnevrgeia oujc hJ aujth; mevnousa oujk a]n ei[h o{per hJ oujsiva, ei[ ge oJte; me;n
noei', oJte; de; ouj noei'. eij de; kai; aujth; hJ a[kra aujth'" oujsiva ouj mevnei ejn
th'/ pro;" ta; deuvtera rJoph'/ eijlikrinhv", i{na kai; tauvth/ h\/ mevsh, wJ" kai; tw'/
∆Iamblivcw/ ejn th'/ ijdiva/ Peri; yuch'" pragmateiva/ dokei', ouj meristw'n
movnon kai; ajmerivstwn, ajlla; kai; genhtw'n kai; ajgenhvtwn kai; fqartw'n
kai; ajfqavrtwn, kai; i{na kai; aujto; tou'to oJte; me;n | noh'/ oJte; de; mhv (ajfæ
eJauth'" ga;r ejnergou'sa hJ aujth; ajparavllakto" mevnousa kai; ejnhvrgei a]n
wJsauvtw" ajeiv, ajllæ oujdæ a]n pote; me;n proballomevnh deutevra" zwa;" kai;
tauvtai" sumplekomevnh ejn th'/ sumplokh'/ e[menen aujtw'n ajcwvristo", pote;
de; ejcwrivzeto: i[sw" ga;r kai; aujto; tou'to ejsti;n oJ cwrismov", hJ th'" oujsiva"
ajdiavfqoro" eijlikrivneia, o{per kai; oJ ∆Aristotevlh" ejmfaivnei gravfwn
Æcwrisqei;" dev ejstin o{per ejstivn,Æ wJ" th'" e[ti tw'n deutevrwn ajcwrivstou
zwh'" oujk ou[sh" o{per ejstivn), eu[logon a[ra ma'llon de; ajnagkai'on ouj th;n
ejnevrgeian movnhn, ajlla; kai; th;n oujsivan th'" yuch'" kai; aujth;n th;n
ajkrotavthn, th'" hJmetevra" fhmiv, diaforei'sqaiv pw" kai; cala'sqai kai;
oi|on uJfizavnein ejn th'/ pro;" ta; deuvtera neuvsei, ouj pantelw'" eJauth'"
ejxistamevnhn (oujde; ga;r a]n e[menen e[ti yuchv), ajlla; to; ajkraifne;" oujkevti
swvzousa, wJ" a{ma th;n aujthvn te kai; ouj th;n aujth;n fulavttesqai, ou[te th'"
eJterovthto" eJauth;n ejxallattouvsh" pantelw'" ou[te th'" taujtovthto"
kaqara'" kai; ajnexallavktou menouvsh", kai; ou{tw merisqei'sa oJpwsou'n
th'/ ejxallagh'/ kai; ouj meivnasa o{per h\n, uJpomevnei kai; to;n th'" ejnergeiva"
ajpo; th'" oujsiva" merismovn, wJ" kai; pote; mh; ejnergei'n. eij" de; th;n eJauth'"
eijlikrinw'" ajnadramou'sa oujsivan, ajfiei'sa me;n pa'san th;n e[xw probolhvn, th'/ de; pro;" eJauth;n rJwsqei'sa strofh'/ kai; ajnalabou'sa to; prosh'kon
aujth'/ mevtron e[sti te o{per ejsti; kai; th'/ a[kra/ eij" eJauth;n strofh'/ ajmerw'"
sunairoumevnh kai; th;n ejnevrgeian th'/ oujsiva/ eJnoi'. kai; au{th me;n hJ ;

240: 34 ajkrotavth] pikrotavth A1 . 241: 1 noh/' Hayduck: noei' Aa. 241: 5 gravfwn p.
430 a 22. 12. 13 ou[te -- ou[te Hayduck oujde; -- oujde; Aa. 12: eJauth;n (post eJterovthto")
Aa aujth;n Hayduck.
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come to be, and its indivisibility is divided. It is no longer activity in
essence, insofar as is right for it. In accordance with its generated
aspect, it is first entelechy because of the division of its activity from
its essence, and not as a knower (for it is not a composite) but as
knowledge or as form.

D. Pseudo-Simplicius, In De Anima 240.33-241.26
If, then, the highest essence of the soul should completely remain the
same, its activity, which does not remain the same, would not be the
same as its essence, since it sometimes intelligizes and sometimes
does not. Again, even its highest essence does not itself remain pure
in its inclination toward what is secondary — so that even in this, as is
the view of Iamblichus in his own treatise On the Soul, it is a mean not
only between the divisible and indivisible but also between the
generated and ungenerated and the perishable and imperishable
and so that it itself sometimes intelligizes and sometimes does not
(for a thing that remains the same and unaltered in generating
activities from itself would always act in the same way, but would not,
when it projects secondary lives and is interwoven with them, sometimes remain unseparated from them in the interwoven compound
and sometimes not). For perhaps separation is this, uncorrupted
purity of essence, as Aristotle also indicates when he writes, “after it is
separated, it is what it is,” implying that the life unseparated from
what is secondary is not “what it is.”) It is reasonable then, or rather,
necessary that not the soul’s activity alone but also its essence and the
highest part itself — of our soul, I mean — is somehow dissipated and
slackened and as it were sinks down in the inclination toward what is
secondary. It does not entirely abandon itself (for then it would no
longer remain soul), but it no longer preserves its own purity, with
the result that it keeps itself simultaneously the same and not the
same. Its otherness does not alter itself completely, nor does its sameness remain pure and unaltered. The soul, since it was thus divided
in some way by the alteration and does not remain what it was, even
abides the division of its activity from its essence so that it sometimes
does not act. But when it returns in purity to its own essence, abandons every external projection, is strengthened by its reversion to
itself, and regains its due measure, it is what it is; when it is gathered
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ajkrotavth th'" yuch'" teleiovth" ejn tw'/ pantelei' tw'n deutevrwn zww'n
cwrismw'/: ejn de; th'/ ajcwrivstw/ pro;" aujta;" sumplokh'/ teleiou'tai kai;
e[sti teleiva deutevrw", kai; hJ h[dh teleiou'n th;n problhqei'san zwh;n
iJkanh; ei[te praktikw'" ei[te qewrhtikw'" oujk ou\sa dhladh; ajtelh;" aujth;
ejteleivou a[n, ajllæ ou[pw kata; a[kra mevtra teleiva, wJ" kai; eJauth'" ei\nai
movnh": kata; de; tav ªteº tw'n a[llwn teleiwtikav, kaqæ a{ ejsti, proavgei
eJauth;n kai; a[neisin eij" th;n a[kran eJauth'" teleiovthta.

E. Priscianus, Metaphrasis in Theophrastum 31.27-32.19
31,27
30
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∆Epei; ou\n ajpo; th'" oujsiva" ai{ te e{xei" kai; ejnevrgeiai, ajduvnaton
uJpotivqesqai th;n oujsivan mevnousan pavnth/ ajmetavblhton kai; ajei;
wJsauvtw" e[cousan, pote; me;n teleivwn kai; ajgaqoeidw'n ejnergeiw'n ei\nai
ajpodotikhvn, pote; de; ajtelw'n kai; diestrammevnwn. aiJ ga;r oujsivai tw'n
ejnergeiw'n aijtivai, kai; oJpoi'ai a]n w\sin aiJ ejnevrgeiai toiou'ton hJmi'n kai;
th'" dunavmew" kai; th'" oujsiva" to; ei\do" sullogivzesqai parevcontai. eij
de; ditth;n ejn hJmi'n oujsivan nooi'tov ti" kai; ditta;" dunavmei" te kai;
ejnergeiva", kai; ta;" me;n ajei; teleiva", | ta;" de; pote; me;n ajtelei'" pote; de;
teleiva" oijhqeivh, eij me;n diespasmevna", polla; zw'/a to; e}n poihvsei kai;
pantelw'" ajposthvsei th;n kreivttona oujsivan, wJ" mhvte a[rcousan th'"
zwh'" mhvte koinovn ti e[cousan, ei[ ge kata; th;n deutevran to; para; mevro"
ajtelev" te kai; tevleion, ejn w|/ hJ ajnqrwpeiva oJrivzetai zwhv. eij de; scevsei"
levgwn ditta;" h] lovgou" h] zwa;" th;n e{nwsin toi'n duoi'n mh; ajnairoivh, i{na
mh; corw'/ h] a[llw/ plhvqei proseoivkh/ to; hJmevteron, sunevrchtai de; eij" e}n
pavnta kai; pro;" mivan sumfuvhtai ajrchvn, to; e}n tou'to zhthvswmen,
povteron monoeidev" ejsti kai; ajkhvraton pavnth/ kai; ajmetavblhton. ajllæ
ou{tw pavlin oujdemiva e[stai pote; ejn tai'" yucai'" h] katæ oujsivan h] katæ
ejnevrgeian ajtevleia h] kakiva h] pavqo": ajkolouqou'si ga;r th'/ oujsiva/ kai; aiJ
ejnevrgeiai. ajllæ oujde; pavnth/ metaballovmenon oi|ovn te sugcwrei'n:
diamevnei ga;r hJ zwh; ejn tai'" metabolai'".
“Amfw a[ra kata; to;n ∆Iavmblicon hJ merikh; yuch; ejx i[sou suneivlhfe,
kai; to; mov n imon kai; to; metaballov m enon, i{ n a kai; tauv t h/ hJ

240: 25 teleiv a Hayduck: tevleia Aa te delevit Hayduck. 31: 30 wJsauvtw"]
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together without parts at the summit of its own reversion to itself, it
unites its activity with its essence. And this is the highest perfection of
the soul in its complete separation from secondary lives. In its
unseparated interweaving with them, on the other hand, it is perfected and is perfect in a secondary way. The means sufficient to
perfect the projected life, whether through actions or through contemplation, although it is clearly not imperfect, would itself perfect
the soul, but it would not be perfect in the highest measures in such a
way that the soul would also belong to itself alone. But after the
fashion of things that perfect other things, inasmuch as the soul is
such, it leads itself forward and ascends to its own supreme
perfection.

E. Priscianus, Metaphrasis in Theophrastum 31.27-32.19
Since states and activities arise from essence, it is impossible to
suppose that the essence remains completely unchanging and always
the same, producing activities perfect and good in form at one time
and imperfect and distorted at another. For essences are the causes
of activities, and as are the activities, such also they induce us to
conclude is the kind of potency and essence.
If someone should conceive of a double essence in us and a
double set of potencies and activities and should think that some are
always perfect while others are sometimes imperfect and sometimes
perfect, then (if they are torn asunder) he will make the single entity
many living things and will cause the complete separation of its
superior essence, as neither ruling its life nor having anything in
common with it, if that is to say we consider it in the second way, as
partly perfect and imperfect, which is the definition of human life.
But if someone, by speaking of two relations or reason principles
or lives, should not destroy the unity of the two, so that our case may
not resemble that of a chorus or any other multiplicity but so that all
things may come together into one and be fused into one principle,
then let us inquire about this one entity whether it is uniform and
completely pure and unchanging. But in that case once again there
will never be in souls either in essence or in activity any imperfection,
evil, or passibility. For activities follow essence. But neither can one
accept that it is changed in every respect. For life endures through
the changes.
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mesovth" swvzhtai. ta; me;n ga;r kreivttw movnima movnw", ta; de; qnhta; pavnth/
metablhtav. hJ de; merikh; yuchv, wJ" mevsh pa'si toi'" perikosmivoi" gevnesi
summerizomevnh te kai; sumplhqunomevnh, ouj movnon mevnei ajlla; kai;
metabavllei tosauvta" diazw'sa merista;" zwav". kai; ouj kata; ta;" e{xei"
movna" ajlla; kai; kata; th;n oujsivan metabavlletai ph.

F. Priscianus, Metaphrasis in Theophrastum 23.13-24.20
23, 13
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prosqetevon de; kai; ta; ∆Iamblivceia, wJ" pavsai" tai'" dunavmesi th'" yuch'"
parapevfuken hJ fantasiva kai; pavsa" ajpotupou'tai kai; ejkmavttetai ta;"
tw'n eijdw'n oJmoiovthta" kai; ta;" tw'n eJtevrwn dunavmewn ejmfavsei" eij" ta;"
eJtevra" diapevmpei, ta;" me;n ajpo; th'" aijsqhvsew" eij" dovxan ajnegeivrousa,
ta;" de; ajpo; nou' deutevra" th'/ dovxh/ proteivnousa, ejn eJauth'/ de; ajpo; tw'n
o{lwn ta; fantavsmata paradecomevnh: kai; wJ" ijdivw" kata; th;n ajfomoivwsin
carakthrivzetai e[n te tw'/ poiei'n kai; ejn tw'/ devcesqai ta; proseoikovta h]
toi'" noeroi'" h] toi'" genesiourgoi'" h] toi'" mevsoi" ejnerghvmasin, ajpotupoumevnh te ta;" pavsa" th'" yuch'" ejnergeiva" kai; sunarmovzousa ta;"
ejkto;" pro;" ta;" ei[sw kai; ejpitiqei'sa tai'" peri; to; sw'ma katateinomevnai" zwai'" ta;" ajpo; tou' nou' katiouvsa" ejmfavsei". kaqæ eJauth;n
a[ra hJ fantasiva duvnami" ou\sa tou' ajfomoiou'n aujta; pro;" eJauth;n
ejnteu'qen kai; tai'" a[llai" sunavptetai dunavmesi, prokatavrcousa
aujtw'n tai'" ejnergeivai", oujk ou\sa pavqo" oujde; kivnhsi" ajllæ ajmevristo"
kai; wJrismevnh ejnevrgeia, kai; ouj kata; paradoch;n e[xwqen wJ" oJ khro;"
diaplattomevnh ajllæ e[ndoqen kai; kata; ãth;nÃ lovgwn tw'n ajfomoiwtikw'n
probolh;n | eij" th;n tw'n fantasmavtwn ejgeiromevnh ejpivkrisin. ∆Allæ eij
kai; ta;" a[lla" ajpotupou'tai zwa;" kata; to;n ∆Iavmblicon kai; aujta;" ta;"
logikav" te kai; noera;" ejnergeiva", pw'" e[ti ajlhqe;" to; ∆Aristotelikovn,
to; uJpo; tw'n aijsqhtikw'n eijdw'n kinei'sqai th;n fantasivan… h] eij kai; ta;"
kreivttou" ajpotupou'tai ejnergeiva" pavsa", o{mw" kata; ta; aijsqhtika;
ajpeikonivzetai ei[dh morfwtikw'" kai; meristw'" kai; kata; th;n pro;" ta;
aijsqhta; ajnaforavn, w{ste kai; ta;" kreivttou" ajpotupou'tai ejnergeiva" h|/
uJpo; tw'n aijsqhtikw'n kinei'tai eijdw'n. pw'" ou\n kai; mh; parovntwn tw'n
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So then, according to Iamblichus, the individual soul partakes
equally of both permanence and change, so that also in this way its
median role is preserved. For the superior classes are permanent
simpliciter, but the mortal classes are completely changeable. The
individual soul, as a mean that is divided and multiplied among all
the classes in the cosmos, not only remains permanent but also
changes by living through so many individual lives. And it changes
somehow not in regard to its states alone but also in accordance with
its essence.

F. Priscianus, Metaphrasis in Theophrastum 23.13-24.20
One must also add the teachings of Iamblichus that the imagination
is produced alongside all the faculties of the soul and receives an
impression and stamp from all the likenesses of forms and transmits
the appearances of some to other faculties, rousing some from sense
perception to opinion and offering a second set from intellect to
opinion, since it receives images from all of these in itself; and that it
is appropriately characterized in accordance with assimilation, in
making and receiving what belongs to intellectual or generative or
median operations, receiving impressions from all the activities of the
soul, combining external with internal activities, and bestowing on
lives extended around bodies the appearances descending from the
Intellect.
Imagination, then, is in itself a power of assimilating them from
there to itself and conjoining them with other faculties, beginning
their activities. It is neither a passion nor a motion but an indivisible
and determinate activity. Unlike wax it is not molded by receiving
something from outside, but it is roused to select images internally
and through the projection of its assimilative reason-principles.
But if, as Iamblichus says, it receives impressions both from the
other lives and from the rational and intellectual activities themselves, how is what Aristotle says still true, that imagination is moved
by sensible forms?
Now, if it receives impressions from all superior activities, nevertheless it represents them in images and divisibly in accordance with
the sensible forms and in accordance with their reference to sensible
objects so that it receives impressions even from superior activities
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aijsqhtw'n kinei'tai hJ fantasiva… kai; ga;r eij uJpo; tw'n aijsqhtikw'n
kinei'tai, ajlla; kai; tau'ta parovntwn tw'n aijsqhtw'n probavlletai kai;
ajpovntwn ajpoleivpei. h] oujc wJ" hJ ai[sqhsi" parovntwn movnon kinei'tai tw'n
aijsqhtw'n, ou{tw kai; hJ fantasiva, ajllæ ejpeida;n a{pax kinhqh',/ duvnatai ajfæ
eJauth'" ejgeivresqai kai; probavllein ta; fantavsmata kata; th;n pro;" ta;
ei[dh ãta;Ã kinhvsanta ajnaforavn. ejnivote de; oujc a{pax h] di;" ajlla;
pleonavki" kinhqh'nai dei'tai pro;" to; ajfæ eJauth'" o{moia toi'" kinhvsasi
proteivnein. kai; tw'/ me;n morfwtikw'/ kai; meristw'/ koinwnei' pro;" th;n
ai[sqhsin: tw'/ de; kai; ajfæ eJauth'" proteivnein ta; fantavsmata kai; mh;
parovntwn e[ti tw'n kinouvntwn ejxhv/rhtai th'" aijsqhvsew": tw'/ de; eij" e{tera
ajnafevrein ajei; kai; ajfomoiou'sqai pro;" ta;" diafovrou" ejnergeiva" th'"
yuch'", tauvth/ pro;" pavsa" te th'" yuch'" parapevfuke ta;" dunavmei" kai;
kata; to; ajfomoiwtiko;n th'" yuch'" i{statai ijdivwma.
G. Pseudo-Simplicius, In De Anima 213.23-214.26
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Dia; tw'n proeirhmevnwn o{ti diwvristai tw'n a[llwn gnwstikw'n dunavmewn
hJ fantasiva ejpideivxa", ejfexh'" tiv" potev ejstin au{th paradivdwsin, ajpo;
tw'n ejnergeiw'n aujth'" th;n oujsivan tekmairovmeno". kinei'tai me;n ou\n
prosecw'" uJpo; tw'n aijsqhtw'n to; aijsqhthvrion, ouj pavscon movnon ajlla;
kai; ejnergou'n dia; to; zwtikovn, ejgeiromevnh" de; ejpi; tw'/ ejnerghtikw'/ touvtw/
pavqei th'" aijsqhtikh'" kaqara'" ejnergeiva" kai; krivsew", kata; to; tou'
aijsqhtou' eJstwvsh" ei\do", oujk e[xwqen oujde; kata; pavqo", ajllæ e[ndoqen
th'" aijsqhtikh'" oujsiva" kata; tou;" oijkeivou" lovgou" aujto; proballouvsh"
sumfwvnw" th'/ ejn tw'/ aijsqhthrivw/ ejgginomevnh/ paqhtikh'/ ejnergeiva/: wJ"
kivnhsin me;n ei\nai th;n ejn tw'/ aijsqhthrivw/ uJpo; tou' aijsqhtou' gegonui'an
pavqhn, th;n de; tou' lovgou probolh;n kai; th;n kaqara;n th'" aijsqhtikh'"
zwh'" krivsin kai; to;n kata; to; ei\do" tou' aijsqhtou' o{ron ouj kivnhsin, ajllæ
ajmevriston ejnevrgeian. ejfæ h|/ prosecw'" aujth'/ sunhmmevnh hJ fantastikh;
ejgeivretai zwhv, ojrgavnw/ me;n tw'/ aujtw'/ crwmevnh, ajllæ oujc wJ" aijsqhtikw'/
kai; e[xwqevn ti paqainomevnw/, wJ" de; fantastikw'/ kai; uJpo; th'" fantastikh'" zwh'" tupoumevnw/ kai; morfoumevnw/.
kai; ouj qaumasto; n eij to; auj t o; o[ c hma tai' " diafov r oi" hJ m w' n
uJpevstrwtai zwai'", o{pou ge kai; th'/ logikh'/ hJmw'n | zwh'/: sundiativqetai
gou'n tai'" logikai'" hJmw'n ejnergeivai" ouj to; pneu'ma movnon, ajlla; kai; to;
stereo;n tou'to o[rganon. prohgoumevnw" dæ ou\n wJ" aijsqhtiko;n paqo;n to;
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just as it is moved by sensible forms. How then is the imagination
moved also when sensible objects are not present? For indeed if it is
moved by sensible forms, nevertheless it projects these when sensible
objects are present and stops when they are absent. Now unlike sense
perception the imagination is not moved only when sensible objects
are present, but when once it is moved, it can be roused in itself and
can project images in accordance with their reference to the forms
that moved it. Sometimes it must be moved not once or twice but
often in order to bring forth from itself [images] similar to those that
moved it. And with sense perception it shares in what is in images
and divisible, but it transcends sense perception by bringing forth
from itself images even when what moves them is no longer present.
Since it always has reference to other things and is assimilated to
different activities, in this way it is produced alongside all the faculties
of the soul and is established as a special property of the soul in its
assimilative [ability].

G. In De Anima 213.23-214.26
Having shown through what he [i.e., Aristotle] said earlier that
imagination is distinct from the other cognitive faculties, next he
shows what it is, using its activities as evidence for its essence. Now the
sense organ is immediately moved by sense objects and not only is
affected but also acts because it has life, but when the pure sensible
activity and judgment is roused in accordance with this active
affection, it is established in accordance with the form of the sense
object, not externally or as an affection, but internally with its
sensible essence projecting it in accordance with appropriate reasonprinciples, in harmony with the passive activity existing in the sense
organ. Now the affection arising in the sense organ from the sense
object is a motion, but the projection of the reason-principle and the
pure judgment of the sensible life and the limiting in accordance
with the form of the sense object is not a motion but an indivisible
activity.
Since it is immediately connected with it [i.e., with the sensible
faculty], the imaginative life is aroused by it, using the same body, but
not as sensible and externally affected in some way but as imaginative
and imprinted and shaped by the imaginative life. And it is not
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pneu'ma, kai; th'" aijsqhvsew" eij" th;n kata; to; ei\do" stavsh" ejnevrgeian,
kai; to; pneu'ma ejpithvdeion givnetai pro;" th;n tw'n fantastw'n tuvpwn
uJpodochvn, kai; aujth; hJ fantasiva ejgeivretai pro;" th;n katæ oijkeivou"
lovgou" tw'n fantastikw'n tuvpwn probolh;n oijkeivw" toi'" aijsqhtikoi'"
ei[desin, oujc a{pax h] di;" ejnivote movnon tw'n aijsqhtikw'n dehqei'sa tuvpwn
ajlla; kai; pleonavki" pro;" th;n tw'n oJmoivwn probolhvn. ejgerqei'sa dæ ou\n
kai; ajfæ eJauth'" probavllei ta; fantavsmata kai; tupoi' kai; diamorfoi' to;
sch'ma ajfæ eJauth'" h] oJmoivw" toi'" ei[desi tw'n aijsqhtw'n h] kai; to; ajkribe;"
prostiqei'sa, wJ" kai; th;n ajplath' proteivnousa eujqei'an kai; schvmata ta;
aj k ribev s tata, kai; aj o ristaiv n ousa de; ej n iv o te kai; poikiv l lousa
polutrovpw" tou;" tuvpou". kai; to; me;n th'" aijsqhvsew" dei'sqai pro;" th;n
ejx ajrch'" e[gersin koino;n e[cousa kai; tai'" logikai'" hJmw'n zwai'" (kai;
ga;r au|tai dia; th;n o{lhn e[xw th'" yuch'" strofh;n th'" uJpo; tw'n e[xwqen
oi|on plhgh'" tou' aijsqhthrivou th;n ajrch;n ejdehvqhsan pro;" th;n tw'n
oijkeivwn gnwstw'n ajntivlhyin), ajlla; touvtwn metabainousw'n ejpi; to;
ajswvmaton kai; ajtuvpwton kai; ajmevriston gnwsto;n hJ fantasiva ejn tw'/
swmatoeidei' kai; tupwtikw'/ kai; meristw'/ katevcetai. kai; ga;r eij kai; ta;"
logika;" hJmw'n, wJ" oJ ∆Iavmblico" bouvletai, ajpotupou'tai ejnergeiva"
pavsa", o{mw" kata; ta; aijsqhta; ajpeikonivzetai ei[dh morfwtikw'" kai;
meristw'". dio; kai; prosechv" ejsti th'/ aijsqhvsei, uJperevcousa o{mw" tw'/
meta; th;n ejx ajrch'" e[gersin kai; ajfæ eJauth'" ejnergei'n kai; oujk ajei;
parovntwn dei'sqai tw'n aijsqhtw'n, kai; tw'/ th;n ajkrivbeian prostiqevnai,
o{per i[sw" ouj pa'sa ajllæ hJ tw'n logikw'n e{xei fantasiva. a{pasa de; to;
hJgemoniko;n kai; kinhtiko;n tw'n zwv/wn, tw'n me;n a[llwn wJ" prwvth ejn
aujtoi'" ou\sa gnwstikh; zwhv, ejn de; toi'" ajnqrwvpoi", o{tan diæ h{ntinav pote
aijtivan ejpikaluvpthtai oJ lovgo".
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surprising if the same vehicle is subject to our different lives, since it
is also subject to our rational life. For indeed not only the pneuma
but also this solid body are affected by our rational activities. So
previously the pneuma was like a sensitive affection, when sensation
was established with regard to the activity in accordance with the
form, and the pneuma becomes adapted to the reception of impressions connected with imagination, and imagination itself is aroused
to project imaginative impressions in accordance with appropriate
reason-principles appropriately to the sensible forms, often not only
requiring the sensitive impressions once or twice but even many
times in order to the project similar ones. And so having been
aroused, it also projects the images from itself and molds and shapes
the figure from itself either in a way similar to the forms of the sense
object or even imposing an accurate one, such as presenting a
straight line without breadth or the most accurate figures, and
sometimes producing indeterminate impressions and embellishing
them in many ways.
Now its need for sensation for its initial arousal it shares also with
our rational lives (for because the whole process is outside of the
soul, these also require a beginning from the outside as if from a
blow from the sense organ in order to apprehend the appropriate
objects of knowledge), but when these become immaterial, formless,
and indivisible objects of knowledge, the imagination is restricted to
what is bodily, has form, and is divisible. For even if it receives
impressions from all our rational activities, as Iamblichus thinks,
nevertheless it represents them in forms and divisibly in accordance
with the sensible forms. Therefore it is next to [the faculty of]
sensation but nevertheless transcends it by acting from itself after its
initial arousal, by not always requiring the presence of sense objects,
and by imposing accuracy, which [last] perhaps will not be a trait of
every sort of imagination but only of that associated with rational
[creatures]. Now every [imaginative faculty] is the ruling element
and the element which moves the animal, but of some animals this
will be the primary cognitive life in them and in human beings,
whenever reason is veiled for any reason.
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prw'ton me;n ou\n ejkei'no ajxiw' diorivzesqai wJ" e{teron me;n to; aijtiato;n
fw'" e{teron de; to; touvtou ai[tion, oi|on to; ejn hJlivw/ h] ejn puriv: kai; ouj peri;
tou' aijtivou oJ lovgo" ejn th'/ peri; tou' tiv to; fw'" zhthvsei, ajlla; peri; tou' ajpæ
aujtou' proi>ovnto", o} dh; ejnevrgeia ei\nai levgetai tou' diafanou'" tou' ejn
ajevri kai; u{dati kai; ejn toi'" para; mevro" fwto;" kai; skovtou" dektikoi'".
“Epeita de; tw'/ ∆Iamblivcw/ eJpovmeno" ou[te sw'ma tou'to ei\nai ajxiw', w{sper
oiJ Peripathtikoiv, ou[te mh;n pavqo" h] poiovthta swvmato" oJtouou'n: ouj
ga;r ejn tw'/ ajevri e[cei to; ei\nai fw'": kinoumevnou gou'n ejkeivnou e{sthken
aujto; kai; trepomevnou polueidw'" aujto; cwristw'" ajpotevtmhtai kai;
swvzei th;n pro;" to; ai[tion ajdiaivreton sunevceian. ajlla; kai; hJ ajqrova
aujtou' parousiva ejpi; pavnta ta; devcesqai aujto; dunavmena parovnto" tou'
ejllavmponto", kai; au\qi" ajpelqovnto" hJ ajqrova ajpovleiyi", mhde;n i[cno"
eJautou' kataleivponto", shmei'on tou' mh; pavqhma ei\nai tou' ajer
v o" to; fw'".
ta; ga;r pavqh oi|on hJ qermovth" ou[te ajqrovw" ejggivnetai, kai; tou' puro;"
ajpelqovnto" ajmudrovn ti ejgkataleivpei eJauth'" ei\do" tw'/ peponqovti. kai;
to; mh; kata; diavdosin de; mhde; kata; troph;n ejggivnesqai, kai; to; mh;
perigravfesqai mevcri tinov", proi>evnai de; a[cri panto;" tou' dunamevnou
aujto; devcesqai, kai; to; mh; sugkei'sqai ejn ajllhvloi" ta; fw'ta, dhloi'
a{panta tau'ta cwristh;n ei\nai swmavtwn th;n tou' fwto;" ejnevrgeian. pw'"
ou\n ejnevrgeia levgetai tou' diafanou'"… oujc wJ" pavqo", fhvsw, oujde; wJ"
teleiovth" aujtou' ejn uJpokeimevnw/ aujtw'/ genomevnh, ajllæ wJ" cwristw'"
aujto; teleiou'sa, oujk aujth; ejkeivnou ajllæ eJauth'" ejkei'no poioumevnh,
mevnousa sunech;" aujth; tw'/ ejllavmponti kai; ejkeivnw/ sumperiagomevnh.
tou'to me;n ou\n w|de suntovmw" uJpemnhvsqhn, i{na mh; oJmoivw" wJ" ejn toi'"
a[lloi" toi'" pavscousi kai; to; fw'" ejggivnesqai uJpopteuvswmen.
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H. Priscianus, Metaphrasis in Theophrastum, 9.7-31
First, then, I think it proper to draw the distinction that the caused
light is one thing but its cause is another, as for instance the light in
the sun or in a fire. The argument in the investigation concerning
what light is does not concern the cause but what proceeds from it,
namely what is called “the actualization of the transparent,” which
exists in air, in water, and in what is partially receptive of light and
darkness.
Second, following Iamblichus, I do not maintain that this is a body,
as do the Peripatetics, or indeed an affection or quality of any body
whatsoever, for light does not have its essence by being in the air.
Indeed, while the air is moving, light remains still, and while the air
changes in various ways, light is set off apart and preserves its
undivided connection with its cause. And it is also a sign that light is
not an affection of air that it is present all at once in everything
capable of receiving it when a source of light is present, and again
that it immediately departs leaving no trace of itself when the source
of light has withdrawn. For affections, such as heat, do not come to
be in the air all at once, and when fire has departed, it leaves behind
some faint form of itself in what it has affected. And all of the
following make clear that the actualization of light is separate from
bodies: light does not come to exist in something by distributing or
changing itself, it is not limited by anything else but continues on to
everything capable of receiving it, and lights are not combined with
one another.
How, then, is it called “an actualization of the transparent?” Not as
an affection, I will say, nor as a perfection of it coming about in the
substrate itself, but as perfecting it in a transcendent way, not itself
belonging to the transparent, but rather making the transparent
belong to itself, while it itself remains continuous with the source of
light and is carried round together with it. I have then touched on
this matter briefly in this way, so that we may not imagine that light
comes to be in the transparent in the same way as it does in other
affected things.
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ajllæ ejpei; to; fw'" tou' diafanou'" ejsti teleiovth", prolhptevon tiv to;
diafanev". ouj gavr ejsti to; fw'", wJ" hJ novhsi", ejmmevnousa th'/ proagouvsh/
aujth;n oujsiva/ kai; hJ aujth; ou\sa th'/ oujsiva/: ajllæ ejnevrgeia me;n kai; to; fw'",
ou[te de; hJ aujth; tw'/ ejnergou'nti ou[te mevnousa ejn aujtw'/, ouj mh;n oujde;
ajpespasmevnh, ajllæ a{ma te tou' proi>evnto" aujth; ejcomevnh kai; eJtevrw/
ejndidomevnh, ouj kata; pavqo" ajlla; kata; ajqrovan teleiovthta, oijkeiovthto"
pantacou' qewroumevnh" tw'/ dektikw'/ pro;" to; ejgginovmenon, wJ" ajfæ
eJkatevrou to; loipo;n gnwrivzesqai. dunavmei gou'n ejsti to; dektiko;n
tou'to, o{per ejnergeiva/ to; dedegmevnon: ejnevrgeia de; kai; o{ro" kai;
teleiovth" hJ kaqæ h}n to; dedegmevnon oJrivzetai fuvsi", tou'to me;n ejnergeiva/,
dunavmei de; to; dektikovn, oi|on hJ uJgiveia, kaqæ h}n kai; to; uJgiai'non kai; to;
uJgiasqh'nai dunavmenon, tou'to me;n ajtelw'" ejkei'no de; teleivw", wJ" kai; to;
dektiko;n kai; to; dedegmevnon th'/ ejndoqeivsh/ ejnergeiva/ oJrivzesqai. kai; hJ
me;n ejpisthvmh ajkolouvqw" th'/ fuvsei ejk tou' o{rou kai; ta; ejnergeiva/
oJrizovmena ginwvskei kai; ta; dektika; wJ" kata; ajtele;" aujtou' i[cno"
carakthrizovmena: oJ de; zhtw'n e[ti ajpo; tw'n aijtiatw'n kai; wJ" pro;" hJma'"
prwvtwn ejpi; ta; fuvsei prw'ta kai; ai[tia ajniw;n kai; ejk tw'n ajtelw'n ejpi; ta;
tevleia, ajpo; touvtwn gnwrivzei th;n teleiovthta. ejk dh; tou' diafanou'" wJ"
u{lh" uJpestrwmevnou tw'/ fwti; kai; katæ aujto; teleioumevnou, o{te kai;
ejnergeiva/ givnetai diafanev", oJpoi'on to; fw'" ginwvskomen, o{ti tw'/
pefwtismevnw/ ajllæ ouj tw'/ ei[dei prohgoumevnw" prosbavllei hJ ai[sqhsi".
ejrei' de; kai; aujto; to; ei\do" ejnargevstata: tiv ga;r a]n ei[h fwto;"
ejnargevsteron… hJ me;n ou\n aJplh' tou' fwto;" ijdiovth" kai; th'/ nohvsei hJmw'n
kata; aJplh'n ejpibolh;n ejk th'" aijsqhvsew" givnetai gnwvrimo": o{ti de;
ajswvmaton kai; o{ti ouj pavqo" ajllæ ejnevrgeia, | sullogizovmeqa, to; me;n diæ
o{lou tou' diafanou'" ijo;n aujto; oJrw'nte", to; de; dia; th;n a[cronon ajpousivan
kai; parousivan. ta; ga;r pavqh ejn crovnw/ paragivnetaiv te kai; ajpogivnetai,
kai; ta; swvmata diæ ajllhvlwn ouj cwrei' tav ge e[nula: e[nulon dev, ei[per
sw'ma, to; ajpo; tou' fwto;" pu'r, ajlla; kai; to; dektiko;n aujtou' oJ ajhvr.

131: 15 ti A 16 ejpei; Hayduck: ejpi; Aa. 17 prosagouvsh/ a. 21 proi>evnto" sugg. Steel:
proi>ovnto" MSS. 32 ejpi; om. A. 33 o{ti a. 36 prosbavllei Hayduck: probavllei Aa.
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I. Pseudo-Simplicius, In De Anima, 131.16-132.17
Since light is the perfection of the transparent, one must first grasp
what the transparent is. For light is not like intellection, which remains in the essence which produces it and is the same as its essence.
But light is an actualization. It is neither the same as nor does it
remain in what brings it into actuality, but nonetheless it is not
severed from it either. Rather it simultaneously holds onto that which
emits it and gives itself to something else, not as an affection but as
an instantaneous perfection. The affinity of that which arises in the
receptive medium to that medium is everywhere apparent, so that
one is known from the other. For this receptive medium is potentially
what that same medium, after it has received, is actually. The nature
through which the medium that has received light is determined is its
actuality, definition, and perfection. This medium possesses these
actually; the receptive potentially. Just as health is that in accordance
with which both being healthy and being able to be healthy exist (the
latter imperfectly and the former perfectly), so also the receptive and
that which has received are determined by the actuality given to
them.
Also science, consistently with nature, comes to know from the
paradigm both that which is actually determined and that which is
receptive, as though it were stamped by an imperfect trace. One who
is still investigating, however, ascending from the caused (which is
primary in regard to us) to the cause (which is primary in nature),
and from the imperfect to the perfect, from these comes to know
perfection. It is from the transparent — matter as it were underlying
the light and being perfected by it, when, that is, the transparent
comes to be actually — that we will come to know what sort of thing
light is, since sense perception focuses on what is illuminated and not
principally on the form. He will also speak most clearly about the
form itself, for what could be clearer than light? Consequently, the
simple character of light comes to be known also by our own thought
processes through a simple application from sense perception.
We conclude that it is incorporeal (since we see it traveling
through all the transparent) and that it is not an affection but an
actualization (because of its instantaneous absence and presence).
For affections become present and depart in time, and bodies do not
travel through one another when they are material. Fire that
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a\ra ou\n oujsiva wJ" hJ ajpo; th'" yuch'" tw'/ swvmati ejndidomevnh zwhv… ajllæ eij
kai; hJ zwh; ajqrovw" ejggivnetaiv te kai; aujth; tw'/ swvmati kai; au\ ajpogivnetai,
prohgei'sqai o{mw" ajnavgkh th;n diexodikh;n tou' sunqevtou gevnesin, kai;
th'/ ajpousiva/ e{pesqai th;n fqoravn. ajlla; kai; tw'n ejnantivwn dektikh; hJ
zwhv: kai; ejnargw'" de; to; zw'/on oujsiva, w{ste kai; to; oJristiko;n aujtou'
ei\do" hJ zwhv. ou[te de; oJ pefwtismevno" ajh;r wJ" pefwtismevno" oujsiva,
kaqavper oujde; oJ ejpikthvtw" qermanqeiv", oujde; tw'n ejnantivwn h] aujto;"
dektiko;" h] to; fw'", oujde; prohgei'taiv ti" th'" parousiva" aujtou' metabolh;
h] th'/ ajpousiva/ ejpakolouqei'. ajllæ e[stin aujto; tou'to ejnevrgeia, oujc wJ" ejn
uJpokeimevnw/ ejgginomevnh tw'/ diafanei', cwristw'" de; aujtw'/ parou'sa kai;
teleiou'sa aujtov, oujdevpote tou' proavgonto" aujth;n cwrizomevnh, ajllæ
ejkeivnw/ ejnidrumevnh, kai; ejkeivnou ejcomevnh. dio; kai; touvtw/ me;n
meqistamevnw/ summeqivstatai, oujkevti de; tw'/ decomevnw/ oJpwsou'n
metaballomevnw/ summetabavlletai.

132: 6 tw/' swvmati kai; aujth; ajqrovw" ejggivnetaiv te a. 17 tou'to A.
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proceeds from light, however, is material since it is a body, but so is
the air that is capable of receiving it.
Is it the case then that light is a substance like the life bestowed
upon the body from the soul? Although life comes to be in the body
and departs from it again all at once, nevertheless the gradual
generation of the composite must precede, and its destruction must
follow its departure. But life is also capable of receiving opposites,
and clearly the animal is a substance so that the determinate form of
it, life, is also substance. Now, the illuminated air is not substance qua
illuminated, just as it is not after it has been heated adventitiously,
and neither it nor light is capable of receiving opposites, and no
change precedes its presence or follows upon its departure. It itself is
an actualization. It does not come to be in the transparent as though
in a substrate, but is present to it in a transcendent way and perfects
it, never separated from what produces it but established in it and
holding on to it. Therefore light changes along with its source when
it changes, but it does not change in any way whatsoever when what
receives it changes.

A. In De Anima 1.1-20
We present the opening of the commentary not because it contains
an important Iamblichean interpretation of Aristotle or the soul but
because it shows the high esteem in which the commentator holds
Iamblichus. Although it is safe to conclude that the commentator
usually follows Iamblichus in his interpretations, there is at least one
point of disagreement between them, on the interpretation of
Aristotle’s active and passive Intellect. Iamblichus believes that these
are the unparticipated and participated Intellects and are, therefore,
above the soul in rank. The commentator, on the other hand,
believes that they are in the soul, although he attempts to argue that
he and Iamblichus are not at odds but only looking at the same issue
from different perspectives. See 313-314 and Steel 142-145 and 153154.
hJ peri; aujtw'n tw'n pragmavtwn tw'n te a[llwn . . . The Greek term for
“metaphysical realities” is aujta; ta; pravgmata, literally “the facts
themselves” or “the actual circumstances” or “the matters of importance.” The commentator repeats the term below (1.13-14), where it is
contrasted with the text (levxi") of Aristotle. There it seems to be the
soul itself, i.e., the metaphysical principle at issue in the De Anima.
The noun is used again in line 18, where it refers to external realities
including the soul. Urmson (15) translates the first instance as
“things themselves,” the second as “the subject-matter itself,” and the
third as “things.”
Another difference between Urmson’s translation and ours
concerns the number of conjuncts in the first clause. Urmson (15)
translates: “The primary and most important object of concern is the
truth about things themselves, both about other things and concerning the soul.” He therefore separates hJ peri; aujtw'n tw'n pragmavtwn
from tw'n te a[llwn. This cannot be right. The commentator is
distinguishing two conjuncts, marked both by the repeated article hJ
and the use of te . . . kaiv (“both . . . and”). Thus te does not separate
pragmavtwn from tw'n a[llwn, but rather conjoins them: “both the truth
about other pravgmata and the (truth) about the soul.”
wJ" tw'/ ajrivstw/ th'" ajlhqeiva" krith'/ dokei' tw'/ jIamblivcou . . . As we have
seen, various passages from Iamblichus’ own De Anima support the
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statement that Iamblichus believed both that Plato and Aristotle’s
theory of the soul was compatible and that later Peripatetics misinterpreted what Aristotle meant.
We agree with Blumenthal that Iamblichus did not write a separate
commentary on Aristotle’s De Anima. See H. Blumenthal, “Did
Iamblichus write a Commentary on the De Anima?,” Hermes 102
(1974) 540-556. The references to Iamblichus’ “writings on the soul”
are therefore to his own De Anima.

B. In De An. 5.38-6.17
Festugière gives a French translation (254). This passage concerns
Iamblichus’ doctrine that the soul is a mean between the realm of
generation and the Intelligible realm. See Iamblichus, De An. section
7 (365.22-366.11 W). This passage, however, exhibits a doctrine
stronger than any of the surviving passages in Iamblichus’ De Anima.
For in the De Anima, Iamblichus says that the soul is indeed a mean
between unchanging realities and the world of generation, but he
does not anywhere state the almost contradictory tension inherent in
the human soul. Here, however, the tension is introduced and startlingly articulated. The soul is somehow both divided and undivided,
departing and returning, simultaneously abiding and changing, generated and ungenerated, and destroyed and preserved. Iamblichus, as it
seems, argues that the soul is neither undescended (as he thinks
Plotinus held) nor completely descended. It is a mean, and as such is
in tension with itself, never fully at either extreme. (Possibly Iamblichus has Heraclitean notions in mind here.) He says: “it is a mean
between what is permanently abiding and in every way changing.”
Thus the soul cannot be either extreme, but an ever-changing mean.
This explains his statement: “when it has gathered itself together into
partlessness as much as is possible for it.” For the soul cannot be
completely indivisible, or it would not be a mean. It would become
Intellect rather than “imitate” it.
The statement that the soul “remains pure in its declination
toward what is secondary to it” requires further explanation. For, as
we have seen, the soul does not strictly remain “pure” (or indeed
remain in any state). Rather what Iamblichus must have in mind is
that the soul qua soul remains exactly what it is, a mean term, neither
here nor there, as it were, but always in between. This is the
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changeable essence of the soul. Even when it is most stable, it is
declining.
[Eti ejn tw'/ trivtw/ . . . The subject of this sentence (“he”) is Aristotle. For
the phrase “extreme lives” (tw'n a[krwn zww'n) and the associated idea
of the soul’s “double life,” one in the body and the other separated
from it, see section 10 and notes.
kata; probolh;n ejnergou'san . . . Projection (hJ probolhv) is a technical
term in Neoplatonism. (Iamblichus uses the term in section 13. See
notes there and to section 38. Cf. Passage D below.) A soul projects
various lives in its descent to the sensible from the Intelligible. Here
these lives are those of the lower aspects of the soul and therefore are
akin to what Iamblichus calls the inclination toward the external (hJ
e[xw rJophv) and procession into partedness (eij" merismo;n proiou'sa).
The soul in its descent becomes less and less unified, and hence
becomes more “partial” and develops different kinds of life (nutritive, sensitive, imaginative, etc.).
dio; ou[te mevnein ti aujth'" qhsovmeqa kata; to;n Plwti'non . . . For Iamblichus’ interpretation of the “undescended soul” in Plotinus, see In
Tim. Fr. 87; cf. above, sections 6, 17, 19, and 26 of the De Anima and
notes there.

C. In De An. 89.33-90.25
Festugière gives a French translation (254-255). Steel (53-55)
discusses this passage as well.
eij dev, wJ" tw'/ jIamblivcw/ dovkei' . . . The entire passage is in the form
of an indirect statement dependent on the phrase wJ" tw'/ jIamblivcw/
dokei' (“as Iamblichus thinks”). It therefore represents Iamblichus’
view throughout.
The passage provides the clearest account of Iamblichus idiosyncratic view of the soul: that it is a mean in the strongest possible
sense. It is neither completely Intelligible nor completely a generated
entity. It is in between the two extremes, yet somehow nevertheless
embraces both these extremes as its own property. It is both divided
and undivided, generated and ungenerated, permanent and changing. Thus, the soul’s essence is double, just as its acts are. In fact, the
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souls’ acts, which are varying and contrary to one another at different
times, lead us to the true nature and essence of the soul. When the
soul is involved in the Intelligible Realm, it is just that: Intelligible,
but not permanently (for it is not Intellect). The soul cannot act on
the Intelligible level always, but will descend again to lower-order
thinking and to sensation and to all the other activities of the
embodied soul. When in this latter state, the soul takes on this role
essentially. The soul therefore has two essences, enacting each at
different times, but holding both natures in itself permanently.
ajlla; to; me;n oi|on ejxivstasqaiv pw" eJautou' pote . . . The subject changes
from the feminine yuchv (“soul”) to the neuter tov. In the previous
sentence, the neuter singular was used for the different aspects of
soul, the ungenerated and the generated. If the commentator is
following Iamblichus in this usage, then Iamblichus has slipped into
language that allows him to distinguish the aspects within the soul as
he discusses its descent to and joining with generation. Indeed, the
use of to; mevn here in line 3 seems to indicate that Iamblichus had the
higher aspect in mind, while to; dev in line 5 (“it” after the semicolon)
that he had the lower. The commentator continues this usage of tov in
the next sentence, but adds the adjectives for “generated” or
“ungenerated” to the article as well as the feminine pronoun aujth'"
(“of it,” i.e., the soul).
cwrisqei'sa gavr, wJ" ejrei', e[stin o{per ejstivn . . . This is a reference to
Aristotle, De An. 430a22-23: “Only after it has been separated
(cwrisqeiv") is it [i.e., the active intellect] what it is, and this alone is
immortal and eternal.”
ejn de; th'/ pro;" ta; e[xw rJoph'/ . . . On the term “declension” (rJophv), see
Iamblichus’ De Anima, section 33 (382.7 W) and note there.
hJ pivsti" meta; th'n sugkatavqesin . . . For the Stoic term sugkatavqesi",
the assent the mind gives to the body’s perceptions, see Iamblichus,
De Anima section 11 (368.19-20 W) and note there. Cf. section 12
(369.8 W).
dhloi' de; pa'sa logikh; ejnevrgeia . . . The higher aspect of soul is not
completely submerged when the soul is embodied. Iamblichus (if the
commentator is still quoting him in the parenthesis) gives two proofs.
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The first is that whenever the soul makes a rational judgment on and
assents to data taken from the body (as, for example, that this torch is
hot). The second seems to concern some kind of ritual ascent in
which the soul restores itself to the divine beings above it. Here again
the higher soul must do the recognizing.

D. In De An. 240.33-241.26
Festugière (253) gives a French translation of part of this passage
(240.33-241.15). Steel also discusses the passage (58).
eij de; kai; aujth; hJ a[kra aujth'" oujsiva . . . This is the start of a long and
intricate sentence (240.35-241.15), which we have translated as six
sentences. It begins with an unanswered protasis: “Again, even if its
highest essence does not itself remain pure in its inclination toward
what is secondary.” The author seems to have forgotten this dangling
protasis as he works his way through the Iamblichean theory of the
descent of the soul. For ease of understanding as well as for correct
grammar and syntax, we have not translated the “if.”
Iamblichus’ position is that the human soul is a mean between
divine souls (which always engage in intellection) and irrational souls
(which never do). The latter are divisible, generated, and perishable.
Now, if a soul sometimes intelligizes and sometimes does not then its
activity varies. As we have seen before, Iamblichus insists that if the
activities of the soul vary so too must its essence. The soul, once
separated from “what is secondary,” i.e. its lower nature, attains its
pure essence. (Iamblichus evidently cited Aristotle, De An. 430a22-23,
arguing that the soul “is what it is” after it is thus separated.) But this
separated state is always temporary for the human soul. It is, Iamblichus says, “dissipated and slackened” and thus it sinks, becomes
associated with secondary natures, and intelligizes only intermittently.
This is the nature of the soul. It both is and is not like divine souls.
Iamblichus seems to rely on Plato’s Timaeus for corroboration. There
the soul was made up of three constituents: sameness, difference, and
existence. The divine souls were concocted of an exceptionally pure
compound of these ingredients. Human souls were however combined from a mixture that was less pure. The otherness and sameness
in the human soul, Iamblichus suggests, alter somewhat. As a result of
this alteration in the soul’s constituents, the soul descends and
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cannot intelligize at all times. Its activity below differs from its essence
above.
ajllæ oujdæ a]n pote; me;n proballomevnh deutevra" zwa;" . . . These
secondary lives are the various powers (both rational and irrational)
of the soul that are contained in embryo in the pure intellectual soul
and that the soul produces or “projects” in its descent into body. For
the Iamblichean origin of the phrase, see Steel 62 note 33. For
“projection,” see our note in section C, above.
o{per kai; oJ jAristotevlh" ejmfaivnei gravfwn “cwrisqei;" de; ejstin o{per
ejstivn” . . . Aristotle, De An. 430a22-23. See note in section C, above.
diaforei'sqaiv pw" kai; cala'sqai . . . Iamblichus’ doctrine is extreme.
As the soul falls into generation, it changes in its very essence. Just as
its activities are diluted by the addition of sense perception, passions,
etc., so to it is weakened in itself. Again, however, Iamblichus would
stress that the soul is not destroyed. It is weakened but not to the point
that it ceases to be soul, just as when it was engaged in intellection, it
did not cease to be soul and become pure Intellect. For the Greek
verb cala'sqai (“weakened”), see Steel 66 note 53.
ou[te th'" eJterovthto" eJauth;n ejxallattouvsa" . . . We retain eJauth;n with
the MSS. Hayduck corrects to aujth;n, “it” (= “the soul”).
kai; hJ h[dh teleiou'n th;n problhqei'san zwh;n iJkanh; . . . The Greek has
the feminine article alone (hJ ), referring to the noun teleiovth"
(“perfection”), two lines above. Here it must mean “perfection” in
the sense of the means by which that perfection is achieved, and we
accordingly supply the English word “means.”.
ajllæ ou[pw kata; a[kra mevtra teleiva . . . With Hayduck, we read teleiva
(nominative, singular, feminine, in agreement with the understood
subject “[means of] perfection). If with the MSS we keep tevleia
(accusative, plural, neuter, in agreement with mevtra), the translation
would be: “would itself perfect the soul, but not in the highest perfect
measures in such a way that that the soul would also belong to itself.”
Iamblichus’ point is that the soul has two perfections. One, its
highest (hJ ajkrotavth th'" yuch'" teleiovth", 241.19-20), occurs when the
soul is at its highest state (when it “is what it is,” i.e., when it is actually
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intelligizing). There is a second and secondary kind of perfection as
well, when the soul is enmeshed in the realm of generation. This
perfection is not imperfect (oujk ou\sa dhladh; ajtelhv", 23) but it is not
of the same high level of perfection as the first sort (ajllæ ou[pw kata;
a[kra mevtra teleiva, 23-24) and so the soul in this case “does not
belong to itself” (eJauth'" ei[nai movnh", 24). The soul, whether through
theurgic rites or philosophy (ei[te praktikw'" ei[te qewrhtikw'" , 22-23),
attains secondary perfection and only then can ascend higher “to its
supreme perfection (eij" th;n a[kran eJauth'" teleiovthta, 25-26).
There seems to be a distinction here between the soul-in-Nature
being brought to perfection (along with its secondary lives) by
something else and the soul-separated-from-Nature bringing itself to
perfection. If so, this suggests a limit to the role of theurgy. Theurgy
would suffice to bring the soul-in-Nature back to the brink of its true
self, at which point the soul itself would perfect itself again. One
would, however, expect that an individual must undergo much
theurgical training before being ready to intelligize.

E. Priscianus, Metaphrasis in Theophrastum 31.27-32.19
Festugière (257) gives a French translation of part of this passage
(32.13-19). Steel also discusses the passage (55-58). Huby (in
Blumenthal and Clark) examines the passage in the larger context of
29.6-32.19 (10-12, cf. 8).
We again have the Iamblichean doctrine that the human soul’s
essence and activities must not differ from one another. If the soul’s
activities vary between permanence and change, then so too must the
soul’s essence. Priscianus lays out this doctrine in the first paragraph.
The second paragraph posits a double set of essences and activities
for the soul, but this concept leads to a problem: the human soul’s
higher essence will have nothing to do with its lower instantiations. In
the third paragraph, Priscianus suggests that an opponent may try to
solve the dilemma by positing not two essences in one soul but rather
two relations or reason principles or lives. But this attempted solution
does not solve the problem. For either the proposed single soul with
an internal duality will be “uniform and completely pure and
unchanging,” in which case there can be no change or passibility in
the soul (cp. In Tim. Fr. 87) or it will be constantly changing, in
which case there would be no permanence in the soul at all. Finally,
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in the fourth paragraph, we read Iamblichus’ solution. The soul is
truly a mean in that it partakes of both permanence and change.
Unlike divine souls (which never vary) and souls of animals (which
have no permanence), the human soul is both permanent (inasmuch
as it remains alive forever) and changeable (inasmuch as it leads
various different lives).
teleivwn kai; ajgaqoeidw'n . . . The adjective ajgaqoeidh'" (“good in
form”) is Iamblichean. See De Anima section 48 and notes.
eij de; ditth;n ejn hJmi'n oujsivan . . . Huby (68 note 386) points out that the
position that Priscianus attacks (that of a double soul) is reminiscent
of Pseudo-Simplicius’ view that the human intellect (i.e., the psychic
intellect) is double in In De An. 240.8-10. As she says, if this is so, then
this passage is evidence that Pseudo-Simplicius and Priscianus are
not the same person. She refers to H. Blumenthal, “Neoplatonic
Elements in the De Anima Commentaries,” Phronesis 21 (1976) 79-81,
reprinted in R. Sorabji, Aristotle Transformed 317-319. See also H.
Blumenthal, Aristotle and Neoplatonism in Late Antiquity 169.
eij me;n diespasmevna" . . . That is, if the double set of essences,
potencies, and/or activities is separated into one that is always perfect
and another that is sometimes perfect and sometimes not.

F. Priscianus, Metaphrasis in Theophrastum 23.13-24.20
Passages F and G both refer directly to Iamblichus on the topic of the
faculty of imagination. They therefore represent (at least in part)
what Iamblichus would have written concerning imagination in his De
Anima, probably in the section on the “powers of the soul” (see
sections 10-15, above). Discussion of the faculty of imagination would
have immediately preceded section 14 “On Memory.”
There are two problems that confront the reader of these two
passages: how much of the material is by Iamblichus and are the
authors of the two passages the same? We begin with the second
question. Steel (in Huby and Steel, 133-134) argues that the similarity
of these two passages is an argument for their authors being the same
person, Priscianus. He points out that both passages show “a
remarkable influence from Iamblichus,” although the parallels “are
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not so literal” as others he has found (and which he discusses on
pages 127-133). Steel also claims that Priscianus wrote passage G with
passage F “before his eyes” (133). Huby (also in Huby and Steel, 62
note 277) agrees that both passages are similar “but not very close.”
As Huby also notes, Blumenthal (1982, 87) briefly discusses the
passage. At the beginning and end of this paper (73-75 and 92-93),
Blumenthal rehearses reasons for doubting that the authors of the
two works are the same. 1
As we shall see, there are differences between the two passages that
suggest that we are dealing with two authors, both of whom are
consulting the same text (Iamblichus’ De Anima). First, passage G
makes greater use of the pneumatic vehicle of the soul as the place in
which the images are projected from the imagination for the use of
the soul (to; o[chma, 213.38; to; pneu'ma, 214.1, 3, 4) than does passage
F, which refers to the vehicle only once (to; pneu'ma, 25.11). We know
that Iamblichus laid great stress on the soul’s vehicle as the place of
images, both in earthly activities and in the theurgical ritual of
ascent,2 and we would therefore expect that he would stress its use in
imagination in the De Anima. Thus, it looks as if Priscianus downplays
its role (as he does throughout the Metaphrasis) whereas the PseudoSimplicius does not, which again is characteristic of him in his In De
Anima. 3
Another difference between the two passages concerns the way the
imagination can affect its own images. Whereas both passages state
that imagination starts from a received sensible object but later can
project the image without a sensible form being present, only passage
G makes the further point that the faculty of imagination can make
its image “more exact.” That is to say, imagination can take a sensible

1 See also Blumenthal (1996) 65-71, where he admits that the De Anima commentary may not be by Simplicius but still denies that it is by Priscianus. In addition, it is
worth noting another difference here between the two authors. The PseudoSimplicius prefers the feminine (pavqh) to the neuter (pavqo"); Priscianus uses the
feminine once and the neuter seven times.
2 For a history of and background to the soul’s vehicle, see Finamore (1985) 1-6.
For its role in theurgy, see 125-155, esp. 128-131 and 145-146. The vehicle is the
place where images appear. These images may be formed in the natural course of
human life, set off initially by sensible forms and then retained in the imagination
for future use. (This function of the vehicle and imagination is discussed below.) In
ritual ascent, the gods take over the human vehicle and project their own images,
so necessary for the ascent, into the individual’s vehicle. See De Myst. 3.14 (132.1117) and 3.6 (113.7-114.2).
3 See the indices to both works.
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form of, say, a straight line and improve on it so that it approaches, as
much as possible, a geometrically straight line. Again, this difference
indicates different interests in the two authors, especially since the
context in both works (Aristotle’s theory of imagination in the De
Anima) is the same.
Huby (in Blumenthal and Clark) discusses passage F, attempting
to distinguish the aspects that are clearly Iamblichus’ from those that
are Priscianus’ (6-7). As always, it is a difficult task to differentiate an
author’s own views from those of another writer with whom the
author agrees. How far does Priscianus elaborate on Iamblichus’
doctrines and how much of the discussion is truly Iamblichus? Huby
accepts only the lines in which Iamblichus is mentioned by name as
Iamblichus himself (23.13-23 and 24.1-4, the first and third paragraphs of our translation). The rest of the passage is, Huby thinks,
Priscianus elaborating on Iamblichus’ doctrine. In passage G, Iamblichus is mentioned only once (214.19). Taking these references
together, the only doctrine that is certifiably Iamblichean is that
imagination receives images from sensation and from thought and
passes these images along to other faculties of the soul. We very much
doubt that this is all that remains of Iamblichus’ thoughts on
imagination. First, imagination clearly plays an important role in the
soul’s activities, since it is intermediary between other functions.
Second, the importance of the imagination in Aristotle’s philosophy
by itself would suggest that Iamblichus would have developed his own
interpretation of what Aristotle said. Third, passages F and G have
much in common, and that commonality is best explained (we think)
by positing a third text to which the two authors had access. Since
both authors cite Iamblichus in the course of their examination of
the imagination, it is most likely that their source was Iamblichus’
work on the soul.
Coming now to passage F, we agree that the first and third
paragraphs, in which Iamblichus is specifically named, represent
Iamblichus’ doctrine of the faculty of imagination. We also believe,
however, that the second paragraph is substantially Iamblichus as
well. Huby (7) thinks it is Priscianus here because “he refers to
Peripatetic matters: he says that phantasia is not a pathos or a kinêsis
and it is not moulded from the outside like wax (23.25-6).” The
concept of the imaginative faculty is, however, at its core Aristotelian.
If Iamblichus were going to speak of the imagination at all, he would
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naturally fall into Aristotelian language. Further, as we shall see
below, the comparison of imagination to wax is in Plato as well as in
Aristotle. Thus, the doctrine expounded in the second paragraph
seems to be Neoplatonic in interweaving Plato and Aristotle, and it
also continues Iamblichus’ doctrine in the first paragraph in such a
way that one expects that it too is Iamblichean. We therefore see the
second paragraph as essentially Iamblichus.
The fourth paragraph also seems Iamblichean. As Huby says (7),
Priscianus is using Iamblichus’ doctrine of the imagination to
construct his own argument. But there is nothing in the paragraph
with which Iamblichus would disagree. Indeed the way the argument
unfolds seems to us to suggest Priscianus is working through
Iamblichus’ own arguments, which explain how the faculty of
imagination makes use of both sensible and intellective forms.
In sum, in both the second and fourth paragraphs, Priscianus is
led to a discussion of the role of imagination because of some
statement of Aristotle’s in the De Anima, but this fact does not force
us to conclude that Iamblichus was not concerned with the same
problems. Indeed, the matters examined and the resulting doctrine
(that imagination is a mediatory faculty that connects the various
lower powers of the soul with intellect and that thereby has as its own
special property the power to bring forth images from itself with no
external stimulus) are matters which Iamblichus would necessarily
have considered. They go to the heart of what the imagination is.
ajpotupou'tai kai; ejkmavttetai . . . There is an echo of Plato’s discussion
of memory in Tht. 191c-e. Plato is discussing how one comes to know
something that was not known before. He posits a wax imprintreceptacle in the soul (ejn tai'" yucai'" hJmw'n ejno;n khvrinon ejkmagei'on,
191c8-9). Concerning this faculty, Plato says (191d2-e1):
We say that this is a gift of Memory, the mother of the Muses, and
whatever we wish to remember of those things which we ourselves saw
or heard or thought (ejnnohvswmen), we lay this [faculty of memory]
under the sense perceptions and thoughts and we make an impression (ajpotupou'sqai), as if taking impressions from rings. What is
stamped (ejkmagh'/), we remember and know as long as the image of it
exists in [the memory]. Whatever is erased or was unable to be
stamped (ejkmagh'nai), we forget and do not remember.

Iamblichus takes over this description of Memory for the faculty of
Imagination (which, of course, is responsible for memory as well as
other “imaging”). Imagination comes into being along with all the
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other lower powers of the soul (that is, it is equally a psychic probolhv)
and receives imprints from those powers as well as from Intellect
above. Iamblichus may have found evidence for this part of his belief
in the Theaetetus passage, where Plato states that we recall past
thoughts as well as perceptions. 4 Once the imagination has taken the
imprint from one faculty, it not only stores the image but can also
pass the image along to another faculty. Thus, we can form opinions
about things on the basis of stored images of perceptions, thoughts,
etc. As the next part of the sentence will make clear, the faculty of
imagination again makes soul a mean between Intellect above and
life in Nature below.
ta;" tw'n eJtevrwn dunavmewn . . . This is Wimmer’s reading, supported by
Ficino. The MSS have tai'" tw'n eJtevrwn dunavmesin ejmfavsei", which is
adopted by Bywater and Huby. Although the MSS. reading is
possible, it is strained. One would have to translate: “and transmits
the appearances from the faculties of other [aspects of soul?] to
other [faculties? aspects of soul?].” Iamblichus point is simply that
the imaginative power transfers the appearances from one faculty to
another faculty, and the MSS. reading muddies the parallelism. We
therefore adopt the emended text.
duvnami" ou\sa tou' ajfomoiou'n au[ta . . . Huby (62 note 283) points out
that au[ta (“them”) has no antecedent agreeing with it in gender and
number. As she says, Wimmer suggests ta[lla (“other things”) and
Bywater considers a[tta (“some things”), but retains the MSS. reading.
This is a case of using the neuter plural instead of the expected
feminine plural for “appearances” or “likenesses.” Alternatively,
Priscianus may already be thinking of the neuter plural “images”
(fantavsmata), which he will write shortly below at 24.1, rather than
the feminine “appearances” (ej m fav s ei"), which he used above at
23.22-23. There is no need to emend the text. Imagination receives
appearances/images from different faculties, assimilates these to
itself, and then transmits them to other faculties, thereby being the
first cause of these faculties’ activities.

4

The distinction between aijsqhtikh; and bouleutikh; fantasiva is, of course,
Aristotelian (De An. 434a5-7), and the latter belongs solely to rational creatures (ejn
toi'" logistikoi'", 7). Cf. De An. 433a9-12, where imagination is “a kind of thinking”
(novhsivn tina, 10), and 433b29-30.
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ouj kata; paradoch;n e[xwqen wJ" oJ khro;" diaplattomevnh . . . Iamblichus
engages in some fine-tuning of Plato’s doctrine at Tht. 191c-e, on
which see above. The imagination is like wax in some ways, but we
must not be misled by the analogy. 5 It differs in important respects.
Wax receives an impression from the outside, but the imagination is
affected internally (e[ndoqen). Below, this will become an important
distinction between the faculties of sense perception and imagination. Sense perception, like wax, is affected from without. Imagination works from within the soul. It is, Iamblichus tells us, neither a
pavqo" nor a kivnhsi", but rather a ajmevristo" kai; wJrismevnh ejnevrgeia.
Thus, imagination is an ongoing activity in the soul.6 Its role is to
produce images from itself (e[ndoqen) and project these images
appropriately for the other faculties so that the images will produce
motions in them. In this way, imagination sets other faculties in
motion.
kata; <th;n> lovgwn tw'n ajfomoiwtikw'n probolh;n . . . The text is corrupt.
We have adopted the suggestion of Bywater, but with some misgivings. The MSS. have kata; lovgon tw'n ajfomoiwtikw'n probolh;n, which
yields no good sense. Wimmer suggested kata; lovgon tw'n ajfomoiwtikw'n probolw'n, “analogously with its assimilative projections,” which
may well be correct. Huby accepts Bywater’s emendation without
comment. Iamblichus’ point is that imagination is a kind of engine
continuously in activity that possesses a store of images that it brings
forth as reason-principles from itself. These reason-principles are
adapted appropriately to other images that had once moved the
sense organs but are now absent. Thus, the image can now substitute
for the original sensible form and can move the soul to recall the
original through the stored image.
o{mw" kata; ta; aijsqhtika; ajpeikonivzetai ei[dh morfwtikw'" kai; meristw'"
kai; kata; th;n pro;" ta; aijsqhta; ajnaforavn . . . For the term morfwtikw'"

5

As Huby (62 note 284) points out, Aristotle too uses the image of wax (in this
case, for the faculty of perception). Aristotle says that the faculty “is receptive of
perceptible forms without matter” (to; dektiko;n tw'n aijsqhtw'n eijdw'n a[neu th'" u{lh",
424a18-19), thus also making a distinction between wax and psychic faculty.
6 This is Iamblichus’ interpretation of Aristotle (428b10-17), who says that imagination is a kind of motion (kivnhsiv" ti", 11) and arises from the activity of sensation
(uJpo; th'" ejnergeiva" th'" aijsqhvsew", 13-14). For Iamblichus, the use of ti" shows that
it is not a motion at all.
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(“in images”) and its relation to images, see our commentary to De
Anima, section 39, above. Compare passage G, 214.19- 20: o{mw" kata;
ta; aijsqhta; ajpeikonivzetai ei[dh morfwtikw'" kai; meristw'".
h}/ uJpo; tw'n aijsqhtikw'n kinei'tai eijdw'n . . . This is a problematic phrase
in a difficult sentence (24.4-7). Priscianus (and probably Iamblichus
before him) is wondering how it can be true both that the imagination takes images from superior activities, such as intellection, and
that it is moved by sensible forms, for intellections have no sensible form. Priscianus here suggests that the imagination receives
superior activities but appropriately to its lower status, in images and
partially.
On this interpretation, the reading of the MSS. h] (“or it is moved
by sensible forms “) makes no sense. We therefore adopt Bywater’s
emendation h}/. Huby (62 note 287) also adopts this emendation, but
says that “Bywater’s reading is also difficult.” She translates the clause
“by the fact that it is moved by the sensible forms” (33). But h}/ carries
the sense of “as” here. The point is that the imagination receives
impressions from the intellect in the way that it receives them from
sensible forms (viz., in images and divisibly). Thus an image of a
thought is necessarily different from the thought itself, which need
have no image.
pw'" ou\n kai; mh; parovntwn tw'n aijsqhtw'n kinei'tai hJ fantasiva; . . . Priscianus moves to the next point. Imagination, we have seen, differs from
intellection in that it uses images. But it also differs from sense perception, for sense perception is moved only when a sensible object is
present. Imagination is moved even when a sensible object is absent.
It is then moved from itself (ajfæ eJauth'", 24.12) and projects images
(probavllein ta; fantavsmata, 12) that are like those that originally
moved it. This is how memory works. The imagination receives sensible forms once, say of Socrates. Later, when Socrates is not present,
the imagination can raise the image of the sensible form again from
within itself. Themistius, In De An. 28.5-17, is similar: sense perceptions occur when the sense organ is moved by a sensible image, but in
an act of memory (ajnavmnhsi") the images come from the soul itself;
memory is the projection of images from the soul.
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G. In De Anima 213.23-214.26

This passage is a commentary on Aristotle, De Anima 428b10-13: Allæ
ejpeidhv e[sti kinhqevnto" toudi; kinei'sqai e{teron uJpo; touvtou, hJ de;
fantasiva kivnhsiv" ti" dokei' ei\nai kai; oujk a[neu aijsqhvsew" givgnesqai
ajllæ aijsqanomevnoi" kai; w|n ai[sqhsiv" ejstin. (“But since when one thing
is moved another thing is able to be moved by it, imagination seems
to be some kind of movement and seems not to occur without sense
perception but in creatures that perceive and of things that are
perceived.”). Thus this passage is closely related to passage F, above.
About this passage, Blumenthal says that the author sees the two
faculties (sense perception and imagination) as “different cognitive
faculties” and that “[w]hile phantasia adjoins aisthêsis, it is nevertheless above it” (87). Blumenthal’s words about phantasia in the De
Anima commentary should also be read (84-90).
dia; tw'n proeirhmevnwn . . . In De An. 3.3, Aristotle distinguishes
imagination from sensation (428a5-15), from knowledge and intellect
(428a15-18), and from opinion (428a18-428b1).
kinei'tai me;n ou\n prosecw'" uJpo; tw'n aijsqhtw'n to; aijsqhthvrion . . . The
author is differentiating what happens in the sense organ from what
happens in the soul. The sense organ is in an intermediate position.
It is affected by the sense object but in turn registers what it sees and
therefore acts. This is possible because the organ has life, which is of
course given to it by the soul, which enlivens it along with the whole
body. Thus, the sense organ is both passive and active (ouj pavscon
movnon ajlla; kai; ejnergou'n, 213.26; ejpi; tw'/ ejnerghtikw'/ touvtw/ pavqei, 27;
ejn tw'/ aijsqhthrivw/ ejgginomevnh/ paqhtikh'/ , 30-31). The soul itself (here
termed th'" aijsqhtikh'" kaqara'" ejnergeiva" kai; krivsew", 27-28, that is,
the highest facet of the sensible activity, that which judges, the soul)
is activated by the actualized sense organ and projects from itself a
sensible form in accordance with the sensible form in the actualized
organ. The affection arising in the sense organ when it is affected by
the sense object is a motion (31-32).
ouj kivnhsin, ajllæ ajmevriston ejnevrgeian . . . In passage F, Priscianus had
said that imagination was “neither a passion nor a motion but an
indivisible and determinate activity” (oujk ou\sa pavqo" oujde; kivnhsi"
ajllæ ajmevristo" kai; wJrismevnh ejnevrgeia, 23.25-26). The author of
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passage G makes a related point, that the soul in its sensitive capacity
(that is, soul q u a sensitive faculty) acts in a similar way when
presented with a sensible form from the sense organ. If both authors
are following Iamblichus, it would seem that both aspects of soul
(sensitive and imaginative) are so closely connected as to have similar
powers: projection of lovgoi, making judgments about the sensitive
forms, and being restricted to the sensible form when it judges.
Further, these are activities brought forth from the soul (in either
aspect) in itself; they are not motions caused externally, as by a sense
object.7 Unlike Priscianus in passage F, the author of passage G does
not discuss imagination using higher forms from Intellect.
In the next sentence, our author appeals directly to the imaginative faculty. It is aroused by the sensitive faculty, as we have seen, and
in fact makes use of the same body. But there is a difference.
Whereas the sensitive faculty uses the body by being externally
affected by it, the imagination uses the body without the external
affection. As Priscianus said in passage F, it brings these images forth
from itself.
Next, the author brings in the vehicle. As the ethereal body
connecting the soul to the body, the vehicle is the place where
images are projected. It is subject to both sensible and imaginative
images, just as it is subject (as indeed is the material body) to the
rational soul.8 The author’s point, as Blumenthal (1982) 87 sees, is

7

See Priscianus, Metaphrasis 24.24-25.1, which follows shortly after passage F.
There Priscianus says that imagination is next to (prosech', 24.25) the faculty of
sensation and makes use of sensible forms. Further, the sense organ receives sense
images from the imagination (images that imagination has taken in from sensible
forms from previous sense objects, to be sure). When this occurs, the images in the
sense organ are not caused externally (i.e., by sense objects) but rather come from
the faculty of imagination.
8 Cf. Priscianus, Metaphrasis 25.1-3: “And this is not surprising [viz., that the
body is affected by images from the imaginative faculty] since some appearances of
our rational activity also descend into the body, as the rolling of the eyes and the
furrowing of the brow in study make evident.” (kai; ouj qaumastovn: ejpei; kai; th'"
logikh'" hJmw'n ejnergeiva" ejmfavsei" tine;" eij" to; sw'ma kaqhvkousin, wJ" aiJ sustrofai;
dhlou'si tw'n ojmmavtwn kai; aiJ tw'n ojfruvwn sunagwgai; ejn tai'" zhthvsesi.) Steel (in Huby
and Steel, 133-134) says that this passage from Priscianus is needed to explain the
sentence in passage G: “For indeed not only the pneuma but also this solid body is
affected by our rational activities.” But such is clearly not the case. Although both
passages are discussing the effect of the rational soul upon the body, the passage
from Priscianus is much more precise, giving rolled eyes and furrowed brow as
examples. Passage G, on the other hand, is simply more general. Any rational
activity will have (unspecified) effects upon the body — and indeed the vehicle as
well.
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that although sensation and imagination inhere in a single substratum, the vehicle, they are two separate faculties.
prohgoumevnw" dæ ou\n wJ" aijsqhtiko;n paqo;n to; pneu'ma . . . Some light
may be cast on this long sentence (214.2-8) by what Priscianus says in
passage F (24.10-14). Priscianus was concerned with the distinction
between sense perception and imagination, viz., that imagination is
moved in both the presence and the absence of a sense object. The
author of passage G, though not interested in precisely that topic,
does use similar material. The pneumatic vehicle of the soul, like the
faculty of imagination in Priscianus, is moved first like a “sensitive
affection,” i.e., in the presence of a sense object. The vehicle itself is
specifically adapted to receive forms from the imagination (214.4).
The faculty of imagination may take on an image of a sensible form
without an object being present. In some cases, the faculty must be
moved more than once (oujc a{pax h] di;" ejniovte movnon . . . ajlla; kai'
pleonavki", 214.6-7), as was the case in the Priscianus passage (ejniovte
de; oujc a{pax h] di;" ajlla; pleonavki", 24.13-14), before it can project the
appropriate images without the sense object being present. Thus, in
this passage, there are three objects of comparison: sensation, the
vehicle, and imagination.
It is puzzling why Priscianus does not mention the vehicle in
passage F. If our hypothesis that both he and the author of passage G
are following Iamblichus is correct, then Iamblichus certainly
discussed the vehicle in the context of the comparison between the
faculties of sensation and imagination. That Iamblichus would discuss
the vehicle here of course makes sense, since the vehicle is the seat of
the images projected from the soul. It may be that in the context in
which Priscianus was working (Theophrastus’ Physics), there was no
need to raise the vehicle at this moment. All that was required was to
show how the two faculties differed, wherever the images might be
projected. Priscianus does mention the vehicle (to; pneu'ma) at 25.11,
when discussing how we can have false beliefs about true perceptions
and vice versa. He says (25.10-13):
And just as we are simultaneously able when we perceive true
[sensible objects] to project false images concerning them, so consequently the pneuma, being on the one hand able to perceive, receives
true appearances from sense objects, and being on the other able to
imagine, it receives false ones from the sense object and true ones
from the imagination.
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This excerpt is interesting because it shows the vehicle as straddling
both the realm of sensations and that of images. This is very similar to
what our author says here (214.2-8), though of course from a slightly
different perspective. It is probable, therefore, that Iamblichus, in his
De Anima, made greater use of the vehicle than either passage F or G
would suggest. If so, each author for reasons of his own decided to
excise certain references to the vehicle. From both passages, it is
clear that Iamblichus saw the vehicle itself as intermediary between
not only soul and body but also between the faculties of sensation
and imagination, being as it were a place where through images both
faculties could come together.
ejgerqei'sa dæ ou\n kai; ajfæ eJauth'" probavllei ta; fantavsmata . . . The
point here (214.8-12) is that once the faculty of imagination is
primed, as it were, by previous sensible forms, it can then either
faithfully reproduce these sensible forms in its projected images or
embellish the sensible form, correcting a false one or altering the
form in some way so as to make it more precise (for example, readjusting the appearance of the size of the sun; cf. Priscianus,
Metaphrasis 24.24-29 and 25.10-15). For the term “embroider” (poikivllousa, 214.12), compare Priscianus, Metaphrasis 24.28, where the
same verb is used. In this passage, however, the author adds that the
faculty of imagination can make its image accurate (ajkribev", 214.10)
in a way that the original sensible form was not. Thus, it can project
an image of a line that has no breadth, even though there can exist
no such sensible form. Later (214.20-23), the author summarizes
three ways in which imagination is superior to sense perception: “by
acting from itself after its initial arousal, by not always requiring the
presence of sense objects, and by imposing accuracy.” The first two
ways are found in the Priscianus passage (24.10-13), but the third is
not. It is likely, therefore, that Iamblichus had all three differences,
and that Priscianus decided to omit the third for reasons of his own.
kai; to; me;n th'" aijsqhvsew" dei'sqai . . . Imagination, like rational
thinking requires an external stimulus to get it started. This is the
view of Aristotle, De An. 431a14-17: “To the thinking soul images are
like sensations. And whenever it affirms or denies good or evil, it
avoids or pursues (on which account the soul never thinks without an
image).” (th'/ de; dianohtikh'/ yuch'/ ta; fantavsmata oi|on aijsqhvmata
uJpavrcei. o{tan de; ajgaqo;n h] kako;n fhvsh/ h] ajpofhvsh/, feuvgei h] diwvkei (dio;
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oujdevpote noei' a[neu fantavsmato" hJ yuchv).) Since every image arises
from a sensible form, thinking starts from external sensible forms.
Even when the imagination projects forms of immaterial, formless,
indivisible objects, it does so with images that are bodily, have form,
and are divisible. Compare passage F, 24.4-7.
kai; ga;r eij kai; ta;" logika;" hJmw'n, wJ" oJ Ij avmblico" bouvletai, ajpotupou'tai
ejnergeiva" pavsa" . . . Compare Priscianus in passage F, 24.1-7.
a{pasa de; to; hJgemoniko;n kai; kinhtiko;n tw'n zwv/wn . . . For the “ruling
element,” see above, De Anima section 11 (368.14) and notes. The
ruling element in human beings is normally the rational soul, but
when reason is “veiled” (ejpikaluvpthtai, 214.26) (that is, presumably,
when it is overpowered by the irrational soul, as is the case in
children), irrational impulses do the leading. At such times, human
beings differ little from other animals when they make choices.

H. Priscianus, Metaphrasis in Theophrastum 9.7-31
In Passages H and I, we find a discussion of light and the transparent.
Iamblichus is mentioned only in the first passage (by Priscianus), but
the topic is introduced in Passage I as well, a passage which also
contains Iamblichus’ doctrine. Once again, there are similarities and
differences between the two passages, which we will explore in the
notes below.
The concept of the transparent is Aristotle’s (De An. 2.7, 418a26419b3). In order for colors to be perceived, they must appear to the
sense organ through a medium. This medium is transparent, e.g., air,
water, or some translucent solid like glass. But, Aristotle argues, in
order for the perceptible object to be visible in the medium another
entity must be present actualizing the medium. This entity is light.
Thus, in any act of vision, there will be a perceptible object, the
organ of sight, a transparent medium between the object and organ,
and some light source actualizing the transparent medium allowing
the object to be visible to the organ.
Priscianus began discussion of light and the transparent at 7.25. He
looks into Theophrastus’ discussion of the transparent, and then
gives his own view (8.9-14):
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I say that the transparent is neither an affection nor a disposition
brought into existence from something but that it is a form that
unites bodies in [the realm of] generation with the perfection of light
and makes them suitable for receiving light and dark. These bodies
either partake essentially of one of these [i.e., either of light or dark],
or partially of both, or of a mixture of the two. (levgw dh; ouj pavqo" oujde;
diavqesin uJpov tino" ejggenomevnhn ei\nai to; diafane;" ajllæ ei\do" uJpavrcein
sunarmotiko;n tw'n ejn genevsei swmavtwn pro;" th;n tou' fwto;" teleiovthta
kai; ejpithdeiovthta aujtoi'" prov" te th;n tou' fwto;" kai; pro;" th;n tou'
skovtou" uJpodoch;n parecovmenon, h] oujsiwvdw" qatevrou metevcousin h]
para; mevro" ajmfotevrwn h] katav tina mi'xin.)

This doctrine is probably Iamblichean since it mirrors Iamblichus’
view of light (Passage H, 9.12-14), where Priscianus substitutes
“quality” (poiovth") for “disposition” (diavqesi"). Neither light nor the
transparent, then, belong to bodies but are separate entities in their
own right. The transparent is the form that is perfected or actualized
by light — or indeed, as it turns out, by darkness, since it too is an
actuality (8.16).
It is no surprise, therefore, to find both Priscianus (8.15-16) and
the Pseudo-Simplicius (133.11-13) stating that darkness is not the
privation of light (as Aristotle would have it 418b18-19) but is an
actuality (ejnevrgeia). Steel 9 sees this as evidence that Priscianus and
the Pseudo-Simplicius are the same person: “the only reason to insert
this heterodox view on light in this section of the commentary is that
he [i.e., Pseudo-Simplicius] must have adhered to it, as is clear from
the Metaphrasis, perhaps following Iamblichus’ views” (Huby and
Steel, 133). It is true that this doctrine is heterodox, but no matter
how unusual the doctrine may be there is no a priori reason to deny
that two philosophers could hold it. In fact, the possibility is
increased when we realize that the doctrine in question is most
probably Iamblichean, from his De Anima. Further, as Huby points
out, 10 the subsequent passage in the Pseudo-Simplicius “has a different account of earth and darkness/light” from that in Priscianus.
This suggests that each writer accepted the unorthodox Iamblichean
doctrine that darkness is an actuality but then went on to discuss the
view in different terms.11
9

Huby and Steel, 132-133. Cf. 218, notes 80 and 81).
Huby and Steel, 54 note 94.
11 Huby discusses one other point of difference between the texts of Priscianus
and the Pseudo-Simplicius on light (in Huby and Steel, 55 note 123). The latter
author (135.25-136.2), while discussing Aristotle’s statement that luminous objects
are not seen in the dark but rather cause perception there (De An. 419a2-3), says
10
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Priscianus in passage G discusses the nature of light but stresses its
transcendent nature. In this, he is almost certainly following Iamblichus, who stressed the transcendence of divine light in theurgic
matters. (See notes below.)12
prw'ton me;n ou\n ejkei'no ajxiw' diorivzesqai . . . Priscianus begins with a
distinction between the light source and the light itself. Although it is
true that light is emitted by bright objects, like the sun or a fire, our
discussion concerns the nature of light, not of the light-emitting
object. Light, Priscianus reminds us, has been defined as ejnevrgeia
tou' diafanou'" (“the actualization of the transparent”) and the
transparent is what exists in translucent media, such as air, water, and
certain solids that are partially clear.
[Epeita de; tw'/ jIamblivcou eJpovmeno" . . . Priscianus brings in Iamblichus
as the source of the doctrine that light is neither a body nor a quality
of body. As we have seen above, this Iamblichean doctrine dovetails
with the doctrine that the transparent itself is not a disposition of
body but rather a form that unites bodies with light (8.9-14). The
Iamblichean doctrine of visibility of objects, therefore, is that an
object becomes visible only when it takes on the form of visibility that
the transparent provides. The transparent can provide this form only
when it is itself actualized by light. When the transparent remains
dark, however, it is still actualized but by darkness rather than by
light. Light itself, as an activator of a form, is not bodily. This point
Priscianus takes as straightforward, for he spends the remainder of
this passage arguing that light is not an affection or quality of body.
w{sper oiJ Peripathtikoiv . . . As Huby (in Huby and Steel, 54 note
103) points out, this phrase is odd since Peripatetics do not tend to
think that light is a body, although (Huby also says) Strato of
Lampsacus did. Bywater is tempted to delete the phrase, which is
that “light and the bright object that is productive of light are what are primarily
seen” (dia; ga;r to; prohgoumevnw" oJrato;n ei\nai to; fw'" kai; to; tou' fwto;" ajpodotiko;n
lamprovn. 135.26-27). Priscianus, however, first states that position hypothetically:
“Perhaps someone might say that what are primarily seen are the bright object and
light itself” (Mhv pote de; ei[ph/ ti" kai; to; prohgoumevnw" oJrato;n to; lampro;n ei\nai kai;
aujto; to; fw'", 10.30-32). But he then goes on to criticize this position on the grounds
that it would require that light blot out colors rather than illuminate them (11.1-5).
12 Huby (in Blumenthal and Clark 9-10) briefly considers this passage and concludes that Priscianus is summarizing Iamblichus although she questions “whether
the rejected theories are brought in by Priscian himself” (10).
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absent from H and M1. Huby also suggests that the phrase may be
interpreted to mean “like the Peripatetics I want it not to be a body,”
but this interpretation stretches the Greek too much. Another possible solution is to move the phrase after the word swvmato" oJtouou'n
(“of any body whatsoever”), with M2Pbw and Ficino. This may well be
the best solution, especially since it is against this point (that light is
an affection or quality of body) that Priscianus wishes to bring
arguments.
kinoumevnou gou'n ejkeivnou e{sthken aujto; . . . Priscianus proceeds to lay
out five indications that light is not an affection of the body. (1)
Light is not moved by perturbations in the air. (2) Light comes to
exist in the transparent and departs from it all at once, unlike true
affections of bodies, such as heat, which build up gradually and leave
a faint trace of themselves behind as they withdraw. (3) Light does
not insert itself into a medium by distributing itself throughout or by
changing the medium as it goes. (4) The medium does not limit the
extent to which light can progress. (5) Light does not form a
compound with another light.
aujto; cwristw'" ajpotevtmhtai . . . Priscianus emphasizes that light is
completely separate (cwristw'") from body. Cf. lines 25-26, cwristh;n
ei\nai swmavtwn th;n tou' fwto;" ejnevrgeian (“the actualization of light is
separate from the body”) and 27-28, cwristw'" aujto; teleiou'sa (light
“perfects it [i.e., the transparent] in a transcendent way”). This
notion that light is completely separated mirrors the Iamblichean
doctrine of divine illumination in theurgy. The gods are completely
separated from the realm of matter and do not descend here
themselves but rather shine their incorporeal light on the theurgist
or on physical objects that have been made suitable to receive the
light. See De Myst. 3.16, 188.12-15; 1.8, 28.16-29.3; 1.9, 30.13-19; cf. J.
F. Finamore (1999) 58-60 and (in Blumenthal and Clark) 63 note 17.
This is a good example of how Iamblichus’ metaphysics supports his
religious doctrines. Cp. Finamore (in Blumenthal and Clark) 60-61.
In this connection, note that Priscianus calls light “a more divine
Form” (10.25).
pw'" ou\n ejnevrgeia levgetai tou' diafanou'"… . . . If light is as transcendent
as Priscianus (following Iamblichus) has implied, how can it ever
actualize the transparent? It cannot be in the usual way, for when the
Form Heat (say) actualizes an object (so that it is hot), heat somehow
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is present to the object. Light , however, cannot be present; it must
be separate. Thus, Priscianus concludes, light actualizes the transparent not by becoming part of the transparent but by “making the
transparent belong to itself.” Light itself remains aloof, at one with its
source, transcendentally actualizing the medium without descending
to its level. 13 Cf. Priscianus’ discussion of color and the transparent at
12.17-28.
mevnousa sunech;" aujth; tw'/ ejllavmponti kai; ejkeivnw/ sumperiagomevnh . . .
For sunech; ", see line 16: swvzei th;n pro;" to; ai[ tion ajd iaiv reton
sunevceian (light “preserves its undivided connection with its cause”).
The use of sumperiagomev n h is odd. It is the verb used of souls
revolving around the realm of the Forms as they follow along with
their leader gods.14 Here it emphasizes the transcendence of light,
which remains in the orbit of the light source (as it were) and not
directly involved with lower objects.

I. In De Anima 131.13-132.17
The commentator is discussing Aristotle, De Anima 418b3: “Therefore
one must first grasp concerning light” (dio; peri; fwto;" prw'ton
lhptevon 15). He distinguishes light and the transparent, and then goes
on to discuss light. There are reminiscences of Priscianus in Passage
H, and these common areas are probably due to Iamblichus.
ajllæ ejpei; to; fw'" tou' diafanou'" ejsti teleiovth" . . . Priscianus also used
the term “perfection” (teleiovth", 9.27; cf. teleiou'sa, 9.28) of light in
the transparent.
ajllæ ejnevrgeia me;n kai; to; fw'" . . . For light as actualization (ejnevrgeia),
see Priscianus 9.11 and 26. Our commentator, like Priscianus, wishes
13 See J. F. Finamore’s discussion of Iamblichus’ De Myst. 3.11 (the oracle of
Apollo at Claros) in Blumenthal and Clark, 58-59.
14 See, for example, Proclus, In Rem Publicam 2.162.2; 2.300.21; Theol. Plat. 4.21.7;
4.32.10; 4.44.9; In Tim. 3.306.24. The term occurs only here in Priscianus and never
in the Pseudo-Simplicius or in Iamblichus. It does appear in Simplicius, In De Caelo
(36.34; 51.5; 151.31; 154.22; 155.32; 380.22; 462.27; 492.19; 493.13; 500.19; 507.2;
508.1; 508.28) and In Phys. (589.22). This furnishes further proof, if more were
needed, that the author of the De Anima commentary is not Simplicius.
15 Our texts of the De Anima have lektevon. See Steel (in Huby and Steel) 218 note
73.
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to emphasize that light is a special kind of actualizer, one that
remains aloof while it imparts itself. Thus, he says that light both
remains in its source and gives itself to the transparent. This is similar
to what Priscianus says, but not quite the same. For Priscianus stresses
light’s lack of involvement with the transparent medium: “not itself
belonging to the transparent, but rather making the transparent
belong to itself, while it itself remains continuous with the source of
light and is carried round together with it” (9.28-29), while our
commentator stresses that light is involved both with the light source
and with the transparent medium. This is, of course, a difference in
emphasis rather than a difference in doctrine. One should further
note that whereas Priscianus compared this sort of actualization to
that of heat in the air (which is an actualization taking place in the
substrate), our commentator compares it to intellection (which is an
actualization that remains above a substrate). What we seem to have
is two authors, each emphasizing a different aspect of Iamblichus’
doctrine on light: that it is an actualization of the transparent that
differs from both kinds described (heat and intellection). But see
below on 132.13-17, where the commentator is much closer to
Priscianus.
ajllæ a{ma te tou' proi>evnto" aujth; ejcomevnh kai; eJtevrw/ ejndidomevnh . . . We
adopt the conjecture of Steel, proi>ev n to" for proi>ovnto". The sense
requires that we contrast the light source with the transparent that
receives the light from the light source.
ejnevrgeia de; kai; o{ro" kai; teleiovth" . . . The writer turns now to the
Aristotelian distinction between a potential and actual medium. This
string of synonyms has an Iamblichean ring.
ouj kata; pavqo" ajlla; kata; ajqrovan teleiovthta . . . According to the
doctrine that Priscianus explicitly referred to Iamblichus (9.13-14)
light is not “an affection or quality of any body whatsoever” (ou[te mh;n
pavqo" h] poiovthta swvmato" oJtouou'n). Cf. 9.19 (shmei'on tou' mh; pavqhma
ei\nai tou' ajevro" to; fw'") and 9.26 (pw'" ou\n ejnevrgeia levgetai tou'
diafanou'"… oujc wJ" pavqo", fhvsw). For light occurring all at once
(ajqrovw"), see 9.16-18 (ajlla; kai; hJ ajqrova aujtou' parousiva ejpi; pavnta ta;
devcesqai aujto; dunavmena parovnto" tou' ejllavmponto", kai; au\qi"
ajpelqovnto" hJ ajqrova ajpovleiyi") and 9.20 (ta; ga;r pavqh oi|on hJ qermovth"
ou[te ajqrovw" ejggivnetai).
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kai; hJ me;n ejpisthvmh . . . Knowledge of light is compared to scientific
knowledge. In the latter, one knows by comparing the natural object
to the paradigm or Platonic Form. When the Form is actualized in
the object, it is easily known; when it is not yet present but potentially
present, one knows that object is capable of having the Form by the
Form’s “faint trace,” as perhaps we can tell that a green bell pepper
will be a sweet red pepper by faint traces of red pigment on parts of
it. So too we come to know what light is not by direct perception of
the form of light (which is impossible) but through perceiving its
effects in the transparent. See Steel (in Huby and Steel) 218 note 76.
wJ" kata; ajtele;" aujtou' i[cno" carakthrizovmena . . . For i[cno", see
Priscianus 9.18-19: mhde;n i[cno" eJautou' kataleivponto" (light “does not
leave a trace of itself behind”). Our commentator, however, is making a different point. For Priscianus, light comes to be and leaves all
at once; it leaves without a trace. For the commentator, objects and
entities that possess a Form only potentially still have a trace of that
Form; thus light can be known through its trace (as it were) in the
transparent.
oJ de; zhtw'n e[ti ajpo; tw'n aijtiatw'n kai; wJ" pro;" hJma'" prwvtwn . . . The
commentator makes an analogy from the normal procedure of
investigation in the sciences to the present inquiry into light. Just as
one knows what the Form is by first seeing it in the material substrate,
so too one comes to recognize what light is by seeing it instantiated in
the transparent. Indeed, the commentator puns on the clarity of light
(tiv ga;r a]n ei[h fwto;" ejnargevsteron…), making the point that if one can
come to know a Form in matter, a fortiori one can know light in the
transparent.
o{ti de; ajswvmaton kai; o{ti ouj pavqo" ajllæ ejnevrgeia . . . This is Iamblichus’
doctrine, as given by Priscianus (9.13-14). Our commentator explains
what Priscianus did not, that light is incorporeal because it travels
freely through the transparent. Like Priscianus, he argues that it is an
actualization and not an affection because it comes and goes all at
once with no interval of time.
e[nulon dev, ei[per sw'ma, to; ajpo; tou' fwto;" pu'r . . . The distinction
between corporeal fire and incorporeal light is Iamblichean. See
Finamore (in Blumenthal and Clark) 58-61.
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a\ra ou\n oujsiva wJ" hJ ajpo; th'" yuch'" tw'/ swvmati ejndidomevnh zwhv… Having
stated that light is incorporeal and not an affection of a body, the
commentator must say how light is an actualization of the transparent. Cp. Priscianus 9.26-31. The commentator raises a question
not raised by Priscianus: is light present in the transparent as life is
present in the body? There is a similarity, he says, in that both light
and life become present and depart all at once (aj q rov w ", 132.6).
There are differences too. The organic body must gradually come
into existence before life can enter it, but the transparent (which for
Iamblichus is Form) always exists as it is (although sometimes
actualized by light and sometimes by darkness). It undergoes no such
gradual change. Further, when the Form of Life leaves, the body
perishes and decays. When light leaves, the transparent does neither.
Finally, life, the Form which determines the living creature, is itself a
substance and receptive of opposites. Light is not a substance but an
actualization.
ou[te de; oJ pefwtismevno" ajh;r wJ" pefwtismevno" oujsiva . . . These words
begin a difficult sentence. Having argued that Life is a substance and
receptive of opposites, the commentator now goes on to say that light
is neither. Illuminated air is not a substance because it is illuminated,
just as heated air is not a substance because it is heated.16 Then
follows a disjunction: “neither it (auj t ov " ) nor light is receptive of
opposites.” To what does “it” refer? The only masculine noun in the
sentence is “air,” but certainly air is receptive of opposites. The flow
of the argument seems to require “heat” (to; qermovn ), but that is
neuter as well. The commentator must then be thinking not of air
unqualified but of “illuminated air” and “heated air.” Heated air
cannot admit of cold, or it would cease to be heated; illuminated air
cannot admit of darkness or it would cease to be illuminated. Just so,
light cannot admit of darkness and remain what it is. Thus, the
commentator says, “no change precedes its presence or follows upon
its departure.” That is to say, no change in light (not in the medium).
Light remains what it is.

16
This is clearly the meaning of the Greek. Steel (in Huby and Steel, 162)
translates: “But neither is the illuminated air substance qua illuminated, just as the
adventitiously warmed is not.” But “the adventitiously warmed” would require the
neuter (to; ejpikthvtw" qermanqevn) not the masculine (oJ ejpikthvtw" qermanqevi"),
which must refer to ajhvr.
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kaqavper oujde; oJ ejpikthvtw" qermanqeiv" . . . The adverb ej p ikthv t w"
appears only once in Priscianus (21.15, in a different context),
eighteen times in the present text,17 and nowhere else. This variation
offers further proof that Priscianus and the Pseudo-Simplicius are
different authors.
ajllæ e[stin aujto; tou'to ejnevrgeia . . . For the remainder of the argument, see also Priscianus 9.25-31. Both writers make similar points,
which argues for a common Iamblichean source. For oujc wJ" ejn
uJpokeimevnw/ ejgginomevnh tw'/ diafanei', cwristw'" de; aujtw'/ parou'sa kai;
teleiou'sa aujtov, see Priscianus 9.26-27: oujc wJ" pavqo", fhvsw, oujde; wJ"
teleiovth" aujtou' ejn uJpokeimevnw/ aujtw'/ genomevnh, ajllæ wJ" cwristw'" aujto;
teleiou' s a. For oujdevpote tou' proavgonto" aujth;n cwrizomevnh, ajllæ
ejkeivnw/ ejnidrumevnh, kai; ejkeivnou ejcomevnh, see Priscianus 9.28-29: oujk
aujth; ejkeivnou ajllæ eJauth'" ejkei'no poioumevnh, mevnousa sunech;" aujth; tw'/
ejllavmponti kai; ejkeivnw/ sumperiagomevnh.

17 49.3; 59.28; 59.30; 68.19; 87.8; 129.5; 132.29; 219.19; 219.20; 228.2; 236.27;
239.7; 316.18; 316.19; 316.24; 316.37; 318.12; 318.27.
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